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Preface
On February 24, 2012 the Kuali Foundation released version 2.0.0 of Kuali Rice. The release
included the software and extensive documentation.The term Rice identifies critical
infrastructure that is incorporated in the Kuali software products as well as potential use by
others in their software applications.
This document was assembled from the various documents. Many were in Acrobat format;
others were converted from Web pages and diagram graphics.
The purpose of the collection was to provide a convenient, indexed document that could be
searched. Readers should be cautioned the referenced documents are constantly changing and the
original sources should be used for precise and current analysis and design.
Because identity management, including authentication and authorization, is critical to Kuali
applications and should be an enterprise solution, materials from Kuali Rice Help applying to
KIM (Kuali Identity Management) were added as a source for research

From site.kuali.org/rice/2.0.0/reference/html/Help.html
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Kuali Rice 2.0 Overview
Welcome to Kuali Rice version 2.0!
This is the first major release of the Kuali Rice software since version 1.0 which was released in August of
2009. This release brings many new and exciting features and improvements to the Kuali Rice middleware
and application development platforms.
The primary architectural goal for this release of Rice was to position the platform for cross-version
service compatibility moving forward. With the increase in the number of applications (both internal and
external to Kuali) that are integrating with the Kuali Rice middleware platform, the ability to provide for
compatibility across different versions of Kuali Rice has risen to the forefront within the community as
a critical need. The end result is intended to be a platform on which institutions can build applications
without worrying about major forced upgrade paths for all integrated applications whenever they deploy
a new release of Kuali Rice.
Another major effort that was undertaken in support of compatibility work was an effort to improve the
modularity of the various components of Kuali Rice. In version 1.0.x of Rice, a high degree of coupling
was present in numerous places. Work was done as part of this release to help improve upon that situation.
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In addition to the architectural efforts supporting compatibility and modularity, Kuali Rice 2.0 sees the
introduction of two new major modules.
The first of these is the Kuali Rapid Application Development (KRAD) module. KRAD is meant to provide
the next generation of application development capabilities to those who are building applications based
on Kuali software. KRAD provides a platform that can be utilized to build enterprise applications in a
way that provides a more rich and flexible user experience than could be provided with the existing Kuali
Nervous System (KNS). In fact, KRAD is intended to be the eventual replacement for the KNS which is the
platform upon which much of the existing Kuali application software has been written. Note, however, that
KNS is not being removed as of Rice 2.0. Work will continue on KRAD past the 2.0 release of Kuali Rice.
The final major piece of functionality that was undertaken for this release was the introduction of the
Kuali Rule Management System (KRMS). KRMS is a business rule management system which can be
used to author and maintain business rules that can be utilized during decision making processes within an
application. This includes the ability to use business rules defined in KRMS to define rules for workflow
routing, notification, validation, and other custom scenarios.
More details on each of the major efforts can be found in later sections of this document.

Release Highlights
Highlights of this release include:
• Refactoring of all remotely accessible services to position them for cross-version compatibility with
future versions of Kuali Rice. This includes a migration from Java serialization-based services to SOAPbased web services.
• Reduction in the number of places where a Kuali Rice client application will interact directly with the
Kuali Rice standalone server database (when using integration models like embedded KEW).
• Improvements to the Kuali Service Bus to allow it to support requirements for version compatibility.
• Introduction of a new approach to server and client-side caching use the Spring caching abstraction
coupled with Ehcache. This includes a new user interface for managing caches.
• Breakdown of the codebase into smaller modules to increase modularity and flexibility of the software.
• Numerous improvements to the design and documentation of Kuali Rice apis.
• Integration of an out-of-the-box LDAP connector for Kuali Identity Management.
• Introduction of the Kuali Rules Management System (KRMS) module for creation and execution of
business rules.
• Introduction of the concept of PeopleFlows in Kuali Enterprise Workflow.
• Introduction of the Kuali Rapid Application Development (KRAD) module, the next revision of the
KNS which includes rich UI features and is based on Spring MVC instead of Struts.
• Ability to configure Bitronix as a JTA alternative to JOTM and XAPool.
• Many of the Kuali Rice library dependencies have been updated.

Download
Kuali Rice 2.0.0 can be downloaded from the Rice website at http://kuali.org/rice/download.
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There are three different distributions of Rice available: source, binary and server. Please read the
Installation Guide for more details on each of these distributions.

Documentation
API Documentation can be found at http://site.kuali.org/rice/2.0.0/apidocs/index.html
Formal documentation can be found at http://site.kuali.org/rice/2.0.0/reference/html/portal.html. This
documentation is still in the process of review and update for 2.0 which will continue through subsequent
releases, so please follow the notes in each document to report any outdated information.

Contact
If you encounter any difficulty, please don't hesitate to contact the Rice team on our public collaboration
mailing list at <rice.collab@kuali.org>. Please indicate that you are using the 2.0.0 version of
Rice.

Major Changes
As mentioned in the overview and highlights, there were many major changes that were made in support
of the goals of the Rice 2.0 release. During the implementation of modularity and version compatibility
changes, there were many structural improvements and refactoring changes to Rice that are intended to
help set a stronger foundation for future releases. Additionally, the KRMS and KRAD modules brought a
large amount of new functionality to the Kuali Rice platform. These next sections dive into these changes
in more detail.

Middleware Version Compatibility
In Rice 2.0, we are providing what we call "middleware" or "service" compatibility. This type of
compatibility is mainly concerned with compatibility between a client application and the version of the
Kuali Rice standalone server with which it is integrated. The basic requirement here is that if the Kuali
Rice standalone server (which hosts all of the Kuali Rice services) is upgraded to a new version, that should
not force any applications that integrate with those services to also upgrade (unless the server has been
upgraded to a new "major" version such as Rice 3.0, 4.0, etc.). It should be able to continue to interoperate
with the new set of services without having to pull in new Kuali Rice client libraries or (in the case of
manual web-service integration) it should not have to modify the way in which it invokes and handles
remote service calls.
The image below shows what the target is for version compatibility from the perspective of major, minor,
and patch releases of Kuali Rice.
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The type of compatibility being implemented for version 2.0 is in contrast to what we call "framework"
compatibility, or the ability to upgrade a client application to a new version of the Kuali Rice client libraries
or development framework without having to make any forced changes to that client application. Those
who use Java are familiar with this type of compatibility because that is the level of compatibility that
is generally provided between releases of the JDK (this is sometimes called a "drop-in" replacement).
Working toward a goal of framework compatibility is on the roadmap for the Kuali Rice project, however
the Rice 2.0 release makes no guarantees that it will provide such a level of compatibility moving forward.
More info on this and also Framework Version Compatibility can be found in our Kuali Rice Version
Compatibility Statement.
The following sub-sections will delve into some specific work that was done in support of version
compatibility.

Migration to SOAP web services
In Kuali Rice 1.0.x, services based on Java serialization were the primary services used for integration
between Kuali Rice and client applications. The mechanism by which serialization was performed used
Spring's HTTP invoker remoting framework. Java serialization is convenient for Java-to-Java application
interaction. However, a SOAP web service approach allows for a greater level of interoperability between
applications, including those not written in Java. Additionally, serialization can sometimes inherently
cause compatibility issues when attempting to communicate between applications which might be running
different versions of Java or different versions of libraries.
To this end, the services in Rice 2.0 have all been reimplemented as SOAP-based web services. There
will be no Java-serialization based service distributed with Kuali Rice 2.0. However, the Kuali Service
Bus will still support publishing of services that use Java. As part of this effort, the team has taken care
to carefully design the message formats such that:
• The "required" portions of the message format are well-defined
• The proper format of data in the messages in well-defined
• Error and exception cases are well-defined
• The services are designed to allow for safe evolution over time
• The services are namespaced and named appropriately
• The services are versioned appropriately
• There is consistency in how services are designed and documented
Much of the above information can be found in the WSDL's which are generated for each of the services.
The WSDL defines the message formats, operations, and error conditions of the numerous Kuali Rice
services. This effort of service refactoring is at the heart of what we are calling "version compatibility"
for the Kuali Rice 2.0 release.
Note that while SOAP is being used as the primary way in which services are exposed in Rice 2.0, there
will likely be work in the future to make services available using the REST architectural style.

Kuali Service Bus
In order to support requirements for version compatibility, there were numerous changes that needed to
be made to the Kuali Service Bus. This ultimately resulted in a reworking of much of the internals of the
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KSB (with the exception of it's messaging functionality). The major changes made to the KSB for Kuali
Rice 2.0 were:
1. Client applications now connect to the service registry through a SOAP web service, rather than through
direct connections to the KRSB_SVC_DEF_T and related tables.
2. There is a new API for the ServiceBus which is well documented and acts as the client application
interface point with the KSB.
3. The practice of storing a java serialized form of the service configuration in the database was altered
to store an XML-serialized service descriptor. This allows for more portability and greater access for
non-Java applications to interact with the service bus.
4. Removed the faulty "dead service" indicator from the registry.
5. Added the concept of a service status to the registry.
6. Added service version number information to the registry.
7. Replaced the concept of the "service namespace" with the concept of an "application id".
8. Introduced the concept of an "instance id" which identifies an instance of an application. This allows
the KSB to better handle applications that are clustered with multiple deployments all publishing the
same set of services.
9. Much more flexibility in how a client application can configure and use the KSB. For example, a
client application could just configure the KSB client to act as a publisher of a service, or it could just
connect to the KSB as a consumer of services. As well as additional configuration permutations related
to support for reliable messaging and "development" mode (where services are not actually published).
10.A general refactoring of the internal architecture of the KSB related to handle it handles the publishing
lifecycle of services as well as synchronization with the shared service registry.
As can be seen from the list above, much work was done to the service bus for Kuali Rice version 2.0. For
more details, read the following page https://wiki.kuali.org/x/T3dyEg

Parameter Service, Namespace Service, and Component Service
In Rice 1.0.x, parameters, namespaces, and components were part of the KNS module of Rice. Client
applications would access tables in the Kuali Rice server database directory in order to read and write
values from these tables. As part of the general effort to modularize the Rice platform, it was decided that
these three concepts were core concepts since they were used outside of the pure application development
domain of the KNS (parameters in particular are used all over the Kuali Rice codebase). To this end they
were moved to the newly established "core" module of Rice (see more information on modularity work
in later sections).
Additionally, SOAP services were created for each of these to eliminate the need for a client application
to directly communicate with the related database tables, instead using a service-oriented approach to
interacting with these different information sources. This resulted in the creation of the following services:
• org.kuali.rice.core.api.parameter.ParameterRepositoryService - remote service which provides
operations related to system parameters
• org.kuali.rice.core.api.namespace.NamespaceService - remote service which provides operations
related to namespaces
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• org.kuali.rice.core.api.component.ComponentService - remote service which provides operations
related to components, as well as implementing a new model for publication of "derived" components
For working with parameters, there is still a ParameterService this is provided as part of the client-side
API. This service is configured with the application id of the application and delegates calls down to the
remote ParameterRepositoryService.
For the ComponentService, it provides a new mechanism for publication of "derived" components,
which can include components that are derived from an application's data dictionary configuration.
This is a replacement for the "getNonDatabaseComponents" method which was part of the
RiceApplicationConfigurationService in Rice 1.0.x. It uses a push model in contrast to the pull model
which was used in Rice 1.0.x.
More information about these individual services and their available operations can be found in
the javadocs. Also see the following page for more details on the work that was done with these
services, including a description of the new model used for publication of derived components: https://
wiki.kuali.org/x/tg5yEg

RiceApplicationConfigurationService
In Rice 1.0.x, the RiceApplicationConfigurationService was a service published by all KNS applications
which provided callbacks into the application from the Kuali Rice standalone server. This service was
removed in Rice 2.0 for various reasons. The reasons for it's removal and information on it's effective
replacements can be found on the following page: https://wiki.kuali.org/x/vA6tEg

General Purpose Lookup APIs
In Rice 1.0.x, may of the services (particularly the KIM services) had general-purpose lookup methods
which took a Map<String, String>. In this map, the key was intended to represent the property
name on the data element being looked up and the value was intended to be the value to search for. The
value itself could contain various wild card characters and other operators to allow for the construction of
more complex searches. However, there were a few inadequacies with this approach:
1. If an institution wanted to implement their own version of the service, they would effectively need to
implement a complex interpreter which would take the incoming String value and determine how to
implement the lookup according to the values passed in.
2. There was no way to preform cross-property "ors" with this model.
3. There was no support for "paging" of query results.
4. The contract itself tended to be weakly defined, resulting in service methods that would be hard to
maintain from a service compatibility perspective.
To this end, some work was done to design a general purpose lookup API that could be applied in a
standard fashion across the various Rice services which needed it. The following page describes more
about the various possibilities for implementing this as well as the solution which was chosen: https://
wiki.kuali.org/x/PR9yEg.
The implementation of this api can be found on the core-api module under the package
org.kuali.rice.core.api.criteria.

Kuali Enterprise Workflow Services
The Kuali Enterprise Workflow services have been refactored for version compatibility in a similar fashion
to the rest of the services in Rice. As part of this effort, a bit of a rearchitecture of the service layer and
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APIs for workflow were performed as well. The major changes made to the workflow services and apis
are as follows:
• The WorkflowDocument class is now an interface and is created using
WorkflowDocumentFactory.createDocument
or
WorkflowDocumentFactory.loadDocument instead of creating new instances through the
WorkflowDocument constructor.
• SimpleDocumentActionsWebService was combined with WorkflowDocumentActions
to create the new WorkflowDocumentActionsService remotable service.
• WorkflowInfo and WorkflowUtility was removed and replaced with the following services:
• WorkflowDocumentService
• ActionListService
• DocumentTypeService
• NoteService
• RuleService
• The various KEW framework services were refactored to conform to service version compatibility
standards. This includes services for document search customization, action list customization,
workflow notes, document security, rule validation, and workflow rule attributes.
• The various KEW message queues were refactored to conform to service version compatibility
standards. This includes queues for document routing, blanket approval, immediate email reminders,
searchable attribute indexing, document requeuing, etc.
• In the KNS, both KualiWorkflowInfo and KualiWorkflowDocument were removed
as it was deemed this duplicate level of abstraction was unnecessary. In the case of
KualiWorkflowDocument, existing references were changed to just WorkflowDocument. In
the case of KualiWorkflowInfo, code was changed to call one of the new KEW services that was
added in Rice 2.0.

Document Search
One of the major KEW framework refactorings that was undertaken for Rice 2.0 was a reimplementation
of the various components that support Document Search customization. Full documentation on these
changes and how to utilize them is still in progress, but a summary is as follows:
• SearchableAttribute - class still named the same but moved to a different package, method
names changed, returns RemotableAttributeField instead of List<Row>
• Client applications no longer allowed to override or use these attributes:
• DocumentSearchCriteriaProcessorAttribute
• DocumentSearchGeneratorAttribute
• DocumentSearchResultProcessorAttribute
• DocumentSearchXMLResultProcessorAttribute
• The only valid document search-related attributes are now:
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• SearchableAttribute
• DocumentSearchCustomizer
• DocumentSecurityAttribute
• The DocumentSearchCustomizer replaces most of the original document search-related
attributes. It is a single attribute which allows for customization of criteria, results, and various other
aspects of the Document Search operation.
• The
customizer
itself
is
not
remoted,
instead
a
DocumentSearchCustomizationHandlerService is published by each KEW client
application. This allows for a client application to implement as many customizers as they want and map
them to the document types they should apply to via DocumentType configuration. The Document
Search functionality itself will then callback into the client application when it needs to via the published
DocumentSearchCustomizationHandlerService.
• The new document search framework uses the RemotableAttributeField abstraction for
defining fields that should be displayed as extra search criteria. This is in contrast to Rice 1.0.x where
KNS Row and Field objects were transmitted using Java serialization. This old model did not translate
well to SOAP-based services and had numerous other problems as well (namely that not all of Field
and Row was properly serializable or could be interpreted correctly by the Rice standalone service, such
as custom formatters, values finders, etc.).
Further documentation on how to migrate from the old document search framework to the new document
search framework is forthcoming. For the time-being, the best resource is to look at the javadocs for
the org.kuali.rice.kew.framework.document.search package. All of the framework apis
should have fairly thorough javadocs.

Caching Architecture
In Rice 1.0.x, caching was implemented using a framework called OSCache along with distributed caching
flushing behavior across the KSB. This worked well in general, however this setup was plagued by issues
of far too many cache-related message events getting generated and sent. Additionally, OSCache is a longdead project which has not had any activity in a long time. In order to ensure that Kuali Rice was positioned
for service compatibility moving forward, an effort was undertaken to revamp and update the caching
architecture utilized by the Rice platform and find a better and more sustainable solution.
The result is a solution based on the caching abstraction provided with the core Spring framework version
3.1. The backend caching implementation being used is Ehcache (which is the default recommended by
Spring). There is a also integration with the Kuali Service Bus for sending cache eviction messages out
to interested listeners. This allows us to keep our caching consistent across different applications in an
enterprise architecture which has been integrated with Kuali Rice.
More details on the specific work that was done to rearchitect the Kuali Rice caching infrastructure can
be found here: https://wiki.kuali.org/x/XgmWEg

Modularity
In version 1.0.x of Kuali Rice, the software was divided into 3 main modules: api, impl, and web. While
this was convenient from the development perspective, it resulted in a high level of coupling between the
various "logical" modules of Rice (the core, kew, kim, ksb, etc.). Attempts were made to rectify some
of these issues in Kuali Rice 2.0. Since the full vision for modularity in Kuali Rice was not in scope for
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the 2.0 release, as much work was done on modularity as could be permitted in order help reach version
compatibility goals for the release.
Primarily, this included the creation of numerous "api" and "framework" modules and the partitioning of
Kuali Rice into various sub-project modules. This structure can be seen when looking at the source code
for Rice 2.0. The design and vision for modularity in Kuali Rice can be found at the following links:
• Modularity Use Case Analysis
• Modularity Design

PeopleFlows
Core PeopleFlow concept
A new concept was added to Kuali Enterprise Workflow as part of workflow routing requirements for
Kuali Coeus. The requirement was essentially to replicate the functionality of "Maps" in the existing Coeus
system upon which Kuali Coeus is based. These maps are simply lists of people or roles who can approve
in a particular order. This order is defined by a series of "stops". At each stop there can be a number of
possible approvers which may have delegates.
There was not really an equivalent concept in KEW today, this is essentially like a mini-workflow itself.
So the concept of PeopleFlows were added along with a new activation type called "Priority-Parallel"
activation. This priority-parallel activation allows for action requests to be activated at a node in parallel
if they have the same priority, but in sequence if they have different priority values.
Further details on the implementation of PeopleFlows, their lineage in Coeus, as well as some screenshots
of the maintenance user interface can be found here: https://wiki.kuali.org/x/3R6REg

PeopleFlow integration with KRMS
The previous section introduced the concept of PeopleFlows. The KRMS module will have integration
with PeopleFlows built in through the use of a custom type of "Action". This action will allow a rule author
to build a business rule and then indicate that the action that should be executed if the rule succeeds would
be to route to the specified PeopleFlow.
Details on the way this integration is implemented can be found here: https://wiki.kuali.org/x/3R6REg

New Modules: KRMS and KRAD
Kuali Rapid Application Development Framework (KRAD)
KRAD (Kuali Rapid Application Development) is a framework that eases the development of enterprise
web applications by providing reusable solutions and tooling that enable developers to build in a rapid
and agile fashion. KRAD is a complete framework for web development that provides infrastructure in
all major areas of an application (client, business, and data) and integrates with other modules of the
Rice middleware project. KRAD is the next generation of the Rice Kuali Nervous System (KNS) and
Kuali Student development frameworks. It expands on the ability to rapidly create user interfaces with
XML while providing more flexibility with layouts and user experience. In addition, KRAD allows for
the creation of modern, rich user interfaces using the jQuery and Fluid frameworks.
How does KRAD improve on the KNS? See Benefits of KRAD.
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To learn more about KRAD, please visit the following pages:
• KRAD in a nutshell
• UIF Architecture
• View Tutorial
• Creating a component
In addition, see various analysis pages here (Note: some of the information might be incomplete or out
of date): KRAD Analysis

Kuali Rule Management System (KRMS)
KRMS (Kuali Rule Management System) is a new module in Rice that enables the externalization of
pieces of business logic (rules) from an application such that it is customizable without need for additional
client programming. Agendas containing custom business rules can be defined, edited and stored in the
repository, and then executed by the application against some set of information (facts).
There is also integration between KRMS and KEW's new PeopleFlow concept that enables invocation of
the rule execution engine from within a workflow. Rules can be configured with PeopleFlow actions that
specify PeopleFlows to route to or to notify.
View the following analysis page for some additional information on KRMS:KRMS Analysis

Configuration Changes
For Rice 2.0, we now support:
• Tomcat 6 (Servlet API 2.5, JSP 2.1)
• Tomcat 7 (Servlet API 3.0, JSP 2.2)
With this change, we have dropped support for Tomcat 5.5 (Servlet API 2.4, JSP 2.0).

Library Changes and Additions
There were many changes made to the various direct and transitive dependencies for Kuali Rice. Additional
documentation can be found in the upgrade guide about what the specific changes were, but the following
is a summary of some of the highlights:
• Spring 3.1
• Apache CXF 2.3.6
• OJB 1.0.4-patch7
• includes various patches from the Kuali community
• Direct Web Remoting (DWR) 3.0.RC2
• Ehcache 2.4.6
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• Groovy 1.8.1
• joda-time 2.0
• JOTM 2.1.9
• Bitronix 2.1.1
• Quartz 1.8.4
• Spring Security 3.0.7
• Struts 1.3.10
• Tiles 2.2.2
• jQuery 1.6.3

Other Changes
There were many other changes made in Kuali Rice 2.0 which are not included in the previous section. The
following list is a highlight of some of these. For a comprehensive list of changes that were performed,
see the section called “Items Addressed in Rice 2.0”
• Removal of DateUtils and NumberUtils
• Changes in how unit tests and integration tests are run
• Addition of Priority parallel activation type
• Use of immutable objects and the builder pattern for various APIs
• Removal of "object remoting" functionality from the KSB
• Conversion of identifiers from numeric to character-based data types in KEW
• Changes to PersistableBusinessObjectBase and notes
• Normalization on a single concept of "application id"
• Unique constraint on kim permission namespace:name and responsibility namespace:name
• Clean up of multiple "key-value-pair" style classes
• Transition from custom-written email services to standardizing on the spring mailer
• Move to Maven version 3
• DateTimeService converted to use configuration parameters instead of system parameters, allowing for
it to be used through more of the system without the need for database dependencies
• Kuali Communication Broker (KCB) integration turned off by default
• Removal of IdentityManagementService, replaced with individual service calls in KIM
• Replacement of AttributeSet in KIM service apis with simple Map<String, String>
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• Renaming of various data elements in KIM to more closely align with PESC standards
• Ability for a RouteModule to be called back into multiple times in order to generate more requests in
support of new PeopleFlow feature
• Hours of availability awareness
• Change from WorkflowFunctions to EDLFunctions (and package name changes) in eDocLites
• Ability to define finer-grained Action List notification preferences for KEW

Upgrade Guide
Upgrade Considerations
This section outlines the process of upgrading from Rice 1.0.3.3 to Rice 2.0.0. If you are curently running
an older version of the 1.0.x code, you will need to perform the steps to upgrade to 1.0.3.3 first.
In terms of upgrading to Kuali Rice 2.0, there are two main types of upgrades which will typically need
to be performed:
• Kuali Rice Standalone Server
• Client Applications
Since Rice 2.0 is not backward compatible with 1.0.x, upgrades to both the standalone server and any
client applications which are using the Rice APIs will need to be coordinated to occur at the same time.
It is likely that an institution which has built multiple custom Kuali Rice applications will need to perform
both of these steps and coordinate the upgrade appropriately within their enterprise. For the other Kuali
applications within the Kuali Foundation, each of the projects are planning forthcoming releases which
will support Rice 2.0. So it would be advisable to wait until those upgraded versions are available before
taking on an enterprise-wide upgrade of Kuali Rice infrastructure to avoid needing to manually convert
these applications yourself. Please consult the time lines of the other Kuali projects for details on their
planned migrations to Rice 2.0.
For those applications which are running Kuali Rice in "Bundled" mode (which means the application is
not dependant on a separate Kuali Rice Standalone Server instance) then both types of upgrades will need
to be performed on the same application.
In addition to upgrading the Rice standalone server and any integrated client applications, any use of the
Kuali Rice data in downstream systems (such as a Data Warehouse or reporting environment) needs to
be considered. There have been impacting changes to the Rice database tables as part of development
on version 2.0. Therefore, existing reports may not work as desired and should be updated and tested
appropriately.
In the following sections, we will describe the upgrade process for each of the different areas in detail.

Upgrading a Kuali Rice Standalone Server
The Kuali Rice Standalone Server is made available as a WAR and deployed to a servlet container
(typically Tomcat). The general process for upgrading a standalone server from version 1.0.3.3 to version
2.0 will be as follows:
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1. Re-apply local customizations
2. Upgrade Workflow Plugins
3. Upgrade the Database
4. Update Configuration
5. Deploy

Re-apply Local Customizations
Many who have implemented Kuali Rice have performed local customizations to the software. This
might include patching bugs, adding additional features, or overriding reference service implementations
(especially in the case of Kuali Identity Management). Additionally, customization may have been done
to some of the web content that's included as part of the KNS framework.
It is, of course, important that these local customizations be reapplied to your Kuali Rice 2.0
implementation as part of your upgrade process. You may be accomplishing this in many different ways
currently, the most common approaches include the following:
• Using Maven WAR overlays to construct a custom Rice Standalone WAR.
• Using a build tool like Apache Ant to manually assemble a custom WAR file.
• Using a custom Ant build, the Maven shade plugin, or a similar tool to patch Rice code.
• Extending delivered Kuali Rice code or reference service implementations and loading them via the
rice.additionalSpringFiles configuration parameter to perform service overrides.
• Customizing web content by modifying the delivered Kuali Rice JSP and tag libraries.
• Modifications to the web.xml file to include additional web application configuration or modify supplied
configuration (i.e. the "environment" init-param in the packaged web.xml).
Regardless of the approach or approaches you are utilizing, it's important to ensure your customizations
are transfered properly. The code base of Kuali Rice has changed significantly during the 2.0 development
cycle. As a result, it is suggested that you port over any code or file customizations one class at a time to
ensure they get rewritten if needed to link and compile properly with the 2.0 libraries.

Upgrade Workflow Plugins
If your Rice server is loading any KEW plugins, then these will need to be upgraded as well. At the very
least, this will likely involve recompilation and repackaging to link with the Rice 2.0 apis. Depending on
how much code is in the plugin and which Rice frameworks it utilizes, it's likely that plugin code will need
to be upgraded in a similar fashion to client application code in order for it to work properly within the Rice
plugin framework. See the Client Application portion of the upgrade guide for more information on this.

Upgrade the Database
The Rice Standalone Server download will be packaged with database upgrade scripts included. These are
located in the following directory:
scripts/upgrades/1.0.3 to 2.0.0
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Within this directory, are the following relevant sub-directories:
• final - contains the SQL needed to perform a full database upgrade from a Kuali Rice 1.0.3.3 standalone
server database to 2.0.0. There are scripts here for both the client database upgrade (which will be
discussed in more detail in a later section) as well as the standalone server database. There are Oracle
and MySQL versions of each of these.
• demo-data - this directory contains updates to the various pieces of Kuali Rice demo data. Typically
when performing an upgrade it will be against a database that does not have demo data. But these scripts
are provided just in case they are needed.
• support - this directory contains a groovy script which helps deal with the fact that unique constraints
were added to the database for the combination of namespace code and name in both the KIM permission
and responsibility tables.
• xml-ingest-updates - contains XML that needs to be ingested after the database upgrade is completed
The steps to perform the standalone server database upgrade will be as follows:
1. Generate upgrade script for KIM Permission and Responsibility name uniqueness, execute these scripts.
2. Execute the "final" standalone server database upgrade scripts.
3. Perform maintainable XML conversion
4. Perform manual XML ingestion after standalone server startup

KIM Permission and Responsibility Uniqueness
As part of Rice 2.0 development, a new constraint was put in place which requires that the combination of
namespace code and name on Permission and Responsibility records in KIM must be globally unique. This
means that the combination of the NMSPC_CD and NM columns in the KRIM_PERM_T and KRIM_RSP_T
tables must be unique within each one of these tables.
The "final" upgrade scripts that are provided with the upgrade add the constraints to these tables. Therefore,
in order to prevent this portion of the upgrade from failing, it's important to ensure the data in these tables
conforms to the new uniqueness constraints before they are applied to the tables.
Preferably, for any potentially duplicate records you have in this table, you will examine each and come up
with a reasonably descriptive and unique name for each permission and responsibility record. However,
if this is not feasible or too time consuming, a set of scripts come with the standalone server download
which will generate UPDATE SQL for you. In order to use these scripts you must first have Groovy 1.8
installed on the machine from which you will run the scripts. You must also know the details to connect
up to the Rice database for which you want to generate upgrade SQL.
It's important to note that these scripts will not update any data in your database, they will just read the
data located therein and produce output to the terminal window.
In order to run the script, follow these steps:
1. Download the Rice Standalone Server distribution if you have not done so already and unzip it.
2. Open a command-line window and change directory to the scripts/upgrades/1.0.3
2.0.0/support directory.
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3. Execute a command similar to the following (enter on a single line in the terminal):
If using MySQL:

groovy -cp /java/drivers/mysql-connector-java-5.1.17-bin.jar DbUpdateTool.groovy
jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/myricedb db-username db-password PermissionsNames
If using Oracle:

groovy -cp /java/drivers/ojdbc6.jar DbUpdateTool.groovy
jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:ORACLE db-username db-password PermissionsNa
4. In the examples above, be sure to change the "-cp" argument to point to the MySQL jdbc driver if you
are using MySQL or the Oracle jdbc driver if you are using Oracle. If you don't have the appropriate
driver you will need to download it to a location of your choosing. You will also need to pass the
appropriate database connection arguments as well.
5. This command will read the KIM permission data in your database and determine which records violate
the new uniqueness constraints and then generate appropriate SQL that can be used to update the records
to make them unique. The output might look similar to the following:

$ groovy -cp /java/drivers/ojdbc6.jar DbUpdateTool.groovy
jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:ORACLE db-username db-password PermissionsNa
Loading command PermissionsNamespaceNameUniquifier
Loading command ResponsibilityNamespaceNameUniquifier
java.lang.ClassNotFoundException: com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
Excluding: [PERM_ID:[140, 141, 142, 143, ...]]
Executing:
select * from KRIM_PERM_T where (NMSPC_CD,NM) in (
select NMSPC_CD,NM from KRIM_PERM_T group by NMSPC_CD,NM having count
)
and PERM_ID not in (140,141,142,143, ...)
Generating transformation SQL:
update
update
update
update
update
update
...

KRIM_PERM_T
KRIM_PERM_T
KRIM_PERM_T
KRIM_PERM_T
KRIM_PERM_T
KRIM_PERM_T

set
set
set
set
set
set

NM='Modify Accounting Lines 199' where PERM_ID='199';
NM='Modify Accounting Lines 200' where PERM_ID='200';
NM='Initiate Document 202' where PERM_ID='202';
NM='Administer Routing for Document 203' where PERM_ID='20
NM='Administer Routing for Document 204' where PERM_ID='20
NM='Use Transactional Document 206' where PERM_ID='206';

Done.
6. Execute the same command as above but pass "ResponsibilityNamespaceNameUniquifier" as the last
argument to generate the update SQL for KIM responsibilities.
7. At this point you can copy the output between "Generating transformation SQL" and "Done" for both
permissions and responsibilities and create an SQL script to run as the first step of your database
upgrade.
From the example above, you can see that the script just generates the unique name based on the id of the
permission or responsibility. If you want different behavior you can modify the Groovy scripts or update
the data manually using a strategy of your choosing for making the data unique.
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Execute Final Upgrade Script
Once you have a script to update your permission and responsibility tables in KIM for name uniqueness,
you are ready to execute the final upgrade script.
There is SQL available for this for both MySQL and Oracle in the scripts/upgrades/1.0.3
to 2.0.0/final directory in the standalone server download. You will want to execute one of the
following depending on whether the database you are upgrading is MySQL or Oracle:
• MySQL - update_final_mysql.sql
• Oracle - update_final_oracle.sql
Be sure to prepend the SQL generated for KIM data updates to your upgrade scripts and then run the full
script against your database to perform the upgrade using an SQL tool of your choice.

Test!
It is recommended that you test the database upgrade against a copy of your production database
before performing it against your actual production database. In particular, if your database is at
all sizable, then it could take a long time for certain portions of the script to execute since they
have to rebuild some of the tables in the Rice database. It is also recommended that you back
up your production database before performing the upgrade in case there is a problem during the
conversion process and you need to roll back.

Maintainable XML
There was work done in Rice 2.0 which might invalidate legacy KNS maintenance framework XML
causing exceptions to occur when attempting to load this XML (which is generated using the XStream
library) back into an instance of the business object class being maintained. This data is stored in the
KRNS_MAINT_DOC_T table in the DOC_CNTNT column. In order to address this, a program was written
that can be executed to perform the needed maintainable XML conversion. This program is included in
the rice-development-tools module of Kuali Rice. Instructions on how to set up the tool and run
it can be found in it's javadocs located here:
http://site.kuali.org/rice/2.0.0/apidocs/org/kuali/rice/krad/maintainablexml/
ConvertMaintainableXML.html

Caution
While this utility is available, it was difficult for the Kuali Rice team to be able to test this
tool with a lot of different maintenance document scenarios. We suggest that this conversion
be tested thoroughly by those using the conversion utility prior to performing the upgrade in
production. This means performing the conversion and then verifying the ability to open and route
to completion maintenance documents which were ENROUTE at the point-in-time of upgrade.

XML Ingestion
There is currently no (easy) way to perform XML ingestion while the Kuali Rice Standalone server is
offline. However, there are some XML files which should be ingested as part of the Rice 2.0 upgrade.
These files are located in the scripts/upgrades/1.0.3 to 2.0.0/xml-ingest-updates
directory of the standalone server distribution.
Once the database has been upgraded and you have successfully started your version 2.0 Kuali Rice
Standalone Server, you can use the XML Ingester screen in order to ingest these files. Most of these files
are related to setting up KEW configuration for the new KRMS module. So if you are not planning to take
advantage of this new module immediately, you do not need to do this ingestion right away.
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Update Configuration
The most frequently customized configuration parameters which are used by the standalone server have
not changed a whole lot between Rice 1.0.x and 2.0. However there are a few changes which are important
to note.
First
of
all,
in
Rice
1.0.x
there
was
a
configuration
parameter
named
rice.additionalSpringFiles. This was used to load custom Spring files into the standalone
server (or a client application) which could be used to override internal Kuali Rice services for the
purposes of customization. In Rice 2.0, there is no longer a single rice.additionalSpringFiles
parameter. Instead there is one per module of Rice such as rice.kew.additionalSpringFiles,
rice.ksb.additionalSpringFiles, rice.kim.additionalSpringFiles, etc. When
re-applying and loading customizations, this needs to be taken into account. Additionally, you will need
to ensure you are overriding the server in the appropriate module or else the service override will not take
effect.
Additionally, the caching implementation for Rice has been reworked to use the Ehcache
library. As a result, the various kim.cache.* configuration parameters are no longer available.
Instead, when needing to customize how caching for KIM (or any other module of Rice) is
configured, a custom ehcache configuration file can be loaded through configuration parameters like
kim.ehcache.config.location, kew.ehcache.config.location, etc.
Generally speaking, for configuration parameters which you are using and overriding as part of your
standalone server setup, it's best to look at the value in the configuration defaults for Rice to determine if
or how it has changed in Rice 2.0. The source for that configuration default file can be found here:
http://svn.kuali.org/repos/rice/tags/rice-2.0.0/impl/src/main/resources/META-INF/common-configdefaults.xml

Deploy
Once you have completed updating your standalone server's configuration, you are ready to do deploy it.
This process still works largely the same as it did in Rice 1.0.x. However, in Rice 2.0, Tomcat 6 or Tomcat
7 is recommended. It is not recommended to run the Kuali Rice Standalone Server in Tomcat 5.5.x as was
the case with Rice 1.0.x.
As part of this, you should ensure that the "lib" directory of your Tomcat instance has the appropriate
JDBC driver for the database you are using.
If you have any trouble with this step, please consult the section called “Troubleshooting”.

Upgrading a Client Application
Upgrading a Kuali Rice client application is a bit more involved than upgrading the Kuali Rice standalone
server. This is because there is no easy "automatic" upgrade path and there will likely be a significant
amount of manual work which will need to be done in your application code in order to perform the
upgrade. This is because of a few different reasons:
1. Many of the service APIs were redesigned in support of version compatibility.
2. There was a large amount of "repackaging" of existing Rice code which was done as part of a
modularization effort in Rice 2.0.
3. Some classes were removed because of redundancies or inconsistencies in the APIs.
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4. The way that Rice is configured in Spring has changed.
In addition to this, you will want to ensure that your application is only using the allowed API and
framework classes from the Kuali Rice libraries in order to ensure that your application will remain
compatible across releases of Kuali Rice. See the version compatibility documentation for more details.
The next few sections will take you through the process of upgrading a client application as well as
providing additional resources to help you with the process.

Client Database Upgrade
While there were not a lot of database changes made to the database tables that a Kuali Rice client
application uses, there were a few. Those changes are fairly minor, however, and can be summarized as
follows:
1. Added OBJ_ID and VER_NBR columns to the KRNS_SESN_DOC_T tables.
2. On the KRSB_MSG_QUE_T table, changed SVC_NMSPC column to APPL_ID.
3. On the KRNS_DOC_HDR_T table changed the size of the FDOC_DESC column from 40 to 255
characters.
Those are the only structural changes which need to be made to existing client application databases.
MySQL and Oracle scripts for performing these updates are available in the following locations in the
Rice distribution downloads:
MySQL

scripts/upgrades/1.0.3.3
update_client_final_mysql.sql

to

2.0.0/final/

Oracle

scripts/upgrades/1.0.3.3
update_client_final_oracle.sql

to

2.0.0/final/

Finally, the KRNS_MAINT_DOC_T table which includes maintainable XML will be in each client
application which uses the KNS. If your application uses maintenance documents, you will need to perform
the maintenance XML upgraded as described earlier in the section called “Maintainable XML”.

Library Upgrades
As mentioned previously, there have been numerous 3rd-party dependency updates in this version of Rice.
Additionally, modularity work that was done during this release has resulted in a more granular set of
Rice libraries. All of these library dependencies are included with the binary distribution of Kuali Rice.
Additionally, if an application is using Maven, all of the Rice dependencies are available in the Maven
Central Repository under the org.kuali.rice group id: http://search.maven.org/#search|ga|1|g%3A
%22org.kuali.rice%22
Details on the library changes will be outlined in the next few sections. You will need to update the libraries
associated with your existing project as necessary in order to react to this. What follows are tables detailing
libraries added, removed, and changed from Rice 1.0.3.3 to Rice 2.0. In addition to this information,
detailed dependency analysis can be found on the Maven-generated site for Kuali Rice http://site.kuali.org/
rice/2.0.0/index.html

Be Careful!
Even if you may not need one of the libraries listed below as a Rice dependency, your application
may be using it for something else. So be sure to verify whether or not you are using a particular
library in your application independently of Rice before you remove it from your project.
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Kuali Rice Libraries
In Rice 1.0.x, there were only two main jars, rice-api and rice-impl. With the modularity work
there are more api jars corresponding to service apis and framework components. Additionally, the
implementation module has been split (though there is still a shared implementation module as not all
components of the Rice implementation have been fully modularized as of the Rice 2.0.0 release). This
work was done according to the design outlined at the following page: Modularity Design
Old Library

New Library

rice-api-1.0.3.3.jar

rice-core-api-2.0.0.jar
rice-core-framework-2.0.0.jar
rice-core-service-api-2.0.0.jar
rice-core-service-framework-2.0.0.jar
rice-edl-framework-2.0.0.jar
rice-ken-api-2.0.0.jar
rice-kew-api-2.0.0.jar
rice-kew-framework-2.0.0.jar
rice-kim-api-2.0.0.jar
rice-kim-framework-2.0.0.jar
rice-kns-2.0.0.jar
rice-krad-app-framework-2.0.0.jar
rice-krad-web-framework-2.0.0.jar
rice-krms-api-2.0.0.jar
rice-krms-framework-2.0.0.jar
rice-ksb-api-2.0.0.jar
rice-location-api-2.0.0.jar
rice-location-framework-2.0.0.jar

rice-impl-1.0.3.3.jar

rice-impl-2.0.0.jar
rice-core-impl-2.0.0.jar
rice-core-service-impl-2.0.0.jar
rice-edl-impl-2.0.0.jar
rice-kew-impl-2.0.0.jar
rice-kim-impl-2.0.0.jar
rice-krms-impl-2.0.0.jar
rice-ksb-client-impl-2.0.0.jar
rice-ksb-server-impl-2.0.0.jar
rice-location-impl-2.0.0.jar

rice-sampleapp-1.0.3.3.jar

rice-core-service-web-2.0.0.jar
rice-core-web-2.0.0.jar
rice-ksb-web-2.0.0.jar
rice-location-web-2.0.0.jar
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Libraries Added between 1.0.3.3 and 2.0.0
Library Added

Notes

aspectjrt-1.6.8.jar
aspectjweaver-1.6.8.jar
avalon-framework-4.1.5.jar
btm-2.1.2.jar

Only needed if using Bitronix for your connection pooling

carol-interceptors-1.0.1.jar
commons-chain-1.2.jar
cxf-rt-transports-common-2.3.8.jar
ehcache-core-2.5.0.jar
guava-11.0.jar
hibernate-core-3.6.9.Final.jar
hibernate-jpa-2.0-api-1.0.1.Final.jar
hsqldb-1.8.0.1.jar
irmi-1.1.2.jar
jackson-core-asl-1.8.7.jar
jackson-mapper-asl-1.8.7.jar
jacorb-2.2.3-jonas-patch-20071018.jar
jacorb-idl-2.2.3-jonas-patch-20071018.jar
jcl-over-slf4j-1.6.4.jar

Needed only if you use JCL.

joda-time-2.0.jar
logkit-1.2.jar
serializer-2.7.1.jar
slf4j-api-1.6.4.jar
slf4j-log4j12-1.6.4.jar
spring-asm-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar
spring-tx-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar
spring-expression-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar
spring-security-cas-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar
spring-security-core-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar
spring-security-web-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar
stax2-api-3.1.1.jar
struts-extras-1.3.10.jar
struts-taglib-1.3.10.jar
tiles-api-2.2.2.jar
tiles-core-2.2.2.jar
tiles-jsp-2.2.2.jar
tiles-servlet-2.2.2.jar
tiles-template-2.2.2.jar
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Library Added

Notes

woodstox-core-asl-4.1.1.jar

Library Version Changes between 1.0.3.3 and 2.0.0
Old Library

New Library

Notes

asm-2.2.3.jar

asm-3.3.1.jar

It's very important that you verify
that you do not have asm-1.5.3.jar
on your classpath. This will cause
Apache CXF to function improperly
when making SOAP service calls.

bcprov-jdk15-1.45.jar

bcprov-jdk16-1.46.jar

The Bouncy Castle Crypto package is
used for cryptographic algorithms.

carol-2.0.5.jar

carol-3.0.6.jar

cas-client-core-3.1.6.jar

cas-client-core-3.2.1.jar

cglib-nodep-2.1_3.jar

cglib-nodep-2.2.2.jar

commons-beanutils-1.7.0.jar

commons-beanutils-1.8.3-kuali.jar

commons-codec-1.3.jar

commons-codec-1.6.jar

commons-collections-3.2.jar

commons-collections-3.2.1.jar

commons-dbcp-1.2.1.jar

commons-dbcp-1.4.jar

commons-digester-1.6.jar

commons-digester-2.0.jar

commons-fileupload-1.2.1.jar

commons-fileupload-1.2.2.jar

commons-httpclient-3.0.1.jar

commons-httpclient-3.1.jar

commons-io-1.4.jar

commons-io-2.1.jar

commons-lang-2.3.jar

commons-lang-2.6.jar

commons-pool-1.2.jar

commons-pool-1.5.7.jar

Used by OJB (and others)

commons-validator-1.1.4.jar

commons-validator-1.3.1.jar

Struts dependency

cxf-api-2.2.9.jar

cxf-api-2.3.8.jar

cxf-common-schemas-2.2.9.jar

cxf-common-schemas-2.3.8.jar

cxf-common-utilities-2.2.9.jar

cxf-common-utilities-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-bindings-soap-2.2.9.jar

cxf-rt-bindings-soap-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-bindings-xml-2.2.9.jar

cxf-rt-bindings-xml-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-core-2.2.9.jar

cxf-rt-core-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-databinding-aegis-2.2.9.jar

cxf-rt-databinding-aegis-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-databinding-jaxb-2.2.9.jar

cxf-rt-databinding-jaxb-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-frontend-jaxrs-2.2.9.jar

cxf-rt-frontend-jaxrs-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-frontend-jaxws-2.2.9.jar

cxf-rt-frontend-jaxws-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-frontend-simple-2.2.9.jar

cxf-rt-frontend-simple-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-transports-http-2.2.9.jar

cxf-rt-transports-http-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-ws-addr-2.1.5.jar

cxf-rt-ws-addr-2.3.8.jar

cxf-rt-ws-security-2.1.5.jar

cxf-rt-ws-security-2.3.8.jar
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Old Library

New Library

Notes

cxf-tools-common-2.1.5.jar

cxf-tools-common-2.3.8.jar

db-ojb-1.0.4-patch4.jar

db-ojb-1.0.4-patch8.jar

displaytag-1.1.jar

displaytag-1.2.jar

dwr-1.1.3.jar

dwr-3.0.RC2.jar

groovy-all-minimal-1.5.4.jar

groovy-all-1.8.5.jar

hibernate-commonsannotations-3.0.0.ga.jar

hibernate-commonsannotations-3.2.0.Final.jar

In DWR 3.0 all logging is
done through the commons-logging
API. Please see the following
website for more information: http://
directwebremoting.org/dwr/
documentation/server/configuration/
servlet/index.html

hibernate-entitymanager-3.3.1.ga.jar hibernateentitymanager-3.6.9.Final.jar
howl-logger-0.1.11.jar

howl-1.0.1-1.jar

javassist-3.3.ga.jar

javassist-3.15.0-GA.jar

jaxb-impl-2.1.9.jar

jaxb-impl-2.1.13.jar

jaxb-xjc-2.1.9.jar

jaxb-xjc-2.1.13.jar

jdom-1.0.jar

jdom-1.1.jar

jettison-1.2.jar

jettison-1.3.jar

jotm-2.0.10.jar

jotm-core-2.1.10.jar

jsr311-api-1.0.jar

jsr311-api-1.1.1.jar

jstl-1.1.2.jar

jstl-1.2.jar

jta-1.0.1B.jar

jta-1.1.jar

log4j-1.2.14.jar

log4j-1.2.16.jar

mail-1.4.jar

mail-1.4.4.jar

neethi-2.0.4.jar

neethi-2.0.5.jar

spring-2.5.6.jar

spring-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

spring-aop-2.5.6.jar

spring-aop-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

spring-beans-2.5.6.jar

spring-beans-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

spring-context-2.5.6.jar

spring-context-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

spring-context-support-2.5.6.jar

spring-contextsupport-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

spring-core-2.5.6.jar

spring-core-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

spring-jdbc-2.5.6.jar

spring-jdbc-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

spring-orm-2.5.6.jar

spring-orm-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

spring-tx-2.5.6.jar

spring-tx-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

spring-webmvc-2.5.6.jar

spring-webmvc-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar
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Old Library

New Library

Notes

spring-web-2.5.6.jar

spring-web-3.1.0.RELEASE.jar

struts-1.2.9.jar

struts-core-1.3.10.jar

struts-el-1.2.9.jar

struts-el-1.3.10.jar

xalan-2.7.0.jar

xalan-2.7.1.jar

XmlSchema-1.4.5.jar

XmlSchema-1.4.7.jar

xmlsec-1.4.3.jar

xmlsec-1.4.4.jar

wss4j-1.5.8.jar

wss4j-1.5.11.jar

asm
This is mentioned in the table above, but just to reiterate, it is very important that you verify that
you do not have asm-1.5.3.jar on your classpath. This will cause Apache CXF to function
improperly when making SOAP service calls.

spring-webmvc-struts.jar
Note: As of Spring 2.5, Spring Web MVC is no longer part of the 'spring.jar' file. Spring
MVC can be found in 'spring-webmvc.jar' and 'spring-webmvc-portlet.jar' in the lib/modules
directory of the distribution. Furthermore, the Struts 1.x support has been factored out into 'springwebmvc-struts.jar'. Rice itself does not use spring-webmvc-struts.jar, but if you were including
the spring-2.0.4.jar and using the spring web mvc struts functionality, spring-webmvc-struts.jar
will now have to be included separately.

Libraries Removed between 1.0.3.3 and 2.0.0
Old Library
abdera-core-1.0.jar
abdera-extensions-json-1.0.jar
abdera-extensions-main-1.0.jar
abdera-i18n-1.0.jar
abdera-parser-1.0.jar
acegi-security-1.0.6.jar
acegi-security-cas-1.0.6.jar
activation-1.1.jar
antlr-2.7.6.jar
asm-attrs-1.5.3.jar
axiom-api-1.2.5.jar
axiom-impl-1.2.5.jar
bcel-5.1.jar
bsf-2.4.0.jar
casclient-2.1.1.jar
cas-server-3.0.4.jar
concurrent-1.3.4.jar
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Old Library
derby-10.2.2.0.jar
geronimo-activation_1.1_spec-1.0.2.jar
geronimo-annotation_1.0_spec-1.1.1.jar
geronimo-javamail_1.4_spec-1.3.jar
geronimo-jaxws_2.1_spec-1.0.jar
geronimo-stax-api_1.0_spec-1.0.1.jar
geronimo-ws-metadata_2.0_spec-1.1.2.jar
hibernate-3.2.6.ga.jar
hibernate-annotations-3.3.0.ga.jar
hibernate-validator-3.0.0.ga.jar
jaxb-api-2.1.jar
jaxb-xjc-2.1.13.jar
jaxen-1.1.3.jar
jboss-common-core-2.0.4.GA.jar
jotm_jrmp_stubs-2.0.10.jar
js-1.6R5.jar
nekohtml-0.9.5.jar
oscache-2.3.2.jar
persistence-api-1.0.jar
saaj-api-1.3.jar
saaj-impl-1.3.2.jar
spring-test-2.5.6.jar
standard-1.1.2.jar
wstx-asl-3.2.9.jar
xml-apis-1.0.b2.jar
xmlbeans-2.4.0.jar
xom-1.1.jar

Unchanged Libraries
Library
aopalliance-1.0
commons-logging-1.1
commons-transaction-1.1
connector-api-1.5
dom4j-1.6.1
itext-1.3
jaxb-impl-2.1.13
oro-2.0.8
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Library
spring-modules-ojb-0.8a
wsdl4j-1.6.2
xercesImpl-2.9.1
xml-resolver-1.2
xpp3_min-1.1.3.4.O
xstream-1.2.2

Web Content Changes
For applications which are using the KNS, some of the web content has changed. This web content includes
images, javascript, css, jsp, and tag library files. When using the KNS these are typically copied into the
application. Therefore when performing an upgrade, the original KNS web content should be deleted from
the project and the new web content from Rice 2.0.0 should be copied into it's place.
However, if the client application has made customizations to any of these resources then they will need
to manually reapply any customizations they have made. In order to aid in this process, information on
which web content files have changed can be found here:
Indiana University Notes on Web Content Updates

Rice Configurer Changes
Previously, all module configuration was done via a class wired in Spring called the RiceConfigurer.
This has been replaced by a modular configuration design, with the rice core being configured
in a new CoreConfigurer. Each module has it's own configurer as well (KEWConfigurer,
KIMConfigurer, etc..). Run modes are set independently for each module and additional spring files are
now defined on a per-module basis as discussed in the standalone server upgrade portion of this document.
An example Spring configuration which would load all of the available Rice modules into a client
application would look like the following:

<beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:p="http://www.springframework.org/schema/p"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans
<bean id="config"
class="org.kuali.rice.core.impl.config.property.ConfigFactoryBean"
p:initialize="true">
<property name="configLocations">
<list>
<value>classpath:config.xml</value>
</list>
</property>
</bean>

<bean class="org.springframework.beans.factory.config.PropertyPlaceholderConfigur
p:properties="#{config.getProperties()}"/>
<bean id="jtaTransactionManager"
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class="org.springframework.transaction.jta.JotmFactoryBean">
p:defaultTimeout="3600"/>

<bean id="riceDataSource"
class="org.kuali.rice.core.framework.persistence.jdbc.datasource.XAPoolData
p:transactionManager-ref="jtaTransactionManager"
p:driverClassName="${datasource.driver.name}"
p:url="${datasource.url}"
p:maxSize="${datasource.pool.maxSize}"
p:minSize="${datasource.pool.minSize}"
p:maxWait="${datasource.pool.maxWait}"
p:validationQuery="${datasource.pool.validationQuery}"
p:username="${datasource.username}"
p:password="${datasource.password}"/>

<bean id="riceNonTransactionalDataSource"
class="org.apache.commons.dbcp.BasicDataSource"
destroy-method="close"
p:driverClassName="${datasource.driver.name}"
p:url="${datasource.url}"
p:maxActive="${datasource.pool.maxActive}"
p:minIdle="${datasource.minIdle}"
p:initialSize="${datasource.initialSize}"
p:validationQuery="${datasource.pool.validationQuery}"
p:username="${datasource.username}"
p:password="${datasource.password}"
p:accessToUnderlyingConnectionAllowed="${datasource.accessToUnderlyingConne
<bean id="coreConfigurer"
class="org.kuali.rice.core.impl.config.module.CoreConfigurer"
depends-on="config"
p:transactionManager-ref="jtaTransactionManager"
p:userTransaction-ref="jtaTransactionManager"
p:dataSource-ref="/>
<bean
<bean
<bean
<bean
<bean
<bean
<bean

id="ksbConfigurer" class="org.kuali.rice.ksb.messaging.config.KSBConfigurer
id="kradConfigurer" class="org.kuali.rice.krad.config.KRADConfigurer"/>
id="coreServiceConfigurer" class="org.kuali.rice.coreservice.impl.config.Co
id="kimConfigurer" class="org.kuali.rice.kim.config.KIMConfigurer"/>
id="kewConfigurer" class="org.kuali.rice.kew.config.KEWConfigurer"/>
id="krmsConfigurer" class="org.kuali.rice.krms.config.KRMSConfigurer"/>
id="locationConfigurer" class="org.kuali.rice.location.impl.config.Location

</beans>
For the example above, most all of these modules would be running in the REMOTE run mode. That is the
default with the exception of CoreConfigurer and KRADConfigurer which always run in LOCAL
module and don't have a REMOTE run mode. It's important in these cases to load the Rice commonconfig-defaults.xml file into your configuration context so that the appropriate defaults can be
applied.
The following example shows doing this as well as switching the KIM and KEW run modes to "embedded"
mode:
<config>
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<param name="config.location">classpath:META-INF/common-config-defaults.xml</para
...
<param name="kew.mode">EMBEDDED</param>
<param name="kim.mode">EMBEDDED</param>
...
</config>
Note that if you were in fact configuring KEW and KIM for embedded mode you would also need to
inject a serverDataSource into the CoreConfigurer which would point to your Kuali Rice Standalone
Server database.

API Changes
More information on some of the specific API changes which were made for the various Rice modules
can be found in the Indiana University upgrade notes on impacting changes.

Data Warehouse and Reporting
If you have written any reports against your Kuali Rice database tables, they may need to be updated to
reflect changes to the database tables in version 2.0. Generally speaking, the changes to database tables is
not extensive, but here is a summary of some of the significant changes that have been made:
1. The DOC_HDR_ID and other numeric identifiers in the KREW_* tables have been changed to VARCHAR
data types. This facilitates more flexibility in the kind of data which can be stored in these tables and
brings the KEW tables in line with other tables in Kuali Rice.
2. The following tables were renamed:

Table 1. Renamed Tables
Old Table Name

New Table Name

KRNS_NMSPC_T

KRCR_NMSPC_T

KRNS_PARM_TYP_T

KRCR_PARM_TYP_T

KRNS_PARM_DTL_TYP_T

KRCR_CMPNT_T

KRNS_PARM_T

KRCR_PARM_T

KRNS_CAMPUS_T

KRLC_CMP_T

KRNS_CMP_TYP_T

KRLC_CMP_TYP_T

KR_COUNTRY_T

KRLC_CNTRY_T

KR_STATE_T

KRLC_ST_T

KR_POSTAL_CODE_T

KRLC_PSTL_CD_T

KR_COUNTY_T

KRLC_CNTY_T

KREW_STYLE_T

KRCR_STYLE_T

3. Additional changes which might affect reporting can be found in the final upgrade SQL scripts.

Troubleshooting
The amount of work done in Kuali Rice version 2.0 was fairly significant, therefore it is likely that there
are some gaps this upgrade guide. If you encounter problems when attempting your upgrade, please do
the following:
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1. Check the Kuali Rice 2.0 - Upgrade Troubleshooting page in the Kuali Rice wiki. This page will contain
some FAQ's and any necessary addendums to this upgrade guide.
2. If you don't find your answer there, join the <rice.collab@kuali.org> mailing list and post
your questions there. You can join this mailing list through the Kuali Information System at http://
kuali.org/kis

Items Addressed in Rice 2.0
Bug Fix
• [KULRICE-2511] - Issues during DD Validation
• [KULRICE-2758] - Split KNS services for local vs. embedded
• [KULRICE-3054] - text area limit not implemented properly, such that it is not enforced if there is more
than one text area on the page
• [KULRICE-3473] - merge-module-classpaths ant target doesn't work anymore as groovy files have
been removed from scripts/
• [KULRICE-3648] - Convert the static non-final variables in StandardDocumentSearchGenerator into
instance variables
• [KULRICE-3908] - Approve fails to clear out saved ad hoc route requests...
• [KULRICE-3925] - Impex appears to be broken with Ant 1.8.0
• [KULRICE-3951] - log4j settings are not being respected. FIx logging mess.
• [KULRICE-3956] - fix eclipse's complaing with cobertura.classpath not being a valid reference in
build.xml
• [KULRICE-3971] - update the coverage report to filter out test classes
• [KULRICE-4006] - Rice 1.1 missing the stax-api-1.0-2 jar
• [KULRICE-4098] - KRNS_SESN_DOC_T table does not have OBJ_ID and VER_NBR columns to
work with PersistableBusinessObjectBase
• [KULRICE-4140] - KimTypeInfoService cannot be accessed by "remote" KIM clients directly
• [KULRICE-4155] - kim documents set boolean to on/off, rather than tru/false and do not use the boolean
var/char converter to make Y/N in DB
• [KULRICE-4541] - Service Registry page in KSB shows no services in Rice 1.1
• [KULRICE-4553] - KEW is publishing services to the registry with bad service names like
"enWorkflowUtilityService", etc.
• [KULRICE-4560] - KimTypeService should not use KeyLabelPair
• [KULRICE-4561] - Indicate First Name and Last Name are required on Person document
• [KULRICE-4577] - DataDictionaryIndex looking at wrong map for duplicate document entry check
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• [KULRICE-4804] - maven no longer executing tests for empty packages
• [KULRICE-4812] - cannot add a principal to a group when principal is already a non direct memeber
of that group
• [KULRICE-4893] - EmploymentStatus and EmploymentType not showing on Person document
• [KULRICE-5012] - permission property name cannot exceed 40 characters
• [KULRICE-5015] - Fix problem with document routing and Notes
• [KULRICE-5016] - Current use of "runPostProcessorLogin" on WorkflowEngine is not thread safe
• [KULRICE-5022] - RoleServiceImpl.getRoleQualifiersForPrincipalIncludingNested(..) returns wrong
result
• [KULRICE-5024] - JSP pages using display-el tag not working in rice 1.1
• [KULRICE-5031] - Occasional NullPointerExceptions in StyleableEmailContentServiceImpl
• [KULRICE-5040] - DataExporter class in KNS does not flush outputstream after export which can
result in truncated xml files
• [KULRICE-5061] - Re-implement ThinClientKEWConfigurer in face of modularity changes
• [KULRICE-5078] - MultiLookup Export functionality failing for pages spilling beyond a certain size
• [KULRICE-5087] - External BO's are not working
• [KULRICE-5089] - Nested KSB Calls failing due to Null LocaleResolver reference
• [KULRICE-5097] - KIM Caches are not being flushed as required.
• [KULRICE-5118] - Old attachments in Maintenance Documents not showing except on a document
reload
• [KULRICE-5120] - Deletes from a collection in a Maintenance Documents do not persist to BO table
• [KULRICE-5122] - in rule engine, terms passed in to engine at execution time are not available in the
term resolution engine
• [KULRICE-5127] - Fix infinite recursion problem w/ GlobalResourceLoaderServiceFactoryBean
• [KULRICE-5135] - fix ojb proxies for classes with protected setters
• [KULRICE-5142] - Fix transaction issue with AbstractBoTest
• [KULRICE-5147] - Errors generated in the Parameter Lookup because of changing of business object
names
• [KULRICE-5161] - treeNode.tag exhibits recursive tag problem on Linux in Jetty 7.4.1
• [KULRICE-5163] - Action/return links not showing when returning back to lookups with breadcrumbs
• [KULRICE-5188] - Need to remove ImmutableListAdapter and ImmutableCollectionAdapter from our
service definitions and come up with a better solution because it is producing undesirable XML
• [KULRICE-5190] - Remove KSBThinClientResourceLoader as it is no longer necessary
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• [KULRICE-5198] - Methods in BusinessObjectAuthorizationService assume an inquiry collection will
contain objects of type BusinessObjectEntry
• [KULRICE-5217] - patch commons-beanutils so that is handles generics and covariant returns correctly.
• [KULRICE-5239] - Maintenance documents can't be submit for non-bo's in krad and no error message
displaying or logged
• [KULRICE-5240] - OptionsFinder set on AttributeDefinition not working
• [KULRICE-5251] - Fix binding issues in TreeGroup and ComponentUtils that are preventing trees with
AttributeFields in the nodes from rendering
• [KULRICE-5253] - Maintenance Docs - Field change highlighting not working now
• [KULRICE-5256] - Maintenance Docs - Fix issues with show/hide inactive rows
• [KULRICE-5264] - KRAD: Need a table with selectable rows.
• [KULRICE-5267] - Some quickfinders breaking in ActiveCollectionFilter
• [KULRICE-5269] - KRAD test views: expand/collapse should be links
• [KULRICE-5272] - KRAD - KS: Validation error should turn label red
• [KULRICE-5273] - KRAD - KS Test View 1: Content in tab group needs float-clearing div
• [KULRICE-5274] - KRAD: On Test View 1: Banking Info, non-table layout - labels need to be included
in containing spans.
• [KULRICE-5275] - KRAD - KS Test View: Requiredness asterisk should appear at end of label, not
before.
• [KULRICE-5277] - KRAD - Buttons with icons
• [KULRICE-5278] - KRAD: Tab view should be permanent
• [KULRICE-5279] - KRAD: Need File Uploader
• [KULRICE-5289] - Lookup - Conditional enabling of 'return value' causes issues with the Lookup result
table alignment
• [KULRICE-5290] - Exception when returning to portal on closing inquiry/maint/lookup
• [KULRICE-5296] - KRAD: data table breaks on window resize
• [KULRICE-5299] - Add line on collections not checking required fields and not refreshing just the
collection group
• [KULRICE-5300] - Lookup parameters not working for field lookup
• [KULRICE-5301] - Labels not getting picked up on error messages for collection fields
• [KULRICE-5310] - In Agenda Editor: fix conditional display of expand all / collapse all links above
agenda tree
• [KULRICE-5312] - Look-ahead not working after cancelled lookup
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• [KULRICE-5313] - Lookup doesn't return properly when clicking "return" button
• [KULRICE-5314] - KEN Notification's FYI / ACK buttons in detail view throw RuntimeException on
click
• [KULRICE-5317] - Lookup causes null error when building an inquiry link for a foreign key
• [KULRICE-5322] - Inquiry link goes to new window instead of lightbox
• [KULRICE-5324] - When multiple components have same bean definition in dictionary they get the
same id assigned
• [KULRICE-5337] - Sorting on data tables not working
• [KULRICE-5338] - Data table does not resize correctly when page is initially small
• [KULRICE-5340] - Determine why CXF Interceptor to enforce immutable lists/collections isn't
working on remote tests
• [KULRICE-5347] - Checkbox widget - not reflecting true state of active indicator
• [KULRICE-5350] - KRAD: IE Bug - Hyperlinks aren't working
• [KULRICE-5353] - jstree plugin isn't being loaded anymore
• [KULRICE-5354] - Agenda Editor only functions after ReloadingDataDictionary reloads
• [KULRICE-5355] - Lookup - return values opens new tab, the return target is not set
• [KULRICE-5361] - fieldAttributeQuery causes Exception when input field is unspecified
• [KULRICE-5362] - Loading panel does not close - when saving or submitting a document after a
ajaxSubmit component update
• [KULRICE-5400] - Case/When statement does not execute RequiredConstraint (SimpleConstraint)
DictionaryValidatoinServiceImpl
• [KULRICE-5403] - AttributeField
p:readOnly="true" to work

requires

p:conditionalReadOnly="true"

in

order

for

• [KULRICE-5411] - fieldAttributeQuery does not populate readOnly fields
• [KULRICE-5415] - when attempting to ajax update a component in the page, get a spring EL exception
• [KULRICE-5430] - Control still required when ControlField is provided
• [KULRICE-5433] - ValidCharactersConstraint used in a CaseConstraint does not get removed
• [KULRICE-5436] - When trying to access a view by using just the viewId parameter a document class
error is thrown by both inquiry and lookup
• [KULRICE-5440] - AttributeField.getSecuredFieldValue() should not thow exception if either mask or
partialmask not set
• [KULRICE-5450] - The id property of PropertyReplacer components does not get set.
• [KULRICE-5451] - Images missing on quickfinder, direct inquiry links, and section expand in KNS
and KS styles
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• [KULRICE-5452] - Quickfinder links returning 404
• [KULRICE-5454] - Don't validate sub-fields if the field on which they sit is null
• [KULRICE-5456] - In Agenda Editor, deleting the first agenda item does not work
• [KULRICE-5457] - Rice Dev: Workflow Statistics throws HTTP 500 Error
• [KULRICE-5458] - Rice Dev: Role/Group/Permission/Responsibility Type throws HTTP500 Error
• [KULRICE-5459] - Rice Dev: Sercurity Management link not working
• [KULRICE-5460] - Rice Dev: Action List Preferences Button Throws HTTP 500 Error
• [KULRICE-5461] - Rice Dev: Action List Filter button gives error dump
• [KULRICE-5462] - Rice Dev: User Preferences gives error message
• [KULRICE-5463] - Rice Dev: Trying to open newly created Campus Maintenance eDoc from doc
search throws error
• [KULRICE-5464] - Rice Dev: Principal Name Lookup from Group Look bomb to error screen
• [KULRICE-5465] - Rice Dev: Trying to Unsubscribe/Subscribe to Channel Subscriptions Fails
• [KULRICE-5466] - Rice Dev: Document Search Help button not working
• [KULRICE-5467] - Rice Dev: Trying to create new Person or edit existing yields error
• [KULRICE-5468] - Rice Dev: KRAD breadcrumbs Home throws error
• [KULRICE-5469] - Rice Dev: KRAD Breadcrumbs not updating correctly
• [KULRICE-5470] - Rice Dev: KRAD Book Order Reqeust
• [KULRICE-5471] - Rice Dev: KRAD Book Type Lookup bombs
• [KULRICE-5472] - Rice Dev: KRAD Address Type Lookup bombs out
• [KULRICE-5473] - Rice Dev: KRAD Author Lookup
• [KULRICE-5474] - Rice Dev: KRAD Book Lookup dies
• [KULRICE-5475] - Rice Dev: KRAD Incident Report gives error
• [KULRICE-5476] - Rice Dev: KRAD Expand Icon on text fields missing as well as Loading Notification
Icon
• [KULRICE-5477] - Rice Dev: KRAD Travel Account Maintenance (new) error
• [KULRICE-5478] - Rice Dev: KRAD Travel Account Maintenance (edit) error
• [KULRICE-5479] - Rice Dev: KRAD Adding a row in Collection Group 1 does not save the sub acocunt
or Travel Fiscal Officer ID
• [KULRICE-5484] - Rice Dev: Trying to Open Blanket Approved Person doc, doc doesn't render
• [KULRICE-5485] - Rice Dev: Group Lookup from Create Person bombs out
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• [KULRICE-5486] - Clicking out of lookup lightbox and then selecting add causes Exception
• [KULRICE-5487] - On an inquiry lightbox off of a maintenance doc, clicking the "Close" button causes
the browser to go back to the main portal tab
• [KULRICE-5488] - Conditional properties using @{} syntax cause views to blow up when
ReloadingDataDictionary reloads a view
• [KULRICE-5489] - Rice Dev: Create New Person Doc doesn't Render
• [KULRICE-5490] - Rice Dev: Create Group eDoc bombs on blanket approve
• [KULRICE-5491] - Rice Dev: Person Inquiry Screen partially renders w/Error
• [KULRICE-5493] - Rice Dev: KRAD, Sample Travel App bombing with Data Dictionary errors
• [KULRICE-5495] - Rice Dev: Adding Ad Hoc recipient results in HTTP 500 error
• [KULRICE-5496] - Rice Dev: Copy of existing rule gives error message
• [KULRICE-5497] - Rice Dev: Create New Permission button bombs to error
• [KULRICE-5498] - Rice Dev: Role Lookup from Create Person bombs out
• [KULRICE-5499] - Rice Dev: Opening Saved Create Person eDocs with more than Name in Contact
section won't render
• [KULRICE-5520] - page's header menu bar has title/hover "Create a new record"
• [KULRICE-5521] - Rice Dev: Group Lookup bombs if Principal Name is added
• [KULRICE-5522] - Rice Dev: Blanket approve of edit Role document not routing properly
• [KULRICE-5523] - Rice Dev: Permission Lookup bombs if Principal Name is added
• [KULRICE-5524] - Rice Dev: Permission & Responsibility Lookups bomb if Group Name is added
• [KULRICE-5528] - RuleRepositoryServiceImpl.getRules(List<String> ruleIds) doesn't support
multiple elements in the ruleIds parameter
• [KULRICE-5529] - Rice Dev: Action List bombs to HTTP 500 error
• [KULRICE-5547] - KRAD: IE - unable to navigate to pages via the left navigation panel
• [KULRICE-5548] - KRAD: IE is extremely slow to load pages
• [KULRICE-5549] - Rice Dev: Ad Hoc Group Name lookup bombs on search
• [KULRICE-5550] - Rice Dev: Group or Role lookup not returning values on Create Person
• [KULRICE-5553] - Case/When not implemented properly
• [KULRICE-5555] - after saving a maintenance doc, hitting the 'reload' button throws an exception
• [KULRICE-5557] - KRAD: Incident Report - Stack Trace area needs a float clear
• [KULRICE-5558] - Exception caused by defaultValue="true" of a check box
• [KULRICE-5560] - Rice Dev: Create Person doc and Inquiry screen not rendering
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• [KULRICE-5562] - Rice Dev: Permission edit or copy results in error message
• [KULRICE-5566] - Trouble unmarshalling rule attribute bo collection on save
• [KULRICE-5567] - Parameter Maintenance Document does not check it's edit rules
• [KULRICE-5572] - processCustomSaveDocumentBusinessRules Errors not being acknowledged on
first save
• [KULRICE-5576] - Rice Dev: Action List Preferences, checking the Current Route Node(s) causes error
• [KULRICE-5577] - Remove Application Document Status from Action List Preferences since it is not
displayed as a separate column
• [KULRICE-5578] - Rice Dev: Action List Preferences, incorrect error messaging
• [KULRICE-5579] - Rice Dev: Action List, Filter: selecting a Document Route Status causes error
• [KULRICE-5580] - Rice Dev: Admin Identity Locations documents w/out required fields can be
submitted
• [KULRICE-5581] - Rice Dev: Create new Responsibility bombs out on required fields validation
• [KULRICE-5582] - Rice Dev: Create new Routing Rule and Routing Rule Delegation bombs
• [KULRICE-5583] - Rice Dev: eDocLite Example type bombs when trying to create new
• [KULRICE-5586] - Rice Dev: KRAD, Horizontal Scroll bar Rendering outside frame
• [KULRICE-5587] - In tree views, expand/collapse controls get redecorated by jstree and make the tree
look funny
• [KULRICE-5601] - Review patch for saved doc search putting field values in the wrong fields
• [KULRICE-5616] - PersonServiceImpl.findPeopleInternal no longer supports search wildcards
(including "!", "?", and "*")
• [KULRICE-5639] - Within the date-picker widget, there are previous and next buttons. In IE, when
hovering over these, the images flicker on and off. When clicking, nothing happens.
• [KULRICE-5643] - ContextVariable 'LINE' not working with CollectionGroup.actionFields
• [KULRICE-5663] - Nested KSB Calls failing due to Null LocaleResolver reference
• [KULRICE-5667] - Drop indexes and constraints in 2011-06-17-m6.sql may cause problems for users
attempting to upgrade
• [KULRICE-5669] - Agenda Rule behaving badly if no context is specified
• [KULRICE-5676] - Rice Dev: Clicking on Preferences from the Action list results in error
• [KULRICE-5687] - Rice Dev: Direct Inquiry throwing Invalid path from all lookups
• [KULRICE-5690] - Portal page re-sizing is broken
• [KULRICE-5698] - edit links from the agenda lookup no longer work
• [KULRICE-5699] - Rice Dev: Docs are not routing
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• [KULRICE-5700] - AgendaEditor view doesn't load due to view validation problems
• [KULRICE-5705] - On document type lookup the inquiry link is missing on the document type id
• [KULRICE-5707] - Direct inquiry empty check not working and cancel on lightbox not working
• [KULRICE-5715] - Implement caching of legacy KEW rules on the RuleService by "doc type + rule
template"
• [KULRICE-5718] - When a document type is missing a NPE is thrown instead of
DocumentAuthorizationException
• [KULRICE-5722] - ProviderBasedEngine needs a new TermResolutionEngineImpl for each
ExecutionEnvironment
• [KULRICE-5725] - WorkflowDocument.isApprovalRequested() will return true for a role member who
is part of an "all approve" role, but who has already approved
• [KULRICE-5728] - Rice Dev: Blanket Approve action bombing out to exception
• [KULRICE-5729] - Rice Dev: Group Lookup from Role maintenance document bomb to error
• [KULRICE-5730] - Rice Dev: Trying to Send a Simple Notification results in error
• [KULRICE-5731] - KRAD Rice Dev: Navigation side bar not rendering initially (KS L&F)
• [KULRICE-5732] - KRAD: validation display in boxLayoutVerticalItem does not float correctly
• [KULRICE-5736] - FieldUtils.convertRemotableAttributeField and related conversions to/from Row/
Field/AttributeField/RemotableAttributeField not fully implemented
• [KULRICE-5737] - Reimplement formatter support in StandardGenericXmlSearchableAttribute
• [KULRICE-5741] - AJAX on tab-out for document type on document search is no longer working
• [KULRICE-5743] - Add support for "max display length" on document search result columns
• [KULRICE-5744] - Help link on document search should result to custom document type documentation
when a document type is selected
• [KULRICE-5748] - Validate that "to" dates are after "from" dates on document search
• [KULRICE-5751] - "Clear Named Searches" no longer works in document search
• [KULRICE-5752] - Reimplement ability to pass query parameters to Document Search
• [KULRICE-5758] - "Group Viewer" lookup icon is missing from document search
• [KULRICE-5759] - Agenda is not submittable due to xstream serialization issue
• [KULRICE-5764] - SelectControl does not get translated in the lookup result or inquiry
• [KULRICE-5766] - A re-approve of an edoclite form should continue to send emails to next in route
path.
• [KULRICE-5767] - edoclite disapprove does not send emails as expected to all persons in route path
• [KULRICE-5768] - edoclite return to Previous does not send emails the the appropriate person in the
route path
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• [KULRICE-5769] - edoclite user does not receive email when on multiple nodes of the workflow
• [KULRICE-5772] - When field is required that uses a select control, clicking on the control to select
a value gives the required error and kicks you out
• [KULRICE-5773] - Fixing bugs found due to KULRICE-4794 - Change DOC_HDR_ID on
KREW_DOC_HDR_T from a numeric type to a character type
• [KULRICE-5774] - Nested bean of a collection not found when adding a collection item
• [KULRICE-5776] - Button styling relies on container
• [KULRICE-5777] - Lookup does not return value in Firefox 7.
• [KULRICE-5778] - Error incident report throws NPE when DocumentAuthorizationException is
thrown
• [KULRICE-5781] - NotSerializableException on save/submit of a Maintenance document
• [KULRICE-5782] - error during DataBinder initialization on certain actions
• [KULRICE-5786] - Error messages not visible on sub-collection add line
• [KULRICE-5789] - Revert UifControllerBase form creation methods
• [KULRICE-5791] - DB Upgrade script 2011-09-18.sql attempting to drop a column that is referenced
in a unique constraint
• [KULRICE-5792] - KRMS Agenda Editor: css and js file references are appearing in <body> tag; should
be in <head> tag
• [KULRICE-5793] - Loading indicator does not display in lightbox
• [KULRICE-5794] - Default values not working!
• [KULRICE-5796] - progressive render of custom agenda attributes is broken
• [KULRICE-5797] - Fix doc handler url in the AgendaEditor's doctype
• [KULRICE-5799] - JS errors appear after going to doc search and then to another view
• [KULRICE-5800] - RoleRouteModuleTest - RoleResponsibility approve policy determination
• [KULRICE-5801] - Javadoc for WorkflowDocumentFactory claims to throw non-existent
DocumentTypeNotFoundException
• [KULRICE-5802] - DocumentTypeDao.findDocumentTypeIdByName is not considering the "current
indicator" on the document type records
• [KULRICE-5806] - Rice Dev: Inquiry and Create new screens/links dumping out to error
• [KULRICE-5807] - Rice Dev: CSRF Security Error pop-up thrown on
• [KULRICE-5809] - ComponentMaintenanceDocument document type missing
• [KULRICE-5810] - three methods in DocumentSearchChiteriaBo.groovy call getPerson with the
principal name rather than calling getPersonByPrincipalName
• [KULRICE-5811] - KRAD: Selecting "Today" button needs to populate field with today's date
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• [KULRICE-5812] - JSP error on Service Registry page in Tomcat 7
• [KULRICE-5815] - Parameter Maintainable
• [KULRICE-5819] - Review and clean up parameter and component data in KRCR_PARM_T and
KRCR_CMPNT_T
• [KULRICE-5823] - make it so that attributes are not validated when eDocLite is canceled
• [KULRICE-5827] - Fix suspicious MemberType/DelegationType conflation in ActionRequestFactory
• [KULRICE-5829] - Add isMemberOfGroup back into EDLFunctions.java. Also contribute a few other
methods as well.
• [KULRICE-5831] - "Route Node Name" and "Route Node Logic" on document search are currently
text fields and should be drop-down/select controls
• [KULRICE-5832] - When saving a "detailed" search, it does not restore the doc search screen to the
detailed search when loading the saved search
• [KULRICE-5835] - changes to a field populated by fieldAttributeQuery.returnFieldMapping doesn't
trigger progressive rendering based on that value
• [KULRICE-5836] - values set on return from a fieldLookup that has parent="QuickFinderByScript"
don't trigger progressive render
• [KULRICE-5837] - When using the method
releaseDbResources() to avoid INFO messages in the log

getReportQueryIteratorByQuery,

call

• [KULRICE-5838] - Modify code which generates SQL for the detailed document search to treat the
group ID as a string instead of a number to prevent a type casting issue in Oracle when the SQL is used.
• [KULRICE-5839] - Avoid null pointer exception when ingesting a group without members.
• [KULRICE-5841] - apostrophe character in watermarks breaks page js
• [KULRICE-5843] - JSP Errors in Tomcat 7
• [KULRICE-5846] - Rice Dev: Errors on Create New or Edit from Lookup on Group and Role
• [KULRICE-5847] - Selecting FYI button in Action List results in looping page reload
• [KULRICE-5851] - Rice Dev: Rice Maintenance documents bombing out to exception
• [KULRICE-5854] - When using an "errors block" (all error messages grouped together) and a horizontal
layout manager, we need wrapper around fields.
• [KULRICE-5855] - Exception in incident report screen after authorization failure
• [KULRICE-5856] - KRNS_DOC_HDR_T.FDOC_DESC column is only 40 char
• [KULRICE-5858] - Trim the prefix value of whitespace
• [KULRICE-5860] - Display user friendly message when direct inquiry is called on a non existing value.
• [KULRICE-5861] - Account for brackets in the document title when doing doc search
• [KULRICE-5862] - If any search criteria contained the word null, it caused an error
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• [KULRICE-5863] - Due to the outbox functionality, need to set the dateAssigned in
DocumentOperationAction.java in case the action item being deleted should be placed in the outbox.
• [KULRICE-5864] - In DocumentConfigurationViewAction, prevent null pointer exception if there are
no route nodes on the document type.
• [KULRICE-5867] - Make it so that document does not crash if an invalid network ID is passed in for
an eDocLite field.
• [KULRICE-5868] - Fix issue where we aren't properly checking for a null notification exclusion group
• [KULRICE-5869] - Add a new formatter class (DateViewDateObjectFormatter.java), which displays
the date as a date, but treats it like a timestamp.
• [KULRICE-5870] - Missing div tag in RuleQuickLinks.jsp
• [KULRICE-5874] - Rice Dev: Dev Not Working
• [KULRICE-5875] - Missing Error Message Not Handled Well
• [KULRICE-5876] - Rice Dev: Workgroup Inquiry screen from route log not showing assigned
principals
• [KULRICE-5877] - Rice Dev: Route log not sorting actions in ascending date/timestamp order
• [KULRICE-5878] - Radiobuttons for Rule and Action subtypes should sort via seq_nbr
• [KULRICE-5880] - Radiobuttons for Rule and Action subtypes should appear under types while not
using space when not displayed.
• [KULRICE-5885] - CSS clean up
• [KULRICE-5887] - Left Navigation slow to load, shows up as links first
• [KULRICE-5889] - Need "infinite scrolling table" in kitchen sink
• [KULRICE-5890] - Need a tab navigation group in kitchen sink
• [KULRICE-5894] - Improve documentation of AttributeError, especially for error messages
• [KULRICE-5896] - Rice Dev: Error in Portal results in Frame Resizing Creep
• [KULRICE-5897] - remove extra agenda.name field from the agenda editor
• [KULRICE-5898] - Rule Editor has a duplicate Name field
• [KULRICE-5899] - Agenda Editor allows add rule when (required) context has not been input
• [KULRICE-5900] - Can not add a proposition to a new rule
• [KULRICE-5903] - Text to make it more clear between Rule and Proposition tree sections.
• [KULRICE-5904] - Make Proposition tree control more like the Rule tree control
• [KULRICE-5905] - Validation Action custom attribute for message rather than using description
• [KULRICE-5906] - Disable Rule Edit button when no rules are selected.
• [KULRICE-5907] - Rice Dev: Permission Lookup Bombs if you specify a Template Namespace
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• [KULRICE-5908] - Rice Dev: Action List Preferences, selecting a color for disapproved or processed
not working
• [KULRICE-5909] - Deleted AgendaItem, Rule, Action are not removed from database on submit
• [KULRICE-5911] - Rice Dev: SuperUser and Detailed Doc Search Not working in IE9 and Safari
• [KULRICE-5912] - Rice Dev: KRAD Rendering issue with Cache Management Tool in Safari and IE9
• [KULRICE-5913] - Edit Rule page should offer some information as to what Agenda we are in.
• [KULRICE-5915] - Agenda Edit Rule button should be disabled if no rule has been selected.
• [KULRICE-5918] - styling for selected item in agenda or rule tree is different (incorrect) for the last
item in a sibling group
• [KULRICE-5921] - Rice Dev: Person Inquiry Not Fully Loading
• [KULRICE-5922] - Rice Dev: Role Create Document Formatting Issues
• [KULRICE-5923] - Rice Dev: Responsibility Lookup Broken
• [KULRICE-5924] - Rice Dev: Person and Group Maintenance documents not saving edits?
• [KULRICE-5927] - Rice Dev: Role Create Document Permissions and Responsibilities lookups not
working an
• [KULRICE-5929] - KRAD: need ability to style Loading and Progress Indicators
• [KULRICE-5930] - KRAD: Disclosure Collections not working in IE
• [KULRICE-5936] - Logout Button errors out
• [KULRICE-5938] - Javadoc on org.kuali.rice.kew.api.document.DocumentUpdate is inaccurate
• [KULRICE-5943] - Agenda Namespace required bug alert workaround.
• [KULRICE-5944] - Agenda Type Select has two blank selects.
• [KULRICE-5945] - Put Rule Description back
• [KULRICE-5952] - Term summaries are editable even when they shouldn't be
• [KULRICE-5954] - In some cases changing the propositions in a rule doesn't update the proposition
summary
• [KULRICE-5957] - Several PermissionService methods cannot be used when making SOAP service call
• [KULRICE-5963] - bug found in tag files due to changes made in KULRICE-4788 to prevent errors
on lookups
• [KULRICE-5964] - KSB republishing services
• [KULRICE-5965] - KIM RoleService call leads to SQLException due to invalid column name in query
• [KULRICE-5970] - Can not copy a permission
• [KULRICE-5972] - Rice Dev: Going to XML Ingester screen gives error
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• [KULRICE-5977] - Add null checks in NoteServiceImpl to prevent error when delete button is double
clicked
• [KULRICE-5985] - Default link behavior for target should not be _blank, should be _self
• [KULRICE-5986] - Iframe fields in IE have issues
• [KULRICE-5988] - Iframe resize issue in Chrome
• [KULRICE-5989] - Cross domain iFrame resize transition fix
• [KULRICE-5993] - doc search view of krad maintenance doc shows hidden fields
• [KULRICE-6000] - sequence number column in join table between parent and child propositions breaks
agenda persistence
• [KULRICE-6001] - Operator proposition parameters for propositions created in the UI are using with
the wrong type code
• [KULRICE-6002] - Category to Term progressive update only works when the edited node is also
selected
• [KULRICE-6004] - peopleflow name attribute validation causes exception at rule execution time
• [KULRICE-6006] - TermResolvers need to be registered at execution environment setup time
• [KULRICE-6008] - sortRoleMembers is missing from RoleTypeService
• [KULRICE-6011] - Proposition tree data groups are not showing up
• [KULRICE-6013] - SQLException when editing rule if there are no valid terms on a context
• [KULRICE-6086] - Rice Dev: Service Registry Entries Throwing Error on Click
• [KULRICE-6087] - Rice Demo: Service Registry Links Not showing WSDL info in Safari or Chrome
• [KULRICE-6088] - Action list blows up if there are any items in it
• [KULRICE-6090] - Create Person gives an error on sumission
• [KULRICE-6091] - Exception in document search when searching with invalid criteria
• [KULRICE-6093] - Agenda attributes are not being saved
• [KULRICE-6094] - KRMS: Copy of a Term Specification or Agenda doesn't ever go any where on
Submit/Blanket Approve
• [KULRICE-6095] - KRMS: Copy of a Term bombs to exception on Submit/Blanket Approve
• [KULRICE-6096] - KRMS: Edit of an Existing context not "routing" on submit or blanket approve
• [KULRICE-6098] - Agenda qualifier matching is backwards
• [KULRICE-6099] - KRMS (or KRAD): Data tables on KRMS lookups not sorting on column headings
• [KULRICE-6100] - Rice Dev: Route Log Not showing entry when Return to Previous action is taken
• [KULRICE-6101] - KRAD: frame sizing issue on Travel Account Lookup in Safari, Chrome, or IE9
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• [KULRICE-6271] - potential for post-authentication sql injection on document search
• [KULRICE-6272] - log out should kill session
• [KULRICE-6273] - cleanse channel urls, removing angle brackets
• [KULRICE-6274] - Name suppression not functioning properly
• [KULRICE-6279] - PeopleFlow Name UI does not show required, while the builder setRequired flag
has been set.
• [KULRICE-6280] - Can't edit existing rules in an agenda
• [KULRICE-6283] - Rice Dev: Ad Hoc routing bombs on add person in Ad Hoc Recipients section
• [KULRICE-6284] - Rice Dev: Document Search, clear saved searches button not working
• [KULRICE-6289] - RelationshipDefinition requires BusinessObject class when it should just be Object
• [KULRICE-6290] - Agenda copy and submit is broken because Document Description is not set
• [KULRICE-6291] - title of lookup for adding multiple to a collection group should be generic
• [KULRICE-6297] - AgendaItem move sometimes causes an NPE
• [KULRICE-6300] - Travel Account link in KNS sample app throwing exception
• [KULRICE-6302] - KIM RoleService call leads to SQLException due to invalid column name in query
- Another instance
• [KULRICE-6304] - java.lang.ClassCastException: org.kuali.rice.krad.uif.container.Group cannot be
cast to org.kuali.rice.krad.uif.field.Field
• [KULRICE-6307] - Incident report form does not get added to the session causing the submit report
to fail
• [KULRICE-6308] - Check support for expression placeholders in progressive, conditional render,
refresh when changed properties
• [KULRICE-6309] - JSP issue in SuperUser.jsp due to the use of the "final" reserved word.
• [KULRICE-6310] - SQLException from ResponsibilityService due to invalid column name
• [KULRICE-6311] - .size() calls in ToString() methods trigger JDBC calls and should be removed
• [KULRICE-6312] - DictionaryObjectAttributeValueReader does not handle AttributeDefinitions that
refer to a nested property within a collection (for usage in lookups)
• [KULRICE-6313] - Copying a routing rule edits the original rather than creating a new rule
• [KULRICE-6315] - Fix Validation Types
• [KULRICE-6317] - Rice Dev: Routing & Identity Management Document Type Hierarchy bombs if
you try to look at the doc config
• [KULRICE-6318] - Rice Dev: Routing & Identity Management Document Type Hierarchy bombs if
you try to search on edoc.example1
• [KULRICE-6319] - RoleServiceImpl throws NullPointerException
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• [KULRICE-6320] - Allow passing in null PermissionDetails when having to perform generic permission
match
• [KULRICE-6323] - DataDictionaryTypeServiceHelper expects ValuesFinder definition for all kinds of
remotable controls
• [KULRICE-6333] - Adding to a sub-collection results in a new empty line on the last sub-collection
off the primary collection
• [KULRICE-6334] - On the rule editing page, the Edit rule action doesn't work on the first try
• [KULRICE-6338] - Various issues getting KIM LDAP module to work properly
• [KULRICE-6340] - ajax progressive disclosure / refresh are broken
• [KULRICE-6344] - #dp doesn't work in progressiveRender
• [KULRICE-6345] - On document search screen, the "Date Created From" field is no longer populated
for searches when no criteria is provided.
• [KULRICE-6346] - KRAD: TableLayoutManager Not Releasing Memory
• [KULRICE-6347] - Rice 2.0 B3 only working after commenting out KCB configurations
• [KULRICE-6348] - Navigation Tab styling was lost at some point for both L&F
• [KULRICE-6353] - Add explicit dependency to asm version 3.3.1 in ksb-client-impl pom
• [KULRICE-6355] - Javascript Error in IE & FF on Agende Lookup Screen
• [KULRICE-6357] - When DelegateType is created on the fly by getPrimaryDelegation(), it can not be
returned via service call
• [KULRICE-6358] - refreshing components in the tree doesn't work, binding path gets mangled
• [KULRICE-6361] - null dereference in disableButtons.js on refresh of Rule editor screen
• [KULRICE-6364] - javascript error on adding a line to a collection on a Term Specification
• [KULRICE-6365] - On rule screen, PeopleFlow ID lookup for action types can pull in bogus parameters
• [KULRICE-6366] - covariant return of DataFieldSecurity in DataField.getComponentSecurity() breaks
spring BeanWrapperImpl magic, TravelAccount lookup is broken as a result
• [KULRICE-6367] - Rice Dev: Trying to Submit/Blanket Approve a Document Results in Error
• [KULRICE-6368] - Rice Dev: Document Search not working
• [KULRICE-6369] - Rice Dev: Rule Attribute bombs to exception on click
• [KULRICE-6370] - Rice Dev: Rule Template bombs to error on Click
• [KULRICE-6371] - Rice Dev: Document Type bombs to error on click
• [KULRICE-6372] - Rice Dev: XML Stylesheets bombs to error on click
• [KULRICE-6374] - Hidden fields not rendering on Inquiry Views
• [KULRICE-6376] - Incident report does not display correctly when an exception is thrown in the view
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• [KULRICE-6377] - Remove single quotes from binding paths due to JS issues
• [KULRICE-6382] - Image on spinner control doesn't appear until the control gets focus
• [KULRICE-6385] - Exception in KIM Role Maintenance Screen
• [KULRICE-6386] - IllegalAccessError from UIDocumentService while maintaining custom Roles
• [KULRICE-6388] - Class cast exception when doing an edit/copy on the Maintainable documents
• [KULRICE-6392] - Receiving JS error on DataTables: Uncaught TypeError: Cannot read property
'oFeatures' of null http://dev1.rice.kuali.org/krad/scripts/jquery/jquery.dataTables.js 3982
• [KULRICE-6393] - PeopleFlow members show up as secondary delegates in the route log
• [KULRICE-6400] - "even" and "odd" text is showing up in table elements (myplan)
• [KULRICE-6403] - Div id, span id, label for, and other values use number, not natural language
• [KULRICE-6409] - Field groups in collection lines do not get binding correctly prefixed
• [KULRICE-6410] - ajax refreshes are broken on the agenda tree and the rule (proposition) tree
• [KULRICE-6412] - ARIA statements require mods to Doctype
• [KULRICE-6414] - Label for collection field does not show/hide correctly with progressive disclosure
or refresh
• [KULRICE-6416] - Rice Dev: Pages on KRAD tab not loading
• [KULRICE-6426] - Rice Dev: Initiator direct Inquiry from Document Search throwing HTTP 500 Error
• [KULRICE-6440] - Read only view of maintenance document leaves input field editable
• [KULRICE-6442] - Rice Dev: Permission Lookup screen, Permission Template attribute label missing
• [KULRICE-6443] - Extra buttons appearing in lookup footer
• [KULRICE-6446] - Links in lookup results don't function in IE8
• [KULRICE-6449] - Exception when clicking inquiry for role
• [KULRICE-6450] - Bug in DataDictionary property descriptor handling in the face of generic and covariant return trypes
• [KULRICE-6451] - Can not create KNS maintenance documents
• [KULRICE-6452]
Rename
KRMS_CNTXT_VLD_TERM_SPEC_S

KRMS_CNTXT_TERM_SPEC_PREREQ_S

to

• [KULRICE-6453] - Rice Dev: PeopleFlow Maintenance Screen throwing error on Direct Inquiry
• [KULRICE-6460] - Component refresh doesn't work after closing a lightbox
• [KULRICE-6461] - PeopleFlow member field doesn't get refreshed after the member type changes
• [KULRICE-6462] - Progressive render of "All or First Action" field in PeopleFlow member add section
is broken
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• [KULRICE-6469] - Changed needed in DTOConverter.java because ExtensionDefinition does not
contain the constructor parameters like the ObjectDefinition does, which causes the attribute to be
constructed incorrectly
• [KULRICE-6471] - Table sorting is broke again!
• [KULRICE-6475] - CacheTarget schema is incorrect
• [KULRICE-6477] - Resurrect the concept of a "Default Country" on the "CountryService"
• [KULRICE-6478] - KEN- principalId/principalName discrepancy
• [KULRICE-6480] - Fix HashMap concurrency issue in org.kuali.rice.krad.UserSession
• [KULRICE-6481] - KRIM_ROLE_PERM_T allows for null ROLE_ID/PERM_ID
• [KULRICE-6483] - Ad hoc tab styling issues
• [KULRICE-6485] - Reorder group no longer displays/works
• [KULRICE-6487] - Agenda Copy moves Agenda Items from old agenda to new agenda
• [KULRICE-6488] - Term submission causes exception with blank Specification ID field
• [KULRICE-6489] - Document Search by "Approver" returns all documents if the principal name passed
is not found.
• [KULRICE-6493] - RiceDev: Clicking on any doc id from action list or doc search results in 404 error
• [KULRICE-6494] - Document search by "Group Viewer" doesn't return correct data
• [KULRICE-6501] - Patch OJB such that it unwraps connections and statements for Oracle in such a
way that it works with Java Melody, use new JDBC "Wrapper" api for this
• [KULRICE-6504] - Potentially strange behavior in how KSB exports services and determines if they
are already exported
• [KULRICE-6508] - On person Inquiry, the Active Indicator "both" and "no" buttons do not work
correctly, only active rows are returned in any situation
• [KULRICE-6512] - Rice Dev: Clicking on View Document Configuration gives error
• [KULRICE-6513] - DataObjectMetaDataServiceImpl's areNotesSupported method implementation
seems to be incorrect
• [KULRICE-6521] - After context startup, KSBConfigurer.requeueMessages is being executed before
DataDictionary indexing
• [KULRICE-6524] - Modifying a parameter twice in a row results in OptimisticLockExceptions in backend workflow processing on the second document
• [KULRICE-6525] - Agenda Inquiry is broken
• [KULRICE-6531] - Rice 2.0 Upgrade script 2011-06-17-m6.sql references non-existent column
• [KULRICE-6534] - Rename KREW_STYLE_T table to KRCR_STYLE_T, change it's id column to a
string, and change StyleContract.getStyleId to StyleContract.getId() returning a String instead of a Long
• [KULRICE-6535] - KIM Person Maintenance Page refers to incorrect fields
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• [KULRICE-6537] - KRIM_PND_GRP_MBR_T table's MBR_NM column should be expanded
• [KULRICE-6545] - SendNotificationService in KEN is not annotated properly
• [KULRICE-6546] - Rice Dev: eDoc Lite delivered example broken (eDoc.Example1DocType)
• [KULRICE-6549] - Display of AuthorizationException messages seems incorrect
• [KULRICE-6552] - Term Spec maint doc create new: Category collection doesn't show namespace or
name when using "lookup / add multiple..."
• [KULRICE-6556] - Rice Dev: Principal ID search on Person lookup is case sensitive
• [KULRICE-6558] - Resolve remoting situation for string coercion service used for proposition
validation
• [KULRICE-6560] - RoleTypeServiceBase's has incorrect check within hasDerivedRole method
• [KULRICE-6561] - DataDictionaryValidationService's validateBusinessObject is not functioning
properly
• [KULRICE-6564] - PDF generation spits out multiple Failed to load image: errors when building
DocBook docs
• [KULRICE-6566] - Rice Dev: Error thrown when return value from lookup on eDoc Lite
• [KULRICE-6571] - KRMS Term Categories allow multiple identical entries
• [KULRICE-6572] - KRMS Valid Term Specification to Context Assignments. Allows Duplicate
Assignments
• [KULRICE-6576] - PeopleFlow Action Id lookup throws NPE
• [KULRICE-6577] - KRAD Infrastructure not handling null OJB proxies?
• [KULRICE-6582] - Reflection-based toString methods cause problems on business objects
• [KULRICE-6586] - Rice Dev: KRMS NPE when trying to edit/create an agenda
• [KULRICE-6587] - Document Search Results open in a new window regardless of the system parameter
(DOCUMENT_SEARCH_POPUP_IND) value
• [KULRICE-6592] - wrong sequence used for an insert in 2011-09-26b.sql upgrade scripts
• [KULRICE-6593] - take action button is missing for taking mass actions
• [KULRICE-6594] - When creating mail messages, use the actual user to send the email rather than the
backdoor user.
• [KULRICE-6595] - Problem with Data Dictionary Entry hierarchy for transactional documents
• [KULRICE-6599] - Module names passed to module configurers should all be lowercase
• [KULRICE-6601] - WorkflowDocumentService not currently getting published on the service bus
• [KULRICE-6609] - KSB run mode should default to "remote"
• [KULRICE-6610] - if you delete the root proposition in a rule, you get an incident report
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• [KULRICE-6615] - Quickfinder lookups result in incident reports on return
• [KULRICE-6618] - Add abstract="true" to UIF base beans that are associated with abstract classes
• [KULRICE-6619] - Role Lookup does not provide link to inquiry
• [KULRICE-6620] - Role Inquiry does not contain the information present in Rice 1.x
• [KULRICE-6621] - Related keys on collections are not being set on add line
• [KULRICE-6622] - "Packet too large" error thrown from inserting into Session document table
• [KULRICE-6633] - KualiMaintenanceDocumentAction is modifying the http request parameter map
which is not permitted
• [KULRICE-6636] - Incorrect KEW service references while running in embedded mode
• [KULRICE-6648] - empty input fields with p:required="true" aren't preventing maintenance document
submits.
• [KULRICE-6649] - DWR setValue method, by default, escapes HTML (in 3.0 M1, RC2 releases);
dhtml.js needs modification
• [KULRICE-6652] - Lock down (add auth check) to Context, Term Specification, and Term maintenance
docs
• [KULRICE-6653] - IFrame height adjustment logic leads to JS error in IE8
• [KULRICE-6659] - Fix call to isBoNotesEnabled on KNS maintainable
• [KULRICE-6660] - KRAD tldheader.jsp contains old KNS tags
• [KULRICE-6686] - AdHocRouteRecipients Tab - Person Lookup is incorrectly mapping principalName
to AdHocRoutePerson.id
• [KULRICE-6687] - Person lookup isn't case-insensitive in Rice 2.0
• [KULRICE-6688] - member paging broken on Group & Role inquiry
• [KULRICE-6692] - For PeopleFlow actions, returning from lookup for id doesn't populate name
• [KULRICE-6695]
Review
and
fix
the
proper
scenarios
under
which
"approvalPeopleFlowActionTypeService" and "notificationPeopleFlowActionTypeService" are
exported and need to be loaded
• [KULRICE-6700] - Rice Dev1: Error on Group and Role Inquiry when using Pagination Links
• [KULRICE-6701] - KSPD: Research speeding up unmarshalling in base Document Search
• [KULRICE-6705] - autoGrowNestedPaths breaking complex field validations
• [KULRICE-6709] - Configuring separate add line fields for a collection causes and exception when
attempting to add a line
• [KULRICE-6710]
Drop
krms_cntxt_vld_agenda_t tables

krms_cntxt_vld_rule_t,

• [KULRICE-6711] - RoleMemberBo.groovy contains invalid code
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• [KULRICE-6720]
Clicking
Add
Proposition
throwns
NPE
in
org.kuali.rice.krad.uif.util.ComponentFactory.getNewInstanceForRefresh(ComponentFactory.java:143)
origComponent is null
• [KULRICE-6734] - NPE First time KRAD Incident Report
• [KULRICE-6756] - DocumentSearchCustomizationServiceImpl does not load customizers properly
• [KULRICE-6758] - Apply error colors not working for tabs due to syntax error
• [KULRICE-6763] - Another instance of incorrect kew service reference in embedded mode
• [KULRICE-6767] - Applying of result customizations in DocumentSearchServiceImpl does not work
properly
• [KULRICE-6768] - Customization of clearing document search criteria does not clear properly if no
DocumentSearchCustomizer is defined for a document type
• [KULRICE-6770] - Server side required error message from dictionary validation not getting variable
replaced
• [KULRICE-6772] - ModuleConfigurers should not allow injection of moduleName and validRunModes
• [KULRICE-6778] - View header (and page) size doesn't span full width
• [KULRICE-6783] - Incorrect service reference to RoutingReportService while running Routing report
in embedded mode
• [KULRICE-6788] - KSB SOAPFaultException while attempting to insert a BO Note (while running
in embedded mode)
• [KULRICE-6789] - SOAPFaultException from background EmailQueue processing (while invoking
ImmediateEmailReminderQueue.sendReminder method)
• [KULRICE-6790] - ClassCastException when background KSB message processing invokes
kimCacheAdminService (embedded mode)
• [KULRICE-6791] - Term Specification collection members multiply
• [KULRICE-6793] - ClassCastException QuickFinder cannot be cast to Field on Create new PeopleFlow
PeopleFlow Summary Type selection.
• [KULRICE-6794] - KNS field label not being rendered in DD validation messages
• [KULRICE-6795] - krad.utility.js error message when adding PeopleFlow Members (in Firefox)
• [KULRICE-6797] - Term Spec Multiple Lookups return (single) value doesn't.
• [KULRICE-6799] - DOC_STAT_NM length changed from 64 to 20 characters
• [KULRICE-6800] - ParamaterRepositoryService throws exception due to null ParameterType
• [KULRICE-6803] - Rice Dev: Fix slang that's incorporated into Campus Lookup Screen
• [KULRICE-6811] - Conversion of WorkflowFunctions to EDLFunctions is not present in database
upgrade scripts
• [KULRICE-6812] - ValidationIntegrationTest failing on oracle
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Improvement
• [KULRICE-112] - Consider moving "performLookup" back into Lookup action class
• [KULRICE-1023] - Add support to Document structures for Versionable Documents
• [KULRICE-1342] - Create a new type of attribute to replace WorkflowAttribute, make a SOAP remoted
version of this service
• [KULRICE-2374] - Make sure that all KEW super user actions are available on WorkflowDocument
• [KULRICE-3319] - Determine if we need to do some work on the KimTypeService interface to make
return types more consistent
• [KULRICE-3515] - Performance improvements to creation of ValidActionsDTO
• [KULRICE-3722] - Get rid of the need to have the oracle jdbc driver as a dependency in our pom
• [KULRICE-3804] - Make 1.1.0 Java 1.6 compliant
• [KULRICE-4086] - Remove org.kuali.rice.kns.util.spring.AutoPopulatingList
• [KULRICE-4273] - Explosion of Namespace concepts in Rice
• [KULRICE-4301] - Improve consistency of service namespaces
• [KULRICE-4399] - As a part of the dependency upgrade for 1.1 upgrade Jetty to version 7
• [KULRICE-4436] - Classes used in CommonSpringBeans.xml should be in core instead of the KNS
• [KULRICE-4451] - Re-examine how RiceApplicationConfigurationService is being used to resolve doc
handler urls (and other variables) from across the service bus
• [KULRICE-4460] - Replace
oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver

all

references

to

oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver

with

• [KULRICE-4529] - Split out service apis out into their own maven module in the Rice project
• [KULRICE-4531] - Improve our use of namespaces for KimTypeServices, get rid of deprecated
methods on KimCommonUtils
• [KULRICE-4555]
Combine
SimpleDocumentActionsWebService
with
WorkflowDocumentActionsService, review and approve the new contract for workflow services
• [KULRICE-4582] - Remove deprecated Config.OUT_BOX_DEFAULT_PREFERENCE_ON
• [KULRICE-4589] - rename NOTIFY_EXCLUDED_USERS_IND parm to something clearer
• [KULRICE-4700] - Fully convert java serialized services to SOAP services
• [KULRICE-4788] - Update Servlet API to 2.5, JSP API to 2.1 and test harnesses to launch supporting
containers
• [KULRICE-4793] - Create a development support module in rice.
• [KULRICE-4794] - Change DOC_HDR_ID on KREW_DOC_HDR_T from a numeric type to a
character type
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• [KULRICE-4803] - Add unique constraint on KIM permission namespace:name
• [KULRICE-4816] - Implement interaction with the service registry so that it goes over remote
connection instead of direct database access
• [KULRICE-4838] - Move integration tests into a separate module and improve the way we handle
instantiation of test clients in the test harness, take advantage of maven integration-test lifecycle
• [KULRICE-4853] - Convert RunMode & Client Protocol to Java 5 enums
• [KULRICE-4854] - Create a coherent design for KeyValue pair
• [KULRICE-4861] - Remove JSTLConstants class, make Spring contexts web aware
• [KULRICE-4863] - Research if we can replace our custom email services (there are multiple!) with the
Spring mailer stuff and get rid of duplicate email service implementations
• [KULRICE-4866] - Make sure all Constant/Utility classes are final classes (not interfaces) and have
private ctors
• [KULRICE-4867] - Create SQLUtils class
• [KULRICE-4871] - Remove the parameterized type on the PersonService
• [KULRICE-4881] - Clean up utility classes
• [KULRICE-4888] - Make KualiException Abstract
• [KULRICE-4895] - Migrate from XAPool & JOTM to Bitronix connection pool & Transaction Manager
• [KULRICE-4946] - Convert Rice to an m2eclipse project
• [KULRICE-4947] - Test out Maven 3/Move to Maven 3
• [KULRICE-5010]
Improve
role-member
RoleManagementServiceImpl.removePrincipalFromRole for performance

logic

in

• [KULRICE-5011] - Implement an improved way to delete RELOAD_ACTION_LIST prefs for users
• [KULRICE-5014] - Rename
StandaloneInitializeListener

kew.bootstrap.spring.file

to

web.bootstrap.spring.file

in

• [KULRICE-5034] - CXF SOAP service logging does not honor log4j.properties
• [KULRICE-5041] - Migrate xml import/export framework to the Rice core
• [KULRICE-5101] - Improve messaging for simultaneous workflow actions
• [KULRICE-5105] - Populate the error message map when spring PropertyEditors throw validation
exceptions
• [KULRICE-5114] - Allow config.xml files to include HTTPSessionListeners
• [KULRICE-5117] - Clean up current issues with configurers in Rice
• [KULRICE-5121] - Remove JsValue from ValidCharactersConstraint
• [KULRICE-5131] - Port Exception/Incident reporting to KRAD
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• [KULRICE-5132] - Implement Breadcrumbs in KRAD
• [KULRICE-5133] - Implement suggest boxes
• [KULRICE-5134] - Implement AJAX update of fields
• [KULRICE-5150] - Default control (if not set) to TextControl
• [KULRICE-5155] - Create new ValidCharactersConstraint equivalents of the old ValidationPattern
• [KULRICE-5172] - Default the binding path for fieldLookup.fieldConversions
• [KULRICE-5179] - Convert KNS Formatters to Spring PropertyEditors for use in KRAD
• [KULRICE-5182] - Add property to AttributeField that allows removing the field from the keyboard
tab order
• [KULRICE-5183] - alternate/additonal DisplayAttributeName implementation not honoring key values
finders
• [KULRICE-5189] - JAX-WS annotated service methods that return collections need to be annotated
appropriately so that empty lists are handled properly
• [KULRICE-5191] - Look into KSB integration test failures that are the result of database table locking
issues
• [KULRICE-5201] - Convert remaining numeric identifiers in KEW database to character-based
identifiers
• [KULRICE-5207] - Remove all KEW httpInvoker type services from the registry
• [KULRICE-5209] - Add servicePath to all of our Kuali Rice services that we are publishing
• [KULRICE-5214] - Remove legacy "help" system from KEW
• [KULRICE-5252] - Complete BusinessObjectEntry and DataObjectEntry split
• [KULRICE-5260] - Implement requiredness validation on nested objects
• [KULRICE-5321] - Create test that routes a FiscalOfficerInfo document in the sampleapp
• [KULRICE-5325] - Get rid of KualiWorkflowDocument, replace with standard WorkflowDocument
KEW api
• [KULRICE-5326] - Get rid of KualiWorkflowInfo, replace with usage of standard KEW apis
• [KULRICE-5348] - Rename
PREV_VER_RULE_ID

column

PREV_RULE_VER_NBR

on

KREW_RULE_T

to

• [KULRICE-5352] - KNS DD doesn't support configuration of ReloadingDataDictionary
• [KULRICE-5357] - update our caching solution for rice.
• [KULRICE-5379] - align the ParameterService & ConfigService understanding of boolean string values
• [KULRICE-5396] - Convert InactivatableFromTo to use joda-time
• [KULRICE-5398] - Implement proper thread-safe lazy initialization for WorkflowDocumentFactory
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• [KULRICE-5431] - Customized Post Data-load Encryption
• [KULRICE-5445] - Ensure that _futureElements on data transfer objects are not included in serialized
form
• [KULRICE-5527] - Need Transaction proxy configured for spring mvc
• [KULRICE-5611] - Remove usage of XmlConfiguredAttribute from qualifier resolver and rule
attributes
• [KULRICE-5618] - Create a Kim permission for the Cache Admin Screen
• [KULRICE-5664]
Drop
CSTM_ACTN_LIST_ATTRIB_CLS_NM,
CSTM_ACTN_EMAIL_ATTRIB_CLS_NM, and CSTM_DOC_NTE_ATTRIB_CLS_NM columns
from KREW_DOC_TYP_T
• [KULRICE-5670] - Reduce the size of the ACTVN_TYP column on KREW_RTE_NODE_T
• [KULRICE-5677] - Add support for getCurrentNodeNames to WorkflowDocument, change method
from getActiveNodeInstances to getActiveRouteNodeInstances
• [KULRICE-5682] - Remove RouteModuleRemote as it is not used anywhere
• [KULRICE-5685] - KEW document type policy to turn off automatic replaying of last nodes for enroute
docs when role changes
• [KULRICE-5686] - Need the ability to configure results limits differently for different lookups
• [KULRICE-5694] - Under some circumstances lookups can return the same row multiple times
• [KULRICE-5695] - provide "hours of availability" awareness
• [KULRICE-5716] - Allow for type ids to be optional on various KRMS tables
• [KULRICE-5719] - Look into changing term map from Map<Term, Object> to Map<String, Object>
for engine exec api
• [KULRICE-5720] - KIM should be using enums for things like "MemberType" on RoleMembership
• [KULRICE-5735] - Find all places where we are using WorkflowAttributeValidationError and switch
to RemotableAttrbuteError
• [KULRICE-5738] - Modify SearchableAttribute so that when returning RemotableAttributeField
objects, it's possible to indicate whether or not the column should be visible
• [KULRICE-5747] - Add "documentTypeAttributes" to org.kuali.rice.kew.api.doctype.DocumentType
• [KULRICE-5750] - Add "extraDocumentTypeNames" to the document lookup criteria
• [KULRICE-5760] - Apply "queue" naming schema to various KEW message queues
• [KULRICE-5761] - Create a SOAP version of the MoveDocumentProcessor
• [KULRICE-5818] - Add namespace code to component lookup and inquiry
• [KULRICE-5821] - Have both a getDocumentHandlerUrl and getResolvedDocumentHandlerUrl on
DocumentTypeContract
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• [KULRICE-5826] - Add validation of RuleAttribute type when ingesting <ruleAttribute> elements
• [KULRICE-5830] - Improve the AttachmentServlet security
• [KULRICE-5848] - Add a set of preferences for allowing a user to turn off emails for complete, approve,
acknowledge, or FYI requests.
• [KULRICE-5852] - Modify the display of the contents of a note to preserve the whitespace by default.
• [KULRICE-5857] - Add ability to detete Service Registry entries by application id
• [KULRICE-5859] - Add a limited size attribute so the page will only show the "refine your results"
message when the number of search results exceeds the limited amount
• [KULRICE-5865] - When the SuperUser.do page is requested directly the routeHeader is null so change
to throw an error with a more helpful message.
• [KULRICE-5866] - In ActionRequestFactory.java, instead of passing 0 into a method, change to pass
new Integer(0)
• [KULRICE-5871] - Moved the div outside of the inquiry link so the anchor doesn't display as a block
element to make the text is easier to select
• [KULRICE-5916] - toggle selection of rule or proposition when clicked a second time
• [KULRICE-5917] - typed in campus code doesn't get pulled into lookup on CampusAgendaType custom
attribute
• [KULRICE-5920] - ActionListService should be properly annotated as a SOAP service
• [KULRICE-5940] - Disable sort on specific column inside of RichTable
• [KULRICE-5941] - Determine the proper way to handle client-side caching and eviction operations
• [KULRICE-5948] - Make name show for PeopleFlowTypeActionTypeService attribute
• [KULRICE-5950] - Action description should be optional
• [KULRICE-5951] - In Rule editor, Category selector is not wired up to term
• [KULRICE-5953] - Make propositions that are in edit mode easier to select
• [KULRICE-5968] - Allow for users to customize their email notification preferences based on the
document type
• [KULRICE-5973] - Need the ability to mark columns in datatable as invisible
• [KULRICE-5975] - Fix field conversion split so that it works with ":" as part of the field key
• [KULRICE-5978] - Create new Document Type policy for enroute error suppression
• [KULRICE-5980] - Display Server messages/growls that may be a result of an ajax call
• [KULRICE-5981] - Breadcrumbs with single page views
• [KULRICE-5991] - View/Page Loading fixes - indicator and visual appearance during load
• [KULRICE-5994] - ComparisonOperator does not deal with multiple types well, and isn't pluggable
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• [KULRICE-5996] - Enhance AgendaAuthorizationServiceImpl so that more than one permission can
exist for agenda maintenance
• [KULRICE-5998] - Create proper KSB impl and KSB web modules
• [KULRICE-6003] - Make PeopleFlow type service names friendlier to humans
• [KULRICE-6009] - Standardize on use of "derived role" terminology in RoleTypeService instead of
"application role" or "dynamic role"
• [KULRICE-6042] - Convert documentation from Word files and Doc2Help to Docbook
• [KULRICE-6049] - Make the special my.conf params needed for MySQL more apparent in our
documentation
• [KULRICE-6050] - Create Initial Draft of KRMS and KRAD Chapters in User's Guide and Technical
Guide
• [KULRICE-6051] - Determine how we can automate documentation builds with doc-to-help
• [KULRICE-6052] - Integrate appendix on RESTful services into the main body of the KSB TRG
• [KULRICE-6082] - Permission maintenance doc requires Template Id and has no lookup
• [KULRICE-6278] - Add NODE or similar context variable to reference the current node being rendered
• [KULRICE-6292] - Modify term selection ui so that parameterized terms can be specified
• [KULRICE-6293] - add loadAgenda to AgendaTypeService to allow pluggable qualifier matching
• [KULRICE-6294] - Validation of proposition constants on add rule
• [KULRICE-6295] - Make PeopleFlow collection of stops sort by stop #
• [KULRICE-6299] - New DB index to improve action list performance
• [KULRICE-6306] - Upgrade Spring version to 3.1.0.RELEASE
• [KULRICE-6330] - Set up support for loading of "web" modules last and modify ModuleConfigurer
framework to support this
• [KULRICE-6336] - Fix issue of multiple datasources and transaction managers being loaded and
configured via CommonSpringBeans.xml
• [KULRICE-6339] - Remove unused datasource.pool.size config parameter from various files
• [KULRICE-6351] - Add ability to disable usage of security for the ServiceRegistry on the client side
• [KULRICE-6352] - Upgrade from apache cxf 2.3.6 to 2.3.7
• [KULRICE-6354] - The KSB synchronization process calls both getAllServicesForInstance and
getAllOnlineServices every 60 seconds but should only need to call getAllOnlineServices
• [KULRICE-6362] - Move Mailer api from core-impl up to core-api module and change package
appropriately, split Mailer class into Mailer interface and MailerImpl implementation
• [KULRICE-6363] - Change name of KEW data source/ojb alias from enWorkflowDataSource to
kewDataSource
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• [KULRICE-6398] - Set up NonSerializableSessionListener so that it defaults to true only when the
environment code is "dev"
• [KULRICE-6399] - Make configuring the reloading data dictionary easier for client app developers
• [KULRICE-6431] - Refactor KRMS context join table names
• [KULRICE-6435] - Make it so that Rice 2.0 can shut down cleanly
• [KULRICE-6436] - Tune ehcache configuration for the various rice modules
• [KULRICE-6438] - Create folder structure for custom, library and modified library js files
• [KULRICE-6463] - New DB Indexes for KIM Permission checks
• [KULRICE-6470] - Properly javadoc ComponentService
• [KULRICE-6474] - Try to come up with a better name than "CacheService"
• [KULRICE-6476] - Add ability to get all services by applicationId to the ServiceRegistry
• [KULRICE-6484] - SubCollection label needs to allow disclosure mechanism
• [KULRICE-6486] - Pull the css.files and js.files property and add Javascript files to the ViewTheme
• [KULRICE-6490] - Make it so Doc Search returns documents for Initiators, approvers, and reviewers
that are no longer active
• [KULRICE-6492] - Return entity information by employeeID even if the person's employee info is
inactive or in a historical location
• [KULRICE-6509] - Synchronize with remote services on KSB startup
• [KULRICE-6511] - Implement ability to load remote services lazily
• [KULRICE-6517] - Remove nillable=true from Parameter.java
• [KULRICE-6518] - Add a colon between attributes which make up caching key for ParameterKey
• [KULRICE-6522] - Add getDefaultNamesForPrincipalId back to the Identity Service
• [KULRICE-6523] - Change component used for Module locking parameters to All
• [KULRICE-6527] - Switch MDC logging in UserLoginFilter to use principalName instead of
principalId
• [KULRICE-6528] - Remove KSBConfigSpringBeans.xml, COREConfigSpringBeans.xml, and
KRADConfigSpringBeans.xml
• [KULRICE-6530] - Add Uif-HorizontalBoxGroup and Uif-HorizontalBoxSection bean options
• [KULRICE-6533] - Rename cache service endpoints to "cache admin service" since that's what we
renamed the actual service interface to
• [KULRICE-6539] - Rename methods in KIM that refer to "ByNameAndNamespaceCode" to
"ByNamespaceCodeAndName"
• [KULRICE-6543] - Remove PersonService.hasPersonProperty as it's no longer used
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• [KULRICE-6544] - PermissionService.isAuthorized, hasPermission, getPermissionAssignees, and
getAuthorizedPermissions no longer needs to take permission details since permission namespace +
name are now unique
• [KULRICE-6562] - Pull CampusService (and any other test / sample code that leaked in) out of API
• [KULRICE-6596] - Component publishing should probably be turned off by default
• [KULRICE-6597] - Make sure abstract and prototype are declared correctly on all beans as necessary
• [KULRICE-6607] - Cleanup of logging configuration and remove default logging of SOAP service
output
• [KULRICE-6612] - Raise the default connection pool size in common-config-defaults.xml
• [KULRICE-6613] - There is no API on the role service to remove a permission from a role
• [KULRICE-6650] - Don't create NullPointerException on null History copy.
• [KULRICE-6655] - Add getRequestedActions (returning a Set<ActionRequestType>) and contains to
RequestedActions class
• [KULRICE-6656] - Modified
DocumentStatus instead of a String

WorkflowDocumentService.getDocumentStatus

to

return

• [KULRICE-6657] - Remove getActionsRequested method from WorkflowDocumentService since a
similar method is already on WorkflowDocumentActionsService
• [KULRICE-6664] - Validation ServerSide for KRAD Views
• [KULRICE-6665] - Validation being skipped for some field types on an addLine js call
• [KULRICE-6683] - Add a "THIN" client run mode to KEW, KIM, and KSB modules
• [KULRICE-6685] - It should not be required to have to set "contextConfigLocation" manually on
KSBDispatcherServlet
• [KULRICE-6697] - Remove RunModeServiceExporter since it is no longer being used
• [KULRICE-6699] - Reduce view size for session storage and form clearling
• [KULRICE-6704] - reuse ObjectMapper instance in DocumentSearchInternalUtils for better
performance
• [KULRICE-6707] - Add additional Maintenance specific bean defs to add hooks to make changes later
• [KULRICE-6713] - Added ComponentBase bean for future hooks and default tweaking
• [KULRICE-6766] - Create integration tests for DocumentSearchCustomizer
• [KULRICE-6773] - Remove rice.additionalSpringFiles from common-config-defaults.xml
• [KULRICE-6786] - More helpful error message when object isn't in session than NullPointer from
ComponentFactory

New Feature
• [KULRICE-3708] - Provide an out-of-the-box LDAP connector for Rice
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• [KULRICE-4528] - Implement ability for rice server to know what version of a client server they are
calling
• [KULRICE-5020] - Implement a ComponentService
• [KULRICE-5032] - Design and Implement a general-purpose criteria-based api for use on Rice services
which need it
• [KULRICE-5036] - Develop proposition that works with collections
• [KULRICE-5067] - Implement backend support for general-purpose criteria query api
• [KULRICE-5068] - Implement ParameterRepositoryService.findParameters
• [KULRICE-5130] - Sample Maintenance Document for testing attachments
• [KULRICE-5136] - Create Groovy conversion script for updating KNS DD and Document DD to
KRAD
• [KULRICE-5138] - Add pop up text area option for TextAreas and Text input fields
• [KULRICE-5204] - Create rice-kew-api and rice-kew-impl modules
• [KULRICE-5208] - Implement KEW caching services as SOAP and allow for them to be easily exported
to the Bus that way
• [KULRICE-5211] - Implement PreferencesService (KREW_USR_OPTN_T) so that it is accessed
remotely instead of via database
• [KULRICE-5212] - Implement RuleService, RuleAttributeService, and related such that they are
accessed remotely via SOAP instead of via direct database calls to the rule tables
• [KULRICE-5230] - Add ability to fetch a service from the ServiceBus by a combination of service
name and application id
• [KULRICE-5404] - Create model objects for attribute definitions
• [KULRICE-5416] - allow for pseudo-buttons with text and images in them
• [KULRICE-5561] - enabling features for working with custom remotable attributes
• [KULRICE-5563] - Create PeopleFlowActionTypeService
• [KULRICE-5574] - Create Agenda Rule
• [KULRICE-5592] - Create and implement PeopleFlowService
• [KULRICE-5593] - Create PeopleFlowTypeService interface
• [KULRICE-5594] - Create KewTypeRepositoryService
• [KULRICE-5595] - Create a new KRMS node implementation extending RequestActivationNode
• [KULRICE-5596] - Add support to Document Type XML schema to specify the krms integrating route
node
• [KULRICE-5597] - Write integration tests for KEW integration with KRMS and PeopleFlows
• [KULRICE-5671] - Implement support for Priority-Parallel activation in the workflow engine
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• [KULRICE-5681] - Implement ability for RequestNode to be called multiple times to generate action
requests
• [KULRICE-5684] - Implement RouteModule which can generate action requests from PeopleFlows
• [KULRICE-5697] - Add the ability to parameterize a ValuesFinder
• [KULRICE-5709] - Add responsibility id and action request policy to people flow member and delegate
data models
• [KULRICE-5824] - Added a check to deactivate the action request when it tries to route to an inactive
group based on document type policy
• [KULRICE-5971] - Add button to add a compound proposition parent to the selected simple proposition
• [KULRICE-5995] - ingest updated travel account doctype into master db
• [KULRICE-6085] - Add Inquiry View to Agenda
• [KULRICE-6282] - AdHoc Route to Completion - MSU Contribution
• [KULRICE-6437] - Add ability to use #node on client-bound properties like progressiveRender and
refreshWhenChanged

Task
• [KULRICE-121] - ID html elements in KNS pages for easier HtmlUnit testing
• [KULRICE-1031] - Consolidate and document ServiceLocators and ResourceLoaders
• [KULRICE-2677] - Add full entity DTO versions of getEntity methods to IdentityService and
IdentityManagementService
• [KULRICE-3166] - Determine if we can use joda-time as part of our api instead of built-in java date/
time types
• [KULRICE-3211] - Upgrade to Spring 3.0.1
• [KULRICE-3222] - Ensure that ParameterServerService can be remoted and improve caching in
ParameterServiceProxyImpl
• [KULRICE-3631] - Remove ActionItem.getRouteHeader() and ActionItem.setRouteHeader(...)
• [KULRICE-3793] - Set up all supporting infrastructure for the 1.1 development work
• [KULRICE-3819] - Rice access to foundation confluence
• [KULRICE-3918] - Sample app BOs extend PersistableBusinessObject but the corresponding table
doesn't contain the necessary fields.
• [KULRICE-4096] - Remove TypedArrayList, use Spring's AutoPopulatingList in its stead
• [KULRICE-4220] - Ensure that Rice is using up-to-date referenced libraries
• [KULRICE-4247] - Perform and document modularity analysis on KNS
• [KULRICE-4406] - Include mysql / oracle dependencies in "test" modules with provided scope
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• [KULRICE-4488] - Upgrade Spring schema declarations to 3.0 in spring files.
• [KULRICE-4491] - Research Business Rule Engines and GUIs for KC functional equivalence
• [KULRICE-4495] - Identify locations where client applications are allowed to connect and use the Rice
standalone server database
• [KULRICE-4496] - Speed Test: Soap vs java serialization for our remoted services
• [KULRICE-4503] - Decide on and document process for how service contracts will be defined and
maintained
• [KULRICE-4504] - Identify and document all services in Rice that can be invoked remotely
• [KULRICE-4505] - Decide on and document guidelines for how service contracts, DTOs, and
implementations should be versioned
• [KULRICE-4506] - Identity the service components in Rice today which are being remoted through
KSB object remoting
• [KULRICE-4508] - Decide on and document recommended practices for service governance
• [KULRICE-4510] - Decide on and document a standard for service names and namespaces and how
they will be affected by versioning
• [KULRICE-4511] - Refactor service registry to implement inclusion of version numbers in the service
registry
• [KULRICE-4512] - Get recommendations from Savoir Technologies on larger architectural efforts that
we should consider for our future roadmap
• [KULRICE-4625] - Determine proposed breakdown for modules
• [KULRICE-4628] - Document modularization
• [KULRICE-4632] - Separate development framework from middleware services
• [KULRICE-4637] - Remove deprecated code
• [KULRICE-4639] - Document modularity changes
• [KULRICE-4642] - Remove support for object remoting
• [KULRICE-4643] - Re-implement default services as SOAP
• [KULRICE-4644] - Annotate services that don't currently support SOAP with jax-ws
• [KULRICE-4645] - add maven build step to generate WSDLs
• [KULRICE-4646] - Remove direct database calls from client applications to rice db where possible
• [KULRICE-4647] - Define service naming and namespace standard for rice services
• [KULRICE-4648] - Implement service naming and namespace standard for rice services
• [KULRICE-4659] - Figure out how client apps will publish their KimTypeServices (and other modules'
callback service) via SOAP
• [KULRICE-4660] - Determine WSDL publishing process
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• [KULRICE-4661] - create mechanism for handling "namespaces" in Spring and avoiding service name
conflicts
• [KULRICE-4663] - Implement a way to figure out what version of Rice an application is running
• [KULRICE-4664] - Implement a mechanism for "newer" Rice server versions to call back into older
client service versions
• [KULRICE-4666] - Evaluate "remote" KIM services
• [KULRICE-4669] - Implement rules engine for kc functional equivalence
• [KULRICE-4674] - integrate with KNS business rules
• [KULRICE-4703] - Improve current UI/configuration
• [KULRICE-4704] - User Interface for KC Workflow
• [KULRICE-4717] - More screen flexibility in the development framework and support for transactional
documents
• [KULRICE-4743] - Migrate to Spring MVC
• [KULRICE-4763] - Code a proof of concept reflecting Savoir versioning recommendations
• [KULRICE-4764] - docInfo property should be on KualiDocumentFormBase not KualiForm
• [KULRICE-4767] - Look into setting tab index for dynamic refreshes
• [KULRICE-4784] - Put together a proof-of-concept on version compatibility
• [KULRICE-4806] - Update the rice-site url in the main pom.xml file
• [KULRICE-4817] - Refactor RiceConfigurer so that is doesn't depend on all the modules
• [KULRICE-4824] - move test resources out of main source tree
• [KULRICE-4825] - Decouple code so modules can stand alone
• [KULRICE-4851] - remove KEW UserSession
• [KULRICE-4855] - Refactor SQLBuilder so it does not depend on anything outside rice-core
• [KULRICE-4858] - Create krad-app-framework and krad-web-framework modules in Rice 1.1, begin
moving classes into them according to modularity refactoring plan
• [KULRICE-4864] - remove the dependencies UserSession has on EditablePropertiesHolder,
ConfigService, & WorkflowDocument
• [KULRICE-4868] - Create war module for our standalone server
• [KULRICE-4869] - Random Modularity tasks
• [KULRICE-4872] - Implement a conversion utility for Rice 2.0 which will aid in performing
conversions on legacy maintainable XML
• [KULRICE-4873] - Create Interfaces and Implementation code for new Business Rule model
• [KULRICE-4880] - Refactory KimCommonUtils into a public and private piece
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• [KULRICE-4884] - Remove DateUtils, NumberUtils and corresponding unit tests
• [KULRICE-4887] - Update package naming standards document
• [KULRICE-4897] - Removal of toStringMapper, toStringBuilder, from BusinessObjectBase
• [KULRICE-4898] - Remove org.kuali.rice.kew.web.session.Authentication and calls to it. Replace with
KIM permissions.
• [KULRICE-4904] - KC needs FAX to be supported as a Phone type
• [KULRICE-4905] - Display appropriate icon based on attachment type in Maintenance Documents
• [KULRICE-4906] - create jira for some of the Groovy isssues
• [KULRICE-4911] - Implement version compatibility unit tests
• [KULRICE-4915] - Examples to validate use cases
• [KULRICE-4917] - Load test development & implementation
• [KULRICE-4924] - Include source and javadoc tarballs with SNAPSHOTS and RELEASES
• [KULRICE-4928] - The kr test environments don't appear to be running right now, need to be set back up
• [KULRICE-4931] - Execute a review of all libraries and version in Kuali Rice 2.0
• [KULRICE-4934] - Verify service endpoint urls for each version
• [KULRICE-4963] - Fix ParameterService api so that is can be accessed remotely.
• [KULRICE-4965] - Remove Timer class for jira
• [KULRICE-4966] - Split KimServiceLocator into api and impl pieces (KimServiceLocatorInternal)
• [KULRICE-4967] - Remove dateTimeService parameters from KRNS_PARM_T table
• [KULRICE-4975] - ServiceRegistryAction uses KEWServiceLocator to get a datasource
• [KULRICE-4978] - Convert services and objects to new model object design
• [KULRICE-4987] - Change name of "shareddata" module to "location"
• [KULRICE-4988] - Annotate outgoing service calls with client version number
• [KULRICE-4989] - Make NamespaceService remotable
• [KULRICE-4991] - Remove DOBJ_MAINT_CD_ACTV_IND on krns_cmp_typ_t table
• [KULRICE-4992] - Review and rename tables/columns in master database
• [KULRICE-5009] - Create tables & BOs needed for propositions
• [KULRICE-5017] - remove RiceService & GRLServiceInjectionPostProcessor
• [KULRICE-5018] - Figure out how to Handle non-database related "Components"
• [KULRICE-5037] - Do analysis on adding parameter map to Asset
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• [KULRICE-5038] - Create Rule and Action BOs
• [KULRICE-5039] - Create rice-krms-test integration test project
• [KULRICE-5042] - Apply edoclite-related database and XML updates to master database
• [KULRICE-5043] - repackage the core modules for our new packaging standards
• [KULRICE-5048] - Write remote tests for shareddata services to exercise SOAP calls of service APIs
• [KULRICE-5062] - Extract StyleService from KEW/EDL to core-api
• [KULRICE-5065] - Implement parent pom on Rice trunk
• [KULRICE-5066] - Move KRAD Test environment from KRAD branch to trunk
• [KULRICE-5070] - Handle ObjectIds on new Model Objects
• [KULRICE-5074] - Create KRMS Agenda Repository BO
• [KULRICE-5075] - Create KRMS Context BO
• [KULRICE-5076] - Create KRMS Repository Asset and Asset Resolver BOs
• [KULRICE-5079] - Create KRMS Repository Term / Term Resolver Bos
• [KULRICE-5084] - Update the Rice 2.0.0 Master Database to include KRMS Data Model
• [KULRICE-5085] - Refactor Asset & AssetResolver to use Term vocabulary and to better fit with data
model
• [KULRICE-5088] - Need to be able to retrieve States based on Alternate Country Code
• [KULRICE-5090] - Come up with a proposal for data inactivation in KRMS repository
• [KULRICE-5091] - Ensure that all developers are using the same set of code formatting standards
• [KULRICE-5094] - Create Term-related contracts, model objects, BOs and services
• [KULRICE-5095] - Make sure converted BO/DTOs are using more generic names for fields (i.e. stop
using the class in the field names)
• [KULRICE-5098] - Create krms module configuration
• [KULRICE-5102] - Add table connecting Context and Rule in DB, and update the model to reflect this
relationship
• [KULRICE-5103] - Refactor rice.krms.api.repository to make sub-packages
• [KULRICE-5104] - Move rice-krms-test to rice/test/krms
• [KULRICE-5107] - Demote TermResolutionException to a RuntimeException, and improve the
exception message
• [KULRICE-5111] - add integration test that uses rice-krms-impl's BO services to write entities to the DB
• [KULRICE-5115] - Remove unused EDL modules and move EDL-web to EDL-impl
• [KULRICE-5116] - Combine web and impl modules
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• [KULRICE-5123] - Create krms agenda & rule editor skeleton
• [KULRICE-5124] - Tomcat 7 fixes for rice 2.0
• [KULRICE-5126] - Convert bookstore sample application to rice 2.0
• [KULRICE-5128] - Services are being created with ServiceNamespaceURI = "KEW" when they are
defined in spring file as ""
• [KULRICE-5129] - Update Rice to Groovy 1.8
• [KULRICE-5139] - tip to tail repository backed rule execution integration test
• [KULRICE-5141] - Add methods to Proposition interface to allow for navigating nested Propositions
• [KULRICE-5143] - Figure out what other applications are doing about requiring css and js to exist in
external portal windows
• [KULRICE-5145] - Add web.xml files to sampleapp and standalone so web.bootstrap.spring.file is
defaulted (but can be overridden)
• [KULRICE-5153] - Implement AdHoc Recipients tag for documents
• [KULRICE-5154] - adding qualifier checking to ResponsibilityServiceImpl
• [KULRICE-5156] - Validate client side flag on view not being looked at for client side validation
• [KULRICE-5157] - Update Group objects to use new Attributes class instead of AttributeSet
• [KULRICE-5158] - Update Group service to use new Criteria API
• [KULRICE-5160] - CompoundProposition needs to log its results
• [KULRICE-5164] - Add instructional text property to AttributeDefinition and AttributeField and render
now in the UI where the summary field currently is
• [KULRICE-5165] - Upgrade jQuery version to 1.6
• [KULRICE-5167] - Create KRMS Function BOs.
• [KULRICE-5168] - Handle Context Attributes BOs in ContextBoService
• [KULRICE-5169] - Consistent KRMS entity attributes
• [KULRICE-5174]
merge
RuleRepositoryIntegrationTest

RepositoryCreateAndExecuteIntegrationTest

and

• [KULRICE-5176] - Allow add line to be different layout than existing lines for table layout (needed
for KIM conversion)
• [KULRICE-5177] - UIF Framework - Add support for creating AttributeField components with code
(needed for KEW conversion)
• [KULRICE-5180] - engine results reflect proposition tree
• [KULRICE-5181] - DataTable should skip add row during column sorting
• [KULRICE-5186] - build DataObjectEntry and LookupView for RuleBo
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• [KULRICE-5187] - implement category for repository terms and propositions
• [KULRICE-5197] - Need to be able to sort by column header like on lookups when editing large roles
and groups
• [KULRICE-5202] - Active Indicator on KRMS entities
• [KULRICE-5203] - Apply pending krms ddl changes
• [KULRICE-5205] - Apply table create scripts to the master database
• [KULRICE-5206] - Create test for multiple attachments in trunk
• [KULRICE-5210] - Refector WorkflowUtility (and how it's used by WorkflowInfo) so that it uses
proper techniques for SOAP remoting
• [KULRICE-5215] - Remove "RIA" tables from KEW database
• [KULRICE-5216] - Remove "Remove/Replace" tables from KEW database
• [KULRICE-5219] - Convert ImmediateEmailService to a remotable SOAP service
• [KULRICE-5220] - Convert CustomActionListAttribute to a remotable SOAP service
• [KULRICE-5223] - Modify WorkflowAttributeXmlValidator so that it's not possible to execute
remotely
• [KULRICE-5224] - Convert RuleValidationAttribute to a remotable SOAP service
• [KULRICE-5225] - Convert {KEW}ResponsibilityChangeService to a remotable SOAP service
• [KULRICE-5226] - Convert {KEW}RuleCacheProcessorService to a remotable SOAP service
• [KULRICE-5227] - Convert {KEW}RuleDelegationCacheProcessorService to a remotable SOAP
service
• [KULRICE-5228] - Convert {KEW}WorkgroupMembershipChangeService to a remotable SOAP
service
• [KULRICE-5229] - Convert KIM role, permission, and responsibility "type" services in KEW to their
SOAP remoted form
• [KULRICE-5231] - General cleanup and verification tasks for KEW version compatibility refactoring
• [KULRICE-5232] - Move containerTreeNode.tag into the krad folder
• [KULRICE-5234] - POM Cleanup
• [KULRICE-5238] - build agenda tree UI components
• [KULRICE-5245] - Fix context selection so that it can query on multiple attributes
• [KULRICE-5246] - Add hidden property names property to AttributeField
• [KULRICE-5247] - Implement User Control and Workgroup Control
• [KULRICE-5254] - AttributeField have to support html escape
• [KULRICE-5255] - Implement export functionality in KRAD inquiry
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• [KULRICE-5258] - translate old criteria map to new criteria api
• [KULRICE-5259] - Maintenance Docs - Finish document notes tab
• [KULRICE-5282] - Uif Framework - Binding needs to look at forceUppercase
• [KULRICE-5288] - Move the 'show blank qualifier' kim toggle from a Config param to a System param?
• [KULRICE-5291] - KualiHelpAction in kns module has dependency on DocSearchCriteriaDTO
• [KULRICE-5292] - Having two Inactivatable interfaces is a little confusing, can we rename the core
version?
• [KULRICE-5297] - Troubleshoot pulling context id value into agenda quickfinder/lookup automatically
• [KULRICE-5298] - Configure agenda editor's context and agenda lookups to do lookaheads
• [KULRICE-5303] - document or fix redundancies in KeyValue class
• [KULRICE-5309] - KRMS Rule Maintenance Screen
• [KULRICE-5311] - Create lookup & inquiry DD for TermBo and TermSpecificationBo
• [KULRICE-5316] - Turn off KCB by default
• [KULRICE-5318] - move IdentityManagementService interface/impl to client-contrib
• [KULRICE-5319] - Implement caching on remote soap services
• [KULRICE-5320] - create a migration script to make permission names/resp names unique
• [KULRICE-5323] - Dataset Consolidation
• [KULRICE-5332] - UIF Framework - Issue with Ajax calls and displaying incident report
• [KULRICE-5335] - Database Changes for Category
• [KULRICE-5336] - Correct random failures of remote tests on CI
• [KULRICE-5339] - Finish integration with presentation controller/authorizer/AttributeSecurity
checking KIM
• [KULRICE-5342] - Develop add rule functionality
• [KULRICE-5343] - Create additional unit tests for KIM
• [KULRICE-5344] - remove Attributes & AttributeSet class replace with Map<String, String>
• [KULRICE-5351] - Change KRMS Results to use a Map instead of a String
• [KULRICE-5358] - Implement cut & paste in agenda editor
• [KULRICE-5359] - Ensure that there is a unique constraint for the combo of nm and nmspc_cd where
applicable in the KRMS schema
• [KULRICE-5360] - Rename kim fields to more closely align with PESC standard
• [KULRICE-5369] - Combine Group and GroupUpate services
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• [KULRICE-5373] - Issues from lightbox code review
• [KULRICE-5374] - Uif Framework - Sync state of client to server
• [KULRICE-5375] - Uif Framework - Exposing server variables in JS
• [KULRICE-5376] - Uif Framework - Refactor conditional expressions for non String fields
• [KULRICE-5380] - remove Timestamp from immutable *Member objects and replace with DateTime
• [KULRICE-5381] - Include detailed version information
• [KULRICE-5383] - Issues/work for ValidCharacterConstraints
• [KULRICE-5384] - Error message and Error highlight for select controls and the mustOccurs constraint
need fixes
• [KULRICE-5401] - Loading indicator doesn't show when doing a search in lightbox or returning a value
from lightbox
• [KULRICE-5412] - Create unit tests for ValidCharactersConstraint subclasses and spring beans
• [KULRICE-5413] - figure out how to handle collections being null on model objects when being
unmarshalled
• [KULRICE-5414] - App title not getting set in HTML window title
• [KULRICE-5417] - Get createproject.groovy working for Rice 2.0
• [KULRICE-5419] - add description to Context, Term, Term Spec, and KRMS Attribute Definition at
DB, BO, model object, builder, and interface layers
• [KULRICE-5443] - Remove non-soap kim services
• [KULRICE-5444] - Fix Kim service namespaces
• [KULRICE-5453] - Get the Agenda Editor submit working
• [KULRICE-5455] - clean up action data model
• [KULRICE-5483] - Module Service not returning correct Inquiry/Lookup URLs for KRAD
• [KULRICE-5492] - Create PeopleFlow database tables and BOs
• [KULRICE-5506] - All of our kim services need to have proper exception handling, return immutable
collections, do not return null
• [KULRICE-5530] - Address large white space at top of each view
• [KULRICE-5533] - Accordian headers should be surrounded by <a> tag, and have arrow icon as a
background image
• [KULRICE-5534] - "Click me" button needs class "ui-corner-all" (Kitchen sink > UI components)
• [KULRICE-5535] - date picker width should be 36em
• [KULRICE-5536] - Wire up KRMS services in KRMSSpringBeans.xml
• [KULRICE-5537] - Make edit & copy links for agenda lookup open the agenda editor
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• [KULRICE-5538] - make agenda editor maintenance doc submittable & persistable
• [KULRICE-5539] - Add custom attributes to the agenda editor
• [KULRICE-5540] - make rule editor maintenance doc submittable & persistable
• [KULRICE-5542] - Develop action configuration portion of rule editor
• [KULRICE-5546] - Implement 'add proposition' and 'edit proposition' features on the rule editor
• [KULRICE-5551] - KRAD: collections need css hooks so that we can style them
• [KULRICE-5559] - Add hook (or use existing hook) for custom "Create New" links in lookups
• [KULRICE-5565] - Add support to EngineResults to support a general-purpose Hash Map of results
• [KULRICE-5569] - KRAD: Conditional Refresh: Overlay loading message isn't aligned
• [KULRICE-5573] - KRAD: Test View 1: Checkbox and Radio labels should display differently than
field grouping labels
• [KULRICE-5589] - Rename TypeContract and Type classes in Kim to CodedAttributeContract and
CodedAttribute
• [KULRICE-5590] - Create integration tests for LDAP connector
• [KULRICE-5600] - Uif Framework: Change Formatter property on AttributeField to PropertyEditor
• [KULRICE-5602] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: Identity Create Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5603] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: Identity Maintenance Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5604] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: Configuration Create Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5605] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: Configuration Maintenance Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5606] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: Workflow Create Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5607] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: Workflow Maintenance Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5608] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: Main Menu Create Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5609] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: Main Menu Maintenance Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5610] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: More Complex Create-Blanket Approve
Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5612] - Check in selenium tests to rice-sampleapp module
• [KULRICE-5625] - Create permission templates for create, modify, view agenda
• [KULRICE-5626] - implement UI for selecting Term in proposition from amongst those that are
available in the current Context
• [KULRICE-5627] - Implement creation/selection of parameterized Term for proposition UI
• [KULRICE-5628] - Implement operator selection in proposition editor UI
• [KULRICE-5630] - Make sure Document Search is working with ranged searches
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• [KULRICE-5632] - Implement KewModuleService so that document and document type ebos are
loaded through remote services
• [KULRICE-5633] - Make sure Detailed Search save/restore works for Document Search
• [KULRICE-5634] - Annotate ExtensionRespositoryService
• [KULRICE-5635] - Re-enable Application Document Status code for Doc Search
• [KULRICE-5636] - Fix problems with document search saved searches
• [KULRICE-5638] - Figure out how to make caching possible for services in the core module
• [KULRICE-5644] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: Even More Complex Create-Blanket Approve
Documents Tests
• [KULRICE-5645] - Update Kim service update methods where there are collections in object graph
• [KULRICE-5648] - Export appropriate KRMS services onto the bus
• [KULRICE-5650] - Add ability to specify PeopleFlows on RequestsNode
• [KULRICE-5658] - Soap-ify KEN and KCB
• [KULRICE-5659] - Modularize Spring files
• [KULRICE-5662] - Update PeopleFlow data model diagram to reference recent changes
• [KULRICE-5665] - Implement the ability to run rice sample app as a seperate application integrated
with the Rice Standalone Server, put process in place to automatically deploy to a test environment
using CI
• [KULRICE-5666] - Integrate KRMS with KNS for validation rules
• [KULRICE-5668] - Make Context Maintenance document maintainable
• [KULRICE-5674] - Add configuration parameter to set whether NonSerializableSessionListener
listener is enabled or not. Default to false for production environment.
• [KULRICE-5701] - Review JAX-WS service methods that return collections
• [KULRICE-5704] - Convert RouteDocumentMessageService to a soap service and publish it under a
consistent name
• [KULRICE-5708] - Move only partially realized impl and framework modules back into the catchall
"impl" module
• [KULRICE-5710] - Develop PeopleFlow lookup, inquiry, and maintenance document
• [KULRICE-5721] - Remove requirement to specify EVENT in agenda selection criteria
• [KULRICE-5723] - Make sure that we validate that everything within an agenda is valid within that
agenda's context
• [KULRICE-5734]
Rename
"DocumentSearchSecurityFilterAttribute"
"DocumentSecurityAttribute" for the rule attribute type name
• [KULRICE-5739] - Fix commented out document search tests
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• [KULRICE-5740] - Verify that super user document search is working properly after the doc search
framework refactoring
• [KULRICE-5742] - Ensure that all document search-related services have their wsdls generated in
pom.xml
• [KULRICE-5746] - Replace use of "Document Lookup" with "Document Search" in the codebase
• [KULRICE-5749] - Need to reconcile various workflow document dates (STAT_MDFN_DT,
RTE_STAT_MDFN_DT, RTE_LVL_MDFN_DT, and APP_DOC_STAT_MDFN_DT)
• [KULRICE-5753] - Make sure that max results and start index are implemented properly from the
DocumentLookupCriteria.
• [KULRICE-5756] - Search for all instances of "TODO - Rice 2.0" in source code and ensure that all
issues are addressed or at least represented in jira
• [KULRICE-5757] - Update any parameter detail components in the database that are called
DocSearchCriteriaDTO and change them to DocumentSearch instead
• [KULRICE-5762] - Convert riceApplicationConfigurationService to a SOAP service
• [KULRICE-5763] - Create new test environment so that we can have the last two milestones available
as well at the latest
• [KULRICE-5771] - Change @Cacheable annotation keys to use parameter numbers instead of
parameter names
• [KULRICE-5775] - CriteriaLookupService sometimes uses the wrong datasource for lookups
• [KULRICE-5783] - Enable caching for ParameterRepositoryService
• [KULRICE-5784] - Group, Role, and Principal update methods need to call "inactivate" methods when
their "active" status is changed to inactive
• [KULRICE-5787] - Changes to remotable fields
• [KULRICE-5788] - Kill 'api' module.
• [KULRICE-5808] - Fix cache errors when injecting service containing cache annotations with spring
• [KULRICE-5820] - Determine if we want to drop the "Soap" from the end of our service names
• [KULRICE-5822] - Make RemoteFieldsHolder so it can be used as a collection
• [KULRICE-5833] - Dev config that mimics the env4 + env5 config from KULRICE-5665 for
developers
• [KULRICE-5844] - Add rule type selection and custom attribute UI to rule editor
• [KULRICE-5849] - 404 error for ui-bg_flat_75_ffffff_40x100.png
• [KULRICE-5872] - Apply Database Changes for Rule Action Attributes and Ingest Context Document
Type
• [KULRICE-5873] - Apply Database changes for Rule and Action Validation sub-types
• [KULRICE-5881] - Radiobuttons for Rule and Action subtypes labels and buttons touch.
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• [KULRICE-5934] - Proposition Summary displays "null", when a new proposition is created using the
KRMS Rule Editor
• [KULRICE-5937] - Add javadocs to WorkflowDocument and WorkflowDocumentFactory
• [KULRICE-5942] - See if we can improve our cache flushing with new Spring cache annotations
• [KULRICE-5946] - Implement 'copy rule' functionality
• [KULRICE-5958] - Bump Bitronix to version 2.1.2
• [KULRICE-5966] - update ehcache configurations to set cache's to expire
• [KULRICE-5967] - Investigate whether we should publish methods on services to flush caches
• [KULRICE-5992] - Create KRAD portal tab for KRAD test links
• [KULRICE-6016] - Clean up release notes & docbook docs for beta
• [KULRICE-6019] - Update Database Upgrade information in Release Notes
• [KULRICE-6020] - Affirm strategy for XML namespacing on Rice services
• [KULRICE-6021] - Identify and document where the Rice standalone server can make calls back into
client applications
• [KULRICE-6023] - Convert content in RiceHelp.zip to DocBook
• [KULRICE-6025] - Document the addition of the new "Priority-Parallel" activation type in KEW
• [KULRICE-6026] - Update Database Diagrams in Rice documentation
• [KULRICE-6027] - Document the dropping of support for Tomcat 5.5 (servlet spec 2.4/jsp 2.0)
• [KULRICE-6041] - Update documentation stating that we are now 1.6 compliant for both source and
compile
• [KULRICE-6058] - Upgrade Guide for 2.0: Expand Content and Finalize
• [KULRICE-6060] - Review & update installation guide for Rice 2.0
• [KULRICE-6061] - Create JavaDocs for KRMS
• [KULRICE-6068] - User's Guide: Review & Update KEW Chapter
• [KULRICE-6074] - Technical Guide: Review & Update KEW Chapter
• [KULRICE-6078] - Create Skeleton of Client Developer's Guide
• [KULRICE-6084] - Create & expand Features Guide in DocBook
• [KULRICE-6089] - Once feature for fine-grained action list notification preferences is implemented in
core Rice, add documentation to user guide and online help for the feature
• [KULRICE-6092] - Create Accessibility Status Report for 2.0
• [KULRICE-6097] - Selenium Smoke Test Creation: KRMS Basic Edit Functions
• [KULRICE-6277] - Apply Database changes for PeopleFlow Action Name
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• [KULRICE-6287] - Enable KEN integration tests
• [KULRICE-6303] - Apply KRMS Master Database changes - compound proposition sequence number
mods.
• [KULRICE-6314] - Type Inconsistency in MaintenanceDocumentBase causing exceptions
• [KULRICE-6316] - Apply Database changes for Validation Type fixes
• [KULRICE-6329] - Remove KRAD tab from standalone
• [KULRICE-6331] - Move LDAP module under KIM
• [KULRICE-6332] - help.tag hasn't been updated from 1.0.3.x code base for trunk
• [KULRICE-6343] - XpathQualifierResolver bugs
• [KULRICE-6360] - Remove RunMode.THIN and other traces of legacy "THIN" mode as it is no longer
needed
• [KULRICE-6373] - Update KRAD doctype to HTML5
• [KULRICE-6378] - Document Search not working with document types with searchable attributes
• [KULRICE-6379] - Rename remote interfaces so they don't have the same name as the UIF components
• [KULRICE-6380] - Remove InquiryNoResultView and build logic into main view
• [KULRICE-6413] - Remove BusAdminService and ability to "update" pool settings from the "Thread
Pool" user interface as it's functionality is currently problematic
• [KULRICE-6425] - Notification Search link does not populate document type name for search
• [KULRICE-6428] - IntrospectionException - Type mismatch between read and write methods
• [KULRICE-6432] - Apply Database changes for Proposition validation
• [KULRICE-6445] - KrmsTypeAttribute needs to be versioned.
• [KULRICE-6464] - KNS L&F: Header styling needs fixed
• [KULRICE-6465] - KNS L&F: Document header has alignment problems
• [KULRICE-6466] - KNS L&F: Breadcrumbs lost styling
• [KULRICE-6468] - KNS L&F: Disclosure headers are doing a red underline on hover
• [KULRICE-6496] - Remove css files from kns directory that we are not using
• [KULRICE-6497] - Change constant used in moduleLocked.jsp to be in KRADConstants instead of
KualiAction
• [KULRICE-6498] - Create custom maintainables where needed for cache flushing.
• [KULRICE-6499] - Add permission for CacheAdmin screen
• [KULRICE-6500] - Group document shows stacktrace instead of correctly handling validation errors
• [KULRICE-6502] - Requiredness is not enforced
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• [KULRICE-6514] - Upgrade to "spring-security-cas" version 3.1.0.RELEASE
• [KULRICE-6516] - Document client applications requirements on what they need to do in order to
ensure they remain compatible with future versions of Kuali Rice
• [KULRICE-6529] - Incident report should default to Classic style as that is what KRMS uses
• [KULRICE-6536] - Coordinate review of all Rice 2.0 apis
• [KULRICE-6538] - Fix delimiters in Oracle upgrade scripts
• [KULRICE-6547] - Create New Role seems to be setting KimType to default value, even if other kim
type selected
• [KULRICE-6551] - Add KRMS doc types to scripts/upgrades
• [KULRICE-6559] - People Flow Edit: exception thrown when adding / deleting delegates to people
flow members
• [KULRICE-6565] - Fix qualifiers on role for Person and Role Documents
• [KULRICE-6578] - Make it so the standalone server will start up without having to specify the
web.bootstrap.spring.file parameter
• [KULRICE-6579] - Rice: KSPD work on SoapUI
• [KULRICE-6581] - Rice: KSPD List of Manual Testing Of KSB tasks
• [KULRICE-6598] - Remove password from principal dto.
• [KULRICE-6600] - Rice 2.0 upgrade scripts coming with KIM bootstrap data need to be consistent
w.r.t ID generation
• [KULRICE-6605] - KSPD: Work on Http request logger
• [KULRICE-6606] - KSPD: Hookup JavaMelody/Spring
• [KULRICE-6635] - Do something about duplication
ViewHelperServiceImpl and PeopleFlowMaintainableImpl

of

processCollectionAddLine

in

• [KULRICE-6662] - Apply sql for permission to the Term,TermSpecification and Context to master DB
• [KULRICE-6682] - add caching to internal DocumentTypeService
• [KULRICE-6684] - Rename KRAD Jsp for application view
• [KULRICE-6689] - Replace string concatenation with StringBuilder.append when rejoining with
commas in DocumentSearchServiceImpl.saveSearch
• [KULRICE-6690] - Verify we are exporting proper KimTypeService implementations as well as
embedding appropriate ones
• [KULRICE-6693] - Add documentation on CallbackServiceExporter to the technical documentation
for KIM
• [KULRICE-6694] - Determine if KRMS Type Services can be properly exported to the service bus and
used remotely
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Chapter 1. Overview
Kuali Rice has the potential to run on most platforms that support a Java development environment
(not simply a runtime environment), a servlet container, and an Oracle or MySQL relational database
management system (RDBMS).

Note
Only platforms and configurations that have been tested and are known to work with Rice are
described within this guide. Other platforms and configurations may work, but have not been
tested. Please share any configurations that you have gotten to work with us by joining our
collaboration list.

Suggested Operating Systems
Since Kuali Rice is written in Java, it should in theory be able to run on any operating system that supports
the required version of the Java runtime. However, it has been most actively tested on:
• Windows (XP, Vista, and 7)
• Mac OS X (10.6 and 10.7)
• Linux (Ubuntu)
Note that while Ubuntu Linux is the distribution most frequently used for testing, other Linux distributions
such as Fedora, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, CentOS, Gentoo, and others should also be able to run Kuali
Rice.
Additionally, Kuali Rice will likely work on other Unix operating systems such as Sun Microsystems
Solaris and IBM AIX, although the software has not been tested here.

Software Distributions
The Kuali Rice software is available through three different distributions:

Table 1.1. Rice Software Distribution Types
Distribution Description
Binary

This distribution consists of all the necessary binaries, supporting files and database
schemas and data for running Kuali Rice as a web application or within an embedded client
application.

Source

The source code and build scripts necessary for compiling and building Rice, a process
described in the appendices.

Server

Rice in the form of a web application archive (WAR) along with database schemas and
data.

Obtaining the Software
1. Download: The Rice software can be downloaded from http://kuali.org/rice/download
2. Maven Repository - http://nexus.kuali.org/content/groups/public/
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3. Subversion Repository - http://svn.kuali.org/repos/rice/tags/rice-2.0.0

Installation Steps
All Kuali Rice 2.0.0 installations follow the same core steps:
1. Install a database and JDBC drivers.
2. Install and configure a JDK, Rice, and other required software.
3. Set up ImpEx process to create the database schema and populate it.
4. Configure Rice software.
5. Test the installation
This Guide will provide installation instructions for the Rice standalone server as well as instructions on
how to set up Eclipse to create a client application with Rice.
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Chapter 2. Standalone Server Setup
This chapter is designed to provide simple step-by-step instructions on how to set up a Kuali Rice
standalone server intended for enterprise deployment. The same steps can be used to set up a standalone
server locally for development purposes, you would just install the database on the same machine.
The steps to install and setup a standalone server with Kuali Rice are:
1. Determine your expected load and storage needs and consult the Suggested Server Hardware section
for guidance. Install OS.
2. Install & configure the database management system.
3. Install & configure required software
4. Install and configure Tomcat.
5. Install and configure Rice.
6. Launch the sample application.
7. Set up a Keystore.

Note
Rather than install and setup as the root user on systems designed for production, you may want
to create a non-privilieged user named something like 'rice' to use for this purpose.

Suggested Server Hardware
Note that hardware needs may vary depending on the amount of expected load, the operating system being
used, and the number of applications that are integrated with Kuali Rice. Kuali Rice is typically deployed
as a standalone server with the database server separate from the application server.
The recommended minimum requirements are as follows:
• Processor 1.5 GHz or faster (2 GHz preferred)
• 1024 MB (1 GB) of RAM or more
• 100 Mbit/s network card (gigabit preferred)
• 200 MB of hard disk space (for Tomcat server and web application)

Note
Additional space needed if storing attachments.
See Example Server Configurations in the appendix for examples of hardware and software configurations
of Kuali Rice servers.
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Installing and Configuring the Database
Management System
Kuali Rice was developed using two relational database management systems: MySQL and Oracle. The
typical production install involves running the Rice server separate from the database server, however both
can be run on the same machine for development purposes.
Rice runs, and has been tested with the following versions:
• Oracle
• Oracle Database 10g
• Oracle Database 11g
• Oracle Express Edition (XE)
Use the Oracle JDBC Driver to connect to these databases.
Ensure that the Oracle database you intend to use encodes character data in a UTF variant by default.
For Oracle XE, this entails downloading the "Universal" flavor of the binary, which uses AL32UTF8.
• MySQL
• MySQL 5.1.+
Use the MySQL Connector/J (5.1.+) to connect to MySQL databases.
You should be able to adapt Rice to other standard relational databases (e.g., Sybase, Microsoft SQL
Server, DB2, etc.). However, this Installation Guide does not provide information for running Rice with
these products.

Locations for Database Software
Below are locations from which Oracle and MySQL could be downloaded at the time of release of Rice
2.0.0.

Table 2.1. Locations for Database Software
Software

Download Location

Oracle
Standard http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/enterprise-edition/downloads/
and
Enterprise index.html
Editions
Oracle
Edition

Express http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/express-edition/downloads/
index.html

Oracle JDBC DB http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/features/jdbc/index-091264.html
Driver
MySQL

http://www.mysql.com/downloads/

MySQL
http://www.mysql.com/products/connector/j/
Connector/J JDBC
Driver
4
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MySQL Database Preparation
Kuali Rice supports both MySQL and Oracle databases. However, MySQL is easier to install than Oracle
and uses less machine resources so many developers prefer to use that when getting started with Rice.

Installation
The installation steps for MySQL are going to be different for each platform. Please download the latest
version MySQL Server from the location listed in the Locations for Database Software section of this
document and follow the installation instructions for your platform.

Note
You may be required to create an account on the MySQL site in order to download the software.
Please be sure to follow the instructions for installing MySQL on your platform very carefully.
If downloading for Mac OS X, be careful to download the appropriate version for your platform
(32-bit vs. 64-bit and 10.6 vs 10.7)

Configuration
There are a few MySQL database configuration options that are required in order for Kuali Rice to work
properly. These will need to be set in either your my.cnf or my.ini file. The location and names of these
files will differ depending on which platform you are working on. For details on where these files can be
found, see the following document:
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.1/en/option-files.html
Once you have located this file, please add the following options, paying special attention to the line that
needs to be commented out:
[mysqld]
max_allowed_packet=20M
transaction-isolation=READ-COMMITTED
lower_case_table_names=1
max_connections=1000
innodb_locks_unsafe_for_binlog=1
...
# Be sure to comment this out if it's in the file!!!
#log-bin=mysql-bin
Note that the [mysqld] section may already be in your my.cnf file. If so, you can just add the options listed
above underneath that section

Caution
It is very important that you comment out log-bin. Otherwise you will end up with some very
bad problems later!

Verification
Before verifying your mysql installation you will need to ensure that MySQL is running. Some of the
platform-specific packages will set this up automatically (or allow you to install yourself in the case of
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Mac OS X). If MySQL is not starting automatically you can start it using a command like the following
example from Mac OS X:
sudo /usr/local/mysql/bin/mysqld_safe
This will start the MySQL server.
To verify that you can actually connect to the server, execute the following at the command line:
mysql -u root -p
This should bring you to a command line client interface for the MySQL server. Type "show databases;"
and press return. You should see output similar to the following.
Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands end with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 1
Server version: 5.1.50-log MySQL Community Server (GPL)
Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
This software comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY. This is free software,
and you are welcome to modify and redistribute it under the GPL v2 license
Type 'help;' or '\h' for help. Type '\c' to clear the current input statement.
mysql> show databases;
+--------------------+
| Database
|
+--------------------+
| information_schema |
| mysql
|
| test
|
+--------------------+
3 rows in set (0.13 sec)
mysql>

Install the JDBC Driver
Kuali Rice uses the MySQL Connector/J product as the native JDBC driver. Please download this driver
from the location specified in the Locations for Database Software section of this Guide.
Once you have downloaded the JDBC driver that corresponds to your version of MySQL, copy it to /java/
drivers. /java/drivers is a hard coded directory that the Rice scripts use as a default directory in which to
search for drivers when the installation scripts are running.

Oracle Database Preparation
Installation
The installation steps for Oracle are going to be different for each platform and version of Oracle. Please
download from the location listed in the Locations for Database Software section of this document and
follow the installation instructions for your platform.
To run the database completely on your local machine, we recommend installing Oracle Express (XE).
Please refer to the Locations for Database Software section of this Installation Guide to find the download
location for this software.
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Configuration
By default, OracleXE registers a web user interface on port 8080. This is the same port that the standalone
version of Rice is preconfigured to use. To avoid a port conflict, you must change the port that the OracleXE
web user interface uses with the Oracle XE admin webapp:

Figure 2.1. Oracle XE admin webapp

If you prefer, you can use the Oracle SQL tool described here to change the OracleXE web user interface
port: http://daust.blogspot.com/2006/01/xe-changing-default-http-port.html
Please edit your hosts file with an entry to refer to your Oracle database. When this Installation Guide
refers to the Oracle database host server, it will be referred to in the examples as koracle.
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Now edit the hosts file and add this:
<ip address of mysql server> koracle

Verification
To connect to the supporting Oracle database (i.e., run scripts, view database tables, etc.), we recommend
installing the Squirrel SQL client. Please see the section on Squirrel SQL for more information.

Install the JDBC Driver
Kuali Rice uses the standard Oracle JDBC driver as the native JDBC driver.
1. Please download this driver from the location specified in the Locations for Database Software section
of this Guide.
2. Once you have downloaded the JDBC driver that corresponds to your version of Oracle, copy it to /
java/drivers. /java/drivers is a hard coded directory that the Rice scripts use as a default directory in
which to search for drivers when the installation scripts are running.
3. Use the maven-install-plugin to copy ojdbc14.jar into your local maven repository.

mvn install:install-file -DgroupId=com.oracle -DartifactId=ojdbc14 -Dversion=10.2
4. You should see output similar to this if the jar gets installed correctly.

[INFO] Installing ojdbc14.jar to /.m2/repository/com/oracle/ojdbc14/10.2.0.3.0/oj

Suggested SQL Client Software
To examine and test your database setup, SQL client software is useful. Any SQL client software that will
connect to a MySQL or Oracle database will work. Two tools used by the development team are the mysql
command-line client and SQuirrel SQL.

mysql client software
The mysql command-line client only works with MySQL and is usually installed with the MySQL Server
software. An example of connection to MySQL as root and then switching to a database named test can
be found below:
Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands end with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 2
Server version: 5.1.50-log MySQL Community Server (GPL)
Copyright (c) 2000, 2010, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
This software comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY. This is free software,
and you are welcome to modify and redistribute it under the GPL v2 license
Type 'help;' or '\h' for help. Type '\c' to clear the current input statement.
mysql> use test;
Database changed

SQuirrel SQL
Tools like SQuirrel SQL use JDBC to access the database and will work with both MySQL and Oracle
databases. You can download and install it from the following URL:
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• http://squirrel-sql.sourceforge.net/

With MySQL
Connecting to a MySQL database with the name test would have a JDBC url like the following:
jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/test.

With Oracle
Connecting to an Oracle database
jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:XE.

would

have

a

JDBC

url

like

the

following:

The Rice SQL files use slash ‘/‘ as the statement delimiter. You may have to configure your SQL client
appropriately so it can run the Rice SQL. In SQuirreL, you do this in Session->Session Properties->SQL>Statement Separator.

Install and Configure Required Software
Overview
Kuali Rice requires the following software to be setup and configured:
• Sun Microsystems Java Development Kit (JDK 1.6.x)

Warning
You must use a JDK and not a Java runtime environment (JRE); the JDK you use must be
version 1.6.x. Additionally, Rice has not been tested on JDKs other than Sun. So alternative
implementations like OpenJDK should be used at your own risk.
• Maven 3

Environment Variables
First, some environment variables need to be configured.

Mac OS X
Environment variables in Mac OS X can be set in a number of ways, but here we will show how to modify
or create the .profile files in your user home directory. On OS X your user home directory is typically
located at /Users/<username>,
An example .profile can be found below:
M2_HOME=/usr/local/maven
MAVEN_OPTS="-Xmx1024m -XX:MaxPermSize=768m"
GROOVY_HOME=/usr/local/groovy
JAVA_HOME=/System/Library/Frameworks/JavaVM.framework/Versions/1.6/Home
CATALINA_HOME=/usr/local/tomcat
MYSQL_HOME=/usr/local/mysql

PATH="$ANT_HOME/bin:$M2_HOME/bin:$GROOVY_HOME/bin:$CATALINA_HOME:$MYSQL_HOME/bin:$P
export PATH ANT_HOME ANT_OPTS M2_HOME MAVEN_OPTS GROOVY_HOME JAVA_HOME CATALINA_HOM
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Note
It is important to export your environment variables once they are defined as the file above does.

Windows XP
To get to the screen where you can define environment variables on Windows XP follow these steps:
1. Click on the "Start" button in the bottom left-hand corner.
2. On the resulting screen, right click on "My Computer".
3. In the context menu, click on "Properties".
4. This will open up the "System Properties" dialog window.
5. Click on the "Advanced" tab.
6. Click on the "Environment Variables" button.
7. You will see the screen where you can edit existing environment variables or define new ones.

Windows Vista and Windows 7
To get to the screen where you can define environment variables on Windows Vista or Windows 7 follow
these steps:
1. Click on the "Start" button in the bottom left-hand corner.
2. On the resulting screen, right click on "Computer".
3. In the context menu, click on "Properties".
4. This will open up the Control Panel "System" dialog.
5. Click on the "Advanced system settings".
6. In the resulting window, click on the "Environment Variables..." button.
7. You will see the screen where you can edit existing environment variables or define new ones.

Note
The windows command line console must be closed and reopened in order for environment
variable changes to be effective.

Java SDK
Installation
You should download and install the latest version of JDK 6. If you are on Windows, you can download
it from the following URL: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html.
If you are on a Mac, then Java 6 should alredy be installed if you are up to date with the latest updates
from Apple.
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Configuration
You will also want to set up your JAVA_HOME environment variable to point to the installation directory
of your JDK. In both Windows and Mac environments, the java executable program should already be
on your path. But if it is not, you will want to include JAVA_HOME/bin in your PATH environment
variable.
If you do not know how to do this, see the Environment Variables section above for your platform.

Verification
In order to verify that your JDK has been installed successfully, open a command prompt and type the
following:
java -version
You should see output similar to the following:
java version "1.6.0_26"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.6.0_26-b03-383-11A511)
Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 20.1-b02-383, mixed mode)
If you receive an error indicating that the "java" command could not be found, please ensure that the java
command is on your machine's PATH environment variable.
To prevent potential out of memory errors when running Rice, you should set your JAVA_OPTS
environment to a value like the following:
JAVA_OPTS="-Xmx1024m -XX:MaxPermSize=768m"
If you do not know how to do this, see the Environment Variables section above for your platform.

Maven
Maven is the primary build tool used by the Kuali Rice project. Maven is based on a project object model
(POM) that defines various standards and conventions surrounding the organization of a project. This
faciliates a set of standard build goals and lifecycle phases (such as compile, test, package, etc.)

Installation
To download version 3 of Maven, use the following link: http://maven.apache.org/download.html
Once you have downloaded the zip file, unzip it to a location of your choosing.

Configuration
You will want to set your M2_HOME environement variable to point to the location where you unzipped
Maven. You will additionally want to include M2_HOME/bin in your PATH environment variable so
that maven can be executed from the command line without having to specify the full path.
Finally, to prevent potential out of memory errors when compiling Rice with Maven, you should set your
MAVEN_OPTS environment to a value like the following:
MAVEN_OPTS="-Xmx1024m -XX:MaxPermSize=768m"
If you do not know how to do this, see the Environment Variables section above for your platform.
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Verification
In order to verify that Maven has been installed successfully and is available on the path, open a command
prompt and type the following:
mvn -version
You should see output like the following:
Apache Maven 3.0.3 (r1075438; 2011-02-28 10:31:09-0700)
Maven home: /usr/local/maven
Java version: 1.6.0_26, vendor: Apple Inc.
Java home: /System/Library/Java/JavaVirtualMachines/1.6.0.jdk/Contents/Home
Default locale: en_US, platform encoding: MacRoman
OS name: "mac os x", version: "10.7.2", arch: "x86_64", family: "mac"
If you receive an error indicating hat the "mvn" command could not be found, please ensure that the
directory that includes the mvn executable (M2_HOME/bin) is on your machine's PATH environment
variable.

Install and Setup Apache Tomcat
Kuali Rice 2.0.0 supports the following Tomcat versions:
• Tomcat 6 (Servlet API 2.5, JSP 2.1)
• Tomcat 7 (Servlet API 3.0, JSP 2.2)
Please visit the Apache Tomcat site for information on how to install and configure Tomcat.
Other servlet containers can be used with Kuali Rice, but this guide will focus on Tomcat.

Install Rice software from distribution
The quickest way to get Rice installed on a standalone server is to download the Standalone Server
distribution from the kuali.org download site. Once downloaded, decompress the software.

Building the Rice Database
Load Impex Data with Maven
1. Change to the directory db/demo located where you decompressed the software.
2. Verify that Maven can connect to your database instance.
Running Locally:
• MySQL
mvn validate -Pdb,mysql -Dimpex.dba.password=[dbapassword]

Note
If the 'root' user does not have a password (which is the default on a new MySQL install),
drop the '-Dimpex.dba.password' parameter from all MySQL commands or use 'NONE' for
the password:
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mvn validate -Pdb,mysql
or
mvn validate -Pdb,mysql -Dimpex.dba.password=NONE
• Oracle
mvn validate -Pdb,oracle -Dimpex.dba.password=[dbapassword]
Connecting to a remote database:
• MySQL

mvn validate -Pdb,mysql -Dimpex.dba.url=jdbc:mysql://[your-mysql-instance]/ -Di
• Oracle

mvn validate -Pdb,oracle -Dimpex.url=jdbc:oracle:thin:@[your-oracle-server]:152
3. Load the data set.
Running Locally:
• MySQL
mvn clean install -Pdb,mysql -Dimpex.dba.password=[dbapassword]
• Oracle
mvn clean install -Pdb,oracle -Dimpex.dba.password=[dbapassword]
Connecting to a remote database:
• MySQL
mvn clean install -Pdb,mysql

-Dimpex.dba.url=jdbc:mysql://[your-mysql-instance

• Oracle

mvn clean install -Pdb,oracle -Dimpex.url=jdbc:oracle:thin:@[your-oracle-server
4. Wait for the maven process to build your database (it may take a little while, especially if this is the
first time you've done it and maven has to download impex and other plugins).
5. You should get the following message at the end of the process.
[INFO] -----------------------------------------------------------------------[INFO] BUILD SUCCESS
[INFO] ------------------------------------------------------------------------

Verifying your Database Installation
At this point, your Kuali Rice database should be successfully installed. To verify this, log into your
database and verify the number of tables that are present. There should be at least 200 (the number will
be different for mysql and oracle).
13
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Configure Rice
Deploying the WAR file
1. Copy the kr-dev.war file from the base directory of the server distribution to the directory that contains
web applications in your servlet container. For Tomcat, this is [Tomcat-root-directory]/webapps.
2. Copy the database-specific JDBC driver to the [Tomcat-root-directory]/lib. Examples:
• MySQL
cp -p /java/drivers/mysql-connector-java-5.1.5-bin.jar /usr/local/tomcat/lib
• Oracle
cp -p /java/drivers/ojdbc14.jar /usr/local/tomcat/lib
3. Configure the rice-config.xml File. By default when it starts, Rice attempts to read the rice-config.xml
configuration file from the paths in this order:
a. /usr/local/rice/rice-config.xml
b. ${rice.base}../../../conf/rice-config.xml
c. ${rice.base}../../conf/rice-config.xml
d. ${additional.config.locations}
The value for rice.base is calculated using different locations until a valid location is found. Kuali
calculates it using these locations in this sequence:
a. ServletContext.getRealPath("/")
b. catalina.base system property
c. The current working directory
On Windows it also checks the following location:
a. %USERPROFILE%\kuali\main\dev
An example rice-config.xml file is included in the server distribution under config/web/src/main/
config/example-config.
For MySQL, just modify the following database parameters in the rice-config.xml file. The values
should conform to the values you will use with the ImpEx tool via the impex-build.properties file.
ImpEx is set up in the Installing and Configuring the Database Management System section of this
guide.
datasource.url=jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/rice
datasource.username=rice
datasource.password=kualirice
datasource.url=jdbc:mysql://remoteMySQLServerComputerName:3306/rice
datasource.username=rice
datasource.password=kualirice14
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If you are using Oracle, the JDBC URL will have this general form:
datasource.url=jdbc:oracle:thin:@remoteMySQLServerComputerName:1521:ORACLE_SID

Note
Additional configuration parameters are described in the Parameters section of this guide.
4. At this point, you are ready to try to bring up the Tomcat server with the Rice web application:
cd /usr/local/tomcat/bin
./startup.sh
5. Check if Tomcat and Rice started successfully:
cd /usr/local/tomcat/logs
tail -n 500 -f catalina.out
6. If your Rice server started up successfully, browse to the site http://yourlocalip:8080/kr-dev. You
should see the Rice portal screen which will look something like this:

15
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Figure 2.2. Rice Portal Main Menu
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Parameters
The tables below have the basic set of parameters for rice-config.xml that you need to get an instance of
Rice running. Please use these tables as a beginning reference to modify your rice-config.xml file.

Warning
Make sure the application.url and database user name and password are set correctly.

Table 2.2. Core
Parameter

Description

Examples or Values

application.url

The external URL used to access the http://yourlocalip:8080/kuali-riceRice web interface; edit only the fully- url
qualified domain name and port of the
server

app.context.name

Context name of the web application

kuali-rice-url (This value should not
be changed)

• Essentially, the name of the WAR file
• Used to build the path for images and
help URLs
log4j.settings.path

Path to log4j.properties file. If the file /usr/local/rice/log4j.properties
does not exist, you must create it.

log4j.settings.reloadInterval
interval (in minutes) to check for 5
changes to the log4j.properties file
mail.smtp.host

SMTP host name or IP (This param is not localhost
in the default config.)

config.location

Location of configuration file to /usr/local/rice/rice-configload environment-specific configuration ${environment}.xml
parameters (This param is not in the
default config.)

sample.enabled

Enable the sample application

boolean

Table 2.3. Database
Parameter

Description

Examples or Values

datasource.ojb.platform
Name of OJB platform to use for Oracle9i or MySQL
the database
datasource.platform Rice platform implementation • org.kuali.rice.core.database.platform.DerbyPlatform
for the database
• org.kuali.rice.core.database.platform.OraclePlatform
• org.kuali.rice.core.database.platform.MySQLPlatform
datasource.driver.name
JDBC driver for the database

• org.apache.derby.jdbc.EmbeddedDriver,
• oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
• com.mysql.jdbc.Driver

datasource.username User name for connecting to the rice
server database
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Parameter

Description

Examples or Values

datasource.password Password for connecting to the
server database
datasource.url

JDBC URL of database to • jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:XE
connect to
• jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/kuldemo

datasource.pool.minSize
Minimum
number
of an integer value suitable for your environment
connections to hold in the pool
datasource.pool.maxSize
Maximum
number
of an integer value suitable for your environment
connections to allocate in the
pool
datasource.pool.maxWait
Maximum amount of time (in 10000
ms) to wait for a connection
from the pool
datasource.pool.validationQuery
Query to validate connections select 1 from dual
from the database

Table 2.4. KSB
Parameter

Description

Examples or Values

serviceServletUrl

URL that maps to the
KSBDispatcherServlet (include
a trailing slash); This param is
not in the default config.

keystore.file

Path to the keystore file to use /usr/local/rice/rice.keystore
for security

keystore.alias

Alias of the standalone server's see section entitled Generating the Keystore
key

keystore.password

Password to access the keystore see section entitled Generating the Keystore
and the server's key

Table 2.5. KEN
Parameter

Description

Examples or Values

notification.basewebappurl
Base URL of the KEN web
application (This param is not in
the default config.)

Table 2.6. KEW
Parameter

Description

Examples or Values

workflow.url

URL to the KEW web module

${application.url}/kew

plugin.dir

Directory from which plugins /usr/local/rice/plugins
will be loaded

attachment.dir.location
Directory where attachments
will be stored (This param is not
in the default config.)
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Setup a Keystore
For client applications to consume secured services hosted from a Rice server, you must generate a
keystore. As an initial setup, you can use the keystore provided by Rice. Once a keystore is generated, you
must configure the KSB to use the keystore.

Generating a Keystore
There are three ways to get this keystore:
1. If you are doing a source code build of Rice, it is in the directory <source root>/security and it has
a file name of rice.keystore
2. The keystore is also located in the server distribution under the security directory.
3. You can generate the keystore yourself. Please refer to the Security and Keystores section in the KSB
chapter of the Technical Reference Guide for the steps to accomplish this.

Configure KSB to use the keystore
You must have these params in the xml config to allow KSB to use the keystore:
<param name="keystore.file">/usr/local/rice/rice.keystore</param>
<param name="keystore.alias">rice</param>
<param name="keystore.password">r1c3pw</param>
• keystore.file - The location of the keystore
• keystore.alias - The alias used in creating the keystore above
• keystore.password - This is the password of the alias AND the keystore. This assumes that the keystore
is set up so that these are the same.
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Chapter 3. Tuning Kuali Rice 2.0.0
Performance tuning is an art form in and of itself, and tuning Kuali Rice is no exception. Here are some
items we've found that may help with your tuning issues. Additionally, we are collecting performance
tuning information in the Kuali Rice wiki at https://wiki.kuali.org/x/2hOeEg.

JVM Tuning
To avoid OutOfMemoryError errors, tune the JVM by increasing the allocated memory.
Add these lines to the catalina.sh file in the tomcat/bin directory:
JAVA_OPTS=”-Xmx=512m –XX:MaxPermSize=256m”
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Chapter 4. Additional Configurations
There is a number of additional configurations that Rice supports. We've collected a few of them here and
provided setup instructions below.
See Example Server Configurations in the appendix for examples of hardware and software configurations
of Kuali Rice servers.

Setting Up a Load-Balanced Clustered
Production Environment
This describes how to set up Rice instances for a load-balanced production environment across multiple
servers.
1. The configuration parameter ${environment} must be set to the text: prd
2. When the configuration parameter ${environment} is set to prd, the code triggers:
a. Sending email to specified individuals
b. Turning off some of the Rice “back doors”
The high-level process for creating multiple Rice instances:
1. Ensure that these are set up properly so no additional configuration is needed during installation:
a. Quartz is configured properly for clustering (there are various settings that make this possible).
b. The initial software setup has the proper configuration to support a clustered production
environment.
c. Rice’s initial settings are in the file, common-config-defaults.xml.
Here are some of the parameters in the common-config-defaults.xml that setup Quartz for clustering:
<param
<param
<param
<param
<param

name="useQuartzDatabase" override="false">true</param>
name="ksb.org.quartz.scheduler.instanceId” override="false">AUTO</param>
name="ksb.org.quartz.scheduler.instanceName" override="false">KSBScheduler
name="ksb.org.quartz.jobStore.isClustered" override="false">true</param>
name="ksb.org.quartz.jobStore.tablePrefix" override="false">KRSB_QRTZ_</pa

If it becomes necessary to pass additional parameters to Quartz during rice startup, just add parameters
in the rice-config.xml file prefixed with ksb.org.quartz.*
The parameter useQuartzDatabase MUST be set to true for Quartz clustering to work. (This is
required because it uses the database to accomplish coordination between the different scheduler
instances in the cluster.)
2. Ensure that all service bus endpoint URLs are unique on each machine: Make sure that each Rice server
in the cluster has a unique serviceServletUrl parameter in the rice-config.xml configuration file.
One way to accomplish this is to pass a system parameter into the JVM that runs the Tomcat server that
identifies the IP and port number of that particular Tomcat Server. For example:
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-Dhttp.url=129.79.216.156:8806
You can then configure your serviceServletUrl in the rice-config.xml to use that IP and port number.

<param name="serviceServletUrl">http://${http.url}/${app.context.name}/remoting/<
You could have different values for serviceServletUrl in the rice-config.xml on each machine in the
cluster.
3. If you are using notes and attachments in workflow, then the attachment.dir.location parameter must
point to a shared file system mount (one that is mounted by all machines in the cluster).
4. The specifics of setting up and configuring a shared file system location are part of how you set up your
infrastructure environment. Those are beyond the scope of this Guide.
5. In general, to accomplish a load-balanced clustered environment, you must implement some type of
load balancing technology with session affinity (i.e., it keeps the browser client associated with the
specific machine in the cluster that it authenticated with). An example of a load balancing appliancesoftware is the open source product, Zeus.

Running Multiple Instances of Rice Within a
Single Tomcat Instance
There are two different structural methods to run multiple instances of Rice within a single Tomcat
instance. You can use either method:
1. Run a staging and a test environment. This requires a rebuild of the source code.
2. Run multiple instances of a production environment. This requires modification of the Tomcat WEBINF/web.xml.

Running a Staging and a Test Environment
To show you how to set up a staging and a test environment within one Tomcat instance, this section
presents the configuration recipe as though it were a Quick Start Best Practices section. This means that this
section will be laid out using the Quick Start Best Practices section format and system directory structure.
It presents a basic process, method, and guide to what you need to do to get a staging and test environment
up within a single Tomcat instance. You could accomplish this functionality many different ways; these
sections present one of those ways.
This describes how to set up the Rice instances of kualirice-stg and kualirice-tst instances pointing to
the same database. However, you could set up two different databases, one for staging and one for testing.
How you configure Rice for the scenario of a database for the “stg” instance and a separate database for
the “tst” instance depends on how you want to set up Rice. That scenario is not documented here.
• We are assuming that you performed all the installation steps above to compile the software from source
and deploy the example kualirice.war file. This example begins with rebuilding the source to create
a test and staging instance compilation.
• You must compile the source code with a different environment variable. To add the environment
variable, environment, to the WAR file’s WEB-INF/web.xml file, recompile the source code with this
parameter:
ant -Drice.environment=some-environment-variable dist-war
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• To begin: Log in as the rice user.
• Shut down your Tomcat server.
cd /usr/local/tomcat/bin
./shutdown.sh
Using CATALINA_BASE: /usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_HOME:
/usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_TMPDIR: /usr/local/tomcat/temp
Using JRE_HOME:
/usr/java/jdk1.6.0_16
• Recompile your WAR files with the specific environment variables:
cd /opt/software/kuali/src/rice-release-1-0-2-br
ant -Drice.environment=stg dist-war
cd target/
cp -p kr-stg.war /usr/local/tomcat/webapps/kualirice-stg.war
cd /opt/software/kuali/src/rice-release-1-0-2-br
ant -Drice.environment=tst dist-war
cp -p rice-tst.war /usr/local/tomcat/webapps/kualirice-tst.war
• Adding an environment variable to the application config variable will setup Rice to point to the two
different instances. To allow each instance to point to the same database, edit the rice-config.xml and
modify the application.url to correctly point your Rice to load the correct setup:

<param name="application.url">http://yourlocalip:8080/kualirice-${environment}</p
• Now start up your Tomcat server:
cd /usr/local/tomcat/bin
./startup.sh
Using CATALINA_BASE: /usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_HOME: /usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_TMPDIR: /usr/local/tomcat/temp
Using JRE_HOME: /usr/java/jdk1.6.0_16
If your Rice instances started up successfully, browse to the sites http://yourlocalip:8080/kualirice-stg
and http://yourlocalip:8080/kualirice-tst. You should see the Rice sample application for each site.
• Next, shut down your Tomcat server:
cd /usr/local/tomcat/bin
./shutdown.sh
Using CATALINA_BASE: /usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_HOME:
/usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_TMPDIR: /usr/local/tomcat/temp
Using JRE_HOME:
/usr/java/jdk1.6.0_16
• To create specific configuration parameters for the specific instances of Rice, add this to the riceconfig.xml.

<param name="config.location">/usr/local/rice/rice-config-${environment}.xml</par
• Next, copy the rice-config.xml to both staging and test to enter instance-specific configuration into each
of the resulting xml files:
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cd /usr/local/rice
cp -p rice-config.xml rice-config-stg.xml
cp -p rice-config.xml rice-config-tst.xml
• Remove anything from rice-config.xml that is specific to the stg or tst implementation. Put those specific
stg or tst parameters in the rice-config-stg.xml or rice-config-tst.xml file, respectively.
• Now start up your Tomcat server:
cd /usr/local/tomcat/bin
./startup.sh
Using CATALINA_BASE: /usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_HOME: /usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_TMPDIR: /usr/local/tomcat/temp
Using JRE_HOME: /usr/java/jdk1.6.0_16
If your Rice instances started up successfully, browse to the sites http://yourlocalip:8080/kualirice-stg
and http://yourlocalip:8080/kualirice-tst. You should see the Rice sample application for each site.
• As a best practice:
• Put all common properties and settings across all Rice instances in the rice-config.xml.
• Put instance-specific settings in rice-config-stg.xml and rice-config-tst.xml.

Running Multiple Production Environments
This describes how to set up two production Rice instances running side by side.

Items specific to running a Production Platform:
1. The configuration parameter ${environment} must be set to the text: prd
2. When the configuration parameter ${environment} is set to prd, the code:
a. Sends email to specified individuals
b. Turns off some of the Rice “back doors”
This assumes that you performed all the installation steps above to compile the software from source and
deploy the example kualirice.war file. This example starts from rebuilding the source to accomplish a
test and staging instance compilation.

The high-level process for creating multiple Rice instances:
1. Create a riceprd1 and riceprd2 database for the first production and second production instance,
respectively.
2. Build the WAR file from the source code.
3. Unzip the WAR file in a temporary work directory.
4. Add an environment variable, prd1, to the WEB-INF/web.xml in the unzipped-war-file-directory.
5. Re-zip the WAR file into kualirice-prd1.war.
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6. Copy kualirice-prd1.war to /usr/local/tomcat/webapps.
7. Change the environment variable from prd1 to prd2 in the WEB-INF/web.xml in the unzipped-warfile-directory.
8. Re-zip the WAR file into kualirice-prd2.war.
9. Copy kualirice-prd2.war to /usr/local/tomcat/webapps.
10.In /usr/local/rice, copy rice-config.xml to rice-config-prd1.xml.
11.In /usr/local/rice, copy rice-config.xml to rice-config-prd2.xml.
12.In rice-config.xml, remove any instance-specific parameters.
13.Modify rice-config-prd1.xml for instance-specific parameters.
14.Modify rice-config-prd2.xml for instance-specific parameters.
15.Start up Tomcat.
Here are the details:
• Start by logging in as the rice user.
• Shut down your Tomcat server.
cd /usr/local/tomcat/bin
./shutdown.sh
Using CATALINA_BASE: /usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_HOME:
/usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_TMPDIR: /usr/local/tomcat/temp
Using JRE_HOME:
/usr/java/jdk1.6.0_16
• Set Up the ImpEx Process to Build the Database for the process to create the riceprd1 and riceprd2
databases.
• Set your directory to the rice home directory:
cd ~
vi impex-build.properties
• For the rice-prd1 database, modify this in the ImpEx file:
#
# Uncomment these for a local MySQL database
#
import.torque.database = mysql
import.torque.database.driver = com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
import.torque.database.url = jdbc:mysql://kmysql:3306/riceprd1
import.torque.database.user=riceprd1
import.torque.database.schema=riceprd1
import.torque.database.password=kualirice
• Save the file, change directory to the folder where the ImpEx build.xml is, and create the database:
cd /opt/software/kuali/db/trunk/impex
ant create-schema
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ant satellite-update
• You may receive this error because the ANT and SVN processes cannot write to a directory on the
hard drive:

Buildfile: build.xml
Warning: Reference torque-classpath has not been set at runtime, but was found du
build file parsing, attempting to resolve. Future versions of Ant may support
referencing ids defined in non-executed targets.

satellite-update:
Warning: Reference torque-classpath has not been set at runtime, but was found du
build file parsing, attempting to resolve. Future versions of Ant may support
referencing ids defined in non-executed targets.

satellite-init:
[echo] Running SVN update in /opt/software/kuali/devdb/rice-cfg-dbs
[svn] <Update> started ...
[svn] svn: '/opt/software/kuali/devdb/rice-cfg-dbs' is not a working copy
[svn] svn: Cannot read from '/opt/software/kuali/devdb/rice-cfg-dbs/.svn/fo
[svn] <Update> failed !

BUILD FAILED
/opt/software/kuali/db/trunk/impex/build.xml:825: Cannot update dir /opt/software
Total time: 3 seconds
• If you received the error above, go to the window where the root user is logged in and execute this
command:
rm -rf /opt/software/kuali/devdb/rice-cfg-dbs
• Then return to where you have the rice user logged in and re-execute the command:
ant satellite-update
• The creation of the Rice riceprd1 database should begin at this time.
• For the rice-prd2 database, modify this in the ImpEx file:
#
# Uncomment these for a local MySQL database
#
import.torque.database = mysql
import.torque.database.driver = com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
import.torque.database.url = jdbc:mysql://kmysql:3306/riceprd2
import.torque.database.user=riceprd2
import.torque.database.schema=riceprd2
import.torque.database.password=kualirice
• Save the file, change directory to the folder where the ImpEx build.xml is, and create the database:
cd /opt/software/kuali/db/trunk/impex
ant create-schema
ant satellite-update
• You may get this error because the ANT and SVN processes cannot write to a directory on the hard drive:
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Buildfile: build.xml
Warning: Reference torque-classpath has not been set at runtime, but was found du
build file parsing, attempting to resolve. Future versions of Ant may support
referencing ids defined in non-executed targets.

satellite-update:
Warning: Reference torque-classpath has not been set at runtime, but was found du
build file parsing, attempting to resolve. Future versions of Ant may support
referencing ids defined in non-executed targets.

satellite-init:
[echo] Running SVN update in /opt/software/kuali/devdb/rice-cfg-dbs
[svn] <Update> started ...
[svn] svn: '/opt/software/kuali/devdb/rice-cfg-dbs' is not a working copy
[svn] svn: Cannot read from '/opt/software/kuali/devdb/rice-cfg-dbs/.svn/fo
[svn] <Update> failed !

BUILD FAILED
/opt/software/kuali/db/trunk/impex/build.xml:825: Cannot update dir /opt/software
Total time: 3 seconds
• If you received the error above, go to the window where the root user is logged in and execute this
command:
rm -rf /opt/software/kuali/devdb/rice-cfg-dbs
• Then return to where you have the rice user logged in and re-execute the command:
ant satellite-update
• The creation of the Rice riceprd2 database should begin at this time.
• Create a temporary work directory where you can unzip the WAR file, once it has finished building.
Recompile your WAR files with the specific environment variable:
1. Execute this as root:
cd /opt/software/kuali
mkdir work
chmod –R 777 /opt/software/kuali/work
2. Execute this as the rice user to create the kualirice-prd1.war file:
cd /opt/software/kuali/src/rice-release-1-0-2-br
ant -Drice.environment=prd dist-war
cd target/
cp -p kr-prd.war /opt/software/kuali/work
cd /opt/software/kuali/work
mkdir files
unzip kr-prd.war -d files
cd files/WEB-INF/
3. Edit the web.xml with VI and change the top parameters to these:
<context-param>
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<param-name>environment</param-name>
<param-value>prd</param-value>
</context-param>
<context-param>
<param-name>rice-prd-instance-name</param-name>
<param-value>prd1</param-value>
</context-param>
4. Zip the kualirice-prd1.war file and deploy it:
cd ..
zip -9 -r kualirice-prd1.war *
mv kualirice-prd1.war /usr/local/tomcat/webapps/
5. Execute this as the rice user to create the kualirice-prd2.war file:
cd WEB-INF
6. Edit the web.xml with VI and change the top parameters to these:
<context-param>
<param-name>environment</param-name>
<param-value>prd</param-value>
</context-param>
<context-param>
<param-name>rice-prd-instance-name</param-name>
<param-value>prd2</param-value>
</context-param>
7. Zip the kualirice-prd2.war file and deploy it:
cd ..
zip -9 -r kualirice-prd2.war *
mv kualirice-prd2.war /usr/local/tomcat/webapps
8. Remove the work directory:
cd ../..
rm -rf work
Create a Rice-specific set of configuration files:
cd /usr/local/rice
cp -p rice-config.xml rice-config-prd1.xml
cp -p rice-config.xml rice-config-prd2.xml
• Set the following in the rice-config.xml
• Set the config.location for each Rice instance-specific setting
• Set the settings for all instances in the rice-config.xml
• A minimal rice-config.xml might look like this:
<config>
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<param name="config.location">/usr/local/rice/rice-config-${rice-prd-instance-na

<!-- Please fill in a value for this parameter! -->
<param name="application.url">http://10.93.94.206:8080/kualirice-${rice-p

<param name="notification.basewebappurl">${application.url}/ken</param>
<param name="workflow.url">${application.url}/en</param>
<param name="plugin.dir">/usr/local/rice/plugins</param>

<param name="attachment.dir.location">/usr/local/rice/kew_attachments</param>

<!-- log4j settings -->
<param name="log4j.settings.path">/usr/local/rice/log4j.properties</param>
<param name="log4j.settings.reloadInterval">5</param>

<!-- Keystore Configuration -->
<param name="keystore.file">/usr/local/rice/rice.keystore</param>
<param name="keystore.alias">rice</param>
<param name="keystore.password">kualirice</param>

<!-- Dummy Login Filter - use if you don't want to go through CAS -->
<param name="filter.login.class">org.kuali.rice.kew.web.DummyLoginFilter</param>
<param name="filtermapping.login.1">/*</param>
</config>
• A minimal rice-config-prd1.xml might look this:
<config>
<!-- set some datasource defaults -->
<!-- MySQL example -->
<param name="datasource.ojb.platform">MySQL</param>
<param
<param
<param
<param

name="datasource.platform">org.kuali.rice.core.database.platform.MySQLDat
name="datasource.url">jdbc:mysql://mysql:3306/riceprd1</param>
name="datasource.username">riceprd1</param>
name="datasource.password">kualirice</param>

<param name="datasource.driver.name">com.mysql.jdbc.Driver</param>
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<param name="datasource.pool.maxWait">10000</param>
<param name="datasource.pool.validationQuery">select 1</param>

<!-- Oracle example

<param name="datasource.ojb.platform">Oracle9i</param>
<param name="datasource.platform">org.kuali.rice.core.database.platform.Oracl
<param name="datasource.url">jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:XE</param>
<param name="datasource.username">rice</param>
<param name="datasource.password">*** password ***</param>
<param name="datasource.driver.name">oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver</param>
<param name="datasource.pool.maxWait">10000</param>
<param name="datasource.pool.validationQuery">select 1 from dual</param>
-->
</config>
• A minimal rice-config-prd2.xml might look like this:
<config>
<!-- set some datasource defaults -->

<!-- MySQL example -->
<param name="datasource.ojb.platform">MySQL</param>
<param name="datasource.platform">org.kuali.rice.core.database.platform.MySQLDat
<param name="datasource.url">jdbc:mysql://mysql:3306/riceprd2</param>
<param name="datasource.username">riceprd1</param>
<param name="datasource.password">kualirice</param>
<param name="datasource.driver.name">com.mysql.jdbc.Driver</param>
<param name="datasource.pool.maxWait">10000</param>
<param name="datasource.pool.validationQuery">select 1</param>

<!-- Oracle example
<param name="datasource.ojb.platform">Oracle9i</param>
<param name="datasource.platform">org.kuali.rice.core.database.platform.Oracl
<param name="datasource.url">jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:XE</param>
<param name="datasource.username">rice</param>
<param name="datasource.password">*** password ***</param>
<param name="datasource.driver.name">oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver</param>
<param name="datasource.pool.maxWait">10000</param>
<param name="datasource.pool.validationQuery">select 1 from dual</param>
-->
</config>
• Now start up your Tomcat server:
cd /usr/local/tomcat/bin
./startup.sh
Using CATALINA_BASE: /usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_HOME: /usr/local/tomcat
Using CATALINA_TMPDIR: /usr/local/tomcat/temp
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Using JRE_HOME:

/usr/java/jdk1.6.0_16

If your Rice instances started up successfully, browse to the sites http://yourlocalip:8080/kualirice-prd1
and http://yourlocalip:8080/kualirice-prd2. You should see the Rice sample application for each site.

Keystore Implementation Variations
If multiple instances of Rice are running under the same Tomcat instance, they can use the same keystore.
You can set up multiple keystores for multiple instances, but you must insert a parameter for each instance
in the WEB-INF/web.xml to point to the different keystores. Beyond this, the set up depends on how you
want your Tomcat instance configured and your implementation-specific parameter settings.
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Application
Developing a Rice application is essentially no different than other J2EE applications. Any tool that can
be used for creating J2EE apps can be used for a Rice app. Essentially Rice is a set of libraries that are
used with your project (like many other libraries a J2EE app includes) and configured for your needs.
The essential tools for developing a project are documented in the next section.

Development Tools
IDE (Integrated Development Environment)
This is the tool you will use to developer the source code and resources for your project. It can be a
simple text editor if you want, however it is recommended to use one of the Java IDE tools available. Of
these Eclipse, Intellij, and NetBeans are the most popular in today’s market. Any of these will be fine for
developing a Rice project. However, as we will learn about next, Rice provides its own tooling to help
getting started with Eclipse. Eclipse is chosen due to its high use and that it is a free open source tool. The
latest release is ‘Indigo’ and can be downloaded here:
http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/packages/eclipse-ide-java-ee-developers/indigosr1

Database
Rice applications can use a MySql or Oracle database for persisting application data. Rice itself will use
the database for supporting the various Rice modules (workflow, identity management, and so on). With
each Rice distribution datasets are provided that can be used to create the initial database schema. You can
choose to load the ‘bootstrap’ dataset, which provides the baseline data needed to run Rice, or the ‘demo’
dataset which adds additional demo data (such as example KIM data and workflow doc types). Although
it is possible to provide a shared database for development, it is recommended for productivity reasons
for each developer to have a local database installed. Both MySql and Oracle provide freely available
databases for development. Currently Rice has been tested with the following versions:
• Oracle
• Oracle Database 10g
• Oracle Database 11g
• Oracle Express Edition (XE)
Use the Oracle JDBC Driver to connect to these databases.
Ensure that the Oracle database you intend to use encodes character data in a UTF variant by default.
For Oracle XE, this entails downloading the "Universal" flavor of the binary, which uses AL32UTF8.
• MySQL
• MySQL 5.1.+
Use the MySQL Connector/J (5.1.+) to connect to MySQL databases.
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Note for our chosen database we must also download the corresponding database driver. This is a jar file
we will need to make available to our web container for connecting to the database.
These supported databases can be downloaded with the following URLs.

Table 5.1. Locations for Database Software
Software

Download Location

Oracle
Standard http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/enterprise-edition/downloads/
and
Enterprise index.html
Editions
Oracle
Edition

Express http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/express-edition/downloads/
index.html

Oracle JDBC DB http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/features/jdbc/index-091264.html
Driver
MySQL

http://www.mysql.com/downloads/

MySQL
http://www.mysql.com/products/connector/j/
Connector/J JDBC
Driver
Note for working with a MySql database the MySql Workbench (available for free download) is very
useful and can save time for those new to MySql.
Once the database provider is installed, we can then load one of the provided datasets using the Kuali
ImpEx tool. The ImpEx tool is a Kuali-developed application which is based on Apache Torque. It reads
in database structure and data from XML files in a platform independent way and then creates the resulting
database in either Oracle or MySQL. To use this tool we simply provide configuration about the location
of the source dataset, along with connectivity information for our target database. This is done by creating
a properties file named ‘impex-build.properties’ in the user home directory. Once the configuration is
complete, we can invoke the tool using ant or maven and our database will be created.

JDK
In order to support compilation of the application source code a JDK must be installed (Note this must be
the JDK and not a Java Runtime Environment – JRE). Rice requires a JDK version of 1.6.x. Additionally,
Rice has only been tested with the Sun JDK implementation. Therefore use of other implementations such
as OpenJDK may have problems.
For machines running Windows, JDK 6 can be downloaded at the following URL:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
If you are on a Mac, then Java 6 should already be installed if you are up to date with the latest updates
from Apple.
You will also want to set up your JAVA_HOME environment variable to point to the installation directory
of your JDK. In both Windows and Mac environments, the java executable program should already be on
your path. But if it is not, you will want to include JAVA_HOME/bin in your PATH environment variable.
In order to verify that your JDK has been installed successfully, open a command prompt and type the
following:
java -version
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You should see output similar to the following:
java version "1.6.0_26"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.6.0_26-b03-383-11A511)
Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 20.1-b02-383, mixed mode)
If you receive an error indicating that the "java" command could not be found, please ensure that the java
command is on your machine's PATH environment variable.

Maven
Maven is the primary build tool used by the Kuali Rice project. Maven is based on a project object model
(POM) that defines various standards and conventions surrounding the organization of a project. This
facilitates a set of standard build goals and lifecycle phases (such as compile, test, package, etc.). Maven is
particularly helpful in terms of dependency management. When building a Rice application using Maven,
all of the dependent libraries will be pulled in automatically.
It is not a required for Rice enabled applications to be Maven projects. Again, Rice is essentially a set
of jars that can be used with an application. However using Maven simplifies the setup process greatly.
For example applications not using Rice must pull in and manage all of the third party libraries that are
needed by Rice. That has an impact not only on initial project setup, but also each time that application
is upgraded to a new Rice version.
To download version 3 of Maven, use the following link:
http://maven.apache.org/download.html
You will want to set your M2_HOME environment variable to point to the location where you unzipped
Maven. You will additionally want to include M2_HOME/bin in your PATH environment variable so that
maven can be executed from the command line without having to specify the full path.
In order to verify that Maven has been installed successfully and is available on the path, open a command
prompt and type the following:
mvn -version
You should see output like the following:
Apache Maven 3.0.3 (r1075438; 2011-02-28 10:31:09-0700)
Maven home: /usr/local/maven
Java version: 1.6.0_26, vendor: Apple Inc.
Java home: /System/Library/Java/JavaVirtualMachines/1.6.0.jdk/Contents/Home
Default locale: en_US, platform encoding: MacRoman
OS name: "mac os x", version: "10.7.2", arch: "x86_64", family: "mac"
If you receive an error indicating hat the "mvn" command could not be found, please ensure that the
directory that includes the mvn executable (M2_HOME/bin) is on your machine's PATH environment
variable.

Servlet Container
In order to run our Rice application we need have a servlet container. The servlet container serves the
web requests for a J2EE application. There are many containers available for use, but Tomcat is most
commonly used. Kuali Rice 2.0 supports the following Tomcat version:
• Tomcat 6 (Servlet API 2.5, JSP 2.1)
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• Tomcat 7 (Servlet API 3.0, JSP 2.2)
For downloading and install instructions visit the Apache Tomcat site:
http://tomcat.apache.org/
For development purposes you can also choose to use an embedded application container such as Jetty.
The Rice project provides a sample Jetty Server that can be used for your project. The next section will
cover this in more detail.

New Project Setup
Now let’s look at creating a new Rice enabled project. To do this, we will use a tool from the Rice project
that performs most of the initial bootstrapping. The tool is included within the Rice project therefore we
need to start by downloading the Rice 2.0 release. The Rice distribution can be downloaded at:
http://kuali.org/download
Or the project may be checked out through Subversion with the following repository location:
https://svn.kuali.org/repos/rice
Note the full project must be checked out, not just the tool. The tool creates the initial artifacts by copying
from the Rice working copy.
The Rice project contents should be placed into a folder in the local file system. A standard practice is to
create a top level directory named ‘java’, followed by a ‘projects’ directory, and then a directory named
‘rice’ that contains the actual project (‘/java/projects/rice’).
The particular tool we will be using was written in Groovy, therefore we need to download the Groovy
runtime. This can be downloaded at the following URL:
http://groovy.codehaus.org/Download
Install instructions are also available on the above site. For users of Windows, a Windows-Installer can
be downloaded which will install Groovy and perform any necessary configuration (including add groovy
to your path).
Once groovy is installed we are ready to run the create project script. Start up a console (on Windows
can use the PowerShell) and change into the directory that contains the Rice project (eg ‘/java/projects/
rice’). From the root project folder, change into the scripts folder. This folder should contain a file named
‘createproject.groovy’.
There are a few options supported by the create project script, but let’s start with the most basic way of
running. The command we will give is:
groovy createproject.groovy -name PROJECT_NAME
First we are invoking the groovy executable (this assumes groovy is on your path, if not the full path to
the groovy executable needs to be specified). Groovy then expects the name of the script we want to run,
which is ‘creatproject.groovy’. Next we specify the one required argument for the create project script
which is the name for the project we want to create. Assuming we want to create a new project named
‘MyRiceApp’, the command would be the following:
groovy createproject.groovy -name MyRiceApp
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After typing the command hit enter to start the script. You should then see a prompt as follows:\

==================================================================
WARNING
==================================================================
This program will delete the following directory and replace it
with a new project:
/java/projects/MyRiceApp
It will also create or replace the
following files in USER_HOME:
1) C:\Users\jkneal.ADS/kuali/main/dev/MyRiceApp-config.xml
2) C:\Users\jkneal.ADS/kuali/main/dev/rice.keystore
If this is not what you want, please supply more information:
usage: groovy createproject -name PROJECT_NAME [-pdir PROJECT_DIR] [-r
RICE_DIR] [-mdir MAVEN_HOME]
Do you want to continue (yes/no)?
Type ‘yes’ and then enter to resume the program. You will then see logging output from the script about
various files being created, the maven build, and finally should see printed instructions and how to complete
the project setup.
Notice we did not tell the script where to put our new project nor where to find the Rice project. This is
because the script defaults to the project location of ‘/java/projects’. If we want our project to be generated
in a different location, we can do so by passing the directory path with the ‘-pdir’ argument:
groovy createproject.groovy -name MyRiceApp –pdir /home/myapps
The project directory given will be the parent for the project folder. The script will create another folder
within this with the same name as the given project name.
Similarly if our source Rice project is in another directory, we can specify that using the ‘-rdir’ argument:
groovy createproject.groovy -name MyRiceApp –rdir /home/myapps/rice
Unlike this project directory argument, this does specify the full path to the project (nothing will be
appended).
Finally the create project script gives us a couple more options for the project generation. We can include
the Rice sampleapp in our project by passing the –sampleapp flag:
groovy createproject.groovy -name MyRiceApp –sampleapp
Having the various examples of the sampleapp can be very useful in particular if doing development with
the KRAD framework.
Lastly, we can have a project generated that is setup to go against a standalone Rice instance. To do this
we pass the –standalone flag:
groovy createproject.groovy -name MyRiceApp –standalone

Project Structure and Configuration Files
The result of running the create project script is a new maven based Rice client project. This includes the
directory structures for building out your application, along with the necessary configuration files. Let’s
start by looking the directories that were created.
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• Project Root (eg ‘/java/projects/myapp’) – This is the root folder that was created to hold all the project
contents. Within this folder you will find three sub-folders, a ‘.classpath’, ‘.project’, ‘instructions.txt’,
and ‘pom.xml’ file.
• .settings – This folder contains settings configuration for the Eclipse IDE
• src – This folder is for the application source files and resources. Within this folder is the standard
maven directory breakdown:
• src/main/java – Contains Java source code
• src/main/resources – Contains resource files (XML and other resources)
• src/main/webapp – Contains the application web content (JSP, tags, images, CSS, Script)
• target – This folder holds the build output such as generated classes and wars.
Along with the directories several files are created. These are as follows:

Table 5.2. Generated Files
File

Description

.classpath

Eclipse file for managing the application
classpath

.project

Eclipse project file

pom.xml

Maven Project File

{project}Spring XML file containing Rice datasource
RiceDataSourceSpringBeans.xml*
configurations
{project}Spring XML file containing JTA transaction
RiceJTASpringBeans.xml* configuration
{project}RiceSpringBeans.xml*

Spring XML file containing the Rice module
Configurers

SpringBeans.xml*

Spring XML file for Application beans

{project}Spring XML file for Sample App beans (only
SampleAppModuleBeans.xml*
created if –sampleapp option was given)
OJB-repositorysampleapp.xml*

OJB configuration file for the Sample App
(only created if –sampleapp option was
given)

META-INF/{project}config.xml*

Default Rice configuration properties

src/main/webapp/WEBINF/web.xml

Standard web deployment descriptor for
J2EE applications

Note
All of these files are located within the src/main/resources directory
In addition to the files created within the project, two files are created in the ‘{user home}/kuali/main/
dev’ folder. These include:
• {project}-config.xml – Configuration file for application. This is where the settings for the database
and other configurations are given.
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• rice.keystore – Provides a secure key for consuming secured services running on a Rice server

Configuring Your Rice Application
Next we need to provide some configuration for our application that is custom to our environment (for
example database connectivity). We can do this by modifying the properties available in {project}config.xml (located in the /kuali/main/dev folder in user home).
Although there are many configuration properties available for customization, the following are required
for getting started:

Table 5.3. Configuration Parameters
Parameter

Description

Example

datasource.url

JDBC URL of database to connect to

jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:XE
jdbc:mysql://
localhost:3306/kuldemo

datasource.username

User name for connecting to the server rice
database

datasource.password

Password for connecting to the server
database

datasource.ojb.platform

Name of OJB platform to use for the database Oracle9i or MySQL

datasource.platform

Rice platform
database

datasource.driver.name

JDBC driver for the database

implementation

for

the org.kuali.rice.core.database.platform.OraclePla
org.kuali.rice.core.database.platform.MySQLP
oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
com.mysql.jdbc.Driver

Importing into Eclipse
Now we have our project setup and are ready to begin development. Note at this point the application is
completely runnable. We could do a maven deploy, copy the generated war to our tomcat server, and start
up the application. However we are going to first import our project to Eclipse so that we will be ready
to develop further application code.
Navigate to the Eclipse installation directory. There you should find an executable named ‘eclipse.exe’.
Once this file is found double click to start the IDE. When Eclipse starts up for the first time it will ask
you to choose a workspace. This is a directory that Eclipse place newly created projects and will also
read current projects from. A standard within the community is to use ‘/java/projects’ for your working
space. Note you can select the checkbox to use the directory as your default and Eclipse will not prompt
on the next startup.
Eclipse Memory: It is generally needed and recommended to allocate additional JVM memory for the
Eclipse runtime. This can be done by opening up the file named ‘eclipse.ini’ that exists in the root
installation directory. At the end of the file you specify VM arguments as follows:
-vmargs
-Xms128m
-Xmx1024m
-XX:MaxPermSize=512m
The amount of memory allocated depends on the host machine. The above settings are for a machine with
4g of memory.
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When working with Eclipse for the first time, there are additional plugins you will likely want to get. None
of these are required by Rice and depend on your institutional development environment and how you plan
to create your project. However, most projects today use SVN or GIT for source code control. Therefore
an additional Eclipse plugin is needed for communicating with the repository. Also if you have chosen to
use Maven (or used the create project script) the Eclipse Maven plugin will be very useful as well.
To bring a new project into eclipse, select the File-Import menu option. This should bring up a dialog as
show in next figure.

Figure 5.1. Eclipse Import

For the import source select ‘Existing Projects info Workspace’. This should bring up a dialog that looks
like the following figure.
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Figure 5.2. Eclipse Import Project Directory

Here click the ‘Browse’ button to locate the directory for the project. After selecting the project location
click the ‘Finish’ button. Eclipse will then import the project contents and you are ready to begin coding!
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Appendix A. Example Server
Configurations
Single Server Configuration
An example setup of a single Tomcat server running MySQL server:
• CentOS v5.3 x64
• 4 GB Ram
• Intel Q6600 Quad Core Processor or better
• 1 TB RAID 1 configuration – SATA II 3.0 Gbps
• Apache
• Tomcat
• MySQL 5.1.x

Multi Server Configuration
An example of a multiple server configuration:

Web Servers
• CentOS v5.3 x64
• Intel (64 bit architecture)
• 1 GB Ram
• 80 GB RAID 1 configuration - SATA II 3.0 Gbps
• Apache
• Tomcat connector

Tomcat Servers
• CentOS v5.3 x64
• Intel Q6600 Quad Core Processor or better
• 4 GB Ram
• 80 GB RAID 1 configuration – SATA II 3.0 Gbps
• Tomcat
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Web Servers – Content/Shared File System
• CentOS v5.3 x64
• Intel (64 bit architecture)
• 1 GB Ram
• 1 TB RAID 1 configuration
• SATA II 3.0 Gbps
• Apache
• Tomcat connector
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Action List

A list of the user's notification and workflow items. Also called the user's
Notification List. Clicking an item in the Action List displays details about that
notification, if the item is a notification, or displays that document, if it is a
workflow item. The user will usually load the document from their Action List in
order to take the requested action against it, such as approving or acknowledging
the document.

Action List Type

This tells you if the Action List item is a notification or a more specific workflow
request item. When the Action List item is a notification, the Action List Type is
"Notification."

Action Request

A request to a user or Workgroup to take action on a document. It designates the
type of action that is requested, which includes:
• Approve: requests an approve or disapprove action.
• Complete: requests a completion of the contents of a document. This action
request is displayed in the Action List after the user saves an incomplete
document.
• Acknowledge: requests an acknowledgment by the user that the document has
been opened - the doc will not leave the Action List until acknowledgment has
occurred; however, the document routing will not be held up and the document
will be permitted to transaction into the processed state if neccessary.
• FYI: a notification to the user regarding the document. Documents requesting
FYI can be cleared directly from the Action List. Even if a document has FYI
requests remaining, it will still be permitted to transition into the FINAL state.

Action Request Hierarchy

Action requests are hierarchical in nature and can have one parent and multiple
children.

Action Requested

The action one needs to take on a document; also the type of action that is requested
by an Action Request. Actions that may be requested of a user are:
• Acknowledge: requests that the users states he or she has reviewed the
document.
• Approve: requests that the user either Approve or Disapprove a document.
• Complete: requests the user to enter additional information in a document so
that the content of the document is complete.
• FYI: intended to simply makes a user aware of the document.

Action Taken

An action taken on a document by a Reviewer in response to an Action Request.
The Action Taken may be:
• Acknowledged: Reviewer has viewed and acknowledged document.
• Approved: Reviewer has approved the action requested on document.
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• Blanket Approved: Reviewer has requested a blanket approval up to a specified
point in the route path on the document.
• Canceled: Reviewer has canceled the document. The document will not be
routed to any more reviewers.
• Cleared FYI: Reviewer has viewed the document and cleared all of his or her
pending FYI(s) on this document.
• Completed: Reviewer has completed and supplied all data requested on
document.
• Created Document: User has created a document
• Disapproved: Reviewer has disapproved the document. The document will not
being routed to any subsequent reviewers for approval. Acknowledge Requests
are sent to previous approvers to inform them of the disapproval.
• Logged Document: Reviewer has added a message to the Route Log of the
document.
• Moved Document: Reviewer has moved the document either backward or
forward in its routing path.
• Returned to Previous Node: Reviewer has returned the document to a previous
routing node. When a Reviewer does this, all the actions taken between the
current node and the return node are removed and all the pending requests on
the document are deactivated.
• Routed Document: Reviewer has submitted the document to the workflow
engine for routing.
• Saved: Reviewer has saved the document for later completion and routing.
• Superuser Approved Document: Superuser has approved the entire document,
any remaining routing is cancelled.
• Superuser Approved Node: Superuser has approved the document through all
nodes up to (but not including) a specific node. When the document gets to that
node, the normal Action Requests will be created.
• Superuser Approved Request: Superuser has approved a single pending
Approve or Complete Action Request. The document then goes to the next
routing node.
• Superuser Cancelled: Superuser has canceled the document. A Superuser can
cancel a document without a pending Action Request to him/her on the
document.
• Superuser Disapproved: Superuser has disapproved the document. A Superuser
can disapprove a document without a pending Action Request to him/her on
the document.
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• Superuser Returned to Previous Node: Superuser has returned the document
to a previous routing node. A Superuser can do this without a pending Action
Request to him/her on the document.
Activated

The state of an action request when it is has been sent to a user’s Action List.

Activation

The process by which requests appear in a user's Action List

Activation Type

Defines how a route node handles activation of Action Requests. There are two
standard activation types:
• Sequential: Action Requests are activated one at a time based on routing
priority. The next Action Request isn't activated until the previous request is
satisfied.
• Parallel: All Action Requests at the route node are activated immediately,
regardless of priority

Active Indicator

An indicator specifying whether an object in the system is active or not. Used as
an alternative to complete removal of an object.

Ad Hoc Routing

A type of routing used to route a document to users or groups that are not in the
Routing path for that Document Type. When the Ad Hoc Routing is complete, the
routing returns to its normal path.

Annotation

Optional comments added by a Reviewer when taking action. Intended to explain
or clarify the action taken or to advise subsequent Reviewers.

Approve

A type of workflow action button. Signifies that the document represents a valid
business transaction in accordance with institutional needs and policies in the
user's judgment. A single document may require approval from several users, at
multiple route levels, before it moves to final status.

Approver

The user who approves the document. As a document moves through Workflow,
it moves one route level at a time. An Approver operates at a particular route level
of the document.

Attachment

The pathname of a related file to attach to a Note. Use the "Browse..." button to
open the file dialog, select the file and automatically fill in the pathname.

Attribute Type

Used to strongly type or categorize the values that can be stored for the various
attributes in the system (e.g., the value of the arbitrary key/value pairs that can be
defined and associated with a given parent object in the system).

Authentication

The act of logging into the system. The Out of the box (OOTB) authenticaton
implementation in Rice does not require a password as it is intended for testing
puposes only. This is something that must be enabled as part of an implementation.
Various authentication solutions exist, such as CAS or Shibboleth, that an
implementer may want to use depending on their needs.

Authorization

Authorization is the permissions that an authenticated user has for performing
actions in the system.

Author Universal ID

A free-form text field for the full name of the Author of the Note, expressed as
"Lastname, Firstname Initial"
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B
Base Rule Attribute

The standard fields that are defined and collected for every Routing Rule These
include:
• Active: A true/false flag to indicate if the Routing Rule is active. If false, then
the rule will not be evaluated during routing.
• Document Type: The Document Type to which the Routing Rule applies.
• From Date: The inclusive start date from which the Routing Rule will be
considered for a match.
• Force Action: a true/false flag to indicate if the review should be forced to take
action again for the requests generated by this rule, even if they had taken action
on the document previously.
• Name: the name of the rule, this serves as a unique identifier for the rule. If one
is not specified when the rule is created, then it will be generated.
• Rule Template: The Rule Template used to create the Routing Rule.
• To Date: The inclusive end date to which the Routing Rule will be considered
for a match.

Blanket Approval

Authority that is given to designated Reviewers who can approve a document to a
chosen route point. A Blanket Approval bypasses approvals that would otherwise
be required in the Routing For an authorized Reviewer, the Doc Handler typically
displays the Blanket Approval button along with the other options. When a Blanket
Approval is used, the Reviewers who are skipped are sent Acknowledge requests
to notify them that they were bypassed.

Blanket Approve Workgroup

A workgroup that has the authority to Blanket Approve a document.

Branch

A path containing one or more Route Nodes that a document traverses during
routing. When a document enters a Split Node multiple branches can be created.
A Join Node joins multiple branches together.

Business Rule

1. Describes the operations, definitions and constraints that apply to an
organization in achieving its goals.
2. A restriction to a function for a business reason (such as making a specific
object code unavailable for a particular type of disbursement). Customizable
business rules are controlled by Parameters.

C
Campus

Identifies the different fiscal and physical operating entities of an institution.

Campus Type

Designates a campus as physical only, fiscal only or both.

Cancel

A workflow action available to document initiators on documents that have not
yet been routed for approval. Denotes that the document is void and should be
disregarded. Canceled documents cannot be modified in any way and do not route
for approval.
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Canceled

A routing status. The document is denoted as void and should be disregarded.

CAS - Central Authentication
Service

http://www.jasig.org/cas - An open source authentication framework. Kuali Rice
provides support for integrating with CAS as an authentication provider (among
other authentication solutions) and also provides an implementation of a CAS
server that integrates with Kuali Identity Management.

Client

A Java Application Program Interface (API) for interfacing with the Kuali
Enterprise Workflow Engine.

Client/Server

The use of one computer to request the services of another computer over a
network. The workstation in an organization will be used to initiate a business
transaction (e.g., a budget transfer). This workstation needs to gather information
from a remote database to process the transaction, and will eventually be used to
post new or changed information back onto that remote database. The workstation
is thus a Client and the remote computer that houses the database is the Server.

Close

A workflow action available on documents in most statuses. Signifies that the
user wishes to exit the document. No changes to Action Requests, Route Logs or
document status occur as a result of a Close action. If you initiate a document and
close it without saving, it is the same as canceling that document.

Comma-separated value

A file format using commas as delimiters utilized in import and export
functionality.

Complete

A pending action request to a user to submit a saved document.

Completed

The action taken by a user or group in response to a request in order to finish
populating a document with information, as evidenced in the Document Route
Log.

Country Restricted Indicator

Field used to indicate if a country is restricted from use in procurement. If there
is no value then there is no restriction.

Creation Date

The date on which a document is created.

CSV

See comma-separated value

D
Date Approved

The date on which a document was most recently approved.

Date Finalized

The date on which a document enters the FINAL state. At this point, all approvals
and acknowledgments are complete for the document.

Deactivation

The process by which requests are removed from a user's Action List

Delegate

A user who has been registered to act on behalf of another user. The Delegate
acts with the full authority of the Delegator. Delegation may be either Primary
Delegation or Secondary Delegation.

Delegate Action List

A separate Action List for Delegate actions. When a Delegate selects a Delegator
for whom to act, an Action List of all documents sent to the Delegator is displayed.
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For both Primary and Secondary Delegation the Delegate may act on any of the
entries with the full authority of the Delegator.
Disapprove

A workflow action that allows a user to indicate that a document does not represent
a valid business transaction in that user's judgment. The initiator and previous
approvers will receive Acknowledgment requests indicating the document was
disapproved.

Disapproved

A status that indicates the document has been disapproved by an approver as a
valid transaction and it will not generate the originally intended transaction.

Doc Handler

The Doc Handler is a web interface that a Client uses for the appropriate display
of a document. When a user opens a document from the Action List or Document
Search, the Doc Handler manages access permissions, content format, and user
options according to the requirements of the Client.

Doc Handler URL

The URL for the Doc Handler.

Doc Nbr

See Document Number.

Document

Also see E-Doc.
An electronic document containing information for a business transaction that is
routed for Actions in KEW. It includes information such as Document ID, Type,
Title, Route Status, Initiator, Date Created, etc. In KEW, a document typically has
XML content attached to it that is used to make routing decisions.

Document Id

See Document Number.

Document Number

A unique, sequential, system-assigned number for a document

Document Operation

A workflow screen that provides an interface for authorized users to manipulate
the XML and other data that defines a document in workflow. It allows you
to access and open a document by Document ID for the purpose of performing
operations on the document.

Document Search

A web interface in which users can search for documents. Users may search by
a combination of document properties such as Document Type or Document ID,
or by more specialized properties using the Detailed Search. Search results are
displayed in a list similar to an Action List.

Document Status

See also Route Status.

Document Title

The title given to the document when it was created. Depending on the Document
Type, this title may have been assigned by the Initiator or built automatically based
on the contents of the document. The Document Title is displayed in both the
Action List and Document Search.

Document Type

The Document Type defines the routing definition and other properties for a set
of documents. Each document is an instance of a Document Type and conducts
the same type of business transaction as other instances of that Document Type.
Document Types have the following characteristics:
• They are specifications for a document that can be created in KEW
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• They contain identifying information as well as policies and other attributes
• They defines the Route Path executed for a document of that type (Process
Definition)
• They are hierarchical in nature may be part of a hierarchy of Document Types,
each of which inherits certain properties of its Parent Document Type.
• They are typically defined in XML, but certain properties can be maintained
from a graphical interface
Document Type Hierarchy

A hierarchy of Document Type definitions. Document Types inherit certain
attributes from their parent Document Types. This hierarchy is also leveraged by
various pieces of the system, including the Rules engine when evaluating rule sets
and KIM when evaluating certain Document Type-based permissions.

Document Type Label

The human-readable label assigned to a Document Type.

Document Type Name

The assigned name of the document type. It must be unique.

Document Type Policy

These advise various checks and authorizations for instances of a Document Type
during the routing process.

Drilldown

A link that allows a user to access more detailed information about the current
data. These links typically take the user through a series of inquiries on different
business objects.

Dynamic Node

An advanced type of Route Node that can be used to generate complex routing
paths on the fly. Typically used whenever the route path of a document cannot be
statically defined and must be completely derived from document data.

E
ECL

1. An acronym for Educational Community License.
2. All Kuali software and material is available under the Educational Community
License and may be adopted by colleges and universities without licensing
fees. The open licensing approach also provides opportunities for support and
implementation assistance from commercial affiliates.

E-Doc

An abbreviation for electronic documents, also a shorthand reference to
documents created with eDocLite.

eDocLite

A framework for quickly building workflow-enabled documents. Allows you to
define document screens in XML and render them using XSL style sheets.

Embedded Client

A type of client that runs an embedded workflow engine.

Employee Status

Found on the Person Document; defines the employee's current employment
classification (for example, "A" for Active).

Employee Type

Found on the Person Document; defines the employee's position classification (for
example, "P" for Professional).
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Entity

An Entity record houses identity information for a given Person, Process, System,
etc. Each Entity is categorized by its association with an Entity Type.

Entity Attribute

Entities have directory-like information called Entity Attributes that are associated
with them
Entity Attributes make up the identity information for an Entity record.

Entity Type

Provides categorization to Entities. For example, a “System” could be considered
an Entity Type because something like a batch process may need to interfact with
the application.

Exception

A workflow routing status indicating that the document routed to an exception
queue because workflow has encountered a system error when trying to process
the document.

Exception Messaging

The set of services and configuration options that are responsible for handling
messages when they cannot be successfully delivered. Exception Messaging is
set up when you configure KSB using the properties outlined in KSB Module
Configuration.

Exception Routing

A type of routing used to handle error conditions that occur during the routing
of a document. A document goes into Exception Routing when the workflow
engine encounters an error or a situation where it cannot proceed, such as a
violation of a Document Type Policy or an error contacting external services.
When this occurs, the document is routed to the parties responsible for handling
these exception cases. This can be a group configured on the document or a
responsibility configured in KIM. Once one of these responsible parties has
reviewed the situation and approved the document, it will be resubmitted to the
workflow engine to attempt the processing again.

Extended Attributes

Custom, table-driven business object attributes that can be established by
implementing institutions.

Extension Rule Attribute

One of the rule attributes added in the definition of a rule template that extends
beyond the base rule attributes to differentiate the routing rule. A Required
Extension Attribute has its "Required" field set to True in the rule template.
Otherwise, it is an Optional Extension Attribute. Extension attributes are typically
used to add additional fields that can be collected on a rule. They also define the
logic for how those fields will be processed during rule evaluation.

F
Field Lookup

The round magnifying glass icon found next to fields throughout the GUI that
allow the user to look up reference table information and display (and select from)
a list of valid values for that field.

Final

A workflow routing status indicating that the document has been routed and has
no pending approval or acknowledgement requests.

Flexible Route Management

A standard KEW routing scheme based on rules rather than dedicated table-based
routing.

FlexRM
Module)

The Route Module that performs the Routing for any Routing Rule is defined
through FlexRM. FlexRM generates Action Requests when a Rule matches the

(Flexible

Route
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data value contained in a document. An abbreviation of "Flexible Route Module."
A standard KEW routing scheme that is based on rules rather than dedicated tablebased routing.
Force Action

A true/false flag that indicates if previous Routing for approval will be ignored
when an Action Request is generated. The flag is used in multiple contexts where
requests are generated (e.g., rules, ad hoc routing). If Force Action is False, then
prior Actions taken by a user can satisfy newly generated requests. If it is True,
then the user needs to take another Action to satisfy the request.

FYI

A workflow action request that can be cleared from a user's Action List with
or without opening and viewing the document. A document with no pending
approval requests but with pending Acknowledge requests is in Processed status.
A document with no pending approval requests but with pending FYI requests is
in Final status. See also Ad Hoc Routing and Action Request.

G
Group

A Group has members that can be either Principals or other Groups (nested).
Groups essentially become a way to organize Entities (via Principal relationships)
and other Groups within logical categories.
Groups can be given authorization to perform actions within applications by
assigning them as members of Roles.
Groups can also have arbitrary identity information (i.e., Group Attributes hanging
from them. Group Attributes might be values for "Office Address," "Group
Leader," etc.
Groups can be maintained at runtime through a user interface that is capable of
workflow.

Group Attribute

Groups have directory-like information called Group Attributes hanging from
them. "Group Phone Number" and "Team Leader" are examples of Group
Attributes.
Group Attributes make up the identity information for a Group record.
Group Attributes can be maintained at runtime through a user interface that is
capable of workflow.

H
Hierarchical Tree Structure

A hierarchical representation of data in a graphical form.

I
Initialized

The state of an Action Request when it is first created but has not yet been
Activated (sent to a user’s Action List).

Initiated

A workflow routing status indicating a document has been created but has not
yet been saved or routed. A Document Number is automatically assigned by the
system.
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Initiator

A user role for a person who creates (initiates or authors) a new document for
routing. Depending on the permissions associated with the Document Type, only
certain users may be able to initiate documents of that type.

Inquiry

A screen that allows a user to view information about a business object.

J
Join Node

The point in the routing path where multiple branches are joined together. A Join
Node typically has a corresponding Split Node for which it joins the branches.

K
KC - Kuali Coeus

TODO

KCA - Kuali Commercial
Affiliates

A designation provided to commercial affiliates who become part of the Kuali
Partners Program to provide for-fee guidance, support, implementation, and
integration services related to the Kuali software. Affiliates hold no ownership of
Kuali intellectual property, but are full KPP participants. Affiliates may provide
packaged versions of Kuali that provide value for installation or integration
beyond the basic Kuali software. Affiliates may also offer other types of training,
documentation, or hosting services.

KCB – Kuali Communications
Broker

KCB is logically related to KEN. It handles dispatching messages based on user
preferences (email, SMS, etc.).

KEN - Kuali
Notification

A key component of the Enterprise Integration layer of the architecture
framework. Its features include:

Enterprise

• Automatic Message Generation and Logging
• Message integrity and delivery standards
• Delivery of notifications to a user’s Action List
KEW – Kuali
Workflow

Enterprise

Kuali Enterprise Workflow is a general-purpose electronic routing infrastructure,
or workflow engine. It manages the creation, routing, and processing of electronic
documents (eDocs) necessary to complete a transaction. Other applications can
also use Kuali Enterprise Workflow to automate and regulate the approval process
for the transactions or documents they create.

KFS – Kuali Financial System

Delivers a comprehensive suite of functionality to serve the financial system needs
of all Carnegie-Class institutions. An enhancement of the proven functionality of
Indiana University's Financial Information System (FIS), KFS meets GASB and
FASB standards while providing a strong control environment to keep pace with
advances in both technology and business. Modules include financial transactions,
general ledger, chart of accounts, contracts and grants, purchasing/accounts
payable, labor distribution, budget, accounts receivable and capital assets.

KIM
–
Kuali
Management

A Kuali Rice module, Kuali Identity Management provides a standard API for
persons, groups, roles and permissions that can be implemented by an institution.
It also provdies an out of the box reference implementation that allows for a
university to use Kuali as their Identity Management solution.

Identity
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KNS – Kuali Nervous System

A core technical module composed of reusable code components that provide
the common, underlying infrastructure code and functionality that any module
may employ to perform its functions (for example, creating custom attributes,
attaching electronic images, uploading data from desktop applications, lookup/
search routines, and database interaction).

KPP - Kuali Partners Program

The Kuali Partners Program (KPP) is the means for organizations to get involved
in the Kuali software community and influence its future through voting rights to
determine software development priorities. Membership dues pay staff to perform
Quality Assurance (QA) work, release engineering, packaging, documentation,
and other work to coordinate the timely enhancement and release of quality
software and other services valuable to the members. Partners are also encouraged
to tender functional, technical, support or administrative staff members to the
Kuali Foundation for specific periods of time.

KRAD
Kuali
Rapid
Application Development

TODO

KRMS
Kuali
Management System

TODO

Rules

KS - Kuali Student

Delivers a means to support students and other users with a student-centric system
that provides real-time, cost-effective, scalable support to help them identify
and achieve their goals while simplifying or eliminating administrative tasks.
The high-level entities of person (evolving roles-student, instructor, etc.), time
(nested units of time - semesters, terms, classes), learning unit (assigned to any
learning activity), learning result (grades, assessments, evaluations), learning
plan (intentions, activities, major, degree), and learning resources (instructors,
classrooms, equipment). The concierge function is a self-service information
sharing system that aligns information with needs and tasks to accomplish goals.
The support for integration of locally-developed processes provides flexibility for
any institution's needs.

KSB – Kuali Service Bus

Provides an out-of-the-box service architecture and runtime environment for Kuali
Applications. It is the cornerstone of the Service Oriented Architecture layer of
the architectural reference framework. The Kuali Service Bus consists of:
• A services registry and repository for identifying and instantiating services
• Run time monitoring of messages
• Support for synchronous and asynchronous service and message paradigms

Kuali

1. Pronounced "ku-wah-lee". A partnership organization that produces a suite of
community-source, modular administrative software for Carnegie-class higher
education institutions. See also Kuali Foundation
2. (n.) A humble kitchen wok that plays an important role in a successful kitchen.

Kuali Foundation

Employs staff to coordinate partner efforts and to manage and protect the
Foundation's intellectual property. The Kuali Foundation manages a growing
portfolio of enterprise software applications for colleges and universities. A
lightweight Foundation staff coordinates the activities of Foundation members
for critical software development and coordination activities such as source code
control, release engineering, packaging, documentation, project management,
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software testing and quality assurance, conference planning, and educating and
assisting members of the Kuali Partners program.
Kuali Rice

Provides an enterprise-class middleware suite of integrated products that allow
both Kuali and non-Kuali applications to be built in an agile fashion, such
that developers are able to react to end-user business requirements in an
efficient manner to produce high-quality business applications. Built with Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) concepts in mind, KR enables developers to build
robust systems with common enterprise workflow functionality, customizable
and configurable user interfaces with a clean and universal look and feel, and
general notification features to allow for a consolidated list of work "action
items." All of this adds up to providing a re-usable development framework that
encourages a simplified approach to developing true business functionality as
modular applications.

L
Last Modified Date

The date on which the document was last modified (e.g., the date of the last action
taken, the last action request generated, the last status changed, etc.).

M
Maintenance Document

An e-doc used to establish and maintain a table record.

Message

The full description of a notification message. This is a specific field that can be
filled out as part of the Simple Message or Event Message form. This can also
be set by the programmatic interfaces when sending notifications from a client
system.

Message Queue

Allows administrators to monitor messages that are flowing through the Service
Bus. Messages can be edited, deleted or forwarded to other machines for
processing from this screen.

N
Namespace

A Namespace is a way to scope both Permissions and Entity Attributes Each
Namespace instance is one level of scoping and is one record in the system.
For example, "KRA" or "KC" or "KFS" could be a Namespace. Or you could
further break those up into finer-grained Namespaces such that they would roughly
correlate to functional modules within each application. Examples could be "KRA
Rolodex", "KC Grants", "KFS Chart of Accounts".
Out of the box, the system is bootstrapped with numerous Rice namespaces
which correspond to the different modules. There is also a default namespace of
“KUALI”.
Namespaces can be maintained at runtime through a maintenance document.

Note Text

A free-form text field for the text of a Note

Notification Content

This section of a notification message which displays the actual full message for
the notification along with any other content-type-specific fields.
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Notification Message

The overall Notification item or Notification Message that a user sees when she
views the details of a notification in her Action List. A Notification Message
contains not only common elements such as Sender, Channel, and Title, but also
content-type-specific fields.

O
OOTB

Stands for "out of the box" and refers to the base deliverable of a given feature
in the system.

Optimistic Locking

A type of “locking” that is placed on a database row by a process to prevent
other processes from updating that row before the first process is complete. A
characteristic of this locking technique is that another user who wants to make
modifications at the same time as another user is permitted to, but the first one
who submits their changes will have them applied. Any subsequent changes will
result in the user being notified of the optimistic lock and their changes will not
be applied. This technique assumes that another update is unlikely.

Optional
Attribute

Rule

Extension

An Extension Attribute that is not required in a Rule Template. It may or may
not be present in a Routing Rule created from the Template. It can be used as
a conditional element to aid in deciding if a Rule matches. These Attributes are
simply additional criteria for the Rule matching process.

Org Doc #

The originating document number.

Organization

Refers to a unit within the institution such as department, responsibility center,
campus, etc.

Organization Code

Represents a unique identifier assigned to units at many different levels within the
institution (for example, department, responsibility center, and campus).

P
Parameter Component Code

Code identifying the parameter Component.

Parameter Description

This field houses the purpose of this parameter.

Parameter Name

This will be used as the identifier for the parameter. Parameter values will be
accessed using this field and the namespace as the key.

Parameter Type Code

Code identifying the parameter type. Parameter Type Code is the primary key for
its’ table.

Parameter Value

This field houses the actual value associated with the parameter.

Parent Document Type

A Document Type from which another Document Type derives. The child type can
inherit certain properties of the parent type, any of which it may override. A Parent
Document Type may have a parent as part of a hierarchy of document types.

Parent Rule

A Routing Rule in KEW from which another Routing Rule derives. The child Rule
can inherit certain properties of the parent Rule, any of which it may override. A
Parent Rule may have a parent as part of a hierarchy of Rules.

Permission

Permissions represent fine grained actions that can be mapped to functionality
within a given system. Permissions are scoped to Namespace which roughly
correlate to modules or sections of functionality within a given system.
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A developer would code authorization checks in their application against these
permissions.
Some examples would be: "canSave", "canView", "canEdit", etc.
Permissions are aggregated by Roles.
Permissions can be maintained at runtime through a user interface that is capable
of workflow; however, developers still need to code authorization checks against
them in their code, once they are set up in the system.
Attributes
1. Id - a system generated unique identifier that is the primary key for any
Permission record in the system
2. Name - the name of the permission; also a human understandable unique
identifier
3. Description - a full description of the purpose of the Permission record
4. Namespace - the reference to the associated Namespace
Relationships
1. Permission to Role - many to many; this relationship ties a Permission record
to a Role that is authorized for the Permission
2. Permission to Namespace - many to one; this relationship allows for scoping
of a Permission to a Namespace that contains functionality which keys its
authorization checking off of said
Person Identifier

The username of an individual user who receives the document ad hoc for the
Action Requested

Person Role

Creates or maintains the list used in selection of personnel when preparing the
Routing Form document.

Pessimistic Locking

A type of lock placed on a database row by a process to prevent other processes
from reading or updating that row until the first process is finished. This technique
assumes that another update is likely.

Plugins

A plugin is a packaged set of code providing essential services that can be
deployed into the Rice standalone server. Plugins usually contains only classes
used in routing such as custom rules or searchable attributes, but can contain
client application specific services. They are usually used only by clients being
implemented by the ‘Thin Client’ method

Post Processor

A routing component that is notified by the workflow engine about various events
pertaining to the routing of a specific document (e.g., node transition, status
change, action taken). The implementation of a Post Processor is typically specific
to a particular set of Document Types. When all required approvals are completed,
the engine notifies the Post Processor accordingly. At this point, the Post Processor
is responsible for completing the business transaction in the manner appropriate
to its Document Type.
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Posted Date/Time Stamp

A free-form text field that identifies the time and date at which the Notes is posted.

Postal Code

Defines zip code to city and state cross-references.

Preferences

User options in an Action List for displaying the list of documents. Users can click
the Preferences button in the top margin of the Action List to display the Action
List Preferences screen. On the Preferences screen, users may change the columns
displayed, the background colors by Route Status, and the number of documents
displayed per page.

Primary Delegation

The Delegator turns over full authority to the Delegate. The Action Requests
for the Delegator only appear in the Action List of the Primary Delegate. The
Delegation must be registered in KEW or KIM to be in effect.

Principal

A Principal represents an Entity that can authenticate into the system. One can
roughly correlate a Principal to a login username. Entities can exist in KIM without
having permissions or authorization to do anything; therefore, a Principal must
exist and must be associated with an Entity in order for it to have access privileges.
All authorization that is not specific to Groups is tied to a Principal.
In other words, an Entity is for identity while a Principal is for access management.
Also note that an Entity is allowed to have multiple Principals associated with
it. The use case typically given here is that a person may apply to a school and
receive one log in for the application system; however, once accepted, they may
receive their official login, but use the same identity information set up for their
Entity record.

Processed

A routing status indicating that the document has no pending approval requests
but still has one or more pending acknowledgement requests.

R
Recipient Type
Required
Attribute

Rule

The type of entity that is receiving an Action Request. Can be a user, workgroup,
or role.
Extension

An Extension Attribute that is required in a Rule Template. It will be present in
every Routing Rule created from the Template.

Responsibility

See Responsible Party.

Responsibility Id

A unique identifier representing a particular responsibility on a rule (or from a
route module This identifier stays the same for a particular responsibility no matter
how many times a rule is modified.

Responsible Party

The Reviewer defined on a routing rule that receives requests when the rule
is successfully executed. Each routing rule has one or more responsible parties
defined.

Reviewer

A user acting on a document in his/her Action List and who has received an Action
Request for the document.

Rice

An abbreviation for Kuali Rice.

Role

Roles aggregate Permissions When Roles are given to Entities (via their
relationship with Principals) or Groups an authorization for all associated
Permissions is granted.
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Route Header Id

Another name for the Document Id.

Route Log

Displays information about the routing of a document. The Route Log is usually
accessed from either the Action List or a Document Search. It displays general
document information about the document and a detailed list of Actions Taken
and pending Action Requests for the document. The Route Log can be considered
an audit trail for a document.

Route Module

A routing component that the engine uses to generate action requests at a particular
Route Node. FlexRM (Flexible Route Module) is a general Route Module that
is rule-based. Clients can define their own Route Modules that can conduct
specialized Routing based on routing tables or any other desired implementation.

Route Node

Represents a step in the routing process of a document type. Route node
"instances" are created dynamically as a document goes through its routing process
and can be defined to perform any function. The most common functions are to
generate Action Requests or to split or join the route path.
• Simple: do some arbitrary work
• Requests: generate action requests using a Route Module or the Rules engine
• Split: split the route path into one or more parallel branches
• Join: join one or more branches back together
• Sub Process: execute another route path inline
• Dynamic: generate a dynamic route path

Route Path

The path a document follows during the routing process. Consists of a set of
route nodes and branches. The route path is defined as part of the document type
definition.

Route Status

The status of a document in the course of its routing:
• Approved: These documents have been approved by all required reviewers and
are waiting additional postprocessing.
• Cancelled: These documents have been stopped. The document’s initiator can
‘Cancel’ it before routing begins or a reviewer of the document can cancel it
after routing begins. When a document is cancelled, routing stops; it is not sent
to another Action List.
• Disapproved: These documents have been disapproved by at least one reviewer.
Routing has stopped for these documents.
• Enroute: Routing is in progress on these documents and an action request is
waiting for someone to take action.
• Exception: A routing exception has occurred on this document. Someone from
the Exception Workgroup for this Document Type must take action on this
document, and it has been sent to the Action List of this workgroup.
• Final: All required approvals and all acknowledgements have been received on
these documents. No changes are allowed to a document that is in Final status.
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• Initiated: A user or a process has created this document, but it has not yet been
routed to anyone’s Action List.
• Processed: These documents have been approved by all required users, and is
completed on them. They may be waiting for Acknowledgements. No further
action is needed on these documents.
• Saved: These documents have been saved for later work. An author (initiator)
can save a document before routing begins or a reviewer can save a document
before he or she takes action on it. When someone saves a document, the
document goes on that person’s Action List.
Routed By User

The user who submits the document into routing. This is often the same as the
Initiator. However, for some types of documents they may be different.

Routing

The process of moving a document through its route path as defined in its
Document Type. Routing is executed and administered by the workflow engine.
This process will typically include generating Action Requests and processing
actions from the users who receive those requests. In addition, the Routing process
includes callbacks to the Post Processor when there are changes in document state.

Routing Priority

A number that indicates the routing priority; a smaller number has a higher routing
priority. Routing priority is used to determine the order that requests are activated
on a route node with sequential activation type.

Routing Rule

A record that contains the data for the Rule Attributes specified in a Rule Template
It is an instance of a Rule Template populated to determine the appropriate
Routing. The Rule includes the Base Attributes, Required Extension Attributes,
Responsible Party Attributes, and any Optional Extension Attributes that are
declared in the Rule Template. Rules are evaluated at certain points in the routing
process and, when they fire, can generate Action Requests to the responsible
parties that are defined on them.
Technical considerations for a Routing Rules are:
• Configured via a GUI (or imported from XML)
• Created against a Rule Template and a Document Type
• The Rule Template and it’s list of Rule Attributes define what fields will be
collected in the Rule GUI
• Rules define the users, groups and/or roles who should receive action requests
• Available Action Request Types that Rules can route
• Complete
• Approve
• Acknowledge
• FYI
• During routing, Rule Evaluation Sets are “selected” at each node. Default is to
select by Document Type and Rule Template defined on the Route Node
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• Rules match (or ‘fire’) based on the evaluation of data on the document and
data contained on the individual rule
• Examples
• If dollar amount is greater than $10,000 then send an Approval request to Joe.
• If department is “HR” request
HR.Acknowledgers workgroup.
Rule Attribute

an

Acknowledgment

from

the

Rule attributes are a core KEW data element contained in a document that controls
its Routing. It participates in routing as part of a Rule Template and is responsible
for defining custom fields that can be rendered on a routing rule. It also defines
the logic for how rules that contain the attribute data are evaluated.
Technical considerations for a Rule Attribute are:
• They might be backed by a Java class to provide lookups and validations of
appropriate values.
• Define how a Routing Rule evaluates document data to determine whether or
not the rule data matches the document data.
• Define what data is collected on a rule.
• An attribute typically corresponds to one piece of data on a document (i.e dollar
amount, department, organization, account, etc.).
• Can be written in Java or defined using XML (with matching done by XPath).
• Can have multiple GUI fields defined in a single attribute.

Rule QuickLinks

A list of document groups with their document hierarchies and actions that can be
selected. For specific document types, you can create the rule delegate.

Rule Template

A Rule Template serves as a pattern or design for the routing rules. All of the
Rule Attributes that include both Required and _Optional_ are contained in the
Rule Template; it defines the structure of the routing rule of FlexRM. The Rule
Template is also used to associate certain Route Nodes on a document type to
routing rules.
Technical considerations for a Rule Templates are:
• They are a composition of Rule Attributes
• Adding a ‘Role’ attribute to a template allows for the use of the Role on any
rules created against the template
• When rule attributes are used for matching on rules, each attribute is associated
with the other attributes on the template using an implicit ‘and’ logic attributes
• Can be used to define various other aspects to be used by the rule creation GUI
such as rule data defaults (effective dates, ignore previous, available request
types, etc)
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S
Save

A workflow action button that allows the Initiator of a document to save their
work and close the document. The document may be retrieved from the initiator's
Action List for completion and routing at a later time.

Saved

A routing status indicating the document has been started but not yet completed or
routed. The Save action allows the initiator of a document to save their work and
close the document. The document may be retrieved from the initiator's action list
for completion and routing at a later time.

Searchable Attributes

Attributes that can be defined to index certain pieces of data on a document so that
it can be searched from the Document Search screen.
Technical considerations for a Searchable Attributes are:
• They are responsible for extracting and indexing document data for searching
• They allow for custom fields to be added to Document Search for documents
of a particular type
• They are configured as an attribute of a Document Type
• They can be written in Java or defined in XML by using Xpath to facilitate
matching

Secondary Delegation

The Secondary Delegate acts as a temporary backup Delegator who acts with the
same authority as the primary Approver/the Delegator when the Delegator is not
available. Documents appear in the Action Lists of both the Delegator and the
Delegate. When either acts on the document, it disappears from both Action Lists.
Secondary Delegation is often configured for a range of dates and it must be
registered in KEW or KIM to be in effect.

Service Registry

Displays a read-only view of all of the services that are exposed on the Service Bus
and includes information about them (for example, IP Address, or Endpoint URL).

Simple Node

A type of node that can perform any function desired by the implementer. An
example implementation of a simple node is the node that generates Action
Requests from route modules.

SOA

An acronym for Service Oriented Architecture.

Special Condition Routing

This is a generic term for additional route levels that might be triggered by various
attributes of a transaction. They can be based on the type of document, attributes of
the accounts being used, or other attributes of the transaction. They often represent
special administrative approvals that may be required.

Split Node

A node in the routing path that can split the route path into multiple branches.

Spring

The Spring Framework is an open source application framework for the Java
platform.

State

Defines U.S. Postal Service codes used to identify states.

Status

On an Action List; also known as Route Status. The current location of the
document in its routing path.
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Submit

A workflow action button used by the initiator of a document to begin workflow
routing for that transaction. It moves the document (through workflow) to the next
level of approval. Once a document is submitted, it remains in 'ENROUTE' status
until all approvals have taken place.

Superuser

A user who has been given special permission to perform Superuser Approvals
and other Superuser actions on documents of a certain Document Type.

Superuser Approval

Authority given Superusers to approve a document of a chosen Route Node. A
Superuser Approval action bypasses approvals that would otherwise be required
in the Routing. It is available in Superuser Document Search. In most cases,
reviewers who are skipped are not sent Acknowledge Action Requests.

Superuser Document Search

A special mode of Document Search that allows Superusers to access documents
in a special Superuser mode and perform administrative functions on those
documents. Access to these documents is governed by the user's membership in
the Superuser Workgroup as defined on a particular Document Type.

T
Thread pool

A technique that improves overall system performance by creating a pool of
threads to execute multiple tasks at the same time. A task can execute immediately
if a thread in the pool is available or else the task waits for a thread to become
available from the pool before executing.

Title

A short summary of the notification message. This field can be filled out as part
of the Simple Message or Event Message form. In addition, this can be set by the
programmatic interfaces when sending notifications from a client system.
This field is equivalent to the "Subject" field in an email.

U
URL

An acronym for Uniform Resource Locator.

User

A person who can log in and use the application. This term is synonymous with
“Principal” in KIM. "Whereas Entity Id represents a unique Person, Principal Id
represents a set of login information for that Person."

V
Viewer

A user(s) who views a document during the routing process. This includes users
who have action requests generated to them on a document.

W
Web Service Client

A type of client that connects to a standalone KEW server using Web Services.

Wildcard

A character that may be substituted for any of a defined subset of all possible
characters.

Workflow

Electronic document routing, approval and tracking. Also known as Workflow
Services or Kuali Enterprise Workflow (KEW). The Kuali infrastructure service
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that electronically routes an e-doc to its approvers in a prescribed sequence,
according to established business rules based on the e-doc content. See also Kuali
Enterprise Workflow.
Workflow Engine

The component of KEW that handles initiating and executing the route path of a
document.

Workflow QuickLinks

A web interface that provides quick navigation to various functions in KEW.
These include:
• Quick EDoc Watch: The last five Actions taken by this user. The user can select
and repeat these actions.
• Quick EDoc Search: The last five EDocs searched for by this user. The user can
select one and repeat that search.
• Quick Action List: The last five document types the user took action with. The
user can select one and repeat that action.

X
XML

See also XML Ingester.
1. An acronym for Extensible Markup Language.
2. Used for data import/export.

XML Ingester

A workflow function that allows you to browse for and upload XML data.

XML RuleAttribute

Similar in functionality to a RuleAttribute but built using XML only
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• [KULRICE-6703] - Change WorkflowRuleAttribute validate methods to return List<? extends
RemotableAttributeErrorContract>
• [KULRICE-6712] - Problem with radio groups in htmlControlAttribute
• [KULRICE-6714] - change assign* methods in RoleService to not throw RiceIllegalStateException
when rolemember already exists
• [KULRICE-6715] - create groovy folders to core-service modules to allow it to compile in eclipse
• [KULRICE-6716] - Add javax.servlet dependency to location module
• [KULRICE-6722] - RoleService assign methods don't check for inactive role members correctly
• [KULRICE-6723] - ResponsibilityService *ByTemplate methods not handling responsibility details
correctly
• [KULRICE-6733] - convert permission bo objects from groovy to java to test performance difference
• [KULRICE-6755] - Fix ExceptionRetryCountTest
• [KULRICE-6759] - Add manual flush method on the IdentityArchiveService.
• [KULRICE-6774] - Add information to install guide about how to run createproject.groovy to set up
a client application
• [KULRICE-6792] - Person Lookup not working in KIM embedded mode
• [KULRICE-6801] - TO_DATE sql function stripped from doc search sql for 'like', 'not like', and 'not
equal'
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Chapter 1. Global
The Kuali Community
It is important that you have a general understanding of how Rice is a part of a larger Kuali community
before you begin to use this as a reference.

Kuali Foundation
The Kuali Foundation employs staff to coordinate partner efforts and to manage and protect the
Foundation’s intellectual property. The Kuali Foundation manages a growing portfolio of enterprise
software applications for colleges and universities. A lightweight Foundation staff coordinates the
activities of Foundation members for critical software development and coordination activities such as
source code control, release engineering, packaging, documentation, project management, software testing
and quality assurance, conference planning, and educating and assisting members of the Kuali Partners
program.

Kuali Rice
Kuali Rice is a higher-education, community-source software project that is merely a spoke in the wheel
of the larger Kuali Community. The Kuali Community is the hub of a wheel of a growing number of
communities, each of which are made up of people and functions. Together they form a comprehensive
suite of open, modular and distributed administrative software systems that bring the proven functionality
of legacy applications to the ease and universality of online services. The Kuali Foundation serves them all,
with specific responsibilities related to keeping the wheel in motion. Each individual community shares
a similar organizational structure and some modular functionality while its components are able to stand
alone to perform unique functions. While all are designed for seamless integration with each other, each
project is made up of modules that offer a variety of implementation combinations to suit any Carnegieclass institution’s unique business needs.
Should you want to learn more detail about how the Rice community is organized, structured and operates
you should reference the Rice Charter which is available for review in the Foundation archives.

Licensing and Intellectual Property
Software License
Kuali Rice software is licensed under the Educational Community License, Version 2.0. You may obtain a
copy of the License here. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations.
If you have any questions about Kuali Intellectual property, please contact the Kuali Foundation at
licensing@kuali.org.

Contributors
TODO: Link to Third Party Licenses Page
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Documentation License
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.5 License. To view a copy of
this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, 543 Howard
Street, 5th Floor, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
You are free:
• to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work
• to make derivative works
• to make commercial use of the work under the following conditions:
• Attribution: You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the Kuali Foundation, author
and licensor.
• For any reuse or distribution, you must make the licensing terms of this work clear to others.
• Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder.
Your fair use and other rights are in no way affected by the aforementioned conditions.

How to Use This Guide
The table of contents leads you to headings and subtopic headings that provide information ranging from
simple notes to a thorough review of what to do and why, with frequent examples. Sequential tasks are
numbered, notes and action results are indented, and user interface element references are formatted to
enhance readability. Mouse pointer icons and callouts are used frequently to show you what to click on
at each process step.

User Guide Structure
Each chapter is comprised sections that correspond to modules within Rice. In order to reduce the required
effort for documentation maintenance, the documentation is structured so as to not repeat the same material
across various chapters.
Likewise, the chapters are designed to cross-reference appendices such as the Data Element Dictionary,
Glossary of Terms, Report Catalog and Index, to reduce redundant information within the chapter bodies
and give you one common location for information lookup.

Typographic Conventions
This document adheres to specific documentation standards and style conventions to optimize readability.
The formatting of text used to name user interface elements is typically bold to enhance visual
comprehension and improve usability.

Versioning
If you have received a printed copy of this user guide, please note that as Rice is improved and enhanced,
corresponding updated releases of the documentation are available online. To ensure you have the latest
and most current user guide at any time, consult the links from the Documentation page on the Rice web
site and compare the versioning.
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Electronic Navigation
Cross-references, indexes, and the electronic table of contents are provided wherever possible to allow for
efficient navigation to sections and subsections of instructional information (or external Web resources).
Each underlined topic functions as a hyperlink that causes a new section to appear.

Printed Documentation
User documentation made available for online viewing, download and printing may require the use
of Portable Document Format (PDF) reader software, such as Adobe Acrobat Reader. Refer to http://
www.adobe.com for complete instructions regarding downloading and installing this free software.

Note
A plug-in may be available to allow you to view .pdf documents in Web browsers as either .pdf or
HTML formats. Consult your Web browser's Help links to explore these viewing options. HTML
pages can be printed using your computer's default printer.

Common Features and Functions
Standard Buttons on Lookup Screens
Table 1.1. Standard Rice Buttons
Feature

Button

Description

Action List Button

Displays the Action List screen

Add Button

Use to add notes or attachments

Calendar Button

This button displays a pop-up
calendar from which you can
select a specific date. The date
you select is then automatically
entered in the field next to the
Calendar button.

Cancel Button

Returns you to the main menu
screen

Clear Button

Clears the content in all the fields
on this screen

Clear Save Searches Button

Clears all saved searches. (If you
give a search a name, you can save
it permanently. This button clears
all of those saved searches.)

Close Button

Closes a pop-up screen and
returns you to the previous screen

Create New Button

Displays a screen where you can
create a new document

Collapse All Button

Collapses an expanded list (in
other words, it hides the detailed
information below the main items
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Feature

Button

Description
in a list); use the Expand All
button to display the entire list
again.

Detailed Search Button

Opens the Detailed Search screen.
This lets you do searches for
documents using more specific
information.

Doc Search Button

Displays the Document Search
screen

Dropdown Arrow

Click the down-arrow on the right
end of the box to display a list of
options. Click an option in this list
to automatically put that item in
the field.

Error Mark

Symbol displayed by Rice when it
finds an error on a required screen
or field

Expand All Button

Expands a list (in other words,
it shows the detailed information
below each item in a list); use the
Collapse All button to hide the
detailed information again.

Field Lookup Button

Some fields have a magnifying
glass button so you can search for
information to put in that field.
Click the magnifying glass icon
to go to the Lookup screen where
you can do a search for that field.

Help Button

When you click a Help button,
a small window appears with
information about the field that
was next to the Help button.

Hide Button

Hides the contents of a tab, so
you only see the small tab itself;
use the Show button to display the
contents again.

Inquiry Button

Find the Inquiry button next to
some dropdown lists. Click it to
display more information about
the item in the dropdown field.
(Rice displays the information in
an Inquiry screen.)

Preferences Button

Allows you to customize the
appearance and features of your
screen

Search Button

Begins a Search using the
information you entered in the
search fields
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Feature

Button

Description

Show Button

Shows the contents of a tab;
use the Hide button to hide the
contents again.

Submit Button

Click this button to send this
screen’s information to Rice for
processing

Superuser Search Button

Click this button to search and
then use Superuser functions with
the search results.

Useful Screens Are Where You Need Them
One of the beauties of Rice is that it shows you just the screens and fields that are useful for your Rice
Role and the function you need. For example, if your Role in Rice lets you create new Rice documents,
then you can see a create new button on appropriate screens. If you click this button, you go directly to
the screen for creating new documents. People whose Role doesn’t create new documents aren’t bothered
with this button on their screens.
Screens with information or functions that can be used in many places in Rice are very conveniently
linked to those places, so useful screens are always at your fingertips. For example, screens that use Person
information display a link to the Person Lookup screen. This lets you search for the exact Person you
need and enter that Person’s information automatically on those screens. (In Rice, a Person is a set of
information about a real person or something that stands for real people, like a job title.)
Not only will you find links to a useful screen like Person Lookup on many other screens, but what you
see on that useful screen may depend on how you get to it. For example, if you go to the Person Lookup
screen from an Administration menu and search for a Person, the search results list has Actions in the left
column, and the link for each Person in the Actions column takes you to the edit screen for that Person.
On the other hand, if you go to a Person Lookup screen from other locations, the left column of your search
results list has a return value link. You can click this link on the row for the Person you need to close the
Person Lookup screen and automatically enter the information for that Person on the original screen (the
screen where you clicked the magnifying glass icon).

Common Functions
Entering Search Information
• Dates should be entered as mm/dd/yyyy.
• Wildcards in searches: You may use the asterisk (*) and the percent symbol (%) as wildcards in searches.
If you need more information about using wildcards in searches, do a search in your favorite Internet
search engine to find one of many explanations of wildcards.
• Range operators allowed on numbers and dates in searches: >, <, >=, <=, or ‘..’. All operators except
‘..’ should be before a date. Use operators to separate dates. If you need more information about using
range operators in searches, do a search in your favorite Internet search engine to find one of many
explanations of range operators in searches.
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Search Results
• Each column in your list of search results has a link on the header (the title of the column) for sorting.
Click the column title once to sort the search results list in ascending order by that column and click
again to sort it in descending order.
• Some fields have links to the Inquiry screen for that field. If you click the link, the inquiry appears in
a new window with information about that field.
• Click the return value link on a row to enter information from that row in your previous page. Select
return with no value or click the cancel button if you wish to go back to your previous page without
entering anything from your search list.

Maintenance Links
• The create new link in the upper left corner of the lookup screen displays a maintenance screen where
you can create a new record for this lookup type. For example, the create new button on a Person Lookup
screen takes you to the screen to create a new Person in Rice.
• On each row in your search results list, the Actions column displays edit and copy links:
• The edit link takes you to a maintenance screen for editing that record.
• The copy link takes you to a new document screen with information from that item already entered
in the fields for the new document.

Exporting Your Data
Below the list of search results, there are links for exporting the search results list to a different format.
Click:
• CSV to export the data as a comma-delimited file
• Spreadsheet to export the data as a spreadsheet
• Xml to export the data as xml

Lookup Wildcards
Rice allows you to use wildcards in the Lookup process. The available wildcards and their functions:

Table 1.2. Lookup Wildcards
Operator

Name

Compatible Data Precedence
Types

|

Or

All

Always

&&

And

All

Always

!

Not Equal to

String

1

If used repeatedly,
e.g.
!1031490!
1031491, an &&
is assumed, leading
to !1031490&&!
1031491

?, *

Like

String

7

? will match any
one character and
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Operator

Name

Compatible Data Precedence
Types

Notes
*
will
match
any number of
characters. These
will still be used if !
has been used, but
not if any of the
range criteria below
have been used.

>

Greater Than

String,
Date

Number, 3

<

Less Than

String,
Date

Number, 4

>=

Greater Than
Equal To

or String,
Date

Number, 5

<=

Less Than or Equal String,
To
Date

Number, 6

..

Greater Than or String,
Equal to and Less Date
Than or Equal to

Number, 2

Examples of how some of the wildcards operate:

Table 1.3. Account Number (String) Example of Wildcard Use
Wildcard

Action

>=1031490

Accounts with an account number greater than or
equal to 1031490

>1031490&&<1111500

Accounts with an account number greater than
1031490 and less than 1111500

>=1031490&&<=1111500

Accounts with an account number greater or equal
to 1031490 and less than or equal to 1111500

1031490..1111500

Accounts with an account number greater than or
equal to 1031490 and less than or equal to 1111500

103*

Accounts with an account number starting with 103

103?490

Accounts with an account number 1031490,
1032490, 1033490… The ? will match any one
character with 103 before it and 490 after it

1031490..1111500&&1123400

Accounts with an account number greater than or
equal to 1031490 and less than or equal to 1111500
and accounts with account number like 1123400

103149*|105167*

Accounts with an account number that starts with
103149 or 105167

103149|105167

Accounts with an account number that starts with
103149 or 105167

*1111*

Accounts with an account number with 1111
somewhere in it
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Wildcard

Action

!1031490&&!1031491

Accounts except those with account numbers
1031490 and 1031491

!1031490!1031491

Accounts except those with account numbers
1031490 and 1031491

Table 1.4. Proposal Number (String) Example of Wildcard Use
Wildcard

Action

>1031490&&<1111500

Proposals with a proposal number between 1031490
and 111500

103*

Will not parse as a number, so it will not be included
in criteria

Table 1.5. Create Date (Date) Example of Wildcard Use
Wildcard

Action

10/07/1976..10/07/1983

Accounts with a create date greater than or equal to
10/07/1976 and less than or equal to 10/07/1983

10*

Will not parse as a date, so will not be included in
criteria

Result Set Limits
Some lookups for certain business entities in Rice return different numbers of results than the system
default; as a result, system administrators may need to be able to limit this set of returned results on an
entity-by-entity basis.

Frequently Used Tabs
To make it easier to do your work, Rice often provides access to the same information from several screens.
Some of the most frequently used are described here:

Ad Hoc Recipients Tab
The Ad Hoc Recipients tab allows you to interrupt the normal workflow routing of a document and include
other individuals or groups in its routing path. Ad Hoc Routing does not replace the normal workflow
routing of the document; it adds people or groups to the normal routing.
The Ad Hoc Recipients tab has two sections: Person Requests and Ad Hoc Group Requests. Use one or
both of the sections to route the document to an additional person, group, or both.

Figure 1.1. Ad Hoc Recipients Tab
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Figure 1.2. Ad Hoc Recipients Tab: Person Requests

Table 1.6. Ad Hoc Recipients: Person Requests attributes
Field
Action Requested

Required field. Select the desired action from the
Action Requested list. The choices are APPROVE,
ACKNOWLEDGE, and FYI.

Person

Required when you want to route the document to
an individual. Enter a user ID or select it using the
UserID lookup button.

When you click the Add button, Rice adds this person to the routing path for this document.

Figure 1.3. Ad Hoc Recipients Tab: Group Requests Section

Follow the same guidelines as the Person Requests Section of the Ad Hoc Recipients Tab, using a group
instead of a person.

Table 1.7. Ad Hoc Recipients: Group Requests attributes
Field

Description

Namespace Code

Optional field. The Rice code for the Namespace
being acted upon.

Document Overview Tab
The Document Overview tab contains the short description for a document and two other optional fields.
This tab is used for many documents.

Figure 1.4. Document Overview Tab

Table 1.8. Document Overview Tab: Attributes
Field

Description

Description

Required field. Enter the short description for
the document. The description appears in Inquiry
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Field

Description
screens, standard reports, Action Lists, and
Document Searches as the primary identification for
a document.

Org Doc #

Optional field. Enter the Org Doc # assigned by your
institution. This number may provide departmental
or organizational information for the document.
This number is not the same as the Document
Number, which is assigned by Rice.

Explanation

Optional field. Enter a more detailed explanation
than the information supplied in the description
field.

Note and Attachments Tab
The Notes and Attachments tab has fields for user notes, attachments, and system-generated remarks about
the document. The number of notes and/or attachments for the current document is displayed on the tab,
in parentheses next to the tab title.

Figure 1.5. Notes and Attachments Tab

Table 1.9. Notes and Attachments Tab: Attributes
Field

Description

Posted Timestamp

Display-only field. The time and date when the
attachment or note was posted

Author

Display-only field. The full name of the user who
added the notes or attachments

Note Text

Required field.
document.

Attached File

Optional field. Select the file to attach by clicking
Browse and using Window's standard Choose File
dialog box. Click CANCEL if you want to clear the
file name that you select.

Actions

You have only one Action available if you are going
to add a note or attachment, which is to Add it. Click
the add button to add the note or attachment.

Route Log Tab
The Route Log tab displays details of the workflow status.

10
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Figure 1.6. Route Log Tab

Figure 1.7. Route Log Tab: ID Section

Table 1.10. Route Log Tab: ID Section Attributes
Field

Description

Title

A combination of the Document Type, Description,
and the Organization Document Number

Type

Type of transaction. The full name of the
transaction, used to identify this Document Type in
Workflow

Initiator

The User ID of the person who created the document

Status

Workflow document status

Node(s)

The steps that a document takes through the
different levels of routing are also referred to as
Route Nodes. This field shows the current Route
Node of the document.

Created

Time and date that the document was created

Last Modified

Time and date that the document was last modified

Last Approved

Time and date that the last action was taken on this
document

Finalized

Time and date that the document reaches Final,
Canceled, or Disapproved status

Figure 1.8. Route Log Tab: Future Action Requests Section
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Once a document is Saved or ENROUTE, this section shows the action requests that Workflow will
generate in the future, based on the information currently on the document.
Future requests appear in the order in which they are to occur.

Reporting an Issue with Kuali Rice
An issue is a problem or error that you see in Kuali Rice. When you report an issue, you help us improve
Rice and make it work better for everyone.
Thank you for taking the time to report this issue!

Step 1: Search for a Similar Issue
Kuali Rice keeps an online list of issues (bugs and suggested improvements and new features) using an
issue tracking application called Jira. Your first step is to find out if the issue you have has already been
reported by someone.
1. Go to the Jira Issue Navigator page to search through the issues that have already been reported
for Kuali Rice, looking for an issue like yours: https://test.kuali.org/jira/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?
mode=show&requestId=11791.
2. Find the Text Search section at the top of the of the Issue Navigator page.
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Figure 1.9. Jira Search: Query options

3. In the Query field of the Text Search section, enter some text that describes your issue. Try to use words
that other people would also use to describe this issue.
4. After you enter some text in the Query field, press the Enter key to begin the search.
5. In a moment or two, Issue Navigator displays all the existing issues that contain your Query text. These
are displayed in the main body of the page. Look through these to see if there is one that is similar
to your issue.
6. If you don’t find an issue similar to the one you want to report, try searching with different text in the
query field.
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7. If you do find an issue that is similar to the new one that you want to report, don’t enter a new
issue. Simply add a comment to that existing issue that describes any differences in your issue or adds
information about the issue.
8. After trying a few searches, if you don't find an issue that is similar to the one you want to report, please
proceed with the instructions below.

Step 2: Create an Issue in JIRA
If you didn’t find a similar issue on the Issue Navigator page, then please create a new issue in JIRA. (If you
are a developer, you also determined that this is an issue with Kuali Rice and not with your application.)
1. Go to Kuali JIRA (https://test.kuali.org/jira/secure/CreateIssue!default.jspa).
2. In the Project field, select Kuali Rice from the dropdown list.
3. Select the appropriate Issue Type from the dropdown list:
• For bugs, select Bug Fix.
• For enhancements, select either Improvement or, for something that’s not yet developed: New
Feature, as appropriate.
• DO NOT select Task.
4. Click the Next>> button.

Figure 1.10. Create New Jira: Initial Screen

Step 3: Fill Out Required Fields
Note
JIRA only displays fields that are appropriate to the Issue Type that you selected on the previous
page. You may not see all of the fields listed below, and the fields you see may be in a different
order. Complete the fields from this list that you do see.
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Only enter information in these fields:
• Summary: Enter a short, descriptive title for this issue.
• Application Requirement: Select the application for which this issue is a requirement.
• Description: Describe the issue in full. Provide enough information that the person who tries to fix this
issue can find it easily and understand the bug or the improvement or feature you are suggesting.
• Priority: Select the correct priority:
• Blocker: Blocks development and/or testing work, production cannot run.
• Critical: Crashes, loss of data, severe memory leak.
• Major: Major loss of function.
• Minor: Minor loss of function or other problem where an easy workaround is available.
• Trivial: Cosmetic problem like misspelled words or misaligned text.
• Affects Version/s: If this is a bug, select the version(s) of Rice in which it appears.
• Environment: Enter specific information about the operating system, software platform, and/or
hardware as appropriate for this issue. Ignore all other fields. Do not change them. Other people use
those fields. This screen print is from the Bug Fix screen. The screens for Improvement and for New
Feature are slightly different. The fields in which you need to enter information are highlighted in this
screen print.
Ignore all other fields. Do not change them. Other people use those fields.
This screen print is from the Bug Fix screen. The screens for Improvement and for New Feature are slightly
different. The fields in which you need to enter information are highlighted in this screen print.
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Figure 1.11. Creat New Jira: Detail Section
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Step 4: Save the Jira issue
After entering the information about the your issue, click the Create button at the bottom of the page. This
creates your issue in JIRA.
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Chapter 2. High-Level Features Guide
This document is planned as a high level overview of what the various modules of Rice have to offer.
For a more in depth view please refer to the User’s Guide or Technical Guide that we also provide. If
you don’t already have a Rice environment to use, please visit this site to download the latest version of
Rice for yourself.

Nervous System (KNS)
The Kuali Nervous System (KNS) is a software development framework aimed at allowing developers to
quickly build web-based business applications in an efficient and agile fashion. KNS is an abstracted layer
of "glue" code that provides developers easy integration with the other Rice components. In this scope,
KNS provides features to developers for dynamically generating user interfaces that allow end users to
search, view details about records, interact electronically with business processes, and much more. KNS
adds visual, functional, and architectural consistency to any system that is built with it, helping to ensure
easier and more efficient maintainability of your software.

Service Bus (KSB)
Kuali Service Bus (KSB) is a simple service bus geared towards easy service integration in a SOA
architecture. In a world of difficult to use service bus products KSB focuses on ease of use and integration.

Workflow (KEW)
Kuali Enterprise Workflow provides a common routing and approval engine that facilitates the automation
of electronic processes across the enterprise. The workflow product was built by and for higher education,
so it is particularly well suited to route mediated transactions across departmental boundaries. Workflow
facilitates distribution of processes out into the organizations to eliminate paper processes and shadow
feeder systems. In addition to facilitating routing and approval workflow can also automate processto-process related flows. Each process instance is assigned a unique identifier that is global across the
organization. Workflow keeps a permanent record of all processes and their participants for auditing
purposes.

Important Features of KEW
• Flexiable Routing
• Nodes
• By Document
• Actions
• Delegation
• Action List - regardless of what application is using KEW, a single action list is used as a single point
for a user to get access to any documents requiring their attention.
• Filters and Preferences - users level tools are provided to allow a user to quickly filter their action list
or to setup presentation preferences for setting up a personalized feel to their list.
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• eDocLite - eDocLite is a framework for developing and getting form based electronic documents,
backed by a flexible workflow, out to users in a rapid fashion

Important Features of PeopleFlow
PeopleFlow is a new feature in Rice 2.0, that enables simple routing of actions and notifications based on
business rules. PeopleFlow can be integrated with enterprise-wide workflow management in KEW, or can
be used without KEW, with the Kuali Rules Management System (KRMS) engine that is also new in Rice
2.0. This offers a light-weight way to manage business rules and routing across applications.

Notification (KEN)
Kuali Enterprise Notification (KEN) acts as a broker for all university business related communications by
allowing end-users and other systems to push informative messages to the campus community in a secure
and consistent manner. All notifications are processed asynchronously and are delivered to a single list
where other messages such as workflow related items (KEW action items) also reside. In addition, endusers can configure their profile to have certain types of messages delivered to other end points such as
email, mobile phones, etc.

Important Features of KEN
• Channels - A channel is a stream used to organize notifications by topic or audience. These channels
can be self-subscribed to by the user or pushed out automatically to users.
• Priority - each notification is given a priority of importance to determine how the notification is
presented.

Identity Management (KIM)
Kuali Enterprise Notification (KEN) acts as a broker for all university business related communications by
allowing end-users and other systems to push informative messages to the campus community in a secure
and consistent manner. All notifications are processed asynchronously and are delivered to a single list
where other messages such as workflow related items (KEW action items) also reside. In addition, endusers can configure their profile to have certain types of messages delivered to other end points such as
email, mobile phones, etc.

Rules Management System (KRMS)
Kuali Rule Management System (KRMS) is a common rules engine for defining decision logic, commonly
refereed to as business rules. KRMS facilities the creation and maintenance of rules outside of an
application for rapid update and flexible implementation that can be shared across applications.

Important Features of KRMS
• Includes a repository for storing business rules in a database, accessible remotely via web services
• Provides user interface that sits on top of the rule repository and allows for authoring of business rules
• UI contains numerous plug points and ability to allow for custom attributes and data elements to be
collected during rule authoring (i.e. associating organizational codes with business rules, etc.)
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• An execution engine which can be embedded inside of the client application but which loads rules for
execution from the remote rule repository
• The ability to plug in other sources for business rules into the KRMS execution model
• The business rule model supports the following concepts
• Business Rule - decision logic that is used by an operational system, consists of a "condition" and
an "action"
• Condition - made of multiple propositions that evaluate to true or false, combined using Boolean
algebra (such as AND, OR, NOT)
• Proposition - a function that evaluates to true or false, potentially made up of term evaluations or
custom functions
• Term - defines a piece of business data that can be used in the construction of proposition (i.e. student
GPA, account number, salary, etc.)
• Action - is executed when a rule evaluates to true, can contain any arbitrary logic which (i.e. route an
approval request, raise a validation message, send a notification, etc.)
• Agenda - an execution plan for a set of rules
• Context - contains multiple agendas and business rules, typically tied to some logical module or
component of an application (i.e. a context containing agendas and business rules or Proposal
Development in Kuali Coeus)
• The execution engine is invoked by passing context and agenda selection criteria (which it will use to
go to the remote rule repository and load the appropriate rules) as well as a set of "facts"
• a fact is a value for an instance of a term (i.e. "student id" might be the term but "student id = 123456"
is a fact)
• In general, the majority of KRMS is pluggable as well, there are features built in for what we are calling
"term resolution" where certain terms can be derived based on values for other terms/facts that are
supplied to the rule execution engine.
• Has built-in integration with KEW at the moment for doing routing rules these integrations though are
built in using the standard "Action" capability that KRMS provides, so you can really integrate it with
anything through the use of custom actions

Rapid Application Development (KRAD)
New for Rice 2.0, Kuali Rapid Application Development (KRAD) is a framework that eases the
development of enterprise web applications by providing reusable solutions and tooling that enables
developers to build in a rapid and agile fashion. KRAD is a complete framework for web developers that
provides infrastructure in all the major areas of an application (client, business, and data), and integrates
with other modules of the Rice middleware project. In future releases, KNS will be absorbed into and
replaced by KRAD.

Important Features of KRAD
• User Interface Framework (UIF) components
• Built upon a rich JQuery library of standards that, among other items, includes
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• Light-boxes
• Messages and Notifications
• Progressive Dsiclosure
• Client Side Validation
• Table Tools
• Themes
• AJAX Enabled Fields
• More UI Flexibility
• No longer limited to the "vertical" tab layouts of KNS
• Improved Configuration and Tooling
• Inquiries
• Lookups
• Maintenance Documents
• Transactional
• Web MVC
• Rules
• Data Dictionary Enhancements
• Min, Max, Valid Characters
• Conditional Constraints
• Custom Constraints
• Lookup Constraints
• Business objects
• Improved Accessibility of Rice and its components
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Channels
Notification Channel
A notification channel is a communication stream used as a means to organize notifications by topic or
audience. Users and groups can subscribe to a channel to receive the notifications that interest them.
You can think of a notification channel as being like a television channel. Producers put messages on a
channel, like producers at television stations air programs. Subscribers receive the messages, like television
viewers watch the programs. Unlike a television program, a message sent on a channel will wait for you
to read it; you do not need to be actively reading the channel to avoid missing a message.
Each channel has the following attributes:
• ID – This numeric value is used in various tables to identify the channel. Each channel must have a
unique ID, but there is no requirement for the IDs to be consecutive or to start with a particular value.
• Name – This is the text displayed to the user in the user interface. Each channel must have a unique
name.
• Description – This is text which further describes the channel.
• Subscription Flag – This flag identifies whether users can adjust their subscription status on the
channel. If “Yes”, users can see the channel in the “Channel Subscriptions” form and change their
subscription status. If “No”, a user’s subscription to the channel is managed by other means (for example,
group membership).
• Producers – This is a list of users who are authorized to send notifications on the channel.
• Default Recipient List – This is a list of users and groups who will receive notifications sent to the
channel, regardless of channel subscriptions or notification-specific recipients.
• Reviewers – This is a list of users who are responsible for approving notifications sent to the channel.

Managing Channels
There is no user interface page to manage channels at this time.

Notification Channel Subscriptions
Subscribing to a notification channel causes all notifications sent on the channel to be delivered to the
subscriber, regardless of the list of users or groups specified as recipients of the notification.
Subscriptions are divided into two categories:
• Subscribers – Users can subscribe to any channel where the Subscription Flag is set to “Yes”.
• Default Recipients – Each channel has a list of users and groups that receive all channel notifications.

Managing Subscribers
Users can manage their subscriptions to channels where the Subscription Flag is Yes using the Channel
Subscriptions form. On the Main Menu, click the Channel Subscriptions link in the Notification box:
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Figure 3.1. Notification Channel: Channel Subscriptions

This displays the list of channels that allow the user to manage their subscriptions:

Figure 3.2. Chanel Subscriptions: Manage
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Click the Subscribe button for a channel to subscribe to a channel for which you are not already subscribed.
Click the Unsubscribe button to cancel your subscription to the channel.

Notification Priority
The priority of a notification indicates its importance. It has no effect on how KEN processes the
notification, but KEN can use it when delivering a message to determine how to present the notification.
Each priority has these attributes:
• ID – This numeric value defines the order that KEN displays the priorities in the user interface. The
lowest ID is displayed at the top of the selection field and is the default value. The remaining priorities
are listed in the selection field in ascending ID order. Each priority must have a unique ID, but there is
no requirement for the IDs to be consecutive or to start with a particular value.
• Name – This is the text displayed to the user in the user interface. Each priority must have a unique name.
• Description – This text further describes the priority.
• Order – This numeric value determines the relative importance of the priority, with lower order numbers
indicating a higher importance. Although not required, each priority should have a unique order value.
There is no requirement for the order values to be consecutive or to start with a particular value.
• Version – This numeric value lets you perform optimistic locking on the database row. It is initialized
to one when the row is created and should be incremented each time the row is updated.
By default, three priorities are defined in KEN:

Table 3.1. Notification: Priority Attributes
ID

Name

Description

Order

1

Normal

Normal priority

2

2

Low

A low priority

3

3

High

A high priority

1

Managing Priorities
There is no user interface page to manage priorities, so changes to the list of priorities must be made by
a programmer using SQL. See the KEN section of the Technical Reference Guide for further information
on this topic.
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Chapter 4. KEW
Kuali Enterprise Workflow: Overview
Kuali Enterprise Workflow, or KEW, is a module of Kuali Rice. KEW provides useful features for
automatically sending documents to people for approval or action using workflows, managing the
documents you receive through these workflows, searching for documents, and checking information about
documents that have been in a workflow. KEW is built by and for higher education institutions and is
especially designed for automatically routing work across departmental boundaries.
Using KEW you can:
• Automatically send (route) documents to individuals, groups, or roles (people who do a particular
function) using workflows
• Create rules to automatically route documents based on the content of the document
• Change routing rules, and the documents affected by your changes are rerouted immediately
• Attach notes and other files to documents in workflows
• Build forms easily and use them in workflows
• Search for documents based on workflow information and some content in the document
• Check the history of documents and the people who took part in the workflow for each document
• Delegate items in a workflow to another person • Create and update groups for workflows
• Customize the email messages that are sent when someone needs to take an action for a workflow
• Choose whether or not you receive an email message when you have a new action item from a workflow
• Integrate KEW with the Kuali Service Bus (KSB) for routing documents
Your institution may use some or all of these KEW features. Your institution may also use some of these
KEW features and combine them with other non-Kuali applications, such as an application that manages
users and/or groups, or an application that manages notes or attachments.
Information Sources: http://kew.kuali.org/

What is KEW?
Kuali Enterprise Workflow provides a common routing and approval engine that facilitates the automation
of electronic processes across the enterprise. The workflow product was built by and for higher education,
so it is particularly well suited to route mediated transactions across departmental boundaries. Workflow
facilitates distribution of processes out into the organizations to eliminate paper processes and shadow
feeder systems. In addition to facilitating routing and approval, workflow can also automate process
to process related flows. Each process instance is assigned a unique identifier that is global across the
organization. Workflow keeps a permanent record of all processes and their participants.

KEW Features
• Flexible Workflow Engine - Support for sequential, parallel and dynamic routing paths. Extensible
architecture allows for easy customization.
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• Content-Based Routing - Routing decisions can be made based on XML document content. XPath and
other XML tools can be used to determine routing without writing code.
• Pluggable Components - Components can be deployed to the system at runtime using Plugins. Hot
deployable class loading space provides a robust enterprise ready deployment environment for workflow
code.
• People in the Routing Process - Documents can be routed to individuals, groups or roles.
• Action List - Displays a list of each user's pending items which require his/her attention, such as
documents which are awaiting approval. Users can configure whether they receive emails when the
document enters their Action List.
• Document Search and Route Log - Allows users to search for documents and see an audit trail of what
has happened to the document during its life cycle.
• Document Search Customization - Document based content can be associated with workflow data and
searched on using our Document Search screens. Have a single place for all of your workflow document
searches.
• EDocLite - EDocLite allows quick document building and integration with workflow using only XML.
• Rules System - Provides a mechanism for defining business rules which govern how a document
routes. Rule screens give functional users ability to maintain the business rules for their applications.
Documents affected by rule changes are re-routed real time.
• Notes and Attachments - Notes and Attachments can be attached to documents using KEW's notes
and attachments services out of the box. Institution based attachment and note services can be used by
overriding our default services.
• Person Services - Maintains users of the system. You can use the Out-of-the-Box service or override
with your institution's user services.
• Group Services - Maintains groups of users. You can use the Out-of-the-Box service or override with
your institution's group services.
• Transactions - All transactions and documents route in a JTA transaction.
• Web Service API - All system functions are available through Web Service APIs.
• Security - Web service calls can be authorized using digital signatures.
• Scalability - Can be clustered and run on multiple machines to allow for horizontal scalability.
• Embeddable Engine - Workflow engine can be embedded in an application as well as ran as a
standalone service.
• Embeddable Web Application - Web portion can be embedded in an application as a Struts module.
Run the Action List, Document Search, Route Log, Rules System and more from within your application
with minimal effort.
• Service Bus Integration - Integration with the Kuali Service Bus (KSB). Override any service from
within workflow by having workflow grab the service from the bus or use workflow's pluggable
components to deploy bus enabled services.
• JMX Support - A set of management functions are exposed through JMX.
• Spring Based Integration - KEW is designed with Spring based integration in mind.
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Why Use KEW?
• Provides a single action list for the constituents of the organization to see work that requires their
attention
• Establishes a configurable way for service providers to define their processes, allowing them to alter
those processes over time to reflect organizational change
• Promotes transparency of processes to the institution so that people can seamlessly see the status, actors,
and the history of any institutional process which leverages KEW as its workflow engine

PeopleFlow - a new KEW feature
PeopleFlow is our Kuali Rice instantiation of the "maps" concept included in the original Coeus. For all
intents and purposes it's a prioritized list of people to send requests to. Essentially, it's like a mini peoplebased workflow that doesn't require you to specify a KEW node in the document type for each individual
who might need to approve or be notified. You can define "Stops" in a PeopleFlow, where everything in
the same stop proceeds in parallel, but all must be done within the stop before proceeding to the next stop.
You can call/execute a PeopleFlow from within a KEW workflow node directly, or you can invoke
the Kuali Rules Managment System (KRMS) engine from an application and any PeopleFlows that get
selected during rule execution, defined in a KRMS agenda, will be called. In this way, you can integrate
business rules across applications and workflows.
The same PeopleFlow that defines a routing order among a set of persons, groups or roles can be called by
KRMS rules, with the KRMS rules defining which type of request to pass to the PeopleFlow (for example,
an "approval" routing action or a "notification").
KRMS is also a new feature in Rice 2.0. See the KRMS Users' Guide for more information on KRMS.

Creating a new PeopleFlow
You can define a PeopleFlow (simple workflow) via a maintenance document. In the Kuali Rice portal on
the main tab there is a Workflow category, and PeopleFlow is in that category. Select it:

Figure 4.1. PeopleFlow selection on the Main tab in the Kuali Portal
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You can search for a PeopleFlow to copy from and modify (be sure to give it a new unique name) or can
create a new one (see the top right of the lookup screen).
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Figure 4.2. PeopleFlow Lookup
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Below is a view of the user interface to create a new PeopleFlow:

Figure 4.3. PeopleFlow - Create New

The view below shows that some sections are collapsed, and also shows additional attributes that are
required based on the user's selection of a type. This is an example of the Kuali Rapid Application
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Development (KRAD) framework's support of progressive disclosure, only showing these additional type
attribute fields if/when they are required:
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Figure 4.4. PeopleFlow - Create New (with additional type attributes)

And below is a view of just the PeopleFlow Members section - expanded - after adding two stops:
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Figure 4.5. PeopleFlow - Create New - with 2 stops added

PeopleFlows that you create can be called by rules, with the rules determining whether the PeopleFlow
will be called for an action (such as approvals) or for notifications. These PeopleFlows (similar to the
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Coeus concept of "maps") can be integrated with the new Kuali Rules Management System (KRMS), with
KEW workflows, or with other custom-built applications.

Actions
Action List Guide
The Action List page includes your:
• Action List
• Outbox
• Action List Filter
• Preferences
In the Kuali Rice portal, the Action List button is available in the upper left hand corner of the screen
on most pages.
Your institution may have KEW links inside other applications, such as Kuali Financial Systems (KFS).
KFS may display an Action List button at the top left of the KFS page like this:

Figure 4.6. Kuali Portal: Action List Button

Clicking an Action List link or button displays your Action List page. This is a sample KEW Action List;
your institution’s may look somewhat different:
On your Action List page is the list of documents on which you need to take an action, such as Approve,
Disapprove, or Acknowledge, and those which you have already completed. These are your action requests.
Action requests that someone has delegated to you are also listed on your Action List page. Note: You can
only see the Action List for the person who is logged into KEW or another Kuali application.
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You can click the title at the top of a column to sort all of your action requests by the information in that
column. For example, if you click the column title, Type, KEW sorts your action requests by their Type.
On your Action List, you can see this information about the documents on which you need to take action:
• Id: A unique, system-generated ID for each document
• When you click a Document Id, KEW displays the actions you can take on this document, such
as Blanket Approve, Complete, Approve, Disapprove, and Cancel. The actions you can take are
determined by the document’s Type.
• Based on your institution’s setup, you may see a Show button in the Document Id column. Click the
Show button to see a summary of the document.
• Type: The document’s type determines the actions you can take on it.
• Title: The title that the initiator gives to the document. Your institution may have standards for document
titles that give you specific information about that document.
• Status: The current location of the document in its routing path. The Status may be:
• Approved: These documents have been approved by all required reviewers and are waiting for
additional post-processing.
• Cancelled: These documents have been stopped. The document’s initiator can Cancel it before
routing begins, or a reviewer of the document can cancel it after routing begins. When a document is
cancelled, routing stops; it is not sent to another Action List.
• Disapproved: These documents have been disapproved by at least one reviewer. Routing has stopped
for these documents.
• Enroute: Routing is in progress on these documents and an action request is waiting for someone
to take action.
• Exception: A routing exception has occurred on this document. Someone with the appropriate KIM
Permission (or someone from the Exception Group for this Document Type, although this feature
is deprecated) must take action on this document, and it has been sent to the Action List of this
workgroup.
• Initiated: A user or a process has created this document, but it has not yet been routed to anyone’s
Action List.
• Processed: These documents have been approved by all required users, and their post-processing
is completed. They may be waiting for Acknowledgements. No further action is needed on these
documents.
• Saved: These documents have been saved for later work. An author (initiator) can save a document
before routing begins, or a reviewer can save a document before he or she takes action on it. When
someone saves a document, the document goes on that person’s Action List.
• Final: All required approvals and all acknowledgements have been received on these documents. No
changes are allowed to a document that is in Final status.
• Action Requested: The action that you have been asked to take on a document, such as to Approve it.
• Initiator: The person who created this document in KEW. Click the initiator’s name to see information
about the initiator, including (depending on the initiator's privacy preferences):
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• Principal Id and Name
• Entity Id
• Affiliations
• Names
• Phone Numbers
• Email Addresses
• Group and Role memberships
• Delegator: If someone else has given authority in KEW for you to take action on their action requests,
their name appears in this column. KEW displays both primary and secondary delegates this way on your
Action List. There are two types of delegate in KEW, you may be a Primary Delegate or a Secondary
Delegate:
• Primary Delegate: The delegator turns over his or her full authority to a primary delegate. The Action
Requests for the delegator only appear in the Action List of the primary delegate.
• Secondary Delegate: The secondary delegate acts as a temporary backup and has the same authority
as the delegator when the delegator is not available to take action. Documents appear in the Action
Lists of both the delegator and the delegate. When either acts on the document, it disappears from
both Action Lists. People often have a secondary delegate who takes care of their action requests
when they are out of the office.
• Date Created: The date and time the document for this action request was created.
• Group Request: When you receive an action request because you are part of a group, KEW displays
the name of the group in this column. Only one member of a group is required to complete an action
request. Click the group name on your Action List to see more details, including:
• Group Id
• Group Name
• Group Active Indicator
• Group Members and their user names
• Actions: For documents that you receive only for your information (they don’t require that you take
any further action), there is a dropdown menu in the Actions column. You can use this menu to agree
that you’ve received the document for information purposes: Select FYI, then click the Take Actions
button at the bottom of the page.
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Figure 4.7. Action List

• Log: (also known as the Route Log) Click the paper/magnifying glass icon in the Log column to display
the Route Log page. This page has details about the routing path and Actions Taken on this document.
Learn more about this information in the Route Log Guide. A sample Route Log page:
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Figure 4.8. Route Log
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If enabled for a particular document, messages can also be logged through the route log tab (or page).
This allows users to add a deferral message or other message that will be reflected in the routing without
taking an action on the document.
This function is enabled by KIM permissions. These permissions have template 'Add Message to Route
Log' which takes a document type name as a detail. The bootstrap dataset contains one permission with this
template and document type detail 'KualiDocument', however this permission is not granted to any role.
This means the functionality will be disabled until the permission is assigned or another permission record
with this template and for another document type is created and assigned. When matching permissions
for a particular document type the document type hierarchy is considered. Permission records for children
document types will override any permission record for its parents.
For example, if we wanted to enable the feature on all KualiDocuments except document type 'Foo', we
would first grant the permission with document type detail 'KualiDocument' to a role. Then we would
create an additional permission with template 'Add Message to Route Log' and document type detail 'Foo'.
For the second permission we do not assign any roles.
By granting these permission(s) to one of the derived workflow roles we can enable this feature to users
who have active routing requests. Examples of such roles are KR-WKFLW Approve Request Recipient
and KR-WKFLW Acknowledge Request Recipient.

Action List Preferences
You can customize the appearance and features of your Action List using the Action List Preferences page
on KEW. To display this page, click the Preferences button at the top of the Action List page or click the
User Preferences link in the Workflow pane of the Main Menu tab. Action List page:

Figure 4.9. Action List: Preferences Button

This displays the Action List Preferences page, where you can make choices about how KEW displays
and refreshes (updates) your Action List and about how and when you receive email reminders about your
new action requests:
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Figure 4.10. Action List Preference Page
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The Action List Preferences page has four sections:

Action List Preferences: General Section
Figure 4.11. Action List Preferences: General section

• In the General section of the Action List Preferences page, you can set the Automatic Refresh Rate for
your Action List. Your action requests come in from the server and your Actions Taken are sent to the
server each time KEW refreshes (updates) your Action List page. You only see changes to your Action
List when KEW refreshes it.
• Depending on the network and computers at your workplace, your computer may or may not slow down
when KEW refreshes your Action List. If a refresh slows down your computer, you may decide to set
the Automatic Refresh Rate for a longer period, such as 10 or 15 minutes.
• The Action List Page Size tells KEW how many action requests to display at once on your Action List
page.
• The Delegator Filter field lets you decide where to show action requests for which you are a secondary
delegate. You can choose to have KEW display these action requests on your Action List page or
not, using this dropdown menu. If you do not display action requests on which you are the Secondary
Delegate on your Action List page, you can only see them on a Filter Page (see Filter, below).
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Action List Preferences: Fields Displayed
Figure 4.12. Action List Preferences: Fields Displayed section

• You determine which fields are displayed on your Action List page using this section of the Action List
Preferences page. Place a checkmark in the box next to fields that you want to display on your Action
List page. (Click the box to checkmark it and click it again to un-checkmark it, and vice versa.)
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Action List Preferences: Document Route Status Colors
Figure 4.13. Action List Preferences: Document Route Status Colors Section

• In this section of the Action List Preferences page, you can choose a color for each different Status of
action requests. This can help you quickly find action requests on which you need to take action.
For example, if you set these colors for these routing status levels:
• Green for Saved status
• Red for Approved status
• Blue for Exception status
Your Action List Preferences page looks like this:
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Figure 4.14. Action List Preferences: Document Route Status Colors Example

Click the Save button at the bottom of the page to make these changes in your Action List.
Action Lists your color changes by Status:
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Figure 4.15. Action List Preferences: Document Route Status Colors Action List
Example
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Action List Preferences: Email Notifications
Figure 4.16. Action List Preferences: Email Notifications Preferences

The fields used to maintain email preferences are located in a new “Email Notification Preferences”
section at the bottom of the Workflow Preferences screen. The “Email Notification Preferences” section
accommodates two new options and allows selection of how and when to receive reminder emails on items
sent to the Action List.
In this section, one can select whether or not to receive emails as the Primary Delegate, as the Secondary
Delegate, and also set the Default Email Notification preference (None, Daily, Weekly, or Immediate). If
you are NOT a Primary or Secondary Delegate, you can leave those fields as unchecked.
You can choose to get email reminders on one of these Default Email Notification schedules:
• None (KEW won’t send you any email reminders for your Action List.)
• Daily (If you have any new action requests, KEW sends you an email reminder once a day.)
• Weekly (If you have any new action requests, KEW sends you an email reminder once a week.)
• Immediately (KEW sends you an email reminder as soon as you receive a new action request on a
document. This is the default – the setting when you start to use KEW.)
The first new option allows overriding of the ‘Default Email Notification’ preference and setting of
different frequencies to receive notifications based on the document type of the action request (Timesheet,
EPTO, Hire Employee eDoc, Create Additional Pay eDoc, Requisition, etc.).
The parameters set for the default email notification and document-type notification work together to
determine when a given action item is included in the immediate, daily, or weekly email reminders.
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If one sets a ‘Default Email Notification’ without any ‘Document Type Notifications,’ then emails are sent
(or not sent), based on the default selection.
The second new option allows one to turn notifications on or off based on the request type (Complete,
Approve, Acknowledge, or FYI) when “Immediate” is set as the ‘Default Email Notification.’

Figure 4.17. Action List Preferences: Document Type Notifications

However, adding a ‘Document Type Notification’ that is different from the ‘Default Email Notification,’
forces the document-type notification to take precedence. This allows users to customize by documenttype for email reminders. For example:
• If ‘Immediate’ is set as the ‘Default Email Notification,’ but a document-type rule is set to ’None’ for
the Maintain Time Assignment eDoc; then no email notifications are sent for that specific document.
• If ‘Daily’ is the ‘Default Email Notification,’ and a document-type rule is added to receive ‘Weekly
notifications for the Hire Employee eDoc; then for that document, the only action request email received
is a Weekly reminder.
• If ‘None’ is set as the ‘Default Email Notification,’ and a document-type rule is added to receive “Daily”
notifications for EPIC Purchase Orders; then for that document, the only action request email received
is a Daily reminder.
In addition, when the ‘Default Email Notification’ is set to “Immediate” one can use the Send Email
Notifications For option to decide whether or not to receive notifications by request-type.
All four of the request-types are already “checked” by default in your Workflow Preferences screen.

Figure 4.18. Action List Preferences: Action Requested Email Notification

When an action request is received, and the preference is set to receive an immediate reminder, the system
checks to ensure that the request-type checkbox is turned-on (checked) before an email is sent.
This allows these checkboxes to be used as a switch to ‘turn-on or turn-off’ the “immediate” email
reminders for a given request type. For example:
• To stop the receipt of Acknowledgement emails when your preference is set to receive “Immediate”
reminders, just uncheck the “Acknowledge” checkbox.
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Remember, all of these preferences and settings are on your Action List Preferences page.

Action List Refresh and Filter
Refresh
As described above, you can use the Action List Preferences page to tell KEW to automatically update
(refresh) the information on your Action List on a regular schedule, such as every 15 minutes. You can
also click the Refresh button near the top of your Action List page to update the page at any time.

Filter
If you have a large Action List, the Filter function can help you by displaying only action requests of certain
types. To use the Filter function, click the Filter button in the top right corner of your Action List page:
This displays the Action List Filter page:
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Figure 4.19. Action List Filter Page

Keys to using the Action List Filter:
• Each of the fields on the Action List Filter page is called a criteria. You can choose to display only the
action requests that are the same as one or more criteria, or you can choose to display all action requests
except those that are the same as one or more criteria. You can also use some criteria to display action
requests and some to not display action requests.
• If you want the filter to display action requests that meet one or more criteria, then just enter those
criteria in the appropriate fields (field descriptions are below). Leave the Exclude? checkboxes blank
for these criteria.
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• If you want the filter to display only the action requests that don’t match one or more criteria, then
checkmark the Exclude? checkbox for each of these criteria. This tells KEW not to display action
requests that match these criteria.
• When you’ve selected the criteria you want to use in your filter, click the Filter button at the bottom of
the Action List Filter page. KEW displays your Action List filtered in the way you requested.
• To display all action requests on your Action List page again, click the Clear button at the bottom of
the Action List Filter page or the Clear Filter button at the top of your Action List page.
• To undo your most recent filter criteria, click the Reset button at the bottom of the Action List Filter
page. This returns you to the list of Action Requests that met your previous set of filter criteria.

Note
Note: The filter is case sensitive – use upper and lower case (capital letters and small letters)
exactly the same as the item you’re filtering. For example, if an actual document title is Travel
Doc 2, then you must type this in the Document Title field with a capital letter at the beginning of
each word, exactly like the real document title. If you type it as travel doc 2, then the filter won’t
recognize this document because the capitalization is different.

Filter Criteria:
• Document Title: The title given to the document when it was created.
• Document Route Status: The current routing Status of the document. You may filter for documents
with these routing statuses:
• All: Selecting All causes KEW to display all documents that have been submitted for routing. If you
select All and Exclude (for the Document Route Status criteria), then KEW displays only documents
that are in Initiated status.

Note
Documents that are in Initiated Status have not yet been submitted for routing.
• Approved
• Disapproved
• Enroute
• Exception
• Processed
• Saved
• Action Requested: The action you need to take on a document. You may filter your action requests
by these Action Requests:
• All: matches all Action Requested types
• Acknowledge
• Approve
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• Complete
• FYI
• Action Requested Group: You may filter your action requests by the group to which the action requests
were sent. For example, if you are a member of two groups, you might use this filter to display only the
action requests you’ve received as part of one of those groups.
• Document Type: Use this to filter based on Document Type.
• The document’s type tells KEW who needs to take what action on that document. This determines
where KEW routes the document.
• You can use the Type filter to display only documents of one type, or to display all of your documents
except one type. Click the checkbox next to Exclude? if you do NOT want to display the selected
Type.
• To choose a Type for your filter, click the magnifying glass icon on the Type row. This takes you
to the Document Type Lookup page.
Enter information in one or more of these fields to find the Document Type you need for your filter,
then click the Search button. This displays a list of document Types that match your search. Find
the one you need, and click return value for that Type. This returns you to the previous page and
automatically enters it in the Type field. For example, in the screenshot below you searched for a Type
with maintenance in the Name. If you want to use the first one in the list, KIM Principal Maintenance
Document, click return value in the row for KIM Principal Maintenance Document.
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Figure 4.20. Document Type Lookup

Note
If you do not find the Type that you need, you can either do another search or click the link
for return with no value to return to the Action List Filter page without a Type.
• Date Created: Use this filter criteria to select only action requests for documents that were (or were
not) created between dates that you choose. You must enter each date in this format: MM/DD/YYYY,
e.g., 12/25/2000 for December 25, 2000. Instead of typing the date in the field, you can click the small
Calendar icon next to the date field and then click the date you need from the calendar. When you click
a date on the calendar, the small calendar disappears and that date is automatically entered in the date
field. Use the small arrowheads on either side of the month’s name to display other months. A single
arrowhead moves the calendar one month forward or back. A double arrowhead moves the calendar to
the same month a year ahead or back.
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For example, if you could click the single arrowhead to the left of “April” on this calendar, the month
displayed would change to March 2009. If you could click the double arrowhead to the right of “April”,
the month would change to April 2010.

Figure 4.21. Date Widget

• Date Last Assigned: Use this filter criteria to select only action requests for documents that were (or
were not) assigned to someone between dates that you choose. You must enter each date in this format:
MM/DD/YYYY. For more detail on entering or selecting dates, see Date Created above.

Clear Filter
When you have used a filter on your Action List, you can see a Clear Filter button at the top of your page:

Figure 4.22. Action List: Clear Filter Button
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Click this button to display all of your action requests again.

Note
If your Action List is not filtered, you cannot see the Clear Filter button.
Remember, you can click the Filter button at the top of your Action List page to return to the Filter page
and change or Reset your filters.

Action Requests and Actions Guide
Overview
Action Requests are one of the core functions of the Kuali Enterprise Workflow (KEW) system. An Action
Request is a call from KEW to a person or group to take action on a document. Action Requests are created
when the system or a person routes (sends) a document to another user and ask that user to do something
with the document. You might ask someone to approve an expense, for example, or to acknowledge that
he or she received a copy of an expense report.
Once an Action Request has been created in KEW, the associated document is sent to the appropriate users’
action lists. A user can open his or her Action List and from there, view information about the document,
open the document, and/or take the requested action. If a user takes an action, for example, approves or
disapproves a document, that is called an Action Taken.
The path that the document takes from its starting point to final approval is called its route. Each point
along that path where a person needs to do something with the document (approve, acknowledge, etc.)
is called a node on the route.

Types of Action Requests
Each action request has one row on your Action List. There are five types of Action Requests:

Table 4.1. Types of Action Requests
Action Requested

Description

Stops Document Until Action is
Taken?

Complete

You need to Complete the document.

Yes

You may cancel a document when you
have a Complete action request on it.
Approve

You should verify the document and Yes
either Approve or Disapprove it.
You may cancel a document when you
have an Approve action request on it.

Acknowledge

You need to acknowledge (agree) that No
you have seen the document
If there are no other requests,
the document changes to Processed
status even if there are outstanding
Acknowledge requests.

FYI

You have been told about this document No
and you need to Clear the FYI on it
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Action Requested

Description

Stops Document Until Action is
Taken?
If there are no other requests, the
document changes to Final status even
if there are outstanding FYI requests.

Print

You need to print this document and take
some action with it, such as mailing it to
a vendor.

• You can only Disapprove or Cancel a document if you have a Complete or Approve request.
• Complete and Approve are essentially the same: A Complete action satisfies an Approve request, and
an Approve action satisfies a Complete request.
• When you Clear an FYI request, that action is not recorded on the Route Log (history of where the
document has been and what has been done on it) for that document.
There are other actions that you can take in addition to Action Requests. We will look at those in the
Action Taken section below.

Action Request Recipients
Every action request has a recipient. The recipient is the individual or group of individuals whose action
is requested on the document. There are three types of recipients:
1. Person: An individual
2. Group: A group of users who are members of a KIM Group
3. Role: A group of users who are members of a KIM Role
Roles are groups of users or KIM Groups associated with a document.
The first user in a Group to take action on a request satisfies (completes) that request. Role requests can
be set up to work the same way as Group requests or to require that everyone in that Role approves the
document before the request is satisfied.

Action Request Hierarchies
In certain situations, you can use roles for action requests and you can delegate action requests. You can
think of these as trees or as a parent action request that has children action requests.
Roles are groups of Principals or Groups that KEW creates based on rules your institution sets up. Since
KEW can only create an action request for a single person or group but a role may have several people or
groups in it, KEW creates an action request for the role (a parent request), and that action request creates
child action requests that go to each person or group in that role.
The parent role request can have any number of children requests that are each either a user request or
a group request.

Action Request Delegation
In KEW, you may delegate, or give, your request authority to other people. For example, if Joe is the fiscal
officer for an account but he doesn't actually approve documents, he may delegate his approval authority
to Jane. Both Joe and Jane can now take actions on Joe’s action requests
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If Jane approves a document as Joe’s delegate, Joe's action request is satisfied. If Joe approves the
document, Jane's action request is satisfied.

Combining Role Requests and Delegation
You can combine a role request with a delegate. In fact, in the previous example, the action request that
is sent to Joe as a fiscal officer is really a role request. The action request tree for that scenario is:

Figure 4.23. Delegation Tree Example

This tree is three levels deep and shows a role delegating to a user. You can also have a role delegate to
another role.

Action Request Activation and Deactivation
Activation
When action requests are created, they are in the Initialized state. They stay in this state until KEW
determines that they need to be Activated. When a request becomes Activated, it appears in the user's
Action List.
When action requests are created, they can be set to ignore previous actions or not.
• If Ignore Previous is true, the activation process will not consider previous actions that the user has
taken.
• If Ignore Previous is false, the activation process will consider previous actions by the user and may
even consider the action request satisfied by previous user actions. (This is sometimes referred to as a
request being "auto-approved.")
During request activation, if the Ignore Previous flag is false and KEW determines that a previous action
satisfies the current request, it will Deactivate the request instead of Activating it. Activation begins at a
root request, but Deactivation begins at the request where KEW finds that a satisfying action has occurred
if that request is set to not ignore previous actions.
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Note
Action request structures can be hierarchical. Activation of requests always starts at the parent
request and works down the tree, activating each level of the tree in turn.
Roles can have an All Approve policy. All Approve means that all members of a role must approve
the docusment before the entire request is deactivated. (See Deactivation below.)

Deactivation
When a user takes action on a document, that action may start the deactivation of other action requests
on the document. For example, if Joe has a pending request and he takes an Approve action on it, his
request is deactivated. Request deactivation changes the status of the request from Initialized or Activated
to Deactivated.
If Joe’s action taken causes other action requests to be Deactivated, his action taken is associated with all
of the requests that it Deactivates.
Unlike Activation, Deactivation always starts at the request that was satisfied by the action taken. For
example, if Joe is delegating to Jane and Jane issues an Approve action on her request, Deactivation starts
at Jane's request. However, if Joe issues the Approve action, Deactivation starts at the parent.

Figure 4.24. Delegation Tree Example: Deactivation

If there are no roles set to "All Approve" on an action request, one action can Deactivate the entire request
tree. This is because KEW works up and down the tree, Deactivating requests as it goes.
However, when there is an "All Approve" role, requests for all parties within the role must be Deactivated
before the parent role request is Deactivated. For example, if we have an "All Approve" role request with
three children requests, when one of the users takes action, their request is Deactivated, but since there are
two other requests that still need to be satisfied, the Deactivation cannot go back to the parent role request.
When the last of the three users has taken action, the parent role request is Deactivated.

Actions and Action Takens
Actions are how a user interacts with KEW. Actions can be performed in response to an Action Request
(such as an Approve action) or they can be user-initiated (such as the routing of a document). Most, but
not all, actions create Action Takens. The Action Taken is recorded on the Route Log and associated with
a satisfied action request, where appropriate.
The KEW Action library contains these Actions, explained below:
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• Acknowledge
• Approve
• Blanket Approve
• Cancel
• Clear FYI
• Complete
• Create Document
• Disapprove
• Log Document
• Move Document
• Return to Previous Node
• Route Document
• Save
• Superuser Actions
• Superuser Approve Document
• Superuser Approve Node
• Superuser Approve Request
• Superuser Cancel
• Superuser Disapprove

Acknowledge Action
Use this action to satisfy an Acknowledge action request. When you take an Acknowledge action, it
usually means that you have examined the document. Acknowledgement provides no real authority over
the document; you can only take the Acknowledge action on this document.
When you take an Acknowledge action, KEW finds all pending acknowledge requests for that document
that are routed to you and Deactivates them. It then records an Acknowledge Action Taken and associates
it with the Deactivated requests. You may take an Acknowledge action even if you have no Acknowledge
Action Requests.

Approve Action
Use this action to satisfy an Approve or Complete action request. When you use an Approve action, it
means that you have looked at the document and approve that transaction.
When you use the Approve action, KEW Deactivates all pending approve or complete requests that have
been routed to you for this document. You may take an Approve action even if you have no Approve or
Complete action requests.
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Blanket Approve Action
Use the Blanket Approve action to force a document to complete a set of action requests. This allows
certain users to "push" a document through its routing. To take this action, you must have the appropriate
KIM Permission (or be in the Blanket Approve Group which is set in the Document Type, but that is a
deprecated feature). Unless you select a specific node (point in the document’s routing path) when you
take a Blanket Approve Action, KEW finds all pending Approve or Complete requests at the current level
in the request tree and Deactivates them. It records a Blanket Approve Action Taken and associates it with
each of the Deactivated requests.
Then, KEW sends Acknowledge action requests to each person whose action request was satisfied by the
Blanket Approve. It does this for all levels in the request tree until it reaches the end point set in the Blanket
Approve Action or it reaches the end of the request tree.

Cancel Action
Use this action when a document is no longer valid and you need to cancel it. You must have a pending
Approve or Complete action request on the document before you can Cancel it. Cancelling a document is
similar to Disapproving it except that the Cancel action does not send out notifications.
When you take a Cancel action, KEW finds all pending requests on the document and Deactivates them. It
records a Cancel Action Taken and associates it with the Deactivated requests. Then it sets the document's
status to CANCELLED and the document is effectively dead.

Clear FYI Action
Use this action to satisfy an FYI action request. You usually get an FYI just to notify you about a document.
You don’t need to take any action on an FYI request, but if you want to remove that FYI and document
from your Action List, take the Clear FYI action.
When you take the Clear FYI action KEW locates all pending FYI requests on this document that are
routed to you and Deactivates them. It then records an FYI Action Taken. You must have a pending FYI
request on a document to use the Clear FYI action.

Complete Action
Use this action to satisfy an Approve or Complete action request. When you use a Complete, it means that
you have looked at the document and completed any of the necessary information on the document so it
can proceed. Complete action requests are typically created as the result of a Save action or in response
to an Exception Routing request.
When you use the Complete action KEW finds all pending Approve or Complete requests that are routed
to you and Deactivates them. If the document is in the Exception state, it changes it back to Enroute. It
then records a Complete Action Taken. You may take a Complete action even if you have no Complete
or Approve action requests.

Create Document Action
This action creates a new document in KEW of the chosen Document Type. This action does not record
an Action Taken of any sort but simply begins a new document and assigns a document ID to it. The
document begins in Initiated status. The Document type determines how the document is routed and what
must be done for it. For example, an expense report might be routed (sent) to two or three different people
for approval before it is paid.
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Disapprove Action
When you have an Approve action request, you use a Disapprove action if the document does not meet
the approval criteria. You must have a pending Approve or Complete request on the document before you
can Disapprove it. Disapproving a document is similar to Cancelling it, except that Disapproval sends out
notifications.
When you Disapprove a document, KEW finds all pending requests on the document and Deactivates
them. Next, it creates Acknowledge notification requests to all users that had Approve or Complete action
requests at the current node and all previous nodes. It also sends an Acknowledge notification request
to the initiator of the document. Then the document's status is set to Disapproved and the document is
effectively dead.

Log Document Action
This action simply enters a message on the document. It records an Action Taken but it is never associated
with any action requests. This action displays a message on the document in the Route Log.

Move Document Action
This action moves a document either backward in the route path or forward. Moving the document
backward works like the Return to Previous Node action and moving the document forward works like
a Blanket Approve action. The difference between these is that the Action Taken is recorded as a Move
action.

Return to Previous Node Action
Use this action to move a document to a previous node in the route. You must have a pending Approve or
Complete request on the document before you can use this action.
When you use this action, KEW Deactivates all pending requests on the document and sets the current node
on the document to the previous node that you requested (this is called the target node). It records a Return
to Previous Node Action Taken and associates it with the Deactivated requests. Any requests on nodes
between the current node and the target node are removed, effectively erasing them. KEW then sends the
document through again to recreate requests on the target node. This way a document is "returned" to a
previous node, rolling it back to its previous state at that point in the route.

Route Document Action
Use the Route Document action to route an Initialized or Saved document to other users. Only the initiator
of the document can take this action unless the user has an "Initiate Document" KIM permission (or
initiator_must_route policy is set to false in the Document Type, although this feature is deprecated). The
Action Taken for a Route Document action is Complete.
When you use the Route Document action, it Deactivates all pending requests for the initiator of the
document and it associates a Complete Action Taken with the Deactivated requests. The document’s state
is then set to Enroute.

Save Document Action
Use this action to put a newly created document in the Action List of the document’s initiator. You can only
use this action on a document in an Initiated status. When you use this action, KEW creates and Activates
a Complete action request for the document’s initiator and then changes the document’s status to Saved.
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Superuser Actions
Superuser actions let you move a document past workflow nodes where it may be held up because another
user is unavailable to take action on it or due to a system problem. Superuser actions are an administrative
tool and safety net. Superusers are designated with a KIM Permission (or they are listed in the Document
Type, but this feature is deprecated).

Using the Superuser Functions
To use the Superuser functions, go to Document Search (it is a link in the left menu) and click the Superuser
Search link.
Now, do a normal document search for the document on which you need to perform a Superuser action.
When you find the document, click the Document/Notification Id link. If you are authorized to perform
a Superuser action on this document, this takes you to the Superuser page. Otherwise, KEW displays a
message that you are not authorized to take Superuser action on this document.

Superuser Approve Document Action
This action fully approves a document, Deactivating all remaining routing requests. KEW also records a
Superuser Approve Action Taken and associates it with the Deactivated requests. The document's state
changes to Approved and the document is scheduled for processing. The document status automatically
changes to Final when it goes into the Workflow Engine.

Superuser Approve Node Action
This action approves the document through all nodes up to (but not including) a specified node. When
the document gets to the specified node, requests are created as usual. This action is exactly the same as
Blanket Approve except that no notification requests are created from the Superuser Approve Node action.

Superuser Approve Request Action
This action approves a single pending Approve or Complete action request. This works the same way as
a standard Approve action except that the Superuser is acting in place of the responsible user.

Superuser Cancel Action
This action cancels the document. This action works exactly the same way as the standard Cancel action
except that the Superuser does not need to have a pending request to Cancel a document.

Superuser Disapprove Action
This action disapproves the document. This action works the same way as the standard Disapprove action
except that the Superuser does not need to have a pending request to perform the action. Also, on a
Superuser disapprove, KEW does not send notification requests.

Superuser Return to Previous Node Action
This action returns the document to a previous node in the route path. This action works exactly the same
way as the standard Return to Previous Node action except that the Superuser does not need to have a
pending request to perform the action.
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Documents
eDocLite Overview
eDocLite is a framework designed for rapid development and implementation within an existing Kuali
Enterprise Workflow infrastructure. It allows for the development of simple web applications, their forms
and routing configurations using XML. Users only have to enter data into the form and then submit it.
Rules can be constructed so that the form is then routed to a specific user or KIM Group based on the
data entered.
Web pages called eDoc's are generated and are associated with a specific document type definition that
provides the overall definition for how the document can be routed. Document types can also exist in
hierarchies which provide storage of common information at various levels.
The form uses an XSLT stylesheet to generate the html code. Certain workflow classes make helper data
available to the stylesheet programmer and there are several features that can be 'plugged-in' to eDocLite
to further enhance its usability in many situations.

Note
Key Ideas:
• Rapid implementation and development solution for simpler documents
• Easily re-configured
• Easily manageable
• Entirely web-based from design/development and user perspectives
• No java code required for developments; only XML with optional javascript for client side
editing (workflow handles execution)
• Some validation javascript is automatically generated like regular expression editing and
'required field checking'.

eDocLite Lookup
Use the eDocLite Lookup screen to quickly find basic information about eDocLite documents and as the
first step in creating a new eDocLite.
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Figure 4.25. Workflow Channel: eDocLite Link

Finding the eDocLite Lookup Screen
You can go to the eDocLite Lookup by:
1. Click the Main Menu tab
2. Look in the Workflow section
3. Click eDoc Lite
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eDocLite Lookup
Figure 4.26. eDocLite Lookup

On the eDocLite lookup page, users can search for an eDocLite document based on several criteria:

Table 4.2. eDocLite Lookup Attributes
Field

Description

Id

The unique ID number assigned to each document.

Document Type

The name of the document type, which is specified in the
Document Type attribute of an eDocLite.

Definition

The name of the EDL XML definition.

Style

The style specified in the EDL XML file is the style attribute
of an eDocLite. Generally an EDL XML file has only one
definition name which relates to one and only one style name.
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Field

Description

Active Indicator

You have the choice of searching by the active status of an
eDocLite.

You can use the above criteria to limit your search results. A search will produce a list of one or more
results that look similar to the following:

Figure 4.27. eDocLite Lookup: Search Results

Clicking Create Document on any line takes you to the eDocLite document screen where new documents
can be created. The line item you choose will result in that document being used as a template for the
new one you are creating. More information on this follows in the section called Create New eDocLite
Document.
Clicking any underlined Id will take you to the eDocLite Inquiry screen for that document.

Note
Exporting the output list to XML will give you the option of viewing the XML used to produce
the list returned from the search.
Standard in KEW there is one eDocLite for electronic routing, and new eDocLites can be added based on
business requirements. Some of the functions that eDocLites are used for in business include:
• Applicant Monitoring
• BLSC Request
• Course Change Request
• Grade Replacement Request
• Internship Contract
• Interview Request
• Mass Mailing Request
• Offer Request
• Program Plan Update
• REGR Access Request
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• Removal Of Incomplete
• Revenue Producing Activity
• SUDS Request Document Type
• Search Status
• Special Credit Request
• Student Trip
• User Agreement
• Unit Change Request
• Vacancy Notice
• Vehicle Replacement
• Waiver Request
• New Course Request

eDocLite Inquiry
Figure 4.28. eDocLite Inquiry

The Inquiry screen displays the same information as is found on a line of the Lookup output, but this
screen provides you with the export option. Exporting from the Inquiry screen produces a XML file of
the source for the eDocLite document.

Create New eDocLite Document
To create a new eDocLite document to be routed in KEW, click on Create Document in the row for
eDocLite type wanted. It will take users to different forms of eDocLites depending on the document
function, but they all have three general parts:
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• Document header
• Document body
• Routing action and annotation, and note area

Document Header
The Document Header contains the following fields:

Table 4.3. Document Header Attributes
Field

Description

Document Type

The name defined by the document creator of this type of eDocLite.

Document Status

The status of this document based on its routing status.

Create Date

The date and time this document is created.

Document ID

The unique system generated ID for this document.

Document body
This portion of the document is where the user identifies the routing and complete business function.

Table 4.4. Document Body Attributes
Field

Description

Title

specifies the actions users are taking on the EDocLite forms, including editing
and reviewing. Other general information can be stored here such as contact
information, important notes, etc.

Form

Renders form fields and input areas for the user to complete information
required, depends upon the specific eDocLite requirements.

Routing Action and Annotation, and Note area
This area is used to add annotation and choose action to be taken on this eDocLite document. Annotation
is the comments associated with the routing process. You can add them to different nodes of the routing
process and take actions on an eDocLite by adding annotations. The annotation appears in the route log of
eDocLite as comments. Notes are the comments associated with this specific eDocLite form and appear
with the form and not in the route log.

Table 4.5. Routing Action and Annotation, and Note Attributes
Field

Description

Set annotation

The area to add annotation.

Action buttons

• route: begins and continues routing the eDocLite document.
• save: saves the information currently on the eDocLite document.
• cancel: cancels the actions on this eDocLite document, and the
information on the form is not saved.
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Field

Description

create note

Area where users can add notes and attach documents to this eDocLite
form. This part keeps track of Author, Date and time, and the Note added.
Users have the right to add, edit and delete the notes they create.

The following is one example of an eDocLite form:
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Note
Notes that have been added to an eDocLite document can be edited or deleted.

Extendable functions
eDocLites are highly customizable. New eDocLites can be designed for new business and functional
requirements. The document header and routing annotation and notes parts will be same or similar, the
form will be different.
eDocLites can be designed to include following functions:

Restricted read/write rights
• Some fields in eDocLite can be set as GlobalReadOnly. With this setting they are disabled and can’t
be edited by any user other than the author.
• Some fields in eDocLite can be set as ReadOnly, but users with rights can still edit them. After the
initiator writes them they are disabled and become locked to some of the users in the routing process.
But for users with proper rights in certain nodes in the routing process, the fields will become editable
again. These users can take actions on them, such as modify, add, and return to a former routing node.

Hidden fields
To accommodate some business requirements, certain fields and notes can be hidden from certain nodes
in the routing process. For instance, some administrative notes on a course waiver request will be hidden
from students when s/he gets the eDocLite form in the final stage of the routing process.

Preferences
Workflow allows for users to individually configure certain aspects of the system. You should be able to
access the User Preferences from the Main portal page:
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Figure 4.29. Workflow Channel: User Preferences Link

After clicking the link you should be taken to Workflow Preferences screen:
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Figure 4.30. Workflow Preferences
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There are three configuration sections on this screen:

General Preferences
Note
Many of these preferences can have their system wide default values changed via configuration
parameters. Look in the KEW technical documentation for information on how to override the
default values.

Table 4.6. User Preferences Attributes
Name
Automatic
Rate

Default Value

Description

Refresh 15

How often your action list updates (minutes).

Action List Page Size 10

# of actions displayed on action list

Email Notification

When action items emails should be sent. Can be none,
immediate, daily, weekly

Immediate

Receive
Primary True
Delegation Emails

User will receive primary delegate emails

Receive Secondary False
Delegation Emails

User will receive secondary delegate emails

Delegator Filter

Secondary Delegators on Determines what is displayed on the action list page.
Action List Page
Options:
• Secondary Delegators on Action List Page
• Secondary Delegators only on Filter Page

Primary
Filter

Delegate Primary Delegators on Determines what is displayed on the action list page.
Action List Page
Options:
• Primary Delegators on Action List Page
• Primary Delegators only on Filter Page

Fields Displayed in Action List Preferences
These are the columns that will be displayed on the user’s action list page.

Table 4.7. User Preferences: Fields Displayed Attributes
Name

Default Value

Document Type

TRUE

Title

TRUE

ActionRequested

TRUE

Initiator

TRUE

Delegator

TRUE

Date Created

TRUE
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Name

Default Value

Date Approved

FALSE

Current Route Node(s)

FALSE

Workgroup Request

TRUE

Document Route Status

TRUE

Application Document Status

FALSE

Clear FYI

TRUE

Use Outbox

TRUE

Document Route Status Colors for Action list Entries
Each Document Route Status can be displayed with a certain color on the action list. This section allows
you to configure which colors are used. By default, no colors are set.

Routing
Please Note: The following secitons on routing and rules are written as they relate the legacy/traditional
KNS workflow. A new concept of workflows, called PeopleFlows, and their use and maintenance is
covered in a separate section.

Delegate Rules and Delegation Routing Rules
Rice provides a quick and convenient way to obtain information on Delegation Rules through the Delegate
Rule Lookup. This Lookup also lets you create new Delegation Rules using the create new function and
edit existing Delegation Rules.
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Figure 4.31. Workflow Channel: Routing Rules Delegation Link

To access the Delegate Rule Lookup screen, click Routing Rules Delegation on the Rice Main Menu.
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Figure 4.32. Delegation Lookup

Use the Delegate Rule Lookup screen to find information about a Delegation Rule. You can also create a
new Rule by clicking the create new button in the upper right corner of the screen. The create new function
is described in the Routing Rule Creation section later in this document.
When you do a search from the Delegate Rule Lookup screen, you can:
• View the Delegation Rule information returned by the search
• Edit a Delegation Rule
• Copy an existing Delegation Rule and create a new one based on that copy
Information about the Lookup function is in the next section of this document. The other two functions
are described in the Routing Rule Delegation Maintenance section later in this document.
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To find a Delegation Rule quickly, enter information in one or more of the fields on the Lookup screen,
then click the search button. If you are not familiar with the search fields, you can leave all of the fields
blank and click the search button. The Delegate Rule Lookup page then displays all of the Delegation
Rule templates.
The fields on this screen are described in the Routing Rule Delegation Maintenance section of this
document.

Note
Parent Rule Id is a unique identification number for a Rule Template; therefore, searching by
the Parent Rule Id can be the fastest way to find a particular Rule.
After you click the search button, Delegate Rule Lookup displays a list of Rules that looks similar to this:

Figure 4.33. Delegation Lookup: Results Example

Click edit on any row to go to the Routing Rule Delegation document for that Rule. You can use this
document to do maintenance on that Rule. This is discussed later in this document, in the Routing Rule
Delegation Maintenance section.
Click copy on any row to go to the Routing Rule Delegation document with the information from that
Rule copied into the document. This lets you add a new Delegation Rule based on that information. This
is discussed later in this document in the Routing Rule Delegation Maintenance section.
Click a Delegation Rule Id to go to the Delegation Rule Inquiry screen for that Rule. This screen displays
specific information about how this Rule is set up in Rice. This screen is discussed later in this document
in the Delegation Rule Inquiry section.
Click a Parent Rule Id or a Name to go to the Rule Inquiry screen, where you can see details about that
Parent Rule ID. More information about this screen can be found in the Rule Inquiry section of this User
Guide.
Click a Rule Template to go to the Rule Template Inquiry screen. More information about this screen
can be found in the Rule Template Inquiry section of this User Guide.
The standard export options apply to this list of search results. An explanation of the export options can
be found in the Common Features and Functions section of this User Guide.
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Delegation Rule Inquiry
Figure 4.34. Delegation Inquiry

This screen provides specific information on how a Rule works. From this screen, you can either click the
close button to return to the previous screen or you can export an XML version of this information.
The fields on this screen are described in the Rule Maintenance section of this document.

Delegate Routing Rule Creation
Figure 4.35. Delegation Rule: Create New Screen

To create a new Delegate Routing Rule, start by selecting a Parent Rule to associate with your new Delegate
Rule:
1. Do a field lookup on the Select parent rule field.
2. This displays the Rule Lookup screen where you search in the Rules your institution has defined in
Rice to find the appropriate Parent Rule for your new Delegate Routing Rule.
3. When you have found the appropriate Parent Rule, click its return value link to return to the Delegate
Routing Rule Creation screen with this Parent Rule.
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Figure 4.36. Delegate Routing Rule: Create New, Parent Selection

4. Information from the Parent Rule you selected is now in the Select Parent Responsibility to Delegate
From section of the Delegate Routing Rule Creation screen.
5. Click the Select button for this parent Rule.
6. Click the continue button.
7. Rice displays the Routing Rule Delegation screen. Use this screen to enter information for your new
Rule. This is described in the Routing Rule Delegation Maintenance section (next).

Routing Rule Delegation Maintenance
You can use the Routing Rule Delegation document screen for both editing existing Delegation Rules
and for adding new Delegation Rules to Rice.

Figure 4.37. Routing Rule Delegation: Overview

Note
When Rice first displays the Routing Rule Delegation screen, all of the tabs except the Notes
and Attachments, Ad Hoc Recipients, and Route Log tabs, are expanded. They are all collapsed
in the screen print above so you can see all of them.

Document Layout
The Routing Rule Delegation screen you see when creating a new Rule has eight tabs:
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• Document Overview
• Delegation Details
• Delegate Rule
• Persons
• Groups
• Notes and Attachments
• Ad Hoc Recipients
• Route Log
The Delegation Details, Delegate Rule, Persons, and Groups tabs are discussed in the sections that
follow. The remaining four tabs are commonly used throughout Rice and are described in the Common
Features and Functions section of the User Guide.

Delegation Details Tab
The Delegation Details tab is where you associate a Parent Rule with a Delegate Rule. It is also where
you assign the Reviewer role.
The Delegation Details screen is displayed differently, depending on whether you are creating a new Rule
or editing/copying a Rule. The version you see when creating a new Rule looks similar to this:

Figure 4.38. Routing Rule Deleation: Details Section

The information displayed is a copy of the information for the Parent Rule. Descriptions of these fields
are below. Change this information as needed, then click the submit button to create this new Rule.
The version you see when editing or copying a Rule looks similar to this:

Figure 4.39. Routing Rules Delegation: Edit/Copy View

When you first see this version, the information in both columns is the same. You can modify the
information in the fields in the right column, but not the left column. After changing the information
appropriately in the right column, click the submit button to save your changes to this Rule.
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The fields are the same in both versions of the screen:

Table 4.8. Routing Rules Delegation Attributes
Field

Description

Parent Rule Id

Rule Id of the Parent Rule for this Rule

Description

General description of this Rule

Reviewer

The person responsible for reviewing a document in
the routing process for this Rule

Type

The Type of the Reviewer

Action Request

The type of Action this Reviewer can take. This may
be:
• Acknowledge
• Complete
• Approve
• FYI

Delegate Rule tab
The Delegate Rule tab is displayed differently, depending on whether you are creating a new Rule or
editing/copying a Rule. The version you see when creating a new Rule looks similar to this:

Figure 4.40. Routing Rules Delegation: Delegate Rule Tab

Enter the appropriate information for your new Delegate Rule in these fields. There are descriptions of
each of these fields below.
The version you see when editing or copying a Rule looks similar to this:
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Figure 4.41. Routing Rule Delegation: Delegate Rule Tab, Edit/Copy View

When you first see this version, the information in both columns is the same. You can modify the
information in the fields in the right column, but not the left column. After changing the information in
the right column appropriately.
The fields are the same in both versions of the screen:

Table 4.9. Routing Rule Delegation: Delegate Rule Tab Attributes
Field

Description

Document Type

The Document Type defines the routing definition
and other properties for a set of documents. Each
document is an instance of a Document Type and
conducts the same type of business transaction as
other instances of that Document Type.

Rule Template

A Rule Template serves as a pattern or design for
routing Rules.

Delegation Type

Required. Options for Delegation Type are:
• Primary: This means that the delegator turns
over full authority to the delegate. The Action
Requests for this delegator only show up in the
Action List of the primary delegate. A primary
delegate must be registered in KEW to be in
effect.
• Secondary: This means that the secondary
delegate acts as a temporary backup delegator
who has the same authority as the primary
approver, or the secondary delegate acts as
the delegator if the delegator is not available.
Documents appear in the Action Lists of both
the delegator and the secondary delegate. When
either person acts on the document, it disappears
from both Action Lists. A secondary delegate
must be registered in KEW as being in effect for
a specific time period(s).
• Both
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Field

Description

Name

he unique Name of the routing delegate Rule you are
creating or editing.
Note: You are not required to enter a Name, but if
you don’t, Rice assigns a unique Name to the Rule.

Description

The general description of the Rule

From Date

The start date of the routing Rule

To Date

The expiration date of the routing Rule

Force Action

This is a Yes or No flag. A checkmark means Yes,
blank means No.

Active

A True/False flag to indicate whether this Routing
Delegate Rule is active in Rice. If it is active, you
can use it in Rice.

Persons tab
Rice displays the Persons tab differently, depending on whether you are creating a new Rule or editing/
copying a Rule. This tab lets you add people to the Rule and set the type of Action each person needs to
take under this Rule. The version of the Persons screen that you see when creating a new Delegate Rule
looks similar to this:

Figure 4.42. Routing Rules Delegation: Persons Tab

Enter the appropriate information for the Persons section of your new Delegate Rule in these fields. There
are descriptions of each of these fields below.
The version you see when editing or copying a Rule looks similar to this:

Figure 4.43. Routing Rules Delegation: Persons tab, Copy/Edit View

Use the top portion of this tab to add a new Person to this Rule and set the Action that Person needs to
take and its Priority. Use the lower portion of this tab to change existing values for this Rule.
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Note
When you create a new person, you must click the add button when you have entered information
in the three required fields.

Table 4.10. Routing Rules Delegation: Persons Tab Attributes
Field

Description

Person

Required. An individual user who receives the
document for the Action Requested.

Action Request

Required. The type of Action this person needs to
take. This Action may be one of these:
• Acknowledge
• Complete
• Approve
• FYI

Priority

Required. The priority associated with the Person in
this Rule. One is the highest Priority.

Groups tab
The Groups tab differently, depending on whether you are creating a new Rule or editing/copying a Rule.
The version you see when creating a new Rule looks similar to this:

Figure 4.44. Routing Rules Delegation: Groups Tab

Enter the appropriate information for the Groups section of your new Delegate Rule in these fields. These
fields are described below.
The version you see when editing or copying a Rule looks similar to this:
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Figure 4.45. Routing Rules Delegation: Groups Tab, Edit/Copy View

Use the top portion of this tab to add a new Group. Use the lower portion to change existing information
for a Group.

Note
When you create a new group, you must click the add button after you enter information in the
required fields.

Table 4.11. Routing Rules Deleation: Groups Tab Attributes
Field

Description

Namespace

The Namespace to which this Group will belong.
A Namespace is a way to set both Permissions and
Entity Attributes. Each Namespace instance is one
level of Permissions and Entity Attributes and is one
record in Rice.

Name

The unique name of this Group

Action Request

Required. The type of Action this Group is expected
to take. The Action may be one of these:
• Acknowledge
• Complete
• Approve
• FYI

Priority

Required. The priority associated with the Group in
this Rule. One is the highest Priority.

Rule Lookup
The Rice system provides a quick and convenient way to obtain information on Rules through the Rule
Lookup feature. This feature also provides an entry point to creating a new Rule through the create new
function.
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Figure 4.46. Workflow Channel: Routing Rules Link

To access the Rule Lookup screen click on Routing Rules on the Rice Main Menu.
The Rule Lookup screen is used to view, edit or copy information about routing rules defined in Rice. It
is also the starting point for creating a new rule using the Routing Rule Creation screen.

Figure 4.47. Routing Rules Lookup

Click on the create new button to go to the Routing Rule Creation screen. The process for creating a new
Routing Rule is discussed in the Routing Rule Creation section of this document.
To limit your search results you can select one or more of the available search criteria.
The fields on this screen are described in the Rule Maintenance section of this document.

Note
Rule Id is a unique identification number for a particular rule template; therefore, search by rule
Id can produce the most accurate search result.
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If you are not familiar with the search criteria provided above you can simply click on the search
button and the Rule Lookup page will automatically provide a list of rule templates.
Rule Lookups return a list that looks similar to the following:

Figure 4.48. Routing Rules Lookup: Results Example

Clicking edit on any line item takes you to the Rule Maintenance Document Type Document where you
can perform maintenance on that rule. This is discussed later in this document in the Rule Maintenance
section.
Clicking copy on any line item takes you to the Rule Maintenance Document Type Document where
you can add a new rule based upon the rule you are copying. This is discussed later in this document in
the Rule Maintenance section.
Clicking a Rule Id will take you to the Rule Inquiry screen for that specific rule. This is discussed later
in this document in the Rule Inquiry section.
Clicking a Document Type will take you to the Document Type Inquiry screen for that specific rule.
This is discussed in the Document Type Inquiry section of the User Guide.
The standard export options apply to this list. Explanation of the export options can be found in the
Common Features and Functions section of the User Guide.
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Rule Inquiry
Figure 4.49. Routing Rules Inquiry

This screen provides specific information on how the Rule is set up in Rice. The fields on this screen are
described in the Rule Maintenance section of this document.

Routing Rule Creation
Figure 4.50. Routing Rules Creation

When creating a new Routing Rule you start by entering the Document Type and the Rule Template
you want associated with your new Rule, then click the continue button. This takes you to the Rule
Maintenance Document Type Document described in the Rule Maintenance section that follows.

Table 4.12. Routing Rule Creation Attributes
Field

Description

Document Type

You can select a new document type by clicking on
the field lookup button located at the right side of
the Doc Type field.

Rule Template

The name of the Rule Template with which this rule
is associated. A Rule Template serves as a pattern
or design for the routing rules and is a mechanism
for providing configuration information to rules.
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Field

Description
You can select a new template by clicking on the
field lookup button located at right side of the Rule
Template field.

Routing Report
The routing report is a tool to check workflow routing. You select a rule template and enter any routing
data required by the rule template. You can then view the workflow routing that would be assigned to
such a document.

Figure 4.51. Workflow Channel: Routing report

Using the Report
In the default implementation of Rice you can find the link to the Routing Report on the "Main" tab
of the portal inside the "Workflow" pane. If for some reason the link is not visible on the "Main" tab
you can still directly navigate to the Routing Report. To access the tool directly, replace the last part of
the Rice Portal URL (portal.jsp) with kew/RoutingReport.do (for example, http://my.kuali.host/kuali/
portal.jsp would become http://my.kuali.host/kuali/kew/RoutingReport.do). The following page is
displayed:
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Figure 4.52. Routing Report: Template Selection

Select a Rule Template
The first thing to do is select the rule template to use for the test from the drop-down list. When you select
a template the page will update to show the routing data that you need to enter to run the test:

Figure 4.53. Routing Report: Template Selection, Detail

Enter Routing Data
The data entry fields for the routing data use the standard controls described in the Standard Buttons on
Lookup Screens document. Here is the example with the routing data:
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Figure 4.54. Routing Report: Routing Data Entry

The specific information you need to enter is specific to the rule template you selected. Once you have
entered the information, click the button to display the report:
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Figure 4.55. Routing Report: Route Log View

Report Contents
The upper section of the report (labeled “ID: 0”) contains the basic document information fields as if this
was an actual document; several fields are blank since there is no actual document.
The lower section of the report (labeled “Pending Action Requests”) contains the routing that the document
would be given. Clicking the button on any action displays more detail of the action:
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Figure 4.56. Routing Report: Route Log View, Pending Action Requests

Rule Maintenance
The Rule Maintenance Document Type Document screen is used for both editing existing Rules and
for adding new Rules to Rice.
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Figure 4.57. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document

Note
When Rice presents the Rule Maintenance Document Type Document screen all of the tabs
except the Notes and Attachments, Ad Hoc Recipients and Route Log are expanded.

Document Layout
The Rule Maintenance Document Type Document screen you see when creating a new rule is composed
of seven tabs:
• Document Overview
• Rule
• Persons
• Groups
• Notes and Attachments
• Ad Hoc Recipients
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• Route Log
The screen you see when you are editing an existing Rule includes an additional tab called Roles.
The Rule, Persons, Groups and Roles tabs are unique and are discussed in the sections that follow. The
remaining four tabs are commonly used throughout Rice and are described in the Common Features and
Functions section of the User Guide.

Rule tab
The Rule tab is presented differently depending on whether you are creating a new Rule, or editing/copying
a Rule. The version you see when creating a new Rule looks similar to this:

Figure 4.58. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document: Rule Tab

The version you see when editing or copying looks similar to this:

Figure 4.59. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document: Rule Tab, Edit/Copy
View

Table 4.13. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document: Rule Tab Attributes
Field

Description

Document Type

The Document Type defines the routing definition
and other properties for a set of documents. Each
document is an instance of a Document Type and
conducts the same type of business transaction as
other instances of that Document Type.

Rule Template

The name of the Rule Template with which this rule
is associated. A Rule Template serves as a pattern
or design for the routing rules and is a mechanism
for providing configuration information to rules.
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Field

Description

Name

The unique Name of the routing Name you are
creating or editing.
Note: It is not required that you enter a Name, but
if you don’t the system will assign a unique value.

Description

The general description for the rule selected.

From Date

The start date of the routing rule.

To Date

The expiration date of the routing rule.

Force Action

Force Action is used to control workflow routing by
making the rule actions mandatory. This is a yes or
no flag. A check means yes, blank means no.

Active

A true/false flag to indicate if Routing Rule is active
in Rice can be applied or not.

Persons tab
The Persons tab is presented differently depending on whether you are creating a new Rule, or editing/
copying a Rule. The version you see when creating a new Rule looks similar to this:

Figure 4.60. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document: Person Tab

The version you see when editing or copying looks similar to this:

Figure 4.61. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document: Person Tab, Edit/Copy
View

Table 4.14. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document: Person Tab Attributes
Field

Description

Person

An individual user who receives the document for
the Action Requested.

Action Request

The type of action this person can take.
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Field

Description
• Acknowledge
• Complete
• Approve
• FYI

Priority

The priority associated with the person in this rule.
Lower values mean higher priorities, with 1 being
the highest priority.

Groups tab
The Groups tab is presented differently depending on whether you are creating a new Rule, or editing/
copying a Rule. The version you see when creating a new Rule looks similar to this:

Figure 4.62. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document: Groups Tab

The version you see when editing or copying looks similar to this:

Figure 4.63. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document: Groups Tab, Edit/Copy
View

The top portion of this tab is used to add a new Group while the lower portion is used to change existing
values.

Table 4.15. Rule Maintenance Document Type Document: Groups Tab Attributes
Field

Description

Namespace

The Namespace to which this Group will belong. A
Namespace is a way to scope both Permissions and
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Field

Description
Entity Attributes. Each Namespace instance is one
level of scoping and is one record in the system.

Name

The unique name of the Group.

Action Request

The type of action this Group is expected to take.
• Acknowledge
• Complete
• Approve
• FYI

Priority

The priority associated with the Group in this rule.
One being the highest.

Rule Template Lookup
The Rules Template Lookup function is available from any screen with the field lookup button next to
the Rule Template field. Simply click on the button and you will go a screen that looks like this.

Figure 4.64. Rule Template Lookup

The Rule Template Lookup page will automatically provide a complete list of the rule templates. You
can reduce the number of items returned by your search by entering values in the fields, or if you are not
sure or familiar with the key word(s) for the search criteria, simply click on the search button.

Figure 4.65. Rule Template Lookup: Results Example

Clicking on the Id field will take you to the Rule Template Inquiry screen for that particular Rule
Template.

Table 4.16. Rule Template Lookup Attributes
Field

Description

Return Value

This is a link which will copy the Rule Template
information back to the screen which you originated
from.
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Field

Description

Id

A unique Id number for a specific rule template.

Name

The name of the rule template.

Description

A general description of the rule template.

Delegation Rule Template

The delegate rule template selected.

Rule Template Inquiry
The Rule Template Inquiry screen provides specific information about one particular Rule Template.

Figure 4.66. Rule Template Inquiry

Clicking the export button will export a copy of the complete Rule Template in XML format.
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Chapter 5. KIM
KIM Overview
Kuali Identity Management (KIM) provides identity and access management services to Rice and other
applications. All KIM services are available on the service bus with both SOAP and Java serialization
endpoints. KIM provides a service layer and a set of GUIs that you can use to maintain the identity
information.
KIM is designed to be used with both Kuali and non-Kuali applications. The permissions and
responsibilities it provides are defined by each user’s Role or Roles in the system. Roles can be customized
to handle permissions and responsibilities in a variety of ways based on your particular needs.

Figure 5.1. KIM Architecture

KIM Features
• KIM provides a reference implementation of the services but allows for customization and/or
replacement to facilitate integration with institutional services or other third party identity management
solutions.
• KIM allows you to override one or more of its core services. For example, you could override the
Identity Service, but not the Role Service.
• KIM consists of these services, which encompass it’s API:
• AuthenticationService
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• GroupService
• GroupUpdateService
• IdentityCacheService
• IdentityService
• IdentityUpdateService
• PermissionService
• PersonService
• ResponsibilityService
• RoleService
• KIM evaluates permissions through its permission service. KIM provides plug points for implementing
custom logic for permission checking, such as permission checks based on hierarchical data.
A more detailed picture of the KIM architecture:
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Figure 5.2. Detailed KIM Achitecture

Person
Person Lookup
Use the Person Lookup screen to quickly find basic information about Persons in Kuali Rice (Rice). (In
Kuali, a Person is a set of information about a real person or something that stands for real people, like a
job title.) From the Person Lookup screen, you can also link to screens where you can create new Persons
and edit a Person’s information if you have permission to do so.

Finding the Person Lookup Screen
You can go to the Person Lookup screen from many Kuali screens by clicking the field search button
next to a Name-related field. How you get to the Person Lookup screen and your Role in Kuali determine
what you see and what you can do there.
If you have permission to use the Administration screens in Rice, you can go directly to the Person Lookup
screen:
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1. Click the Administration tab
2. Look under Identity
3. Click Person

Person Lookup Options
From the Field Search Button
If you clicked the field search button on another Kuali page to get to the Person Lookup screen, your
screen looks like this:

Figure 5.3. Person Lookup

To find a Person, enter some information about that person in the appropriate fields and click the search
button at the bottom of the screen.
• You can display a list of all Persons in KIM if you leave the search fields empty and set the Active
Indicator to Both, then click the search button.
• Rice displays a list of Persons who match your search information. The list is just below the search
fields on the Person Lookup page:
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Figure 5.4. Person Lookup: Results

Click one of the underlined column titles on the search results list to sort the list by that column. Click
it again to sort the list in the opposite order.
You can also export the search results list in CSV, spreadsheet, or XML format. Click the appropriate
link at the bottom of the search results list to do this.
If you need to see more information about one of the Persons in the search results list, click one of the
information fields for that Person. Kuali then displays the Person Document screen for that Person.

Figure 5.5. Person Document

The Return Value column has a return value link for each person. Click this return value link for
the Person whose information you need, and Kuali goes back to the screen you were on before and
automatically enters the information about that person on the screen for you.

From the Administration Tab
If you come to the Person Lookup screen after clicking Person (under Identity) on the Administration
tab, you see a create new button in the upper right corner of your screen, like this:
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Figure 5.6. Person Lookup: Create New Button

You can click this create new button to go to the Person Document screen, where you can add a new
Person as a Kuali user. For more information on adding a Person, see the Person Maintenance function
section (next) in this User Guide.
If you need to edit information for a Person in KIM, you first need to display that Person’s information.
Search for the Person (see search instructions above) from the Administration tab’s link for Person.
When Kuali displays the list of Persons that match your search, you’ll notice one difference in the columns
because you did your search from the Administration tab – there is an Actions column on the left.
The Actions column has an edit link for each person. Click this edit link to go to the Person Document
screen where you can edit this Person’s information. For more information on working with Person
information, see the Person Maintenance section (next) in this User Guide.

Person Maintenance
The Person Document allows you to identify and maintain each user in KIM. Each Person Document
includes data about that user’s relationship with your institution as well as the roles and groups to which
the person belongs.
In KIM, a Person is a unique combination of an Entity ID and a Principal ID. The Entity ID represents a
Person with a unique number, and the Person Document associates the Entity ID with the user’s Principal
ID number and Principal Name (often referred to as a user name or user ID). When searching for or working
with users in KIM, you usually use either the Principal ID or the Principal Name. A single Entity ID can
have multiple Principals associated with it, but the base implementation of KIM assumes that each Entity
ID has only a single Principal.

Note
Person and HR Systems: Many institutions choose to override parts of the Person Document
(especially the affiliation and contact information) with data from an HR system.

Business Rules
• Each Person must have at least one Affiliation.
• Each faculty or staff affiliation must have at least one Employment Information record associated with it.
• If a Person has any faculty or staff affiliations, then one Employment Information record must be marked
as Primary.
• Each Person must have a default Name record in the Contacts section.
• Each affiliation must be associated with a Campus. • Each type of contact information can have only
one record marked as the default.

Routing
Only people with the appropriate role can initiate routing for Person documents.

Displaying the Person Lookup Screen
On the Administration tab, click Person to display the Person Lookup screen. Do a lookup to see a list
of Persons. Click any Person on the search results list to display his or her Person Document screen.
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Document Layout
The Person Document includes Document Overview, Overview, Contact, Privacy Preferences,
Membership, Ad Hoc Recipients, and Route Log tabs.

Figure 5.7. Person Document

Document Overview Tab
The Document Overview tab combined with the Overview tab identifies the Person as a unique
combination of Entity and Principal ID.
Additional information on the Document Overview Tab can be found in the Common Features and
Functions section of this User Guide.

Overview Tab
The Overview tab identifies the Person as a unique combination of Entity ID and Principal ID. It also
contains information about how this Person is affiliated with your institution. Two types of affiliations
—Staff and Faculty—contain additional data fields to further define a person’s relationship with your
institution.
The instructions below assume that you are manually entering this information. Many institutions either
have this data fed from an existing Person database or simply override this information with existing
Person data.

Figure 5.8. Person Document: Overview Section
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Overview Section
Table 5.1. Person Document: Overview Attributes
Field Name

Description

Entity Id

Display-only. The unique ID number identifying
this Person in your database. An individual may
have multiple Principal IDs but only one Entity ID.
The base implementation assumes that each user
has only one Entity ID and one Principal ID. KIM
automatically assigns an Entity Id to a new Person
when you save or submit a Person Document.

Principal Id

Display-only. The unique ID number identifying
this Principal. Whereas Entity Id represents a
unique Person, Principal Id represents a set of
login information for that Person. When selecting a
Person, you ordinarily reference his or her Principal
Id. KIM automatically assigns a Principal Id to a
new Person when you save or submit the Person
Document.

Principal Name

Required. The user name for this Principal

Tax Identification Number

Required. Enter the Individual Tax Identification
Number (ITIN) for this Principal ID

Principal Password

Optional. Enter the password for this Principal ID

Active

Check the box to indicate that this Principal ID
is Active. Uncheck the box to indicate that this
Principal ID is Inactive.

Actions

Click the Add button under Actions to save the
information you enter in this section.

Affiliations Section
Use the Affiliations section of the Overview tab to add Affiliations for this Principal ID. Depending on
the Affiliation type you select, you may need to complete additional fields.

Table 5.2. Person Document: Overview Attributes, Affiliations
Field Name

Description

Affiliation Type

Optional. Select the Type of Affiliation from the list.
Options:
• Affiliate: Users in your system who are neither
employees nor students
• Faculty: A faculty employee
• Staff: A non-faculty employee
• Student: A non-employee identified as a student
of your institution
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Field Name

Description
Affiliation types of Faculty and Staff require
additional information (see below).

Campus Code

Required. Select the Campus Code associated with
this Affiliation

Default

Check the box to indicate that this Affiliation
is this Principal’s default association with your
institution. Each Principal must have at least one
default Affiliation.

Actions

Click the Add button to save the affiliation
information.

If you select an Affiliation of Faculty or Staff, KIM displays additional fields to collect employment
information:

Figure 5.9. Person Document: Overview Tab, Affiliations Section

Table 5.3. Person Document: Overview Attributes, Affiliations Continued
Employment ID

Optional. Enter the Employment ID number
associated with this Faculty or Staff affiliation.
Ordinarily this entry is the ID number identifying
this Principal in your HR system.

Primary

Check this box to indicate that this Faculty or Staff
affiliation represents the Principal’s primary job
with your institution. Each Principal with a Faculty
or Staff affiliation must have exactly one affiliation
marked as Primary.

Employee Status

Required. Select the current status of this Faculty or
Staff affiliation. Options:
• Active
• Deceased
• On Non-Pay Leave
• Status Not Yet Processed
• Processing
• Retired
• Terminated

Employee Type

Required. Select the type of employment for this
Affiliation. Options:
• Non-Professional
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• Other
• Professional
Base Salary Amount

Required. Enter the base annual salary for this
Faculty or Staff Affiliation.

Primary Department Code

Optional. Enter the code for the Department
associated with this Faculty or Staff affiliation.

Add

Click the Add button to save this row of
employment information.

Contact Tab
The Contact tab records the names, addresses, phone numbers, and email addresses associated with this
Person. Any Person record can store multiple contact information records of each type (name, address,
phone number, and email address). You must select one value of each type as the default for that Person
record.

Figure 5.10. Person Document: Contact Tab

Names Section
Figure 5.11. Person Document: Contact Tab, Names Section

Table 5.4. Person Document: Contact Tab, Names Section Attributes
Field Name

Description

Name Type

Optional. Select the type of name to be added in this
row. Options:
• Other
• Preferred
• Primary

Title

Optional. Select the appropriate title for the name
being added in this row. Options:
• Ms
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Field Name

Description
• Mrs
• Mr
• Dr

First Name

Optional. Enter the first name for this record.

Last Name

Optional. Enter the last name for this record.

Suffix

Optional. Select a suffix for this name record.
Options:
• Jr
• Sr
• Mr
• MD

Default

Check this box to indicate that this Name record
is the default for this person. Each Person record
must have exactly one Name record identified as the
default.

Active

Check the box to indicate that this Name record is
Active. Uncheck the box to indicate that this record
should be considered Inactive.

Actions

Click the Add button to save this Name record.

Addresses Section
Figure 5.12. Person Document: Contact Tab, Addresses Section

Table 5.5. Person Document: Contact Tab, Address Section Attributes
Field Name

Description

Address Type

Optional. Select the type of address being added on
this row. Options:
• Home
• Other
• Work

Line 1 to 3

Optional. Use lines 1, 2, and 3 to enter the street
address for this row.

City

Optional. Enter the city associated with this address.

State

Optional. Select the state associated with this
address from the list.
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Field Name

Description

Postal Code

Optional. Enter the postal code (zip code in the U.S.)
associated with this address.

Country

Optional. Select the country associated with this
address.

Default

Check this box to indicate this address record should
be used as the Default. A Person record can have
only one Default Address record.

Active

Check this box to indicate that this Address record is
Active. Uncheck the box to indicate that this record
is Inactive.

Actions

Click the Add button to save this Address record.

Phone Numbers Section
Figure 5.13. Person Document: Contact Tab, Phone Numbers Section

Table 5.6. Person Document: Contact Tab, Phone Numbers Attributes
Field Name

Description

Phone Type

Optional. Select the type of phone number being
added on this row. Options:
• Home
• Mobile
• Other
• Work

Phone Number

Optional. Enter the area code and phone number.

Extension

Optional. Enter the appropriate extension.

Country

Optional. Select the country associated with this
Phone Number record.

Default

Check this box to indicate that this Phone Number
record should be used as the Default. A Person
record can have only one default Phone Number
record.

Active

Check this box to indicate that this Phone Number
record is Active. Uncheck the box to indicate that
this record is inactive.

Actions

Click the Add button to save this Phone Number
record.
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Email Addresses Section
Figure 5.14. Person Document: Contact Tab, Email Addresses Section

Table 5.7. Person Document: Contact Tab, Email Address Attributes
Field Name

Description

Email

Optional. Enter the email address for this record.

Type

Optional. Select the type of email address on this
row. Options:
• Home
• Other
• Work

Default

Check this box to indicate that this Email Address
record should be used as the Default. A Person
record can have only one default Email Address
record.

Active

Check this box to indicate that this Email Address
record is Active. Uncheck the box to indicate that
this record is Inactive.

Actions

Click the Add button to save this Email Address
record.

Privacy Preferences Tab
The Privacy Preferences tab allows you to suppress the display of (hide) fields on the Contact Tab.

Figure 5.15. Person Document: Privacy Preferences Tab

Table 5.8. Person Document: Privacy Preferences Tab Attributes
Field Name

Description

Suppress Name

Optional. Check this box to specify NOT to display
this person’s names.

Suppress Personal

Optional. Check this box to specify NOT to display
any of this person’s personal data.

Suppress Phone

Optional. Check this box to specify NOT to display
this person’s phone numbers.

Suppress Address

Optional. Check this box to specify NOT to display
this person’s addresses.
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Field Name

Description

Suppress Email

Optional. Check this box to specify NOT to display
this person’s email addresses.

Membership Tab
The Membership Tab allows you to associate a person with groups and roles and, by extension, with
KIM permissions and responsibilities. Assigning a person to a role is the most direct way to give him or
her KIM permissions and responsibilities.

Figure 5.16. Person Document: Memberships Tab

The Membership tab is divided into two sections, one for managing assignments to Groups and another
for Roles.

Groups Section
Table 5.9. Person Document: Memeberships Tab, Groups Attributes
Field Name

Description

Group

Optional. Enter the name of the KIM group you
want to assign this person to. You can also use the
Group lookup to search for and select a valid Group.

Namespace Code

Display-only. After you select a group to add
this person to, KIM displays the namespace code
associated with the group you selected.

Name

Display-only. After you select a group to add this
person to, KIM displays the name of that group.

Type

Display-only. After you select a group to add this
person to, KIM displays the type of that group.

Active From Date

Optional. If this user’s assignment to this group is to
be effective as of a certain date, enter that date here.

Active To Date

Optional. If this user’s assignment to this group is to
terminate as of a certain date, enter that date here.

Actions

Click the Add button to add this group assignment.

Note
There is no way to delete a person’s assignment to a group. To remove a person from a group,
use the Active To Date field to specify a date in the past.
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Roles Section
Table 5.10. Person Document: Memeberships Tab, Roles Attributes
Field Name

Description

Role

Optional. Use the Name lookup to search for and
select the role you want to assign this person to.

Namespace Code

Display-only. After you select a role to assign to this
Person record, KIM displays the namespace code
associated with that role.

Name

Display-only. After you select a role to assign to this
Person record, KIM displays the name associated
with that role.

Type

Display-only. After you select a role to assign to this
Person record, KIM displays the role type for the
selected role.

Active From Date

Optional. If this user’s assignment to this role is to
be effective as of a certain date, enter that date here.

Active To Date

Optional. If this user’s assignment to this role is to
terminate as of a certain date, enter that date here.

Actions

Click the Add button to save this role data.

Note
There is no way to delete a person’s assignment to a role. To remove a person from a role, use
the Active To Date field to specify a date in the past.
When assigning some roles, you may need to supply additional qualifying information that further defines
this person’s assignment. For more information on Roles see the Role Maintenance section in this User
Guide.

Ad Hoc Recipients Tab
Ad Hoc Recipients tab information can be found in the Common Features and Functions section of this
User Guide.

Route Log Tab
Route Log tab information can be found in the Common Features and Functions section of this User Guide.

Group
Group Lookup Screen
The Group Lookup function provides a quick reference to key Group information.
You get to this screen by clicking the Group option in the Identity section of the Administration screen.
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Figure 5.17. Identity Channel: Group Link

Figure 5.18. Group Lookup

On the Group Lookup screen, click the create new button to go to the Group Maintenance screen,
where you can create a new Group in Rice.
Conducting a search from the Group Lookup screen returns a list similar to this:

Figure 5.19. Group Lookup: Results

For information on any of the fields above, please refer to the Group Maintenance section below.

Group Inquiry Screen
This screen provides high-level information about a Group and shows who is assigned to it.
Click a Group Request value on the Action List screen to display the Group Inquiry page for that Group:
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Figure 5.20. Group Inquiry

Overview Tab
For information on these fields please refer to the Group Maintenance section that follows.

Assignees Tab
Table 5.11. Group Inquiry: Assignees Attributes
Field

Description

Type Code

The code for the type of this Group member

Member Identifier

The user ID for the Member

Name

The user name for the Member

Active From Dt

The effective date of membership in this Group for
this member; if it is blank, membership is valid as
soon as the member is assigned This field is useful
when you want to add a Person, Role, or Group to
a Group before he/she/they should be active in the
Group. This might happen, for example, when you
add a new employee before their start date.

Active To Dt

The termination date of membership for this
member; if blank, the membership does not
terminate

Group Maintenance Document
The Group document allows you to associate Persons, Roles, or other Groups with each other so you can
assign the same role to all Group members.
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Groups have no inherent permissions or responsibilities of their own. Only by associating a Group with a
role do the members of that Group become associated with permissions and responsibilities.

Creating New Groups
If you are creating a new Group and have clicked the Create New button on the Group Lookup screen,
Rice displays the KIM Type Lookup screen. Before Rice can generate a new Group document, you must
search for and select an existing Type for the new Group.

Figure 5.21. KIM Type Lookup

Note
Always use this KIM Type Lookup screen when you create a new Group or Role.
If you search for a Type using the Group Lookup screen, the search results list doesn’t have
return value links, so you can’t use the Group Lookup screen when you want to create a new
Group or Role.

Table 5.12. KIM Type Lookup Search Attributes
Field

Description

Namespace Code

Optional. Select the code for the application and
module to which this KIM Type pertains.

Type Name

Optional. Enter the name for this KIM Type.

Type Identifier

Optional. Enter the unique
Identifier for this KIM Type.

Active Indicator

Required (defaults to Yes). Change the default
selection to view KIM types that are inactive or to
see all Types (active and inactive).

system-assigned

The search results list includes the same fields as the Lookup screen. The search results are displayed
below the search fields on the Lookup screen.
To select the Type you want to use for your new Group, click the return value link for that Type. KIM will
copy the Type information to use in creating your new Group.
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The KIM Type Lookup screen displaying a search result:

Figure 5.22. Kim Type Lookup: Results Set

Group Maintenance Document: Layout
The Group document includes these tabs:
• Document Overview
• Overview
• Assignees
• Ad Hoc Recipients
• Route Log
The Overview and Assignees tabs are described below. Information on the others can be found in the
Common Features and Functions section of this User Guide.
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Figure 5.23. Group Maintenance Document

Overview Tab
This tab identifies the Group with a unique system-assigned ID number, a namespace, and a name. Each
Group also has a Type that specifies any qualifiers that this Group might require.

Figure 5.24. Group Maintenance Document: Group Overview

Table 5.13. Group Maintenance Document: Group Overview Attributes
Field

Description

Group ID

Display-only. The unique system-assigned ID
number that identifies this Group; Rice completes
this field when you submit the document.

Type Name

Required. The type of attributes that are associated
with this Group. Some Group types, such as the
Default Type, do not require attributes.
Note: When creating a new Group, you must select
the Type before Rice can generate the document.
See the Creating New Groups section of this
document

Group Namespace

Required. An indicator that associates the Group
with a particular application and module

Group Name

Required. The common descriptive name by which
this Group is known
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Field

Description

Active

Check this box to indicate that this Group is active
and is a valid choice for assigning to roles. Uncheck
the box to indicate that this Group is inactive (it is
no longer valid when making role assignments).

Assignees Tab
This tab displays the members who belong to this Group. You can also use this tab to add new members
or to edit the fields for existing members.
Note that for members not added to the group on this maintenance document, the “delete” button to remove
that member is inactive. If a member’s association with a group is past, users should set the “Active To
Date” field to the end of the membership; the member will not be an active member of the group after
that date.

Figure 5.25. Group Maintenance Document: Assignees Tab

Table 5.14. Group Maintenance Document: Assignees Tab Attributes

Member Type Code

Required. Select the Type of the member you
are adding to this Group. Group members can be
Principals (as defined on the Person document),
Roles, or other Groups.

Member Identifier

Required. Enter the ID that identifies the member
you are adding, or use the lookup to search for and
select a valid Member ID. The lookup directs you
to the Principal, Group, or Role lookup, based on
your Member Type Code selection.

Active From Date

Optional. To specify the earliest date on which this
member is to be considered a valid member of this
Group, enter a date in this field.

Active To Date

Optional. To specify a date on which this member
is no longer to be considered a valid member of this
Group, enter a date in this field. As of this date, the
Member will no longer be considered a member of
this Group.
Note: You cannot delete or inactivate Group
members. To remove a member from a Group, enter
an Active To Date.

Actions

Click the Add button to add this member to the
Group.
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Role
Role Lookup Screen
This screen provides detailed information relating to the Permissions assigned to a Role in KIM.
The Role Lookup screen is accessible directly off the Rice Administration menu by clicking Role in
the Identity section.
Click the Granted to Roles field on the Document Configuration screen to display the Role Lookup
screen. You can also access the Role Lookup screen by clicking a Granted to Roles value in any list
where it appears.

Figure 5.26. Role Lookup

Document Layout
This screen may have three or four tabs of information, depending on the Role. The first three tabs
are Overview, Permissions, and Responsibilities. KIM only displays the fourth tab, Assignees, when
Assignee information is associated with this Role.
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Figure 5.27. Role Maintenance Document

Information on the fields in all of these tabs can be found in the Role Maintenance section of this user
guide.

Role Maintenance Document
The Role Maintenance Document allows you to create a new KIM Role and edit existing Roles. Each Role
collects a specific set of Permissions and Responsibilities and allows you to assign members to it.
The purpose of each Role is defined by its associated Permissions and Responsibilities. Roles are classified
by Types that generally indicate with which Permissions and Responsibilities they are associated.

Note
The process of creating a new Type for Roles requires technical assistance.
To access the Role screen:
1. Do a Role Lookup.
2. Find the Role you want to change in the list of search results.
3. Click Edit for the row that has the Role that you need to change.

Role Maintenance Document
The Role document includes eight tabs:
• Document Overview
• Overview
• Permissions
• Responsibilities
• Assignees
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• Delegations
• Ad Hoc Recipients
• Route Log
Those contains unique information are addressed below. For more information about the Document
Overview, Ad Hoc Recipients and Route Log tabs, please see the Common Features and Functions
document.

Figure 5.28. Role Maintenance Document: Tabs

Overview Tab
This tab gives the Role a unique system-assigned ID number, a Namespace, and a Name. Each Role also
has a Type that usually matches the kinds of Permissions and Responsibilities associated with it.

Figure 5.29. Role Maintenance Document: Overview Tab

Table 5.15. Role Maintenance Doucment: Overview Attributes
Field

Description

Role Identifier

Display-only. The unique, system-assigned ID
number that identifies this Role

Type Name

Display-only. The Type Name usually identifies the
general kinds of Permissions and Responsibilities
associated with this Role.
Note: When creating a new Role, you must select its
Type before you can display a new Role document.
See Creating New Roles below.

Role Namespace

Required. An indicator that associates the Role with
a particular application and module
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Field

Description

Role Name

Required. The common descriptive name by which
this Role is known

Active

Check this box to indicate that this Role is
Active and is, therefore, to be included by KIM
when it evaluates Permissions and Responsibilities.
Uncheck the Active box to indicate that this Role is
inactive.

Creating New Roles
You must search for and select an existing Type for KIM to generate a new Role document. When you
click the Create New button, KIM displays the KIM Type Lookup screen:

Figure 5.30. KIM Type Lookup

Note
While you use the KIM Type Lookup screen both for creating new Groups and new Roles, not all
KIM Types are valid for both Groups and Roles. When using this Lookup, you may see different
results depending on the KIM Types that are appropriate for your task.

Permissions Tab
This tab identifies the Permissions associated with this Role. Permissions authorize specific actions in
the system with which they are associated. A Role can have any number of Permissions (including no
Permissions) associated with it.

Figure 5.31. Role Maintenance Document: Permissions Tab
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Table 5.16. Role Maintenance Document: Permissions Attributes
Field Name

Description

Add Permission ID

To add a Permission to this Role, enter the
appropriate Permission ID, or search for and select
a value using the Permission lookup

Add

Click the Add button to add the selected Permission
to this Role document.

After you add a Permission to the document, KIM displays additional information about the Permission:

Note
You cannot edit Permissions from the Role Maintenance Document.

Figure 5.32. Role Maintenance Document: Permissions Tab, Add Permissions

Table 5.17. Role Maintenance Document: Permissions Tabb, Add Attributes
Field

Description

Permission Namespace

Display-only. The Namespace identifies the
application and module associated with this
Permission.

Permission Identifier

Display-only. The unique system-assigned ID
number for this Permission

Permission Name

Display-only. The descriptive name of this
Permission. This often tells you, in general terms,
what the Permission authorizes.

Permission Detail Values

Display-only. The document Types, tabs, and/or
fields that this Permission authorizes the holder to
see or use. Not all Permissions have Detail Values.

Active Indicator

Display-only. Indicator showing whether this
Permission is active in KIM

Actions

Click the Delete button to remove this Permission
from this Role.
Warning: You may delete a Permission from a Role
only if it has not yet been saved. (In other words,
you can delete a Permission from a Role only if you
added it to this Role, but have not yet submitted the
document.)
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Responsibilities Tab
This tab identifies the Responsibilities associated with this Role. Responsibilities define the workflow
actions that will be requested of the Role. A Role can have any number of Responsibilities (including
none) associated with it.

Figure 5.33. Role Maintenance Document: Responsibilities Tab

Table 5.18. Role Maintenance Document: Responsibility Attributes
Field Name

Description

Add Responsibility ID

To add a Responsibility to this Role, enter the
Responsibility ID, or search for and select a value
using the Responsibility lookup .

Add button

Click the Add button to add the selected
Responsibility to this Role document.

After you add a Responsibility to the document, KIM displays additional information about this
Responsibility.

Note
In general, you cannot edit Responsibilities using the Role document, but some Responsibilities
have associated attributes that you must define at the Role level.

Figure 5.34. Role Maintenance Document: Responsibility, Added Responsibility

Table 5.19. Role Maintenance Document: Responsibility, Add Attributes
Field Name

Description

Responsibility Namespace

Display-only. The Namespace tells you the
application and module associated with this
Responsibility.

Responsibility Identifier

Display-only. The unique system-assigned ID
number for this Responsibility
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Field Name

Description

Responsibility Name

Display-only. The descriptive name of this
Responsibility. For most Responsibilities, the name
is Review.

Responsibility Detail Values

Display-only.
This
gives
you
more
specific information about the Responsibility.
Responsibility Detail Values are formatted in a
standard way with these attributes, separated by
commas:
• Route Node: The location where
Responsibility is invoked in Workflow.

this

• Document Type: The Document Type for which
this Responsibility generates workflow requests.
• Action Details at Role Member Level: When
this field is True, action details are kept for each
Member of this Role. When this field is False,
action details are only kept at the Responsibility
level for this Role. (see Assigning Action Detail
Values, below).
• Required: Indicates if the routing represented
by this Responsibility should be required. If this
is set to True and the Responsibility fails to
generate an Action Request (perhaps because no
one is assigned to the associated Role), then the
document will go into Exception status. If this
routing is optional, this will be False and the
document will simply skip this Responsibility if
no requests are generated.
Active Indicator

Display-only. Indicator showing whether this
Responsibility is active within the system

Actions

Click the Delete button
Responsibility from this Role.

to

remove

this

Warning: You can delete a Responsibility only if
it has not yet been saved to the database (in other
words, you can only delete it if you have added it to
this Role but have not yet submitted the document).

Assigning Action Detail Values
When you add a Responsibility with an Action Detail Values at Role Member Level value of False, you
must complete additional fields in a Responsibility Action sub-section. KIM automatically displays this
sub-section immediately beneath the Responsibility you’ve just added.
The fields in this sub-section define the type of Action Requests generated for, and the general workflow
behavior associated with, this Responsibility. Entries in these fields cause KIM to generate the same Type
of Action Requests for all members of this Role and handle actions by all members of this Role in the
same way.
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Figure 5.35. Role Maintenance Document: Responsibility Tab, Action Section

Table 5.20. Role Maintenance Document: Responsibility Tab, Action Section
Attributes
Field Name

Description

Name

Display-only. The namespace and name of the
Responsibility associated with these action details

Action Type Code

Required. The Type of Action Request that KIM
generates for this Responsibility. Action Type
Codes are: Approve, FYI, and Acknowledge.

Priority Number

Optional. If multiple requests are generated at
the route node specified on this Responsibility,
this determines the order in which KIM generates
these requests. KIM processes requests with lower
priority numbers before processing requests with
higher numbers. Requests with no number are
treated as a priority 1.

Action Policy Code

Required. This determines what happens if multiple
members of this Role receive the same Action
Request and one of them takes the action. For
example, if a Role has a Group with three members
assigned, all of these members receive the Action
Request defined here; this code then determines
what KIM does when one of them takes action
on the document. A value of FIRST indicates that
the first Group member to take action on the
document causes KIM to clear all the requests for
this Responsibility that may be in other Group
member’s action lists. A value of ALL indicates that
each Group member must take individual action to
clear his or her own requests.

Force Action

Check this box to indicate that each user must
take action for this request, even if the user
has previously taken action on this document.
Leaving the box unchecked allows a request to
be immediately fulfilled if the Role member has
previously taken action on this specific document.

Assignees Tab
This tab displays all members who belong to this Role. You may also use the tab to add new members and
to edit the values associated with existing members.
Just as with group, role members not added by the specific maintenance document will have their “delete”
buttons inactivated. To end that member’s active association with the group, set the “Active To Date” field
to the end of the membership.
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Figure 5.36. Role Maintenance Document: Assignees Tab

Table 5.21. Role Maintenance Document: Assignees Tab Attributes
Field Name

Description

Type Code

Required. Role members can be Principals (as
defined on the Person document), Groups, or other
Roles. Select the Type of member you want to add
to this Role.

Member Identifier

Required. Enter the ID of the member you want to
add, or use the lookup to search for and select a
Member. The lookup icon displays the Principal,
Group, or Role Lookup screen based on the Type
Code you selected for this Role member.

Namespace Cd

Display-only. Identifies the namespace code
associated with this Role member. Note that only
Groups and Roles display a namespace code.

Name

Display-only. Identifies the name of the member
you are assigning to this Role

Active From Dt

Optional. Enter a Active From date to define the
earliest date on which this member is a valid
member of this Role.

Active To Dt

Optional. Allows you to deactivate a member’s
association with a Role on a specific date. Enter the
date the user is no longer a member of this Role.
Note: You cannot delete or inactivate Role
members. To remove a member from a Role, enter
an Active To Dt.

Actions

Click the Add button to add this member to the Role.

Delegations Tab
This tab defines and identifies Delegates associated with this Role. Delegates are users that a member
of this Role has authorized to have the same Permissions and take the same actions as that member is
authorized to take. For example, a manager may make someone a Delegate for his or her actions in a
particular Role.
The Assignees Tab dealing with Delegates is slightly different, as shown in the following table. Note that
if the members of a Role require qualifying values, the delegation requires these values as well. In most
cases, Delegates must have the same qualifiers as the Role member with which they are associated.
Just as with Group and Role Associations, delegations added outside of the current maintenance document
have inactive “delete” buttons and must have the “Active To Date” field set to end the delegation.
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Figure 5.37. Role Maintenance Document: Delegations Tab

Table 5.22. Role Maintenance Document: Delegations Tab Attributes
Field Name

Description

Role Member

Required. Use the lookup to search for, and return,
the Member of this Role for whom you wish to
create a Delegate.

Member Type Code

Required. Select the Type of Delegate you want to
add to this Role. Delegates may be Principals (as
defined on the Person document), Groups, or other
Roles.

Member Identifier

Required. Enter the ID that identifies the Delegate
you want to add, or use the lookup to search for and
select a Delegate. Note that the lookup takes you
to the Principal, Group, or Role Lookup screen,
depending on the Member Type Code you selected.

Member Namespace Code

Display-only. The namespace of this Delegate. Note
that only delegations to Groups or Roles display a
Member Namespace Code.

Member Name

Display-only. The name of the selected Delegate

Active From Date

Optional. You may choose to qualify this Delegate’s
association with this Role by date. Entering an
Active From Date is the earliest date on which this
Delegate is valid for this Role.

Active To Date

Optional. Allows you to deactivate a Delegate’s
association with a Role on a specific date. The date
you enter is the date on which this user is no longer
a Delegate for this Role.
Note: You cannot delete or deactivate Delegates. To
remove a Delegate from a Role, enter an Active To
Date.

Delegation Type Code

Required. Select Secondary or Primary. Note
that this selection only applies to Responsibilities
associated with the Role. This indicates whether the
Delegate automatically receives documents directly
in their Action List (Primary) or if the Delegate
may only choose to view documents in their Action
List using the Secondary Delegate dropdown
(Secondary).

Actions

Click the Add button to add this Delegate to this
Role.
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KIM Type
KIM Type Lookup
Use this lookup when you create a new group in KIM to find the KIM Type for the new group.

Figure 5.38. KIM Type Lookup

You may enter information in one or more of the search fields to find the correct Type for your new group:

Table 5.23. KIM Type Lookup Attributes
Field Name

Description

Namespace Code

Optional. Select the code of the application and
module for this KIM Type.

Type Name

Optional. Enter the name for this KIM Type.

Type Identifier

Optional. Enter the unique
Identifier for this KIM Type.

Active Indicator

Required. Defaults to Yes (Yes means display only
Active Types). Change the default selection to view
KIM Types that are Inactive or Types that are both
Active and Inactive.
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Figure 5.39. KIM Type Lookup: Results Example

The search results list for this screen has the same fields as the Lookup screen. To select the Type you
want to use for your new group, click the return value link for it in the search results list.

KIM Type Inquiry
The KIM Type Inquiry screen provides details about a KIM Type data element.
To access this screen, from the Role Lookup screen, click a Role Type Name in your search results list.

Figure 5.40. KIM Type Inquiry

All fields are defined above in KIM Type Lookup except these:

Table 5.24. KIM Type Inquiry Attributes
Field Name

Description

Service Name

Display-only. The name of the service associated
with this KIM Type
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Field Name

Description

Namespace Code

Display-only. The namespace code associated with
the selected KIM Type

Responsibility
Responsibility Lookup
Similar to the Permission Lookup, you can use the Responsibility Lookup to search for and view existing
responsibilities in KIM. You can view summarized information about the responsibility detail values as
well as the roles with which the responsibility is currently associated.

Figure 5.41. Identity Channel: Responsibility Link

To display this screen, from the Administration menu, click Responsibility in the Identify section of
the menu.

Note
This table is display-only. Technical assistance is required to modify responsibilities.

Figure 5.42. Responsibility Lookup
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To find information about a Responsibility, enter information in one or more of the fields on the Lookup
page and then click the Search button.

Table 5.25. Responsibility Lookup Attributes
Field Name

Description

Template Namespace

Optional. The code identifying the application
and module the template pertains to. Because
responsibilities pertain to workflow, most
responsibility templates are associated with the KRWKFLW (Kuali Rice-Workflow) namespace.

Template Name

Optional. The template the responsibility is based
on. A template usually defines, in a broad sense,
what the responsibility is. Since responsibilities
normally are associated with action requests for user
review, most responsibilities have a template name
of “Review.”

Responsibility Namespace

Optional. The code designating the application
and module this responsibility is associated with.
This code usually corresponds to the namespace
of the document type for which the responsibility
generates action requests.

Responsibility Name

Optional. The name of this responsibility. In most
cases, the responsibility name is the same as
the associated template name (“Review”). Like
permission names, responsibility names are not
unique.

Role Namespace

An indicator that associates the Role with a
particular application and module. To search for a
responsibility based on the namespace of the role
to which it is assigned, enter the name of that
namespace.

Role Name

Optional. The name by which a Role is known in the
system. To search for a responsibility based on the
Role to which it is assigned, enter that Role name.

Principal Name

Optional. One of the principals that currently have
this responsibility through their association with a
role

Group Namespace

Optional. The namespace of groups that have this
responsibility through the group’s association with
a role

Group Name

Optional. The name of a group that has this
responsibility through its association with a role

Attribute Value

Optional. A specific responsibility detail value
associated with a responsibility
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Figure 5.43. Responsibility Look: Results

Table 5.26. Responsibility Lookup: Resutls Attributes
Field Name

Description

Responsibility Detail Values

Display-only. Detailed information that defines:
• What document this responsibility generates
action requests for
• When the requests are generated
• How the requests are handled by workflow
Unlike permissions, which sometimes have
different detail values, responsibility detail values
generally contain these elements:
• routeNodeName: The point in a document’s
workflow routing at which this responsibility
generates requests.
• documentTypeName: The name of the
document type for which this responsibility
generates action requests. This value may also be
a parent document type, which indicates that this
responsibility applies to all child documents.
• actionDetailsAtRoleMemberLevel: A True or
False indicator that defines where the system
collects details of this workflow action request.
If the value is True, the system collects action
details when members are assigned to the role.
If the value is False, the system collects action
details when this responsibility is assigned to a
role.
• Required: A True or False value that indicates
whether the system is required to generate an
action request for this document type. If the
value is True and the document generates no
requests associated with this responsibility, then
the document will go into exception status. If the
value is False and the responsibility generates no
action requests, then the document continues to
route as normal.

Granted to Roles

Display-only. Lists the namespace and name of
roles that have this responsibility. Click a linked
name to view the Role Inquiry for that role name.
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Responsibility Inquiry
To view the Responsibility Inquiry screen for a responsibility, click its Responsibility Name in the search
results list displayed when you do a Responsibility Lookup. The Responsibility Inquiry screen contains
the same information displayed in the search results, but in a slightly different format:

Figure 5.44. Responsibility Inquiry

The fields on this screen are documented in the Responsibility Lookup section above.

Permission
Permission Lookup
The Permission Lookup screen allows you to search for and view existing permissions. It displays
summarized information about the permission detail values as well as the roles that are currently associated
with this permission.

Note
This table is display-only. Technical assistance is required to modify permissions.
You get to this screen by clicking Permissions in the Identity section of the Administration menu.
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Figure 5.45. Permission Lookup

Enter information in one or more fields on the Permission Lookup screen and then click the search button
to display permissions that match your information.

Table 5.27. Permission Lookup Attributes
Field Name

Description

Template Namespace

Optional. The code identifying the application and
module the template pertains to. Because templates
tend to be general categories, they are often
associated with system-level namespaces.

Template Name

Optional. The template the permission is based
on. A template usually defines, in a broad sense,
what the permission controls. Similar types of
permissions use the same template.

Permission Namespace

Optional. The code designating the application and
module this permission is associated with.

Permission Name

Optional. The name of this permission. In most
cases, the permission name is the same as its
associated template name.

Role Namespace

Optional. An indicator that associates the role with
a particular application and module.

Role Name

Optional. The common descriptive name by which
this role is known.

Principal Name

Optional. The principals that currently have this
permission through their association with a role

Group Namespace

Optional. The namespace of groups that have this
permission through the groups’ association with a
role

Group Name

Optional. The name of a group that has this
permission through its association with a role

Permission Detail Values

Optional. Detailed information that, in combination
with the permission name, defines the permission’s
function For example, if the permission name is
Initiate Document, the Permission Detail Values
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Field Name

Description
field indicates the specific type of document the
initiate permission pertains to. Permission detail
values can include many different types of data.
Some common permission details:
• documentTypeName: The name of the
document Type associated with this permission.
• routeNodeName: The point in a document’s
workflow routing at which this permission
becomes relevant.
• routeStatusCode: The routing status that a
document must be in for this permission to apply.
• propertyName: A field or document element that
the permission pertains to.

When you click the search button for a Permission Lookup, KIM displays your search results in a table
like this:

Figure 5.46. Permission Lookup: Results Example

The information in the search results table is display-only and is defined above. New field:

Table 5.28. Permission Lookup: Results Attributes
Field Name

Description

Granted to Roles

Lists the namespace and name of roles that have this
permission. Click on a linked name to view its Role
Inquiry screen.

Permission Inquiry
To view the Permission Inquiry screen for a Permission, click the Permission Name in the search results
from a Permission Lookup. The Permission Inquiry screen contains the same information as the Permission
Lookup search results, but in a slightly different format:
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Figure 5.47. Permission Inquiry

The fields on this screen are documented above in the Permission Lookup section.

Permission Template Inquiry
This screen provides detailed information about a Template Namespace. To display it, click a Template
Name on the Document Configuration screen or the Permission Inquiry screen.

Figure 5.48. Permission Template Inquiry

Information related to the fields on this screen can be found above, in the Permission Lookup section
of this document.

Locations
Campus
Campus Lookup
The Campus Lookup screen provides detailed information about the campuses defined in your system.
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Figure 5.49. Identity Channel: Campus Link

To get to the Campus Lookup function, click Campus on the Rice Administration Menu.
This takes you to the Campus Lookup screen where you have the option to create a new Campus
by clicking the create new button in the upper right corner under the Login box or to perform a
search of campuses already defined in Rice. If you choose to create a new Campus, KIM displays the
CampusMaintenanceDocument, which is discussed in the Campus Maintenance section below.

Figure 5.50. Campus Lookup

Another way to get to the Campus Lookup screen is to click the Field Lookup button next to the Campus
Code field on any screen where it appears. If you do this, you see the Campus Lookup screen without
the create new button.
Enter information in one or more of the fields on the Campus Lookup screen and then click the search
button to see a list of Campuses that fit your search.

Note
Leave all of the search fields blank to get a list of all Campuses.
If you did NOT begin your Campus Lookup from the Administration menu, your list of search results
looks like this:

Figure 5.51. Campus Lookup: Results Example
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If you did begin your search from the Administration menu, you see edit and copy as links for each
Campus instead of return value. These options are explained in the Campus Maintenance section below.
Click one of the underlined column titles on the search results list to sort the list by that column. Click it
again to sort the list in the opposite order.
You can also export the search results list in CSV, spreadsheet, or XML format. Click the appropriate link
at the bottom of the search results list to do this.
If you did NOT begin your Campus Lookup from the Administration menu, the Return Value column
has a return value link for each campus. Click this return value link for the Campus Code for which
you need information and Rice goes back to the screen you were on before and automatically enters the
information about that campus on the screen for you.
You can find information about the fields on this screen under Edit Campus Tab in the Campus
Maintenance section of this User Guide.

Campus Inquiry
Display this screen by clicking Campus Code in the search results list after you do a Campus Lookup:

Figure 5.52. Campus Inquiry

You can find information about the fields on this screen in the Edit Campus Tab section under Campus
Maintenance, below.

Campus Maintenance
Use a Campus document for each of the different fiscal and physical operating entities of an institution.
A campus may be identified as a fiscal entity, a physical entity, or both.

To create a new Campus
Click Campus on the Rice Administration menu for KIM to display the Campus Lookup screen, then
click the create new button. KIM displays the CampusMaintenanceDocument.
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Figure 5.53. Campue Maintenance Document

The fields on this document are described in the Document Layout section below. Enter information in
all required fields and other fields appropriate to this campus, then click the save button to create your
new Campus.

To edit Campus information
If you want to edit information about an existing Campus:
1. Begin at the Administration menu and do a Campus Lookup to find the campus you need to edit.
2. On the list of search results, click edit for that Campus.
3. KIM displays the CampusMaintenanceDocument for that campus:

Figure 5.54. Campus Maintenane Document: Expanded

4. Change the information in the fields that you need to edit, then click the save button at the bottom of
the document.
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Document Layout
The Campus Maintenance Document has five sections:
• Document Overview
• Edit Campus
• Notes and Attachments
• Ad Hoc Recipients
• Route Log
You can find documentation on all of the tabs in this document except Edit Campus in the Common
Features and Functions section of the User Guide.

Edit Campus Tab
Figure 5.55. Campus Maintenance Document: Edit Campus Tab

In edit mode, the Edit Campus Tab presents a display-only set of fields on the left and editable fields
on the right in which you may enter changes. When this tab is displayed in the Create New process, only
the editable fields are displayed.

Table 5.29. Campus Maintenance Document: Edit Campus Attributes
Field Name

Description

Campus Code

The unique identifying code assigned to a campus.

Campus Name

Required. The familiar name for a specific
university campus.

Campus Short Name

Required. An abbreviated name for a specific
campus; used in reports in which space is limited.

Campus Type Code

Required. Indicates the type of campus. Valid values
are:
• B - Both
• F - Fiscal
• P - Physical

Campus Type Lookup
The Campus Type Lookup function displays detailed information about specific Campus Type Codes.
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To display this screen:
1. Go to the Campus Lookup screen.
2. Select a valid Campus Type Code from the dropdown list.
3. Click the Field Lookup button next to the Campus Type Code field.

Figure 5.56. Campus Type Lookup

There are two ways to search for information using this screen:
• Enter information in one or more fields on the Campus Type Lookup screen and then click the Search
button. This displays a list of campus types that match the information you entered, similar to the list
in the screen print just below.
• Leave the fields on the Campus Type Lookup screen blank and click the Search button. This displays
a list of all available campus types, similar to this:

Figure 5.57. Campue Type Lookup: Results Example

You can export the search results list in CSV, spreadsheet, or XML format. Click the appropriate link at
the bottom of the search results list to do this.
The Return Value column has a return value link for each Campus Type Code. Click this return value
link for the Campus Type Code you need, and Kuali goes back to the screen you were on before and
automatically enters the information about that Campus Type Code on the screen for you.
Field information on this screen can be found in the Edit Campus Tab section above.

Campus Type Inquiry
Use the Campus Type Inquiry screen to see the Campus Type Code and Name and the Active Indicator
for a particular campus.
To display this screen:
1. Go to the Campus Lookup screen.
2. Select a valid Campus Type Code from the dropdown list.
3. Click the Inquiry button next to the Campus Type Code field.
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Figure 5.58. Campus Type Inquiry

Field information on this screen can be found in the Edit Campus Tab section above.

Campus Type Maintenance
Figure 5.59. Identity Channel: Campus Type Link

To create or perform maintenance on a Campus Type, click Campus Type on the Administration Menu.

Figure 5.60. Campus Type Lookup

From the Campus Type Lookup screen, you may either create a new Campus Type or search for an
existing one.

Note
If you don’t have a create new button in the top right corner of the Campus Type Lookup screen,
you did not open the screen from the Administration menu.
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When you search for and find an existing Campus Type (see instructions above), you have the option to
edit or copy it. After you click the create new, edit, or copy button, KIM displays the Campus Type
Maintenance document. This document lets you add and update Campus Types.

Figure 5.61. Campus Maintenance Document

Document Layout
The CampusTypeMaintenance document contains four standard tabs and the Edit Campus Type tab.
The standard tabs are documented in the Common Features and Functions section of this User Guide. The
Edit Campus Type tab is described below.

Figure 5.62. Campus Maintenance Document: Overview Tab

Edit Campus Type Tab
The Edit Campus Type tab displays the fields that are unique to each Campus Type.
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Figure 5.63. Campus Maintenance Document: Edit Campus Type Tab

Table 5.30. Campus Maintenance Document: Edit Campus Type Attributes
Field

Description

Campus Type Code

Required. The code used by Rice to identify this
type of Campus. Valid values are:
• B - Both
• F - Fiscal
• P - Physical

Campus Type Name

Required. The descriptive name for this Campus
Type

Active Indicator

Required. Indicates whether the Campus Code
is active or inactive. Remove the checkmark
to deactivate a Campus Type. Removing the
checkmark will also remove this Campus Type from
the dropdown list on Campus documents.

Postal Code
Postal Code Lookup
The Postal Code Lookup screen provides detailed information about the postal codes (zip codes) defined
in KIM.
You access the Postal Code Lookup screen by clicking Postal Code in the Identity section of the
Administration menu.
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Figure 5.64. Identity Channel: Postal Code Link

Figure 5.65. Postal Code Lookup

A search produces a list similar to the example below.

Figure 5.66. Postal Code Lookup: Results Example

Note
You may also enter a city and state to search for the associated zip code(s).
Descriptions of the fields in this list can be found in the Postal Code Maintenance section below.
Clicking edit takes you to the Postal Code Maintenance screen.
Clicking copy also takes you to the Postal Code Maintenance screen and populates some of the fields in
the Edit Postal Codes tab with information from the item you copied.
Clicking a Country Code from the list takes you to the Country Code Inquiry screen.
Clicking a Postal Code from the list takes you to the Postal Code Inquiry screen.
Clicking a State Code from the list takes you to the State Code Inquiry screen.
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Postal Code Inquiry
Figure 5.67. Postal Code Inquiry

Information about these fields can be found in the Postal Code Maintenance section below.

Postal Code Maintenance
The Postal Code Maintenance Document defines the postal (zip) code by city and state. When you click
the Postal Code option on the Administration screen, KIM displays the Postal Code Lookup screen. At
this point you can perform a lookup and select a postal code to edit or click the create new button, KIM
displays the PostalCodeMaintenanceDocument screen.

Figure 5.68. Postal Code Manintenance Document

To create a new Postal Code, enter information in the required fields in the Document Overview and Edit
Postal Codes tabs, then click the submit button at the bottom of the screen.

Document Layout
All of the tabs on this screen are standard, except the Edit Postal Codes tab. You can find information on
standard tabs in the Common Features and Functions section of this User Guide.

Edit Postal Codes tab
In edit mode, the Edit Postal Codes tab presents a display-only set of fields on the left and editable fields
on the right, in which you may enter changes. The tab looks like this:
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Figure 5.69. Postal Code Manintenance Document: Edit Postal Codes Tab

In create mode, the Edit Postal Codes tab presents only a set of fields in which you may enter information.

Figure 5.70. Postal Code Manintenance Document: Create Postal Codes

Table 5.31. Postal Code Maintenance Document: Create Postal Codes Attributes
Field

Description

Country Code

The country code for the country associated with the
zip (postal) code

Postal Code

A Postal Service zip code

State

Required. The state associated with the postal (zip)
code

County Code

The KIM identifying code for the county associated
with the postal (zip) code

City Name

Required. The name of the city associated with the
postal (zip) code

Active Indicator

Indicates whether the postal code is active or
inactive. Remove the checkmark to deactivate this
postal code.

County
County Lookup
The County Lookup screen provides information on counties defined in KIM.
Access the County Code Lookup screen by clicking County in the Identity section of the
Administration Menu.
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Figure 5.71. Identity Channel: County Lin

Figure 5.72. County Code Lookup

Click the create new button to go to the County Maintenance function, where you can create a new
County in Rice.
Conducting a search from this screen returns a list similar to this:

Figure 5.73. County Code Lookup: Results Example

Clicking the edit or copy link in the Action column allows you to edit the county information you selected
or to create a new county in Rice, beginning with a copy of the information from this county. This link
takes you to the County Maintenance Document.
Clicking a Country Code takes you to the Country Inquiry function for that code.
Clicking a County Code takes you to the County Inquiry function for that code.
Clicking a State code takes you to the State Inquiry function for that code.

County Inquiry
This screen provides a snapshot of the important information about a County:
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Figure 5.74. County Inquiry

You can find information about the fields on this screen in the County Maintenance section below.

County Maintenance
Use the County Maintenance document to assign specific identifying codes to county names. When you
click the County option on the Administration screen, KIM displays the County Lookup screen. After you
select to edit a county or click the create new button, KIM displays the CountyMaintenanceDocument
screen:

Figure 5.75. County Maintenance Document

To create a new County, enter valid information in the required fields in the Document Overview and
Edit Counties tabs, then click the Submit button at the bottom of the screen.

Document Layout
All of the tabs on this screen are standard, except the Edit Counties tab. Information on standard tabs can
be found in the Common Features and Functions section of this User Guide.

Edit Counties Tab
In edit mode, the Edit Counties tab presents a display-only set of fields on the left and editable fields on
the right, in which you may enter changes. The tab looks like this:
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Figure 5.76. County Mainteance Document: Edit Counties Tab

In create mode, the Edit Counties tab presents only a set of fields in which you may enter information.

Figure 5.77. County Maintenance Document: Create County

Table 5.32. County Maintenance Document: Create County Attributes
Field

Description

Country Code

Required. The country code for the country in which
this county is located.

County Code

Required. A unique identifying code assigned to this
county.

State

Required. The state abbreviation assigned by the
U.S. Postal Service to the state in which this county
is located.

County Name

Required. The actual name of this county.

Active Indicator

Optional. Indicates whether the county code is
active or inactive. Remove the check mark to
deactivate this county code.

State
State Code Lookup
The State Code Lookup function provides a convenient way to find key information pertaining to states
that are defined in Rice.
You can display the State Code Lookup screen by clicking State on the Rice Administration menu.
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Figure 5.78. Identity Channel: State Link

Figure 5.79. State Lookup

Enter information in one or more of the fields on the State Code Lookup screen and then click the search
button to see a list of States that fit your criteria.

Note
Leave all of the search fields blank to display a list of all States.

Figure 5.80. State Lookup: Results Example

Click edit or copy in the Actions column to go to the StateMaintenanceDocument screen, where you
can edit the existing State or use a copy of it as a base for establishing a new State in KIM.
Click an underlined Country Code to go to the Country Inquiry screen for that Country Code.
You can also export the search results list in CSV, spreadsheet, or XML format. Click the appropriate link
at the bottom of the search results list to do this.

State Inquiry
The State Inquiry screen provides a snapshot of the most important information defined in Rice for a
State.
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Figure 5.81. State Inquiry

State Maintenance
The State document defines the U.S. Postal Service codes used to identify states. When you choose the
State option on the Administration menu, KIM displays the State Code Lookup screen. After you click
edit for a State or click the create new button, KIM displays the StateMaintenanceDocument.

Figure 5.82. State Maintenance Document

Document Layout
This screen contains five tabs:
• Document Overview
• Edit States
• Notes and Attachments
• Ad Hoc Recipients
• Route Log
The Edit States tab is unique to this screen and is described below. The other four tabs are described in
the Common Features and Functions section of this User Guide.

Edit States Tab
The Edit States tab can be displayed with two different sets of fields. Which you see depends on whether
you are creating a new State or editing an existing State.
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Figure 5.83. State Maintenance Document: Add State

The version of the tab above is displayed when you are creating a new State.

Figure 5.84. State Maintenance Document: Edit States Tab

Pictured above in edit mode, the Edit States tab presents a display-only set of fields on the left and editable
fields on the right, in which you may enter changes.

Table 5.33. States Maintenance Document: Edit States Attributes
Field

Description

Country Code

A unique identifying code assigned to a country
Required for a new State Display-only when editing
a State

State Abbreviation

The state abbreviation assigned by the U.S. Postal
Service Required for a new State Display-only when
editing a State

State Name

The full name of the state Required for a new State
When editing, this field can be modified but not
deleted.

Active Indicator

Optional. Indicates whether the State code is active
or inactive. Remove the checkmark to deactivate the
State code.

Country
Country Lookup
This screen provides information about Country Codes and is accessed directly off the Administration
menu.
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Figure 5.85. Country Lookup

Performing a search on a Country Code produces results similar to this:

Figure 5.86. Country Lookup: Results Example

Selecting edit or copy in the Actions column takes you to the Country Maintenance Document screen,
where you can edit the existing Country Code or use a copy of it as a base for establishing a new Country
Code.
Selecting an underlined Country Code takes you to the Country Inquiry screen for that Country Code.
You can also export the search results list in CSV, spreadsheet, or XML format. Click the appropriate link
at the bottom of the search results list to do this.

Country Inquiry
The Country Inquiry screen displays details about a Country in Rice. You get to this screen by clicking
a Country Code in the list of search results after you do a Country Lookup.

Figure 5.87. Country Inquiry

Country Maintenance
The Country document is used to assign specific identifying codes to country names.
When you choose the Country option on the Administration menu, KIM displays the Country
Lookup screen. After you select a country or click the create new button, KIM presents the
CountryMaintenanceDocument screen.
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Figure 5.88. Country Maintenance Document

Document Layout
All of the tabs in the CountryMaintenanceDocument are standard with the exception of the Edit Country
tab. Documentation on standard tabs can be found in the Common Features and Functions section of the
User Guide.

Edit Country tab
Figure 5.89. Country Maintenance Document: Edit Country Tab

Table 5.34. Country Maintenance Document: Edit Country Attributes
Field

Description

Country Code

A unique identifying code assigned to a country.

Country Name

Required. The actual name of a specific country.

Country Restricted Indicator

Required. Check the box to indicate if the country is
restricted from use in procurement. Clear the check
box if it is not restricted.

Active Indicator

Indicates whether this country code is active
or inactive in Rice. Remove the checkmark to
deactivate this country code.
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Chapter 6. KNS
KNS Overview
The Kuali Nervous System (KNS) is the core of the Kuali Rice system. It embraces a document- (business
process) centric model that uses workflow as a core concept.

What is KNS?
• It’s a framework to enforce consistency.
• It adheres to development standards and architectural principles.
• It’s a stable core for efficient development.
• It reduces the amount of code you need to write and supports code reuse.

KNS Conceptual View
Figure 6.1. KNS: Conceptual View

KNS is the core technical module in Rice. It has reusable code components to provide functionality.
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KNS Relational View
Figure 6.2. KNS: Relational View

Essentially, KNS is a common set of service methods you can use to take actions on a document. It’s
very similar to a business object service, for example, one that persists documents and integrates with
a workflow. One of the ways the KNS subsystem accomplishes this is by using Spring’s transaction
management features:
• documentService.save(document);
• documentService.approve(document);

Parameter
Parameter Lookup
KNS parameters are used throughout Rice. They reside in special system tables that are used for
configuring the system during runtime. Parameters control whether certain features are turned on or off.
They also establish default values within the Rice system or by a process such as validation.
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Figure 6.3. Parameter Lookup Link

To access the Parameter Lookup screen:
1. Go to the Rice Main Menu screen
2. Locate the KNS Maintenance Documents section of the page
3. Click Parameter Lookup

Figure 6.4. Parameter Lookup

There are two ways to search for information on specific parameters:
• Enter information about the parameter in one or more fields on the Parameter Lookup screen, then
click the Search button. This displays a list of parameters that match the information you entered, similar
to the list in the screen print below.
• Leave the fields on the Parameter Lookup screen blank and click the Search button. This displays a
list of all available KNS parameters, similar to this:
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Figure 6.5. Parameter Lookup: Results Set

You can sort the list of parameters in ascending or descending order by one column by clicking the
appropriate column heading. If you want to save the list, you can export the entire list in CSV, spreadsheet,
or XML format.
Click a Namespace Code in the list of parameters to display more information about that code.

Parameter Inquiry
You arrive at this screen by clicking a Parameter Name on the Parameter Lookup list.

Figure 6.6. Parameter Inquiry

Parameter Maintenance
In Rice, Parameters control key aspects of how the system operates.

Finding the Parameter Maintenance Screen
Getting to the Parameter Maintenance screen requires that you have permission to use the Administration
screens in KRice. You can go directly to the Parameter Maintenance screen by:
1. Click the Administration tab
2. Look under Configuration
3. Click Parameter
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Parameter Maintenance Screen
KNS Parameters can be created and edited by selecting the Parameter option on the Rice Administration
screen.

Figure 6.7. Configureation Channel: Parameter Link

After selection you will be presented with the Parameter Maintenance Document screen. The picture
below is the complete screen with all tabs hidden. By default the Document Overview and Edit Parameter
tabs are shown (i.e. open) when this screen is first accessed.
The system will automatically assign a new document number every time this screen is accessed. The
Initiator, Status and Created information will also automatically be filled in.

Figure 6.8. Parameter Maintenance Document

The Notes and Attachments tab, the Ad Hoc Recipients tab, the Route Log tab, and the buttons at the bottom
of this screen perform standard functionality as described in the Common Features and Functionality
document found in the Global section of the User Guide.
The following descriptions apply to the fields in the upper right hand corner of the screen.
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Table 6.1. Parameter Maintenance Document: attributes
Field Name

Description

Doc Nbr

The document id is generated by the workflow
environment and is unique to each installation of
Kuali. It is system generated.

Initiator

The user name of the person who created the
document.

Status

This represents the status of this document.
(Initiated, Enroute, Final)

Created

The date and time that this document was created. It
is system generated.

Document Overview Tab
Figure 6.9. Parameter Maintenance Document:Document Overivew Tab

Table 6.2. Document Overview Tab: Attributes
Field Name

Description

Description

Required. A description of the request itself, not the
parameter. This text should briefly describe why the
request is being made.

Org Doc #

Also sometimes simply referred to as document
number. A unique system assigned number used to
identify each document.

Explanation

Free form text which provides a detailed description
of the request.

Edit Parameter Tab
Figure 6.10. Parameter Maintenace Document: Edit Parameter Tab
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Table 6.3. Edite Parameter Tab: Attributes
Field Name

Description

Namespace Code

Required. This value is used to categorize
parameters by namespace.

Parameter Component

Required. Code
Component.

Parameter Name

Required. This will be used as the identifier for the
parameter. Parameter values will be accessed using
this field and the namespace as the key. Note –
spaces are not allowed in this field

Parameter Value

Required. This field houses the actual value
associated with the parameter. This is what's
returned by the KualiConfigurationService.

Parameter Description

Required. This field houses the purpose of this
parameter.

Parameter Type code

Required. Code identifying the parameter type.
Parameter Type Code is the primary key for its table.

Parameter Constraint Code

Required. Code identify the constraints that apply.

identifying

the

parameter

Process to create a new Parameter
There are eight mandatory fields on the Document Overview and Edit Parameter tabs that must be filled
in before pressing the submit button. If the system finds any errors it will return the screen with the fields
in error identified, otherwise the system will respond with the Parameter Maintenance Document screen
showing that the:
• document was successfully submitted
• new document number for the document
• status is now ENROUTE
• actual creation date and time
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Figure 6.11. Parameter Maintenance Document: Routed Summary

You’ll also notice that the screen has changed and now has different buttons at the bottom. Click the close
button to close the current screen and return to your starting point.

Parameter Detail
Parameter Component Lookup
Use the Parameter Component Lookup screen to get information on what Namespace a Parameter
Component is associated with, and whether it is active or not.
To get to the Parameter Component Lookup screen click that option in the KNS Maintenance
Documents section on the Main Menu.

Figure 6.12. KNS Maintenance Documents: Parameter Componenet Lookup Link
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This leads you to the Parameter Component Lookup screen.

Figure 6.13. Parameter Component Lookup

Performing a search from this screen returns a list of one or more Parameter Components which looks
similar to the following example.

Figure 6.14. Parameter Component Lookup: Resutls Set

To limit the number of items returned you simply provide criteria which is then used to limit the search.

Table 6.4. Parameter Component Lookup: Resultes set Attributes
Field Name

Description

Parameter Component Name

The name by which the Parameter Component is
commonly known.

Namespace

The Namespace Code and Namespace Name
associated with the Parameter Component.

Namespace Code

The code associated with the namespace.

Active Indicator

Indicator for whether the Parameter Component is
active in Rice or not.
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Parameter Component Inquiry
Figure 6.15. Parameter Componenet Inquiry

You arrive at this screen by clicking on a Parameter Component on the Parameter Lookup list.

Table 6.5. Parameter Componenet Inquiry: Attributes
Field Name

Description

Parameter Component

A code identifying the component utilizing the
parameter

Parameter Namespace
Namespace Lookup
Kuali uses Namespaces in all Kuali applications. A Namespace is a set of information about the system and
groups of information in the system. Everything is tied to a Namespace in some way in Rice. A Namespace
provides a way to set boundaries around both Permissions and Entity Attributes. Each Namespace instance
is one level of scoping and is one record in that Kuali module.
Use the System Namespace Lookup function to quickly find basic information about a Namespace in
Rice.
When you click System Namespace Lookup in the KNS Maintenance Documents section on the Main
Menu, Rice displays a screen titled Namespace Lookup, like this:

Figure 6.16. Namespace Lookup

There are two ways to search for information on a specific Namespace:
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• Enter information about the Namespace you want to find in one or more fields on the Namespace
Lookup screen, then click the Search button. This displays a list of Namespaces that match the
information you entered, similar to the list in the screen print below.
• Leave the fields on the Namespace Lookup screen blank and click the Search button. This displays a
list of all available Namespaces, similar to this:

Figure 6.17. Namespace Lookup: Results Set

You can sort the search results in ascending or descending order by one column by clicking that column’s
heading. If you want to save the search results, you can export the entire list in CSV, spreadsheet, or XML
format.
Click a Namespace Code in the search results list to display more information about that code.

Namespace Inquiry
Use the Namespace Inquiry screen to find key information about Namespaces.
You can go to the Namespace Inquiry screen from several places in Rice:
• On the Rice Main Menu, click System Namespace Lookup.
• On the Parameter Lookup screen, click the book icon after selecting a valid Namespace Code from
the dropdown list.
• On the Parameter Component Lookup screen, select a valid Namespace Code from the dropdown
list, then click the book icon.
• When you do a Parameter Lookup, click the Namespace Code for one of your search results.
• On the Permission Inquiry screen, click the Template Namespace or the Permission Namespace
date field.
The Namespace Inquiry screen and information you see will be similar to this:

Figure 6.18. Namespace Inquiry
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Parameter Type
Parameter Type Lookup
The Parameter Type Lookup function provides a convenient way to obtain key information about the
Parameter Types defined in your Rice system.
To get to this screen, click Parameter Type Lookup on the Main Menu.

Figure 6.19. KNS Maintenance Documents Channel: Parameter Type Lookup Link

You can also get to this screen by clicking the field lookup button on any screen where it appears next
to the Parameter Type Code field.

Figure 6.20. Parameter Type Lookup

Performing a search from the Parameter Type Lookup screen displays a table of Parameter Types that
looks similar to this:

Figure 6.21. Parameter Type Lookup: Results Set

The fields on this screen are described in the Parameter Type Maintenance section of this document.
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You can sort the search results in ascending or descending order by clicking the appropriate column title.
In addition to the online list of search results, you can also export the entire list in CSV, spreadsheet, or
XML format. If you get too many Parameter Types from your search, please enter more information in
the search fields and click the Search button again.

Parameter Type Inquiry
The Parameter Type Inquiry screen gives you information about a parameter type. On the Parameter
Lookup screen, select a valid Parameter Type Code from the dropdown list. Then, click the inquiry
button to display the Parameter Type Inquiry screen with the information for that parameter:

Figure 6.22. Parameter Type Inquiry

The fields on this screen are described in the Parameter Type Maintenance section of this document.

Parameter Type Maintenance
The Parameter Type Maintenance function allows you to define new Parameter Types or edit information
related to Parameter Types.
You get to the Parameter Type Maintenance screen by clicking Parameter Type in the Configuration
section on the Rice Administration menu:

Figure 6.23. Configuration Channel: Parameter Type Link
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This takes you to the Parameter Type Maintenance Document screen:

Figure 6.24. Parameter Type Maintenance Document

Document Layout
The Parameter Type Maintenance screen has five main tabs:
• Document Overview
• Edit Parameter Type
• Notes and Attachments
• Ad Hoc Recipients
• Route Log
All of these except the Edit Parameter Type tab are described in the Common Features and Functions
section of this User Guide.

Edit Parameter Type tab
Figure 6.25. Parameter Type Maintenance Document: Edit Parameter Tab

Table 6.6. Edit Parameter Type Tab: Attributes
Field

Description

Parameter Type Code

Required. Code identifying the parameter type.
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Field

Description

Parameter Type Name

Required. The name by which the Parameter Type
Code is commonly known.

Active Indicator

An indicator specifying whether an entity in the
system is active or not.

Pessimistic Lock
Pessimistic Lock Lookup
The Pessimistic Lock Lookup screen lets you review existing locks and manually release them.
You get to this screen by clicking the Pessimistic Lock Lookup option on the Main Menu.

Figure 6.26. Pessimistic Lock Lookup

Table 6.7. Pessimistic Lock Lookup: Search Attributes
Field Name

Description

Lock Owner Principle Name

The name of the person who placed the lock on the
document

Lock Descriptor

A specification for the type of lock placed on the
document

Generated Time From

The date and time the lock was put in place

Generated Time To

The date and time when the lock expires

Document Number

The document ID for the locked document
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Chapter 7. KRAD
KRAD Architecture Overview
The Kuali Rapid Application Development (KRAD) framework and tools are provided to enable
universities to more quickly build "rich-UI" web-based and client applications. KRAD expands the set of
application features beyond what was formerly available through KNS alone.

What is KRAD?
• As with KNS, KRAD is a developer framework to enable consistency.
• It adheres to development standards and architectural principles.
• It’s a stable core for efficient development.
• It reduces the amount of code you need to write and supports code reuse.
KRAD supports the KNS document types - Lookups, Inquiries, and Maintenance pages - while it also
provides more flexibility in user interface layouts, for example, beyond the "vertical" tab section and
collection layouts that are supported by KNS.
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KRAD Conceptual View
Figure 7.1. KRAD Conceptual View

(more in progress here)
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KRAD Relational View
Figure 7.2. KRAD: Relational View

(more in progress here)

KRAD's User Interface Framework
UIF Overview
KRAD introduces the concept of a "View" and a hierarchy of pieces which can be added to a view. A view
can represent a whole page or even, in some cases, multiple document pages. Inside the view, a number
of different groups can be arranged - some as tabs, perhaps, others as field sets within other groups or
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even collections of field sets. Some of these groups are made up of fields, controls, and widgets (controls
providing an extra level of interactive functionality by incorporating rich user interface techniques).
All of these - views, groups, fields, controls, and widgets - all are components of a KRAD renderer, and
therefore all implement the org.kuali.rice.kns.uif. component interface.
In KRAD, a container is simply a component with a main job of containing other components to render. A
view is a container, and several containers have the ability to contain other containers - views can contain
groups, for instance, and groups, in turn, can contain any other kinds of components - including other
groups. By default, a container such as a view has three areas: 1) a header, encapsulated in a HeaderField;
2) a footer, and then 3) any other encapsulated items which make up the body. The renderHeader and
renderFooter properties of the container can be set to false to turn off presentation of the heater and footer
rendering. Body rendering cannot be turned off because the point of the container is to render some kind
of contained body elements - the content. However, the body elements are are defined in the container
(the semantics) but thay are laid out on a page by a LayoutManager - in this way, you can keep the page
layout "rendering" separate from the container's content - the body rendering attributes which define the
semantics - enabling you to architect applications so they can more easily be ready for different view
windows and devices.
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Figure 7.3. KRAD Conceptual Groupings

KRAD Design Components
Overview of Design Components built into KRAD
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KRAD Layout Managers
Overview of Layout Managers
Controls, Fields, and Widgets - and even other Groups - can be encapsulated in a Container. The question
then becomes how KRAD will lay out those controls.
The designers of KRAD decided to apply a venerable idea present in the first version of the Java Advanced
Window Toolkit - the concept of Layout Managers. A LayoutManager is simply a bean which will build
the HTML to display Components with a certain algorithm. In this first version of KRAD, there are 4
layout managers for collections (and developers can create additional ones): Grid, Box, Table, and Stack.
See material below for additional details.

Grid Layout Manager
The GridLayoutManager places sub-Components into a set of side-by-side columns. For those familiar
with KNS, when a maintenance document copies a business object, it has shown four columns side by
side: two columns for the original business object's labels and controls and two columns for the copied
object's labels and controls. In KRAD, GridLayoutManager can be used to provide this type of layout.
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Figure 7.4. Grid Layout

Box Layout Manager
There's also the BoxLayoutManager, which works just like the BoxLayoutManager in the Java AWT.
Nesting Groups with different BoxLayoutManager aspects provides a simple yet flexible way to arrange
sub-Components. The BoxLayoutManager also provides the ability to set the padding in between subComponents.
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Figure 7.5. Box Layout

Table Layout Manager
When laying out the rendering of collections, TableLayoutManager provides a lot of power for rendering
that data in a tabular fashion. The TableLayoutManager holds a List of Fields and a List of LabelFields.
For each row in a collection, TableLayoutManager will generate a rendered row of the specified Fields.
By default, TableLayoutManager provides a sequence field for each row of Fields, at the very left
of each line. This typically shows a number, but through the sequenceFieldPrototype property, a
different rendering for the sequence can be shown. The sequence fields can be turned off by setting the
renderSequenceField property to false. There's also the ability to specify an actionFieldPrototype, which
will show up in the rightmost cell of a line of Fields, which contains actions that can be performed on that
specific row of the collection.
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Figure 7.6. Table Layout

Stack Layout Manager
When rendering a Collection, maybe a TableLayoutManager is too much of a straight jacket for each
row. Perhaps, for each row in a Collection, a whole different Group needs to be specified which can be
customized to show the rows in a very different way than the line of Fields TableLayoutManager provides.
A good example comes from the Maintenance Document framework, where collection rows aren't tabular
but rather boxed. In cases like this, there's the StackedLayoutManager which takes a List of Groups and
renders each row of a collection within that List of Groups.
The StackedLayoutManager provides a way to add a summaryTitle and summaryFields for each collection
row: special information that will be featured prominently in rendering so each row line can be quickly
recognized for what data it holds. There's also a lineGroupPrototype property which can be used to override
the Groups that each line will render as.
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Figure 7.7. Stacked layout

KRAD Fields
Developers need ways to interact with the users, to put up text and images, to create interactive and
informative web pages in their applications. To accomplish this, there are three families of Components Fields, Controls, and Widgets - that provide all of the elements that are contained in the Containers. Fields
are fundamental - indeed, a large amount of functionality can be created through specifying views, groups,
and fields alone and letting fields figure out what text and which controls are needed on a page. Controls
and widgets are grouped within fields, which makes fields terribly diverse.
Think of all the different kinds of visual elements on a page: images, buttons, messages, even blank space.
Each of these elements can be encapsulated in different kinds of fields.

KRAD Input Fields
An Input field enables user input. This means that this "grouped" field control will display an entry field for
user input, and can optionally include instructions, watermarks, constraint text, a lookup widget, inquiry
widget, or help widget, and includes a place for error messages associated with the field to appear. This
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could arguably be considered the most complex of all fields, and additional information on this field can
be found in the Developers' Guide.

Figure 7.8. KRAD Input field - grouped

Other KRAD Fields
There are many other field types provided by KRAD, but none are as complex and rich as the input field.
For a full list, see the "KRAD Conceptual View - KRAD classes" in the Architecture Overview section
above.

Some key KRAD extensions beyond KNS concepts
Progressive Disclosure
Multi-value Lookups
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(other...)
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Chapter 8. KRMS
Kuali Rule Management System: Overview
What is KRMS?
Kuali's Rule Management System (KRMS) supports the creation, maintenance, storage and retrieval of
business rules and agendas (ordered sets of business rules) within business contexts (e.g., for a particular
department or for a particular university-wide process). It allows applications to externalize business logic
that commonly needs customization, and empowers business analysts to modify them to reflect changes
in policy.
KRMS enables you to define a set of rules within a particular business unit or for a particular set of
applications. These business rules define logical conditions and the set of actions that result when those
conditions are met. KRMS enables you to call and use this logic from any application, without having to
re-write and manage all the rules' maintenance logic within the application.

KRMS Concepts
Rule

There are two parts to a Rule: A logical Proposition ("condition" or "statement" may
be more natural) and an Action.

Action

something you do if a Rule's logical Proposition is true, e.g.
• route to a PeopleFlow
• present a questionnaire
• display a validation error

Proposition

the expression of some business logic, e.g.
• activity != reasearch AND sponsor = NASA

Term

defines a piece of business data usable in Rules, e.g.
• in the example Proposition (see above), activity and sponsor are Terms.

Fact

the actual value for a Term when an Agenda of Rules execute against some set of data

Agenda

An execution plan for some number of rules. KRMS agendas support conditional logic,
e.g.
• rule 1: is initiator admin?
• When FALSE:
• rule 2: initiator has special permission?
• rule 3: exceeds dollar amount threshold?
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The KRMS User Interface
KRMS Agenda Editor
Rules in KRMS are placed into ordered sets called Agendas. The order of the Rules in an Agenda
determines the sequencing: which rule gets evaluated first, second and so on. The Agenda also enables
you to include conditional branching logic between Rules.
In turn, Agendas are are created in Contexts, which may represent any categories that are relevant within
your institution. For example, they could correspond to document types or business processes or any other
categories. In some university environments, the following might be relevant contexts: Awards, Proposals,
IRB reviews, Course co-requisites, Course pre-requisites, Student plan evaluations, and so on.
Each Context contains its own agendas, and each Agenda contains its own rules. Rules aren't shared across
agendas (though you can copy/paste, they become unique Rule instances), and Agendas aren't shared
across Contexts. There is no Context hierarchy, that is, Agendas and Rules can't be inherited across contexts
within any sort of hierarchy.
See below for a view of the Agenda Editor in KRMS.
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Figure 8.1. KRMS Agenda Editor

Rules in the Agenda can be selected by clicking on them. The order and conditional logic within the agenda
can be manipulated by selecting rules and clicking the buttons on the toolbar above the Rules. Clicking on
the "Add Rule" button on the Agenda Editor screen will take you to the Rule Editor with a new blank Rule,
and selecting a Rule and clicking on the "Edit Rule" button will open that existing Rule in the Rule Editor.

KRMS Rule Editor
See below for views of editing a Rule from an Agenda in KRMS.
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Figure 8.2. KRMS Rules Editor

And below is the same Rule but scrolled down further on the page to show the Action configuration as
well. In this example, when the logical proposition for this rule is satisfied (when it is true), the rule will
call a PeopleFlow to route a request to it.
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Figure 8.3. KRMS proposition and PeopleFlow Action

You can add Simple Propositions via "add", or Compound Propositions via "add parent". Simple
Propositions are configured with a Term and a user-supplied value to compare it with.
For additional information on KRMS see the KRMS Technical Guide (TRG).
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What is the Kuali Service Bus?
The Kuali Service Bus (KSB) is a lightweight service bus designed to allow developers to quickly develop
and deploy services for remote and local consumption. At the heart of the KSB is a service registry. This
registry is a listing of all services available for consumption on the bus. The registry provides the bus with
the information necessary to achieve load balancing, failover, and more.

Figure 9.1. Kuali Service Bus

You can deploy services to the bus using Spring or programmatically. Services must be named when they
are deployed to the bus. Services are acquired from the bus using their name.

Features
• Transactional Asynchronous Messaging - You can call services asynchronously to support a 'fire and
forget' model of calling services. Messaging participates in existing JTA transactions, so that messages
are not sent until the currently running transaction is committed and are not sent if the transaction is
rolled back. You can increase the performance of service calling code because you are not waiting for
a response.
• Synchronous Messaging - Call any service on the bus using a request response paradigm.
• Queue Style Messaging - Supports executing Java services using message queues. When a message is
sent to a queue, only one of the services listening for messages on the queue is given the message.
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• Topic Style Messaging - Supports executing Java services using messaging topics. When a message is
sent to a topic, all services that are listening for messages on the topic receive the message.
• Quality of Service - Determines how queues and topics handle messages that have problems. Time to
live is supported, giving the message a configured amount of time to be handled successfully before
exception handling is invoked for that message type. Messages can be given a number of retry attempts
before exception handling is invoked. The delay separating each call increases. Exception handlers can
be registered with each queue and topic for custom behavior when messages fail and Quality of Service
limits have been reached.
• Discovery - Services are automatically discovered along the bus by service name. End-point URLs are
not needed to connect to services.
• Reliability - Should problems arise, messages sent to services via queues or synchronous calls
automatically fail-over to any other services bound to the same name on the bus. Services that are not
available are removed from the bus until they come back online, at which time they will be rediscovered
for messaging.
• Persisted Callback - Callback objects can be sent with any message. This object will be called each
time the message is received with the response of the service (think topic as opposed to queue). In this
way, we can deploy services for messaging that actually return values.
• Primitive Business Activity Monitoring - If turned on, each call to every service, including the
parameters pass into that service, is recorded. This feature can be turned on and off at runtime.
• Spring-Based Integration - KSB is designed with Spring-based integration in mind. A typical scenario
is making an existing Spring-based POJO available for remote asynchronous calls.
• Programmatic Based Integration - KSB can be configured programmatically if Spring configuration
is not desired. Services can also be added and removed from the bus programmatically at runtime.

Bean-Based Services
Typically, KSB programming is centered on exposing Spring-configured beans to other calling code using
a number of different protocols. Using this paradigm the client developer and the organization can rapidly
build and consume services, often a daunting challenge using other buses.
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Overview of Supported Service Protocols
Figure 9.2. Supported Service Protocols

This drawing is conceptual and not representative of true deployment architecture. Essentially, the KSB is
a registry with service-calling behavior on the client end (Java client). All policies and behaviors (async as
opposed to sync) are coordinated on the client. The client offers some very attractive messaging features:
• Synchronization of message sending with currently running transaction (meaning all messages sent
during a transaction are ONLY sent if the transaction is successfully committed)
• Failover - If a call to a service comes back with a 404 (or various other network-related errors), it will
try to call other services of the same name on the bus. This is for both sync and async calls.
• Load balancing - Clients will round-robin call services of the same name on the bus. Proxy instances,
however, are bound to single machines if you want to keep a line of communication open to a single
machine for long periods of time.
• Topics and Queues
• Persistent messages - When using message persistence a message cannot be lost. It will be persisted
until it is sent.
• Message Driven Service Execution - Bind standard JavaBean services to messaging queues for
message driven beans.

Message Queue
Use the Message Queue section to administer the KNS message queuing system. You can find it on the
Administration menu.
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It has three main sections: Current Node Info, the message filter and fetch section, and the Documents
currently in route queue section.

Figure 9.3. Message Queue: Documents Currently In Route

Current Node Info
• IP Address: This value equals the IP address of the machine: Rice
• message.persistence: If true, then messages will be persisted to the datastore. Otherwise, they will only
be stored in memory. If message persistence is not turned on and the server is shutdown while there are
still messages in queue, those messages will be lost. For a production environment, it is recommended
that message persistence be set to true.
• message.delivery: Can be set to either "synchronous" or "async". If this is set to synchronous, then
messages that are sent in an asynchronous fashion using the KSB application interface (API) will be
sent synchronously. This is useful in certain development and unit testing scenarios. For a production
environment, it is recommended that message delivery be set to async.
• message.off: If set to "true" then asynchronous messages will not be sent. In the case that message
persistence is turned on, they will be persisted in the message store and can even be picked up later
using the Message Fetcher. However, if message persistence is turned off, these messages will be lost.
This can be useful in certain debugging or testing scenarios.

Message Filter and Fetch
The message filter and fetch section of the Message Queue screen lets you search for, filter, and/or isolate
messages in the Documents in route queue. To use the Message Filter section, enter your criteria and click
the Filter button:
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Figure 9.4. Message Filter Screen

Table 9.1. Message Filter Screen: Attributes
Field

Description

Message ID

A unique 5-digit message queue identification
number

Service Name

The name of the service

Application ID

The service container's identifier

IP Number

The message initiator's IP address

Queue Status

You can sort documents by the queue status. The
queue status may be:
• QUEUED: The message is waiting for a worker
thread to pick it up
• ROUTING: A worker is currently working on the
message.
• EXCEPTION: There is a problem with the
message and the route manager will ignore it.
EXCEPTION status is typically set manually by
the administrator to suspend a route queue entry
until a problem can be diagnosed.

App Specific Value 1

The specific value of a document

App Specific Value 2

The specific value of a document

Filter Button

Click to execute the search filter

The Execute Message Fetcher button retrieves all the messages in the route queue. You can adjust the
number of messages requested by entering a number in the field left of the button.
When you click the Execute Message Fetcher button, a dialog box appears, confirming that you want to
execute this command:
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Figure 9.5. Execute Message Filter: Confirmation Screen

KSB displays the results of a search and/or filter at the bottom of the page in the Documents currently
in route queue table.

Figure 9.6. Documents In Route Queue

Documents Currently in Route Queue
Table 9.2. Documents Currently in Route Queue: Attributes
Field
Message Queue ID

A unique 5-digit message queue identification
number. This is the same as the Message ID in the
Message Filter section.

Service Name

The name of the service

Message Entity
IP Number

The message initiator's IP address

Queue Status

You can sort documents by the queue status. The
queue status may be:
• QUEUED: The message is waiting for a worker
thread to pick it up
• ROUTING: A worker is currently working on the
message.
• EXCEPTION: There is a problem with the
message and the route manager will ignore it.
EXCEPTION status is typically set manually by
the administrator to suspend a route queue entry
until a problem can be diagnosed.
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Field
Queue Priority

The priority of the entry in the queue. Entries with
the smallest number are processed first.

Queue Date

The date on which the queue entry should be
processed. If the queue checker runs and discovers
entries that have a queue date that are equal to or
earlier than the current time, it processes them. The
approximate time at which this screenshot was taken
4:53 PM.

Expiration Date
Retry Count
App Specific Value 1
App Specific Value 2
Actions

Click a link in this field to:
• View: View the detail message report
• Edit: Edit the settings of a Message Entry
• ReQueue: Enforce the routing process

View
When you click View in the Actions menu, KSB displays information about that message. Most of the
initial information is the same as that displayed in the Documents currently in route queue table. Additional
information on the View screen:
• Message

Table 9.3. Message: Attributes
Field

Description

Application ID:

The service container's identifier

Method Name:
• Payload

Table 9.4. Payload: Attributes
Field

Description

Payload Class

The class of the Payload

Method Name

The name of the method used in this document

ignoreStoreAndForward

A true and false indicator that ignores the store
functions and forwards the message

ServiceInfo.messageEntryId

A unique 4-digit message entry identification
number

ServiceInfo.ServiceNamespace

The application

ServiceInfo.serverIp

The server's IP address
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Field

Description

ServiceInfo.ServiceName

The name of the service

ServiceInfo.endpointUrl

The web address of the service

ServiceInfo.queue

A true and false indicator that activates the queue
or topic function:
• "True" uses the Queue method, which sends the
message to one contact at a time
• "False" uses the Topic method, which sends the
message to all contacts at once

ServiceInfo.alive

A true and false indicator that shows the activity
state of the document

ServiceInfo.priority

The priority of the entry for execution. Entries with
the smallest number are processed first

ServiceInfo.retryAttempts

How many times KSB will try to resend the
message

ServiceInfo.millisToLive

An expiration indicator:
• 1 means the message never expires

ServiceInfo.messageExceptionHandler

This provides a reference the service can use to call
back.

ServiceInfo.serviceclass

The name of the service class

ServiceInfo.busSecurity

A true and false indicator that assigns the security
function

ServiceInfo.credentialsType

The credential type of the document

Arguments

The argument of this document

• Edit
When you click Edit in the Actions menu, KSB displays the editable fields for that message. Fields
on the Edit screen:

Table 9.5. Edit Screen: Attributes
Field

Description

Queue Priority

Change the queue priority by entering a positive
number. A smaller number has higher priority for
execution.

Queue Status

Change the status to Queued, Routing, or
Exception.

Retry Count

Change the number of times KSB will retry.

IP Number

Change the initiator's IP address.

Service Name

Change the name of the service.

Message Entity

Change the message entity.

Method Name

Change the method.

App Specific Value 1

Change the information for the specific value 1.
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Field

Description

App Specific Value 2

Change the information for the specific value 2.

Functional links on the Edit page:

Table 9.6. Edit Screen: Links
Field

Description

Save Changes

Save the information you just changed.

Save Changes and Resubmit

Save the information you changed and resubmit the
message.

Save and Forward

Save the message and send it to the next contact.

Delete

Delete the message.

Reset

Reload the previous settings. This undoes the
changes that you made on this screen, as long as
you haven’t yet saved them.

Clear Message

Clear all information fields on this page.

• ReQueue
When you click ReQueue in the Actions menu, KSB displays this pop-up message:

Figure 9.7. Requeue Documents: Confirmation Screen

Thread Pool
Thread pool is a feature that improves overall system performance by creating a pool of threads which
can be independently used by the system to execute multiple tasks at the same time. A task can execute
immediately if there is a thread in the pool that is available. If no thread is available, the task waits for a
thread to become available from the pool before executing.
The Thread Pool screen is accessed from the Administration menu. It tells you the current state of
the Thread Pool and allows you to change four parameters for the Thread Pool. The core pool size, the
maximum pool size, the RouteQueue.TimeIncrement and the RouteQueue.maxRetryAttempts.
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Figure 9.8. Thread Pool Administration Page

Table 9.7. Thread Pool: Attributes
Field

Description

Core Pool Size

A positive number equal to the core number of
threads in the pool

Maximum Pool Size

A positive number equal to the maximum number of
threads in the pool; when the Core Pool Size is larger
than the Maximum Pool Size, Maximum Pool Size
automatically sets the pool size equal to the Core
Pool Size

Pool Size

The current number of threads in the pool

Active Count

The approximate number of threads that are actively
executing tasks

Largest Pool Size

Maximum number of threads allowed in the Thread
Pool

Keep Alive Time

The amount of time which threads in excess of
the core pool size may remain idle before being
terminated; measured in milliseconds; for example,
60,000 milliseconds = 60 seconds

Task Count

Number of tasks that have been scheduled for
execution

Completed Task Count

Number of tasks that have completed execution

Execute Across All Servers with Application ID When you click this checkbox, then click the
RICE
Update button, the update is applied across all
servers.
Update button

Click the Update button to execute the changes you
entered in the editable fields above.
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Service Registry
The Service Registry lists published and temporary services that are available for the local machine. You
cannot configure the service registry here; this is only information about the registry.
Display this page by clicking the Service Registry link on the Rice Administration page.
At the top of the page, the Current Node Info table shows the settings and configuration of the local
machine:
The returned table of services is divided into three sections:
1. Published Services: Services in use by the local machine
2. Published Temp Services: Temporary services that are the result of Object Remoting. For more
information about Object Remoting, please refer to the Object Remoting section of the KSB portion
of the Technical Reference Guide.
3. All Registry Services
This screen print shows the top of a Service Registry page, with the Current Node Info table and the
beginning of the Published Services table, as well as the refresh link and button:

Figure 9.9. Service Registery

To update the list of published services, use either the Refresh Page link in the header at the top of the
page or the "Refresh Service Registry" button.
This screen print shows the point on a Service Registry page where KSB displays a notation that there are
no published temporary services and the beginning of the All Registry Services table:
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Figure 9.10. Service Reigstery Results

Please note, you may have permissions that allow you to click on a row's Endpoint URL to view the
WSDL fiels assoicated with the given service. In Internet Explorer or Firefox, this WSDL will be displayed
normally in a separate window. In Google Chrome or Safari, however, you will need to click the link then
right click to view the frame source to see the WSDL due to current restricts in Chrome and Safari.

Quartz
The Kuali Service Bus (KSB) uses Quartz to schedule delayed tasks, including retry attempts for messages
that cannot be sent the first time. By default, KSB uses an embedded quartz scheduler that can be configured
by passing parameters starting with "ksb.org.quartz." into the Rice configuration.
You can inject a custom quartz scheduler if the application is already running one. See the Technical
Reference Guide for KSB, Configuring Quartz for KSB for more information.
Quartz is also known as the Exception Routing Queue.

Figure 9.11. Exception Routing Queue

When you click the Quartz link on the Kuali Rice Portal Administration page, KSB displays the screen
shown above. The contents of the table can be sorted in ascending or descending order by clicking on a
column title. This technique works for all columns except Actions. The table contains this information on
each job that is scheduled:

Table 9.8. Exception Routing Queue: Attributes
Field

Description

Job Name

Unique name for the job
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Field

Description

Job Group

Classification of the job

Description

Text description of what this job does

Time to execute

The scheduled date and time for the job to occur

FullName

A more descriptive Job Name

Actions

Put in message queue effectively is a button that
takes that message out of quartz and sends it back
into the KSB to be retried without waiting until the
scheduled time.

Security Management
For client applications to consume secured services hosted from a standalone Rice server, the implementer
must generate a keystore in KSB. KSB security relies on the creation of a keystore using the JVM keytool.

Figure 9.12. Create Keystore

To create a new Client Keystore file, complete all three fields and click the create button that is just below
the fields:

Figure 9.13. Create Keystore: File Section

The Desired Alias (name for the new keystore you are creating) must be unique among your keystores.
KSB automatically displays a list of existing Keystore entries for your reference below the Create new
Client Keystore file table. The data in this list can be sorted in ascending or descending order by clicking
the column heading for any column except Actions.
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Figure 9.14. Create Keystore: Existing Keystore Section

Table 9.9. Existing Keystore Entries: Attributes
Field

Description

Alias

Keystore name

Create Date

Date and time the keystore was created

Type

The type of keystore

Actions
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Chapter 10. KEW Administration Guide
Kuali Enterprise Workflow: Overview
An extension to the KEW Users Guide, this guide is aimed at providing guidance on the more powerful,
administrative tools provided.
Tools covered in this guide:
• Document Operation
Your institution and Kuali Rice based application may use some or all of these KEW features.

Document Operation
The Document Operation screen allows for low-level modifications to document data. It's available from
the Administrator channel in the portal.
In certain scenarios or failure cases it may be necessary to make modifications to the document so that
the state of the document in the KEW system is consistent with that of the integrating application. It may
also be necessary to make modifications to the XML content of a document if, for example, there is a
bug in the application integrating with KEW which results in incomplete or insufficient XML content to
allow for proper routing.

Figure 10.1. Initial Screen

The initial screen prompts for the ID of a document to load. The administrator is then presented with a
view of the document and can perform various operations on it. The screen is divided into various sections,
including:
• Document Actions - Additional functions for reassigning and reprocessing document
• Document - simple data associated with the document
• Action Requests - the Action Requests associated with the document, includes requests for action which
have already been satisfied
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• Actions Taken - The actions that have been taken against this document (i.e. Approved by user X)
• Action Items - Items related to this document that are in users' Action Lists
• Route Node Instances - The node instances that form the document's instantiated route path
• Branch States - The branches on this document and the state of those branches
• Annotation - An annotation that will show up on the Route Log when the operation is performed.
Each of the pieces of data within the aforementioned sections has a set of radio buttons at the top that
indicates Update, Delete, or No Operation. No Operation is the default. If it is desired to change or
delete one of these pieces of data then the appropriate button should be selected. This is to guard against
unintended or accidental changes to the document.
Each of the different sections is described in detail below.

Document Actions
Figure 10.2. Document Actions

Several functional buttons are added under the Document Action section:
• Queue Document - Requeuing and reprocessing the document by the engine
• Index Searchable Attributes - Update searchable data of the document
• Queue Document Requeuer - Refresh document and regenerate request of current node
• Queue Document Blanket Approve - Move document of blanket approve forward; information of User
and Action Taken Id are required
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• User - Enter initiator's network Id
• Action Taken Id - Enter an entry's action taken Id
• Queue Document Move - Move document forward or backward; information of Node Name is required
• Node Name - Enter a node name
• Queue Action Invocation - Reassign action request based on initiator, entry ID, and action code;
information of User, Action Item Id, and Action Code are required
• User - Enter initiator's network Id
• Action Item Id - Enter an entry's action item Id
• Action Code - A, F, K, or C; A for Approve, F for FYI, K for acknowledge, and C for Complete
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Document
Figure 10.3. Document

• Document Version - A legacy field indicating whether the document was upgraded from version 2.0
to 2.1
• Initiator ID - The workflow id of the initiator
• Initial Route Node Instances - The ID of the initial route node instance on the document
• Route Status - The current status of the document
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• Route Level - A legacy field providing a numerical representation of where the document is in the route
path
• Create Date - The initial date the document was created, doesn't not reflect wether the doucment was
routed, saved, etc.
• Doc Status Modification Date - The date at which the document's status was last modified
• Approved Date - The date at which the document's state transitioned to APPROVED
• Finalized Date - The date at which the document's state transitioned to FINAL
• Route Status Modification Date - Legacy value, similar to Doc Status Modification Date
• Route Level Modification Date - Legacy value, no longer used
• Doc Type ID - The ID of the DocumentType definition for this document
• Doc Title - The title of the document
• Application Doc ID - A special id that can be set by client applications to associate the document to
an ID in their system
• Override Indicator - Legacy value, no longer use
• Lock Code - Legacy value, no longer used
• Doc Content - The XML Content of the document
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Figure 10.4. Action Requests
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Action Requests
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• Document Version - A legacy field indicating whether the request was upgraded from version 2.0 to 2.1
• Document ID - The ID of the associated document
• Route Node Instance ID - The ID of the node instance that this request is attached to
• Action Request - The type of action that is requested
• Create Date - The date the request was created
• Status - The current status of the request
• Priority - The activation priority of the request
• Route Level - A legacy field providing a numerical representation of where in the route path the request
was generated
• Responsibility ID - The id of the responsibility associated with this request (relates to Rules and/or
Route Modules)
• Responsibility Description - A description of the responsibility of this request
• Action Request Parent ID - ID of the parent action request if there is one
• Recipient Type - The type of recipient for this request (user, workgroup, or role)
• Person ID - If the recipient type is "user", the workflow id of the user recipient
• Workgroup ID - If the recipient type is "workgroup", the workgroup id of the workgroup recipient
• Role Name - If the recipient type is "role", the name of the role
• Qualified Role Name - If the recipient type is "role", the value of the qualified role
• Qualified Role Label - If the recipient type is "role", the label for the qualified role
• Action Taken ID - If this request has been satisfied, the id of the ActionTaken that satisfied the request
• Ignore Previous - The ignore previous indicator of the request
• Approve Policy - The approve policy of the request (only used by role requests)
• Delegation Type - If the request is a delegation, the type of delegation (primary or secondary)
• Current Indicator - Indicates if the request is "Current" or not
• Annotation - The value of the annotation on the request
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Actions Taken
Figure 10.5. Actions Taken

• Document ID - The ID of the associated document
• Document Version - A legacy field indicating whether the Action Taken was upgraded from version
2.0 to 2.1
• Action Taken - the type of the action that was taken
• Action Date - the date at which the action was taken
• Action Taken Person ID - the workflow id of the user or delegate who took action
• Delegator Person ID - if this action was performed by a delegate, the workflow id of the person whose
authority was delegated
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• Delegator Workgroup ID - if this action was performed by a delegate, the workflow id of the Workgroup
whose authority was delegated
• Current Indicator - Indicates if the Action Taken is "Current" or not, non-current actions have been
revoked by an action such as ReturnToPreviousNode
• Annotation - The value of the annotation on the Action Taken

Action Items
Figure 10.6. Action Items

• Document ID - The ID of the associated document
• Doc Type Name - The name of the DocumentType for this item
• Doc Type Label - The label of the document type
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• Doc Handler URL - The URL used to access the doc handler for this item
• Date Assigned - The creation date of the item
• Action Request ID - The id of the Action Request from which this item is derived
• Action Requested - The type of action requested by this item
• Responsibility ID - The responsibility id of the associated request
• Person ID - The workflow id of the person responsible for the item
• Workgroup ID - The workgroup id of the workgroup responsible for the item
• Role Name - If the item was derived from a role request, the name of the role
• Delegator Person ID - If the item was delegated, the workflow id of the delegating party
• Delegator Workgroup ID - If the item was delegated, the workgroup id of the delegating party
• Document Title - The title of the document
It is important to note that the ActionItem is a de-normalized representation of an Action Request on the
document that is used to render the Action List in an efficient matter. Therefore, it contains some copies
of data from both the document and the request itself.

Route Node Instances
Figure 10.7. Route Node Instances
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• Instance Name - The name of the node
• Active Indicator - indicates if the node is active
• Complete Indicator - indicates if the node's processing has completed
• Initial Indicator - indicates if the node has been processed by the engine yet
• Previous Route Node Instances - A comma-separated display of the IDs of the previous Route Node
Instances of the node
• Next Route Node Instances - A comma-separated display of the IDs of the next Route Node Instances
of the node
• Route Node States - A representation of the state attached to the node
The Route Node Instances are modeled as a Directed Acyclic Graph starting at the node instance pointed
to by the Initial Route Node Instances field in the Document section. Therefore, if you delete a route node
instance, it will follow all links through its set of Next Route Node Instances and delete those as well.

Branch States
Figure 10.8. Branch States

• Branch Name - The name of the branch
• Branch State ID - The ID of that piece of branch state
• Branch State Key - The key of the branch state
• Branch State Value - The value of the branch state
All documents are required to have at least one branch that is named PRIMARY. Therefore, it is advisable
to not rename the PRIMARY branch.
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Annotation
Figure 10.9. Annotation

Here you can enter an annotation explaining the changes being made. This will be logged on the Route
Log so that it can be preserved as part of the audit trail for the document.
Once the changes have been made on the document operation screen, hit the Save button and the changes
will be executed on the server. Remember that in order for a change to take place the appropriate radio
button must be selected on the data that requires modification.

Practical Uses of Document Operation
• Requeuing a document that was stuck
• Moving a document to FINAL
• Rolling a document back to a previous point in the route path
Examples of each are outlined below

Requeuing a document that was stuck
Moving a document to FINAL
Rolling a document back to a previous point in the route path
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Action List

A list of the user's notification and workflow items. Also called the user's
Notification List. Clicking an item in the Action List displays details about that
notification, if the item is a notification, or displays that document, if it is a
workflow item. The user will usually load the document from their Action List in
order to take the requested action against it, such as approving or acknowledging
the document.

Action List Type

This tells you if the Action List item is a notification or a more specific workflow
request item. When the Action List item is a notification, the Action List Type is
"Notification."

Action Request

A request to a user or Workgroup to take action on a document. It designates the
type of action that is requested, which includes:
• Approve: requests an approve or disapprove action.
• Complete: requests a completion of the contents of a document. This action
request is displayed in the Action List after the user saves an incomplete
document.
• Acknowledge: requests an acknowledgment by the user that the document has
been opened - the doc will not leave the Action List until acknowledgment has
occurred; however, the document routing will not be held up and the document
will be permitted to transaction into the processed state if neccessary.
• FYI: a notification to the user regarding the document. Documents requesting
FYI can be cleared directly from the Action List. Even if a document has FYI
requests remaining, it will still be permitted to transition into the FINAL state.

Action Request Hierarchy

Action requests are hierarchical in nature and can have one parent and multiple
children.

Action Requested

The action one needs to take on a document; also the type of action that is requested
by an Action Request. Actions that may be requested of a user are:
• Acknowledge: requests that the users states he or she has reviewed the
document.
• Approve: requests that the user either Approve or Disapprove a document.
• Complete: requests the user to enter additional information in a document so
that the content of the document is complete.
• FYI: intended to simply makes a user aware of the document.

Action Taken

An action taken on a document by a Reviewer in response to an Action Request.
The Action Taken may be:
• Acknowledged: Reviewer has viewed and acknowledged document.
• Approved: Reviewer has approved the action requested on document.
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• Blanket Approved: Reviewer has requested a blanket approval up to a specified
point in the route path on the document.
• Canceled: Reviewer has canceled the document. The document will not be
routed to any more reviewers.
• Cleared FYI: Reviewer has viewed the document and cleared all of his or her
pending FYI(s) on this document.
• Completed: Reviewer has completed and supplied all data requested on
document.
• Created Document: User has created a document
• Disapproved: Reviewer has disapproved the document. The document will not
being routed to any subsequent reviewers for approval. Acknowledge Requests
are sent to previous approvers to inform them of the disapproval.
• Logged Document: Reviewer has added a message to the Route Log of the
document.
• Moved Document: Reviewer has moved the document either backward or
forward in its routing path.
• Returned to Previous Node: Reviewer has returned the document to a previous
routing node. When a Reviewer does this, all the actions taken between the
current node and the return node are removed and all the pending requests on
the document are deactivated.
• Routed Document: Reviewer has submitted the document to the workflow
engine for routing.
• Saved: Reviewer has saved the document for later completion and routing.
• Superuser Approved Document: Superuser has approved the entire document,
any remaining routing is cancelled.
• Superuser Approved Node: Superuser has approved the document through all
nodes up to (but not including) a specific node. When the document gets to that
node, the normal Action Requests will be created.
• Superuser Approved Request: Superuser has approved a single pending
Approve or Complete Action Request. The document then goes to the next
routing node.
• Superuser Cancelled: Superuser has canceled the document. A Superuser can
cancel a document without a pending Action Request to him/her on the
document.
• Superuser Disapproved: Superuser has disapproved the document. A Superuser
can disapprove a document without a pending Action Request to him/her on
the document.
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• Superuser Returned to Previous Node: Superuser has returned the document
to a previous routing node. A Superuser can do this without a pending Action
Request to him/her on the document.
Activated

The state of an action request when it is has been sent to a user’s Action List.

Activation

The process by which requests appear in a user's Action List

Activation Type

Defines how a route node handles activation of Action Requests. There are two
standard activation types:
• Sequential: Action Requests are activated one at a time based on routing
priority. The next Action Request isn't activated until the previous request is
satisfied.
• Parallel: All Action Requests at the route node are activated immediately,
regardless of priority

Active Indicator

An indicator specifying whether an object in the system is active or not. Used as
an alternative to complete removal of an object.

Ad Hoc Routing

A type of routing used to route a document to users or groups that are not in the
Routing path for that Document Type. When the Ad Hoc Routing is complete, the
routing returns to its normal path.

Annotation

Optional comments added by a Reviewer when taking action. Intended to explain
or clarify the action taken or to advise subsequent Reviewers.

Approve

A type of workflow action button. Signifies that the document represents a valid
business transaction in accordance with institutional needs and policies in the
user's judgment. A single document may require approval from several users, at
multiple route levels, before it moves to final status.

Approver

The user who approves the document. As a document moves through Workflow,
it moves one route level at a time. An Approver operates at a particular route level
of the document.

Attachment

The pathname of a related file to attach to a Note. Use the "Browse..." button to
open the file dialog, select the file and automatically fill in the pathname.

Attribute Type

Used to strongly type or categorize the values that can be stored for the various
attributes in the system (e.g., the value of the arbitrary key/value pairs that can be
defined and associated with a given parent object in the system).

Authentication

The act of logging into the system. The Out of the box (OOTB) authenticaton
implementation in Rice does not require a password as it is intended for testing
puposes only. This is something that must be enabled as part of an implementation.
Various authentication solutions exist, such as CAS or Shibboleth, that an
implementer may want to use depending on their needs.

Authorization

Authorization is the permissions that an authenticated user has for performing
actions in the system.

Author Universal ID

A free-form text field for the full name of the Author of the Note, expressed as
"Lastname, Firstname Initial"
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B
Base Rule Attribute

The standard fields that are defined and collected for every Routing Rule These
include:
• Active: A true/false flag to indicate if the Routing Rule is active. If false, then
the rule will not be evaluated during routing.
• Document Type: The Document Type to which the Routing Rule applies.
• From Date: The inclusive start date from which the Routing Rule will be
considered for a match.
• Force Action: a true/false flag to indicate if the review should be forced to take
action again for the requests generated by this rule, even if they had taken action
on the document previously.
• Name: the name of the rule, this serves as a unique identifier for the rule. If one
is not specified when the rule is created, then it will be generated.
• Rule Template: The Rule Template used to create the Routing Rule.
• To Date: The inclusive end date to which the Routing Rule will be considered
for a match.

Blanket Approval

Authority that is given to designated Reviewers who can approve a document to a
chosen route point. A Blanket Approval bypasses approvals that would otherwise
be required in the Routing For an authorized Reviewer, the Doc Handler typically
displays the Blanket Approval button along with the other options. When a Blanket
Approval is used, the Reviewers who are skipped are sent Acknowledge requests
to notify them that they were bypassed.

Blanket Approve Workgroup

A workgroup that has the authority to Blanket Approve a document.

Branch

A path containing one or more Route Nodes that a document traverses during
routing. When a document enters a Split Node multiple branches can be created.
A Join Node joins multiple branches together.

Business Rule

1. Describes the operations, definitions and constraints that apply to an
organization in achieving its goals.
2. A restriction to a function for a business reason (such as making a specific
object code unavailable for a particular type of disbursement). Customizable
business rules are controlled by Parameters.

C
Campus

Identifies the different fiscal and physical operating entities of an institution.

Campus Type

Designates a campus as physical only, fiscal only or both.

Cancel

A workflow action available to document initiators on documents that have not
yet been routed for approval. Denotes that the document is void and should be
disregarded. Canceled documents cannot be modified in any way and do not route
for approval.
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Canceled

A routing status. The document is denoted as void and should be disregarded.

CAS - Central Authentication
Service

http://www.jasig.org/cas - An open source authentication framework. Kuali Rice
provides support for integrating with CAS as an authentication provider (among
other authentication solutions) and also provides an implementation of a CAS
server that integrates with Kuali Identity Management.

Client

A Java Application Program Interface (API) for interfacing with the Kuali
Enterprise Workflow Engine.

Client/Server

The use of one computer to request the services of another computer over a
network. The workstation in an organization will be used to initiate a business
transaction (e.g., a budget transfer). This workstation needs to gather information
from a remote database to process the transaction, and will eventually be used to
post new or changed information back onto that remote database. The workstation
is thus a Client and the remote computer that houses the database is the Server.

Close

A workflow action available on documents in most statuses. Signifies that the
user wishes to exit the document. No changes to Action Requests, Route Logs or
document status occur as a result of a Close action. If you initiate a document and
close it without saving, it is the same as canceling that document.

Comma-separated value

A file format using commas as delimiters utilized in import and export
functionality.

Complete

A pending action request to a user to submit a saved document.

Completed

The action taken by a user or group in response to a request in order to finish
populating a document with information, as evidenced in the Document Route
Log.

Country Restricted Indicator

Field used to indicate if a country is restricted from use in procurement. If there
is no value then there is no restriction.

Creation Date

The date on which a document is created.

CSV

See comma-separated value

D
Date Approved

The date on which a document was most recently approved.

Date Finalized

The date on which a document enters the FINAL state. At this point, all approvals
and acknowledgments are complete for the document.

Deactivation

The process by which requests are removed from a user's Action List

Delegate

A user who has been registered to act on behalf of another user. The Delegate
acts with the full authority of the Delegator. Delegation may be either Primary
Delegation or Secondary Delegation.

Delegate Action List

A separate Action List for Delegate actions. When a Delegate selects a Delegator
for whom to act, an Action List of all documents sent to the Delegator is displayed.
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For both Primary and Secondary Delegation the Delegate may act on any of the
entries with the full authority of the Delegator.
Disapprove

A workflow action that allows a user to indicate that a document does not represent
a valid business transaction in that user's judgment. The initiator and previous
approvers will receive Acknowledgment requests indicating the document was
disapproved.

Disapproved

A status that indicates the document has been disapproved by an approver as a
valid transaction and it will not generate the originally intended transaction.

Doc Handler

The Doc Handler is a web interface that a Client uses for the appropriate display
of a document. When a user opens a document from the Action List or Document
Search, the Doc Handler manages access permissions, content format, and user
options according to the requirements of the Client.

Doc Handler URL

The URL for the Doc Handler.

Doc Nbr

See Document Number.

Document

Also see E-Doc.
An electronic document containing information for a business transaction that is
routed for Actions in KEW. It includes information such as Document ID, Type,
Title, Route Status, Initiator, Date Created, etc. In KEW, a document typically has
XML content attached to it that is used to make routing decisions.

Document Id

See Document Number.

Document Number

A unique, sequential, system-assigned number for a document

Document Operation

A workflow screen that provides an interface for authorized users to manipulate
the XML and other data that defines a document in workflow. It allows you
to access and open a document by Document ID for the purpose of performing
operations on the document.

Document Search

A web interface in which users can search for documents. Users may search by
a combination of document properties such as Document Type or Document ID,
or by more specialized properties using the Detailed Search. Search results are
displayed in a list similar to an Action List.

Document Status

See also Route Status.

Document Title

The title given to the document when it was created. Depending on the Document
Type, this title may have been assigned by the Initiator or built automatically based
on the contents of the document. The Document Title is displayed in both the
Action List and Document Search.

Document Type

The Document Type defines the routing definition and other properties for a set
of documents. Each document is an instance of a Document Type and conducts
the same type of business transaction as other instances of that Document Type.
Document Types have the following characteristics:
• They are specifications for a document that can be created in KEW
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• They contain identifying information as well as policies and other attributes
• They defines the Route Path executed for a document of that type (Process
Definition)
• They are hierarchical in nature may be part of a hierarchy of Document Types,
each of which inherits certain properties of its Parent Document Type.
• They are typically defined in XML, but certain properties can be maintained
from a graphical interface
Document Type Hierarchy

A hierarchy of Document Type definitions. Document Types inherit certain
attributes from their parent Document Types. This hierarchy is also leveraged by
various pieces of the system, including the Rules engine when evaluating rule sets
and KIM when evaluating certain Document Type-based permissions.

Document Type Label

The human-readable label assigned to a Document Type.

Document Type Name

The assigned name of the document type. It must be unique.

Document Type Policy

These advise various checks and authorizations for instances of a Document Type
during the routing process.

Drilldown

A link that allows a user to access more detailed information about the current
data. These links typically take the user through a series of inquiries on different
business objects.

Dynamic Node

An advanced type of Route Node that can be used to generate complex routing
paths on the fly. Typically used whenever the route path of a document cannot be
statically defined and must be completely derived from document data.

E
ECL

1. An acronym for Educational Community License.
2. All Kuali software and material is available under the Educational Community
License and may be adopted by colleges and universities without licensing
fees. The open licensing approach also provides opportunities for support and
implementation assistance from commercial affiliates.

E-Doc

An abbreviation for electronic documents, also a shorthand reference to
documents created with eDocLite.

eDocLite

A framework for quickly building workflow-enabled documents. Allows you to
define document screens in XML and render them using XSL style sheets.

Embedded Client

A type of client that runs an embedded workflow engine.

Employee Status

Found on the Person Document; defines the employee's current employment
classification (for example, "A" for Active).

Employee Type

Found on the Person Document; defines the employee's position classification (for
example, "P" for Professional).
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Entity

An Entity record houses identity information for a given Person, Process, System,
etc. Each Entity is categorized by its association with an Entity Type.

Entity Attribute

Entities have directory-like information called Entity Attributes that are associated
with them
Entity Attributes make up the identity information for an Entity record.

Entity Type

Provides categorization to Entities. For example, a “System” could be considered
an Entity Type because something like a batch process may need to interfact with
the application.

Exception

A workflow routing status indicating that the document routed to an exception
queue because workflow has encountered a system error when trying to process
the document.

Exception Messaging

The set of services and configuration options that are responsible for handling
messages when they cannot be successfully delivered. Exception Messaging is
set up when you configure KSB using the properties outlined in KSB Module
Configuration.

Exception Routing

A type of routing used to handle error conditions that occur during the routing
of a document. A document goes into Exception Routing when the workflow
engine encounters an error or a situation where it cannot proceed, such as a
violation of a Document Type Policy or an error contacting external services.
When this occurs, the document is routed to the parties responsible for handling
these exception cases. This can be a group configured on the document or a
responsibility configured in KIM. Once one of these responsible parties has
reviewed the situation and approved the document, it will be resubmitted to the
workflow engine to attempt the processing again.

Extended Attributes

Custom, table-driven business object attributes that can be established by
implementing institutions.

Extension Rule Attribute

One of the rule attributes added in the definition of a rule template that extends
beyond the base rule attributes to differentiate the routing rule. A Required
Extension Attribute has its "Required" field set to True in the rule template.
Otherwise, it is an Optional Extension Attribute. Extension attributes are typically
used to add additional fields that can be collected on a rule. They also define the
logic for how those fields will be processed during rule evaluation.

F
Field Lookup

The round magnifying glass icon found next to fields throughout the GUI that
allow the user to look up reference table information and display (and select from)
a list of valid values for that field.

Final

A workflow routing status indicating that the document has been routed and has
no pending approval or acknowledgement requests.

Flexible Route Management

A standard KEW routing scheme based on rules rather than dedicated table-based
routing.

FlexRM
Module)

The Route Module that performs the Routing for any Routing Rule is defined
through FlexRM. FlexRM generates Action Requests when a Rule matches the

(Flexible

Route
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data value contained in a document. An abbreviation of "Flexible Route Module."
A standard KEW routing scheme that is based on rules rather than dedicated tablebased routing.
Force Action

A true/false flag that indicates if previous Routing for approval will be ignored
when an Action Request is generated. The flag is used in multiple contexts where
requests are generated (e.g., rules, ad hoc routing). If Force Action is False, then
prior Actions taken by a user can satisfy newly generated requests. If it is True,
then the user needs to take another Action to satisfy the request.

FYI

A workflow action request that can be cleared from a user's Action List with
or without opening and viewing the document. A document with no pending
approval requests but with pending Acknowledge requests is in Processed status.
A document with no pending approval requests but with pending FYI requests is
in Final status. See also Ad Hoc Routing and Action Request.

G
Group

A Group has members that can be either Principals or other Groups (nested).
Groups essentially become a way to organize Entities (via Principal relationships)
and other Groups within logical categories.
Groups can be given authorization to perform actions within applications by
assigning them as members of Roles.
Groups can also have arbitrary identity information (i.e., Group Attributes hanging
from them. Group Attributes might be values for "Office Address," "Group
Leader," etc.
Groups can be maintained at runtime through a user interface that is capable of
workflow.

Group Attribute

Groups have directory-like information called Group Attributes hanging from
them. "Group Phone Number" and "Team Leader" are examples of Group
Attributes.
Group Attributes make up the identity information for a Group record.
Group Attributes can be maintained at runtime through a user interface that is
capable of workflow.

H
Hierarchical Tree Structure

A hierarchical representation of data in a graphical form.

I
Initialized

The state of an Action Request when it is first created but has not yet been
Activated (sent to a user’s Action List).

Initiated

A workflow routing status indicating a document has been created but has not
yet been saved or routed. A Document Number is automatically assigned by the
system.
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Initiator

A user role for a person who creates (initiates or authors) a new document for
routing. Depending on the permissions associated with the Document Type, only
certain users may be able to initiate documents of that type.

Inquiry

A screen that allows a user to view information about a business object.

J
Join Node

The point in the routing path where multiple branches are joined together. A Join
Node typically has a corresponding Split Node for which it joins the branches.

K
KC - Kuali Coeus

TODO

KCA - Kuali Commercial
Affiliates

A designation provided to commercial affiliates who become part of the Kuali
Partners Program to provide for-fee guidance, support, implementation, and
integration services related to the Kuali software. Affiliates hold no ownership of
Kuali intellectual property, but are full KPP participants. Affiliates may provide
packaged versions of Kuali that provide value for installation or integration
beyond the basic Kuali software. Affiliates may also offer other types of training,
documentation, or hosting services.

KCB – Kuali Communications
Broker

KCB is logically related to KEN. It handles dispatching messages based on user
preferences (email, SMS, etc.).

KEN - Kuali
Notification

A key component of the Enterprise Integration layer of the architecture
framework. Its features include:

Enterprise

• Automatic Message Generation and Logging
• Message integrity and delivery standards
• Delivery of notifications to a user’s Action List
KEW – Kuali
Workflow

Enterprise

Kuali Enterprise Workflow is a general-purpose electronic routing infrastructure,
or workflow engine. It manages the creation, routing, and processing of electronic
documents (eDocs) necessary to complete a transaction. Other applications can
also use Kuali Enterprise Workflow to automate and regulate the approval process
for the transactions or documents they create.

KFS – Kuali Financial System

Delivers a comprehensive suite of functionality to serve the financial system needs
of all Carnegie-Class institutions. An enhancement of the proven functionality of
Indiana University's Financial Information System (FIS), KFS meets GASB and
FASB standards while providing a strong control environment to keep pace with
advances in both technology and business. Modules include financial transactions,
general ledger, chart of accounts, contracts and grants, purchasing/accounts
payable, labor distribution, budget, accounts receivable and capital assets.

KIM
–
Kuali
Management

A Kuali Rice module, Kuali Identity Management provides a standard API for
persons, groups, roles and permissions that can be implemented by an institution.
It also provdies an out of the box reference implementation that allows for a
university to use Kuali as their Identity Management solution.

Identity
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KNS – Kuali Nervous System

A core technical module composed of reusable code components that provide
the common, underlying infrastructure code and functionality that any module
may employ to perform its functions (for example, creating custom attributes,
attaching electronic images, uploading data from desktop applications, lookup/
search routines, and database interaction).

KPP - Kuali Partners Program

The Kuali Partners Program (KPP) is the means for organizations to get involved
in the Kuali software community and influence its future through voting rights to
determine software development priorities. Membership dues pay staff to perform
Quality Assurance (QA) work, release engineering, packaging, documentation,
and other work to coordinate the timely enhancement and release of quality
software and other services valuable to the members. Partners are also encouraged
to tender functional, technical, support or administrative staff members to the
Kuali Foundation for specific periods of time.

KRAD
Kuali
Rapid
Application Development

TODO

KRMS
Kuali
Management System

TODO

Rules

KS - Kuali Student

Delivers a means to support students and other users with a student-centric system
that provides real-time, cost-effective, scalable support to help them identify
and achieve their goals while simplifying or eliminating administrative tasks.
The high-level entities of person (evolving roles-student, instructor, etc.), time
(nested units of time - semesters, terms, classes), learning unit (assigned to any
learning activity), learning result (grades, assessments, evaluations), learning
plan (intentions, activities, major, degree), and learning resources (instructors,
classrooms, equipment). The concierge function is a self-service information
sharing system that aligns information with needs and tasks to accomplish goals.
The support for integration of locally-developed processes provides flexibility for
any institution's needs.

KSB – Kuali Service Bus

Provides an out-of-the-box service architecture and runtime environment for Kuali
Applications. It is the cornerstone of the Service Oriented Architecture layer of
the architectural reference framework. The Kuali Service Bus consists of:
• A services registry and repository for identifying and instantiating services
• Run time monitoring of messages
• Support for synchronous and asynchronous service and message paradigms

Kuali

1. Pronounced "ku-wah-lee". A partnership organization that produces a suite of
community-source, modular administrative software for Carnegie-class higher
education institutions. See also Kuali Foundation
2. (n.) A humble kitchen wok that plays an important role in a successful kitchen.

Kuali Foundation

Employs staff to coordinate partner efforts and to manage and protect the
Foundation's intellectual property. The Kuali Foundation manages a growing
portfolio of enterprise software applications for colleges and universities. A
lightweight Foundation staff coordinates the activities of Foundation members
for critical software development and coordination activities such as source code
control, release engineering, packaging, documentation, project management,
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software testing and quality assurance, conference planning, and educating and
assisting members of the Kuali Partners program.
Kuali Rice

Provides an enterprise-class middleware suite of integrated products that allow
both Kuali and non-Kuali applications to be built in an agile fashion, such
that developers are able to react to end-user business requirements in an
efficient manner to produce high-quality business applications. Built with Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) concepts in mind, KR enables developers to build
robust systems with common enterprise workflow functionality, customizable
and configurable user interfaces with a clean and universal look and feel, and
general notification features to allow for a consolidated list of work "action
items." All of this adds up to providing a re-usable development framework that
encourages a simplified approach to developing true business functionality as
modular applications.

L
Last Modified Date

The date on which the document was last modified (e.g., the date of the last action
taken, the last action request generated, the last status changed, etc.).

M
Maintenance Document

An e-doc used to establish and maintain a table record.

Message

The full description of a notification message. This is a specific field that can be
filled out as part of the Simple Message or Event Message form. This can also
be set by the programmatic interfaces when sending notifications from a client
system.

Message Queue

Allows administrators to monitor messages that are flowing through the Service
Bus. Messages can be edited, deleted or forwarded to other machines for
processing from this screen.

N
Namespace

A Namespace is a way to scope both Permissions and Entity Attributes Each
Namespace instance is one level of scoping and is one record in the system.
For example, "KRA" or "KC" or "KFS" could be a Namespace. Or you could
further break those up into finer-grained Namespaces such that they would roughly
correlate to functional modules within each application. Examples could be "KRA
Rolodex", "KC Grants", "KFS Chart of Accounts".
Out of the box, the system is bootstrapped with numerous Rice namespaces
which correspond to the different modules. There is also a default namespace of
“KUALI”.
Namespaces can be maintained at runtime through a maintenance document.

Note Text

A free-form text field for the text of a Note

Notification Content

This section of a notification message which displays the actual full message for
the notification along with any other content-type-specific fields.
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Notification Message

The overall Notification item or Notification Message that a user sees when she
views the details of a notification in her Action List. A Notification Message
contains not only common elements such as Sender, Channel, and Title, but also
content-type-specific fields.

O
OOTB

Stands for "out of the box" and refers to the base deliverable of a given feature
in the system.

Optimistic Locking

A type of “locking” that is placed on a database row by a process to prevent
other processes from updating that row before the first process is complete. A
characteristic of this locking technique is that another user who wants to make
modifications at the same time as another user is permitted to, but the first one
who submits their changes will have them applied. Any subsequent changes will
result in the user being notified of the optimistic lock and their changes will not
be applied. This technique assumes that another update is unlikely.

Optional
Attribute

Rule

Extension

An Extension Attribute that is not required in a Rule Template. It may or may
not be present in a Routing Rule created from the Template. It can be used as
a conditional element to aid in deciding if a Rule matches. These Attributes are
simply additional criteria for the Rule matching process.

Org Doc #

The originating document number.

Organization

Refers to a unit within the institution such as department, responsibility center,
campus, etc.

Organization Code

Represents a unique identifier assigned to units at many different levels within the
institution (for example, department, responsibility center, and campus).

P
Parameter Component Code

Code identifying the parameter Component.

Parameter Description

This field houses the purpose of this parameter.

Parameter Name

This will be used as the identifier for the parameter. Parameter values will be
accessed using this field and the namespace as the key.

Parameter Type Code

Code identifying the parameter type. Parameter Type Code is the primary key for
its’ table.

Parameter Value

This field houses the actual value associated with the parameter.

Parent Document Type

A Document Type from which another Document Type derives. The child type can
inherit certain properties of the parent type, any of which it may override. A Parent
Document Type may have a parent as part of a hierarchy of document types.

Parent Rule

A Routing Rule in KEW from which another Routing Rule derives. The child Rule
can inherit certain properties of the parent Rule, any of which it may override. A
Parent Rule may have a parent as part of a hierarchy of Rules.

Permission

Permissions represent fine grained actions that can be mapped to functionality
within a given system. Permissions are scoped to Namespace which roughly
correlate to modules or sections of functionality within a given system.
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A developer would code authorization checks in their application against these
permissions.
Some examples would be: "canSave", "canView", "canEdit", etc.
Permissions are aggregated by Roles.
Permissions can be maintained at runtime through a user interface that is capable
of workflow; however, developers still need to code authorization checks against
them in their code, once they are set up in the system.
Attributes
1. Id - a system generated unique identifier that is the primary key for any
Permission record in the system
2. Name - the name of the permission; also a human understandable unique
identifier
3. Description - a full description of the purpose of the Permission record
4. Namespace - the reference to the associated Namespace
Relationships
1. Permission to Role - many to many; this relationship ties a Permission record
to a Role that is authorized for the Permission
2. Permission to Namespace - many to one; this relationship allows for scoping
of a Permission to a Namespace that contains functionality which keys its
authorization checking off of said
Person Identifier

The username of an individual user who receives the document ad hoc for the
Action Requested

Person Role

Creates or maintains the list used in selection of personnel when preparing the
Routing Form document.

Pessimistic Locking

A type of lock placed on a database row by a process to prevent other processes
from reading or updating that row until the first process is finished. This technique
assumes that another update is likely.

Plugins

A plugin is a packaged set of code providing essential services that can be
deployed into the Rice standalone server. Plugins usually contains only classes
used in routing such as custom rules or searchable attributes, but can contain
client application specific services. They are usually used only by clients being
implemented by the ‘Thin Client’ method

Post Processor

A routing component that is notified by the workflow engine about various events
pertaining to the routing of a specific document (e.g., node transition, status
change, action taken). The implementation of a Post Processor is typically specific
to a particular set of Document Types. When all required approvals are completed,
the engine notifies the Post Processor accordingly. At this point, the Post Processor
is responsible for completing the business transaction in the manner appropriate
to its Document Type.
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Posted Date/Time Stamp

A free-form text field that identifies the time and date at which the Notes is posted.

Postal Code

Defines zip code to city and state cross-references.

Preferences

User options in an Action List for displaying the list of documents. Users can click
the Preferences button in the top margin of the Action List to display the Action
List Preferences screen. On the Preferences screen, users may change the columns
displayed, the background colors by Route Status, and the number of documents
displayed per page.

Primary Delegation

The Delegator turns over full authority to the Delegate. The Action Requests
for the Delegator only appear in the Action List of the Primary Delegate. The
Delegation must be registered in KEW or KIM to be in effect.

Principal

A Principal represents an Entity that can authenticate into the system. One can
roughly correlate a Principal to a login username. Entities can exist in KIM without
having permissions or authorization to do anything; therefore, a Principal must
exist and must be associated with an Entity in order for it to have access privileges.
All authorization that is not specific to Groups is tied to a Principal.
In other words, an Entity is for identity while a Principal is for access management.
Also note that an Entity is allowed to have multiple Principals associated with
it. The use case typically given here is that a person may apply to a school and
receive one log in for the application system; however, once accepted, they may
receive their official login, but use the same identity information set up for their
Entity record.

Processed

A routing status indicating that the document has no pending approval requests
but still has one or more pending acknowledgement requests.

R
Recipient Type
Required
Attribute

Rule

The type of entity that is receiving an Action Request. Can be a user, workgroup,
or role.
Extension

An Extension Attribute that is required in a Rule Template. It will be present in
every Routing Rule created from the Template.

Responsibility

See Responsible Party.

Responsibility Id

A unique identifier representing a particular responsibility on a rule (or from a
route module This identifier stays the same for a particular responsibility no matter
how many times a rule is modified.

Responsible Party

The Reviewer defined on a routing rule that receives requests when the rule
is successfully executed. Each routing rule has one or more responsible parties
defined.

Reviewer

A user acting on a document in his/her Action List and who has received an Action
Request for the document.

Rice

An abbreviation for Kuali Rice.

Role

Roles aggregate Permissions When Roles are given to Entities (via their
relationship with Principals) or Groups an authorization for all associated
Permissions is granted.
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Route Header Id

Another name for the Document Id.

Route Log

Displays information about the routing of a document. The Route Log is usually
accessed from either the Action List or a Document Search. It displays general
document information about the document and a detailed list of Actions Taken
and pending Action Requests for the document. The Route Log can be considered
an audit trail for a document.

Route Module

A routing component that the engine uses to generate action requests at a particular
Route Node. FlexRM (Flexible Route Module) is a general Route Module that
is rule-based. Clients can define their own Route Modules that can conduct
specialized Routing based on routing tables or any other desired implementation.

Route Node

Represents a step in the routing process of a document type. Route node
"instances" are created dynamically as a document goes through its routing process
and can be defined to perform any function. The most common functions are to
generate Action Requests or to split or join the route path.
• Simple: do some arbitrary work
• Requests: generate action requests using a Route Module or the Rules engine
• Split: split the route path into one or more parallel branches
• Join: join one or more branches back together
• Sub Process: execute another route path inline
• Dynamic: generate a dynamic route path

Route Path

The path a document follows during the routing process. Consists of a set of
route nodes and branches. The route path is defined as part of the document type
definition.

Route Status

The status of a document in the course of its routing:
• Approved: These documents have been approved by all required reviewers and
are waiting additional postprocessing.
• Cancelled: These documents have been stopped. The document’s initiator can
‘Cancel’ it before routing begins or a reviewer of the document can cancel it
after routing begins. When a document is cancelled, routing stops; it is not sent
to another Action List.
• Disapproved: These documents have been disapproved by at least one reviewer.
Routing has stopped for these documents.
• Enroute: Routing is in progress on these documents and an action request is
waiting for someone to take action.
• Exception: A routing exception has occurred on this document. Someone from
the Exception Workgroup for this Document Type must take action on this
document, and it has been sent to the Action List of this workgroup.
• Final: All required approvals and all acknowledgements have been received on
these documents. No changes are allowed to a document that is in Final status.
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• Initiated: A user or a process has created this document, but it has not yet been
routed to anyone’s Action List.
• Processed: These documents have been approved by all required users, and is
completed on them. They may be waiting for Acknowledgements. No further
action is needed on these documents.
• Saved: These documents have been saved for later work. An author (initiator)
can save a document before routing begins or a reviewer can save a document
before he or she takes action on it. When someone saves a document, the
document goes on that person’s Action List.
Routed By User

The user who submits the document into routing. This is often the same as the
Initiator. However, for some types of documents they may be different.

Routing

The process of moving a document through its route path as defined in its
Document Type. Routing is executed and administered by the workflow engine.
This process will typically include generating Action Requests and processing
actions from the users who receive those requests. In addition, the Routing process
includes callbacks to the Post Processor when there are changes in document state.

Routing Priority

A number that indicates the routing priority; a smaller number has a higher routing
priority. Routing priority is used to determine the order that requests are activated
on a route node with sequential activation type.

Routing Rule

A record that contains the data for the Rule Attributes specified in a Rule Template
It is an instance of a Rule Template populated to determine the appropriate
Routing. The Rule includes the Base Attributes, Required Extension Attributes,
Responsible Party Attributes, and any Optional Extension Attributes that are
declared in the Rule Template. Rules are evaluated at certain points in the routing
process and, when they fire, can generate Action Requests to the responsible
parties that are defined on them.
Technical considerations for a Routing Rules are:
• Configured via a GUI (or imported from XML)
• Created against a Rule Template and a Document Type
• The Rule Template and it’s list of Rule Attributes define what fields will be
collected in the Rule GUI
• Rules define the users, groups and/or roles who should receive action requests
• Available Action Request Types that Rules can route
• Complete
• Approve
• Acknowledge
• FYI
• During routing, Rule Evaluation Sets are “selected” at each node. Default is to
select by Document Type and Rule Template defined on the Route Node
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• Rules match (or ‘fire’) based on the evaluation of data on the document and
data contained on the individual rule
• Examples
• If dollar amount is greater than $10,000 then send an Approval request to Joe.
• If department is “HR” request
HR.Acknowledgers workgroup.
Rule Attribute

an

Acknowledgment

from

the

Rule attributes are a core KEW data element contained in a document that controls
its Routing. It participates in routing as part of a Rule Template and is responsible
for defining custom fields that can be rendered on a routing rule. It also defines
the logic for how rules that contain the attribute data are evaluated.
Technical considerations for a Rule Attribute are:
• They might be backed by a Java class to provide lookups and validations of
appropriate values.
• Define how a Routing Rule evaluates document data to determine whether or
not the rule data matches the document data.
• Define what data is collected on a rule.
• An attribute typically corresponds to one piece of data on a document (i.e dollar
amount, department, organization, account, etc.).
• Can be written in Java or defined using XML (with matching done by XPath).
• Can have multiple GUI fields defined in a single attribute.

Rule QuickLinks

A list of document groups with their document hierarchies and actions that can be
selected. For specific document types, you can create the rule delegate.

Rule Template

A Rule Template serves as a pattern or design for the routing rules. All of the
Rule Attributes that include both Required and _Optional_ are contained in the
Rule Template; it defines the structure of the routing rule of FlexRM. The Rule
Template is also used to associate certain Route Nodes on a document type to
routing rules.
Technical considerations for a Rule Templates are:
• They are a composition of Rule Attributes
• Adding a ‘Role’ attribute to a template allows for the use of the Role on any
rules created against the template
• When rule attributes are used for matching on rules, each attribute is associated
with the other attributes on the template using an implicit ‘and’ logic attributes
• Can be used to define various other aspects to be used by the rule creation GUI
such as rule data defaults (effective dates, ignore previous, available request
types, etc)
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S
Save

A workflow action button that allows the Initiator of a document to save their
work and close the document. The document may be retrieved from the initiator's
Action List for completion and routing at a later time.

Saved

A routing status indicating the document has been started but not yet completed or
routed. The Save action allows the initiator of a document to save their work and
close the document. The document may be retrieved from the initiator's action list
for completion and routing at a later time.

Searchable Attributes

Attributes that can be defined to index certain pieces of data on a document so that
it can be searched from the Document Search screen.
Technical considerations for a Searchable Attributes are:
• They are responsible for extracting and indexing document data for searching
• They allow for custom fields to be added to Document Search for documents
of a particular type
• They are configured as an attribute of a Document Type
• They can be written in Java or defined in XML by using Xpath to facilitate
matching

Secondary Delegation

The Secondary Delegate acts as a temporary backup Delegator who acts with the
same authority as the primary Approver/the Delegator when the Delegator is not
available. Documents appear in the Action Lists of both the Delegator and the
Delegate. When either acts on the document, it disappears from both Action Lists.
Secondary Delegation is often configured for a range of dates and it must be
registered in KEW or KIM to be in effect.

Service Registry

Displays a read-only view of all of the services that are exposed on the Service Bus
and includes information about them (for example, IP Address, or Endpoint URL).

Simple Node

A type of node that can perform any function desired by the implementer. An
example implementation of a simple node is the node that generates Action
Requests from route modules.

SOA

An acronym for Service Oriented Architecture.

Special Condition Routing

This is a generic term for additional route levels that might be triggered by various
attributes of a transaction. They can be based on the type of document, attributes of
the accounts being used, or other attributes of the transaction. They often represent
special administrative approvals that may be required.

Split Node

A node in the routing path that can split the route path into multiple branches.

Spring

The Spring Framework is an open source application framework for the Java
platform.

State

Defines U.S. Postal Service codes used to identify states.

Status

On an Action List; also known as Route Status. The current location of the
document in its routing path.
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Submit

A workflow action button used by the initiator of a document to begin workflow
routing for that transaction. It moves the document (through workflow) to the next
level of approval. Once a document is submitted, it remains in 'ENROUTE' status
until all approvals have taken place.

Superuser

A user who has been given special permission to perform Superuser Approvals
and other Superuser actions on documents of a certain Document Type.

Superuser Approval

Authority given Superusers to approve a document of a chosen Route Node. A
Superuser Approval action bypasses approvals that would otherwise be required
in the Routing. It is available in Superuser Document Search. In most cases,
reviewers who are skipped are not sent Acknowledge Action Requests.

Superuser Document Search

A special mode of Document Search that allows Superusers to access documents
in a special Superuser mode and perform administrative functions on those
documents. Access to these documents is governed by the user's membership in
the Superuser Workgroup as defined on a particular Document Type.

T
Thread pool

A technique that improves overall system performance by creating a pool of
threads to execute multiple tasks at the same time. A task can execute immediately
if a thread in the pool is available or else the task waits for a thread to become
available from the pool before executing.

Title

A short summary of the notification message. This field can be filled out as part
of the Simple Message or Event Message form. In addition, this can be set by the
programmatic interfaces when sending notifications from a client system.
This field is equivalent to the "Subject" field in an email.

U
URL

An acronym for Uniform Resource Locator.

User

A person who can log in and use the application. This term is synonymous with
“Principal” in KIM. "Whereas Entity Id represents a unique Person, Principal Id
represents a set of login information for that Person."

V
Viewer

A user(s) who views a document during the routing process. This includes users
who have action requests generated to them on a document.

W
Web Service Client

A type of client that connects to a standalone KEW server using Web Services.

Wildcard

A character that may be substituted for any of a defined subset of all possible
characters.

Workflow

Electronic document routing, approval and tracking. Also known as Workflow
Services or Kuali Enterprise Workflow (KEW). The Kuali infrastructure service
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that electronically routes an e-doc to its approvers in a prescribed sequence,
according to established business rules based on the e-doc content. See also Kuali
Enterprise Workflow.
Workflow Engine

The component of KEW that handles initiating and executing the route path of a
document.

Workflow QuickLinks

A web interface that provides quick navigation to various functions in KEW.
These include:
• Quick EDoc Watch: The last five Actions taken by this user. The user can select
and repeat these actions.
• Quick EDoc Search: The last five EDocs searched for by this user. The user can
select one and repeat that search.
• Quick Action List: The last five document types the user took action with. The
user can select one and repeat that action.

X
XML

See also XML Ingester.
1. An acronym for Extensible Markup Language.
2. Used for data import/export.

XML Ingester

A workflow function that allows you to browse for and upload XML data.

XML RuleAttribute

Similar in functionality to a RuleAttribute but built using XML only
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Chapter 1. Address Type
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Identity > Reference > Address Type
The Address Type Lookup displays the types of addresses that may be associated with Person
records in KIM.
Note
Address types cannot be edited via the interface. Technical assistance is required to add
new or edit existing address types.

Document Layout
Figure 1.1. Address Type Lookup with results

Table 1.1. Address Type Lookup results definition
Title

Description

Address Type Code

Display-only. The unique code for this type of address.

Address Type Name

Display-only. The familiar title of this address type.

Display Sort Code

Display-only. An alphabetical character used to determine the order in which
address types are displayed in the dropdown list on the Person document.
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Table 1.1. Address Type Lookup results definition
Title
Active Indicator

Description
Display-only. Indicates whether this address type is active (in which case the
system displays it in the Address Type dropdown list on the Person document).
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Chapter 2. Campus
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Identity > Locations > Campus
The CampusMaintenanceDocument is used to identify the different fiscal and physical operating entities of an
institution. A campus may be identified as a fiscal entity, a physical entity, or both.
When the user chooses the Campus option, the system displays the Campus Lookup screen. After the user
selects a campus or clicks the create new button, the system presents the CampusMaintenanceDocument.

Document Layout
Figure 2.1. Campus Maintenance Document, create mode

The Campus Maintenance Document includes the Edit Campus tab.
In edit mode, the Edit Campus tab presents a display-only set of fields on the left and editable fields on the
right in which the user may enter changes.

Table 2.1. Edit Campus tab definition
Title
From site.kuali.org/rice/2.0.0/reference/html/Help.html
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Table 2.1. Edit Campus tab definition
Title

Description

Campus Code

Required. The unique identifying code assigned to a campus.

Campus Name

Required. The familiar name for a specific university campus.

Campus Short Name

Required. An abbreviated name for a specific campus; used in reports in which space is
limited.
Required. Indicates the type of campus. Valid values are:

Campus Type Code

B - Both
F - Fiscal
P - Physical

Active Indicator

Check box for showing the Campus as an active one for use.
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Chapter 3. Campus Type
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Identity > Reference > Campus Type
When the user selects Campus Type from the Administration menu tab, the system displays the Campus Type
Lookup. From this screen, the user may either create a new type or search for an existing type. This defines the
valid types of campuses that can be selected when creating a new campus.
After performing a search based on user-specified criteria, the system displays a results table. The user may
then choose to edit or copy a retrieved record.
After the user selects create new, edit, or copy, the system displays the Campus Type Maintenance document.
This document allows users to add and maintain campus types.
Note
While anyone can view the current values for campus type, only members with application specific manager or
KR-SYS Technical Manager roles can create new campus types or edit existing values. This document does not
route for approval.

Document Layout
Figure 3.1. Campus Type Lookup document
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The Campus Type lookup document includes:

Table 3.1. Edit Campus Type tab definition
Title

Description

Campus Type Code

A unique code to identify this type of campus.

Campus Type Name

A descriptive name for this campus type.

Figure 3.2. Campus Type Maintenance document

The Campus Type maintenance document includes:
Table 3.2. Edit Campus Type tab definition
Title

Description

Campus Type Code

Required. Enter a code to identify this type of campus.

Campus Type Name

Required. Enter a descriptive name for this campus type.
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Chapter 4. Country
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Identity > Locations > Country
The Country Maintenance document is used to assign specific identifying codes to country names.
When the user chooses the Country option from the menu, the system displays the Country Lookup screen.
After the user selects a country or clicks the create new button, the system presents the Country Maintenance
document.

Document Layout
Figure 4.1. Country Maintenance document, create mode

The Country Maintenance document includes the Edit Country tab.
In edit mode, the Edit Country tab presents a display-only set of fields on the left and editable fields on the
right in which the user may enter changes.
Table 4.1. Edit Country tab definition
Title
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Table 4.1. Edit Country tab definition
Title

Description

Country Code

Required. A unique identifying code assigned to a country.

Country Name

Required. A familiar name of a specific country.

Country Restricted Indicator

Required. Check the box to indicate that that the country is restricted. This has
implications for the Purchasing /Accounts Payable module where restricted
countries may not be used in Vendor addresses. Clear the check box if it is not.

Active Indicator

Indicates whether this country code is active or inactive. Remove the check mark
to deactivate this country code.
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Chapter 5. County
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Identity > Locations > County
The County Maintenance document is used to assign specific identifying codes to county names.
When the user chooses the County option from the Administration menu tab, the system displays the County
Lookup screen. After the user selects a county or clicks the create new button, the system presents the County
Maintenance document.

Document Layout
Figure 5.1. County Maintenance document, create mode

The County Maintenance document includes the Edit Counties tab.
In edit mode, the Edit Counties tab presents a display-only set of fields on the left and editable fields on the
right in which the user may enter changes.

Table 5.1. Edit Counties tab definition
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Title

Description

Country Code

The country code for the country in which this county is located.

County Code

A unique identifying code assigned to this county.

State

The state abbreviation assigned to the state in which a county is located.

County Name

Required. The familiar name of this county.

Active Indicator

Indicates whether the county code is active or inactive. Remove the check mark to
deactivate this county code.
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Chapter 6. Document Type
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Edit Document Type Tab
Fields Available for Retroactive Application Tab
Document Type Inquiry
Administration > Workflow > Document Type
The Document Type document defines basic information about the document types that exist in applications. It
also defines document types specific to workflow and KIM. Many attributes of a document type not defined
here are included in its workflow process definition and the data dictionary (a technical resource). The
workflow process definition for a document type can be viewed using the Document Type lookup.
Document Type documents can only be created by members of the KR-SYS Technical Administrator or
suitable application roles and they do not route for approval.

Document Layout
Figure 6.1. Document Type document
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The Document Type document contains the Edit Document Type tab and the Fields Available for
Retroactive Application tab.

Edit Document Type Tab
Figure 6.2. Edit Document Type tab
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Table 6.1. Edit Document Type tab definition
Title

Description
Required. Every document type must answer to another document type in a
parent/child relationship. Use the lookup to search for the document type to which
this document type will answer.

Parent Name

Document types can inherit important attributes from their parent document types,
including permissions and responsibilities.
Name

Required. The common name of the document type.

Document Handler URL

Optional. (Technical) Identifies the basic URL that will take a user to this
document type.

Optional. The email address that will appear as the 'From' address on any action
Notification From Address list notifications sent by workflow for this document type. This allows several
applications using workflow to maintain separate notification email addresses.
Required. The box should be checked if the document type is active and available
for use. Uncheck the box to inactivate the document type.

Active

Fields Available for Retroactive Application Tab
These are Document Type attributes that can be edited retroactively if need be. This means that should you
decide to change one of these values for a given document type it is possible to apply the change retroactively to
any documents of this type already created. For example, if you decided to change the Label of the Budget
Adjustment document type you could choose that have that label change apply to historical Budget Adjustment
documents in your KFS system.
Figure 6.3. Fields Available for Retroactive Application tab

Table 6.2. Fields Available for Retroactive Application tab definition
Title
Label

Description
Optional. The Label appears in most places where document types are
displayed in results (including the action list and document search screens)
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Table 6.2. Fields Available for Retroactive Application tab definition
Title

Description
and is commonly longer than the document Name, which is often an
abbreviation.

Description

Optional. A text description of this document type.

Help Definition URL

Optional. (Technical) Identifies the URL where the online help content for
this document type resides.

Document Search Help URL

Optional. (Technical) Identifies the URL where the online document
search help content for this document type resides.

Optional. Check this box only when updating an existing document type
Apply Label Change Retroactively and only if you wish the fields on this tab to be updated on previously
created versions of documents of this type.

Document Type Inquiry
The Document Type Inquiry contains some additional fields that are not defined on this document but
referenced from their source (either the corresponding workflow process definition or data dictionary
information). These fields are defined below.
Figure 6.4. Document Type Inquiry

Table 6.3. Document Type Inquiry definition
Title

Description

Parent ID

Display only. The unique, system-generated ID number that identifies the parent
document of this Document Type.

ID

Display only. The unique, system-generated ID number that identifies this document
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Table 6.3. Document Type Inquiry definition
Title

Description
type.

Display only. (Technical.) Identifies the post processor this document type calls upon
Post Processor Class reaching a completed workflow status (usually 'Final' or 'Processed'). The post processor
is the code that tells and application what tables to update when a document is approved.
Service Namespace

Display only. The namespace (large functional category) that is associated with this
document type.
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Chapter 7. Group
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Overview Tab
Assignees Tab
Administration > Identity > Identity > Group
The Group document allows you to associate persons, roles or other groups with each other in order to assign
the same role to all group members.
Groups have no inherent permissions or responsibilities of their own. Only by associating a group with a role do
the members of that group become associated with permissions and responsibilities.

Document Layout
The Group document includes Document Overview, Overview, Attributes and Assignees tabs.
Figure 7.1. Group document

Overview Tab
This tab identifies the group with a unique system-assigned ID number, a namespace and a name. Each group
also has a type that specifies any qualifiers that this group might require.
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Figure 7.2. Group Overview tab

Table 7.1. Overview tab definition
Title
Group ID

Type Name

Description
Display-only. The unique system-assigned ID number that identifies this group. The
system completes this field when you submit the document.
Required. The type of attributes that will be associated with this group. Some group
types, such as the Default Type, require no attributes to be collected.
When creating a new group, you must select the Type before the system can generate
the document.

Group Namespace

Required. An indicator that associates the group with a particular application and
module.

Group Name

Required. The common descriptive name by which this group is known.

Active

Check this box to indicate that this Group is active and is a valid choice for assigning to
roles. Uncheck the box to indicate that this group is inactive (no longer valid when
making role assignments).

Group Description

An optional explaination of the group's need and use.

Assignees Tab
This tab contains the members who belong to this group. It can also be used to add new members or edit the
values associated with existing members.

Table 7.2. Assignees tab definition
Title

Description

Type Code

Required. Select the type of member you are adding to this group. Group members can be
principals (as defined on the Person document), roles or other groups.

Member Identifier

Required. Enter the ID that identifies the member you are adding or use the lookup to
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Table 7.2. Assignees tab definition
Title

Description
search for and select a valid Member ID. The lookup directs you to the Principal, Group
or Role lookup based on your Member Type Code selection.

Name

Display only. Displays the name of the member you've selected.

Active From Date

Optional. To specify the earliest date on which this member is to be considered a valid
member of this group, enter a From Date.

Active To Date

Actions

Optional. To specify a date on which this member is no longer to be considered a valid
member of this group, enter a To Date.
Note that you cannot delete or inactivate group members. To remove a member from a
group enter an Active To Date.
Click the Add button to add this member to the group.
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Chapter 8. Namespace
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Configuration > Namespace
The Namespace document allows you to add new or maintain existing namespace codes. Namespace codes are
used to identify various pieces of functionality and generally correspond to large functional areas. The
namespaces in an applications base data normally take the form of a Kuali application followed by one of that
application's modules. For example the KFS Purchasing /Accounts Payable module would be associated with
the namespace KFS-PURAP.
This document can only be initiated by members of the KR-SYS Technical Administrator role or a suitable
application role and does not route for approval.

Document Layout
Figure 8.1. Namespace document

The Namespace document contains the Edit Namespace tab
.
Table 8.1. Edit Namespace tab definition
Title
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Table 8.1. Edit Namespace tab definition
Title

Description

Namespace

Required. Enter the namespace code for this namespace. The convention for most
namespaces is application abbreviation and module abbreviation separated by a dash
(KFS-PURAP, KR-WKFLW, etc.)

Namespace Name

Required. A longer text description for this namespace code.

Application ID

Optional. An additional namespace identifier which identifies which application should
recognize this namespace code. This is generally only used in instances where the regular
namespace code is not enough to make an attribute unique. This attribute is normally used
directly on the Parameter document and not assigned specifically to a namespace on this
table.

Active Indicator

Required. Leave checked to indicate that this namespace is active and can be associated
with permissions, responsibilities, roles and Kuali data elements organized by namespace.
Uncheck the box to inactivate this namespace and make it an invalid choice.
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Chapter 9. Parameter
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Configuration > Parameter
The Parameter document is used to define parameters and business rules in Rice and Rice Applications. A
specific value of a parameter can vary based on what the parameter is used to define. Some parameters create
business rules. These rules create restrictions and enforce valid values and combinations on various document
types or batch processes. Other parameters simply define institution-specific values not defined elsewhere in
Rice and Rice Applications. The value may, for example, be text that Rice and Rice Applications are to display
in a given location or it may be a simple yes or no value to turn an option on or off.
Only members of the KR-SYS Technical Administrator or suitable application roles can create or edit
Parameter documents.
The Parameter document does not route for approval.

Document Layout
Figure 9.1. Parameter document
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The Parameter document includes the Edit Parameter tab. This tab is where you define the modules, type,
rules, and description of the parameters.
Table 9.1. Edit Parameter tab definition
Title

Description

Namespace Code

Required. Select the appropriate Namespace code for the parameter from the
Namepsace Code list or search for it from the lookup.

Component

Required. Enter the parameter component code or search for it from the
Parameter Component lookup.

Application ID

Required. Enter the application namespace to identify the application to which
this parameter applies. Note that the same parameter can have different values for
different applications.

Parameter Name

Required. Enter the name of the parameter being defined.

Parameter Value

Required. Enter the value for the parameter. The nature of a given parameter
determines what form the parameter value should take. In some cases it is text for
a user to view or it could be a value such as an account number or an object code.
In cases where multiple values are allowed they should be separated by a semicolon. Consult with technical resources if you are unsure what format a specific
parameter value should take.

Parameter Description

Required. Describe the purpose and usage of the parameter. The description is
used for a documentation purpose.
Required. Select the parameter type code from the Parameter Type list or search
for it from the lookup.

Parameter Type Code

Default types include:
System Configuration: Used to establish institution values not specific to
validation.
Document Validation: Used to establish business rules for documents.

Parameter Constraint Code

Required. Select Allowed if the parameter is to allow the defined parameter value
within an application. Select Denied if the parameter is to deny the defined
parameter value within the application. Consult with technical resources if you
are unsure of the appropriate constraint code for a given parameter.
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Chapter 10. Component
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Configuration > Component
The Component document defines valid components that can be associated with a parameter. Components
indicate a general or specific piece of functionality to which a parameter applies. Some Components are generic
(batch, lookup, all) while others are very specific and refer to particular documents or even specific tabs or
fields on documents.
Only members of the KR-SYS Technical Administrator or an equivalent application role can create or edit
Component documents.

Document Layout
Figure 10.1. Component document

The Parameter Component document includes the Edit Parameter Detail Type tab.
Table 10.1. Edit Parameter Detail Type tab definition
Title
Namespace Name

Description
Required. Select the appropriate Namespace code for the parameter from the Namespace
Name list or search for it from the lookup.
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Table 10.1. Edit Parameter Detail Type tab definition
Title

Description

Component

Required. Enter the parameter component code or search for it from the Component
lookup.

Component Name

Required. Enter the descriptive name of the parameter component being defined.

Active Indicator

Required. Leave checked to indicate that this parameter component is active and can be
associated with parameters. Uncheck the box to inactivate this component and make it an
invalid choice.
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Chapter 11. Parameter Type
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Configuration > Parameter Type
The parameter type broadly defines what a parameter is used for. In an application's base data there may be only
two parameter types: parameters used for document validation (such as business rules) and parameters used for
System Configuration (customizing applications for your institution).
The Parameter Type document allows you to create new or edit existing parameter types. Code must be
developed to support any additional types or changes to existing types.
Only members of the KR-SYS Technical Administrator or suitable application role can create or edit Parameter
Type documents and they do not route for approval.

Document Layout
Figure 11.1. Parameter Type document

The Parameter Type document includes the Edit Parameter Type tab.
Table 11.1. Edit Parameter Type tab definition
Title
Parameter Type Code

Description
Required. Enter the code by which this parameter type will be identified.

Parameter Type Name Required. Enter the long descriptive name for this parameter type.
Active Indicator

Required. Check the box to make this parameter type active and available for selection
when creating parameters. Uncheck the box if you wish to inactivate this type of
parameter and prevent its selection when creating new parameters.
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Chapter 12. Permission
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Permission Info Tab
Permission Details Tab
Administration > Identity > Identity > Permission
The Permission document allows you to create new permissions or edit existing ones. The Permission Lookup
allows you to search for and view existing permissions. You can view summarized information about the
permission detail values as well as the roles that are currently associated with this permission.
Only members of an applicable application specific role can create or modify Permission documents. These
documents do not route for approval.

Caution
Extreme caution should be exercised when modifying existing permissions or adding new ones. Even
small changes can have application-wide consequences. Changes should be made only after sufficient
testing with your local configuration.
Figure 12.1. Permission Lookup

Table 12.1. Permission Lookup search criteria
Title

Description

Template Namespace

Optional. To search for a permission based on its template namespace (that is, the
name of the application and module to which its template belongs), select the
appropriate namespace.

Template Name

Optional. To search for a permission based on the name of the template it is based on,
enter the appropriate template name.

Permission Namespace

Optional. To search for a permission based on its namespace, select the appropriate
permission namespace.

Permission Name

Optional. To search for a permission by name, enter its name.
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Table 12.1. Permission Lookup search criteria
Title

Description

Role Namespace

To search for a permission based on the namespace of the role to which it is assigned,
enter the appropriate role namespace.

Role Name

Optional. To search for a permission based on the role to which it is assigned, enter
the appropriate role name.

Principal Name

Optional. To search for a permission based on the principals that currently have this
permission through their association with a role, enter an appropriate principal name.

Group Namespace

Optional. To search for a permission based on the namespace of groups that have this
permission through the group's association with a role, enter an appropriate group
namespace.

Group Name

Optional. To search for a permission based on the name of a group that has this
permission through its association with a role, enter an appropriate group name.

Permission Detail Values

Optional. To find a permission based on a specific permission detail value associated
with it, enter the value.

Figure 12.2. Permission Lookup results

The Permission results display contains the fields described in the table below.
Table 12.2. Permission Lookup results fields
Title

Description

Actions

Actions allow selection of edit or copy for each permission displayed.

Template Namespace

The code identifying the application and module the template pertains to. Because
templates tend to be general categories, they are often associated with system-level
namespaces.

Template Name

The template the permission is based on. A template usually defines, in a broad
sense, what the permission controls. Similar types of permissions share the same
template.

Permission Namespace

The code designating the application and module this permission is associated with.

Permission Name

The descriptive name for this permission. In most cases this will match the Template
Name.
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Table 12.2. Permission Lookup results fields
Title

Description
Display-only. Detailed information that, in combination with the permission name,
defines the permission's function.
For example, if the permission name is 'Initiate Document,' the Permission Detail
Values field indicates the specific type of document the initiate permission pertains
to.

Permission Detail Values

Permission detail values can include many different types of data. Some common
types are defined below.
documentTypeName: The name of the document type associated with this
permission.
routeNodeName: The point in a document's workflow routing at which this
permission becomes relevant.
routeStatusCode: The routing status that a document must be in for this permission
to apply.
propertyName: Often, a field or document element that the permission pertains to.

Granted to Roles

Lists the namespace and name of roles that have this permission. Click on the linked
name to view the Role inquiry.

To view an Inquiry screen for a permission, select the Permission Name of the appropriate row in the search
results. The Inquiry screen contains the same information as the Search Results in a slightly different format.
Figure 12.3. Permission Inquiry

Document Layout
The Permission document includes Document Overview, Permission Info, and Permission Details tabs.
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Figure 12.4. Permission document

Permission Info Tab
This tab identifies the permissions with a unique system-assigned ID number, a template, namespace, name and
description.
Figure 12.5. Permission Info tab

Table 12.3. Permission Info tab definition
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Title

Description

Permission Identifier

Display-only. The unique, system-assigned ID number that identifies this permission.

Template ID

Required. Select the Template this permission is associated with. Templates identify
broad permission types.

Permission Namespace

Required. An indicator that associates the permission with a particular application and
module.

Permission Name

Required. A text name identifying this permission.

Permission Description Optional. Enter a text description of what this permission does.
Active Indicator

Required (defaults to 'Yes'). Change the default selection if you wish this permission to
be inactive. Inactive permissions will be disregarded by KIM when doing permission
checks.

Permission Details Tab
This tab identifies the permission values that KIM needs to make this permission function. These values vary
greatly depending on the type of permission being created. It is highly recommended that users view similar
permissions (those with the same Template ID) and discuss Permission Details with technical resources to
ensure values are entered correctly.
Figure 12.6. Permission Details tab

Table 12.4. Permission Details tab definition
Title

Permission Details

Description
Optional (though most permissions would require some details to be functional). Enter the
permission details specific to this permission. Details should be entered as the name of the
property followed by an '=' followed by the value of the property. When entering multiple
details they should be separated by a hard return in the text box, such as:
componentName=IdentityManagementPersonDocument
propertyName=taxId
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Chapter 13. Person
Table of Contents
Overview
Document Layout
Overview Tab
Contact Tab
Privacy Preferences Tab
Membership Tab
Process Overview
Business Rules
Routing

Overview
Administration > Identity > Identity > Person
The Person document allows you to identify each user to KIM (and, by extension, to Rice applications). Each
Person document includes data about a user's relationship with your institution as well as the roles and groups to
which this person belongs.
In KIM a person is a unique combination of an 'entity ID' and a 'principal ID.' The entity ID represents a person
with a unique number, and the document associates the entity ID with the user's principal ID number and
principal name (often referred to as a user name or user ID). When searching for or working with users in KIM,
you usually reference either the principal ID or the principal name. A single entity ID can have multiple
principals associated with it
Note that initiation of the Person document is restricted to members of the KR-SYS Technical Administrator or
similar application specific role.

Note: Person and HRIS System
Many institutions choose to override parts of the Person document (especially affiliations and contact
information) with data from an HR system. Therefore, editing entity data (such as entity ID, principal
name, principal ID, and password), contact and affiliation data is not available for any role in the default
role configuration. If you wish to allow users to edit this data via the interface you will need to assign
the 'Modify Entity' permission to the appropriate role.

Document Layout
The Person document includes Overview, Contact, Privacy Preferences, and Membership tabs.
Figure 13.1. Person Document
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Overview Tab
Overview Section
The first section in the Overview tab is the Overview section.
Table 13.1. Overview section definition
Title
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Table 13.1. Overview section definition
Title

Description
Display-only. The unique ID number identifying this person in your database. An
individual may have multiple principal IDs but only one entity ID.

Entity Id

The system completes this entry automatically when you save or submit the document.
Display-only. The unique ID number identifying this principal. Whereas Entity ID
represents a unique person, principal represents a set of login information for that person.
When selecting a person, you ordinarily reference his or her principal ID.

Principal ID

The system completes this entry automatically when you save or submit the document.
Principal Name

Required. Enter the user name by which this principal is to be identified.

Principal Password

Optional. Enter the password for this principal ID.

Active

Check the box to indicate that this principal ID is active. Uncheck the box to indicate that
this principal ID is inactive.

Affiliations
Use the Affiliations section of the Overview tab to add affiliations for this principal ID. Depending on the
affiliation type added, you may need to complete additional fields.
Table 13.2. Affiliations section definition
Title

Description
Optional. Select the type of affiliation from the list. Options include:

Affiliation Type

•

Affiliate: An affiliation for users in your system that are neither employees nor
students.

•

Faculty: A faculty employee.

•

Staff: A non-faculty employee.

•

Student: A non-employee identified as a student of your institution.

Affiliation types of Faculty and Staff require additional information (see below).
Campus Code

Required. Select the campus code associated with this affiliation.

Default

Check the box to indicate that this affiliation is this principal's default association with your
institution. Each principal must have at least one default affiliation.

Actions

Click the Add button to add the affiliation.

If you have selected an Affiliation of 'Faculty' or 'Staff,' the system displays additional fields to collect
employment information.
Figure 13.2. Faculty and staff Employment Information
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Table 13.3. Employment Information fields definition
Title

Description

Employee ID

Optional. Enter the Employment ID number associated with this faculty or staff
affiliation. Ordinarily this entry is the ID number identifying this principal in your
HR system.

Primary

Check the box to indicate that this faculty or staff affiliation represents the
principal's primary job with your institution. Each principal with a faculty or staff
affiliation must have exactly one affiliation marked as 'primary.
Required. Select a value to identify the current status of this faculty or staff
affiliation. Options include:

Employee Status

•

Active

•

Deceased

•

On Non-Pay Leave

•

Status Not Yet Processed

•

Processing

•

Retired

•

Terminated

Required. Select a value to indicate the type of employment for this affiliation.
Options include:
Employee Type

•

Non-Professional

•

Other

•

Professional

Base Salary Amount

Required. Enter the base salary yearly amount earned for this faculty or staff
affiliation.

Primary Department Code

Optional. Enter the code for the department associated with this faculty or staff
affiliation.

Add

Click the Add button to add this row of employment information.

Contact Tab
The Contact tab records the names, addresses, phone numbers and email addresses associated with this Person
record. Any Person record can store multiple records for contact information of each type (name, address,
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phone number, and email address), with one value of each type identified as the default value for the Person
record.
Figure 13.3. Contact tab

Names Section
Figure 13.4. Names section

Table 13.4. Names section definition
Title

Description
Optional. Select the type of name to be added in this row. Options include:

Name Code

•

Other

•

Preferred

•

Primary

Optional. Select the appropriate title for the name being added in this row. Options include:
Name Prefix

•

Ms

•

Mrs

•

Mr

•

Dr

First Name

Optional. Enter the first name for this record.

Last Name

Optional. Enter the last name for this record.
Optional. Select a suffix for this name record. Options include:

Name Suffix

•

Jr

•

Sr
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Table 13.4. Names section definition
Title

Description
•

Mr

•

MD

Default

Check this box to indicate that this Name record is to be used as the default for this person.
Each Person record must have exactly one Name record identified as the default.

Active

Check the box to indicate that this Name record is active. Uncheck the box to indicate that this
record should be considered inactive.

Actions

Click the Add button to add this Name record.

Addresses Section
Figure 13.5. Addresses section

Table 13.5. Addresses section definition
Title

Description
Optional. Select the type of address being added on this row. Options include:

Address Type

•

Home

•

Other

•

Work

Line 1-3

Optional. Use lines 1, 2 and 3 to enter the street address for this row.

City

Optional. Enter the city associated with this address.

State / Province Optional. Select the state associated with this address from the list.
Postal Code

Optional. Enter the postal code associated with this address.

Country

Optional. Select the country associated with this address.

Default

Check this box to indicate this address record should be used as the default. A Person record
can have no more than one default Address record.

Active

Check this box to indicate that this Address record is active. Uncheck the box to indicate that
this record is inactive.

Actions

Click the Add button to add this Address record.

Phone Numbers Section
Figure 13.6. Phone Numbers section
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Table 13.6. Phone Numbers section definition
Title

Description
Optional. Select the type of phone number being added on this row. Options include:

Phone Type

•

Home

•

Mobile

•

Other

•

Work

Phone Number

Optional. Enter the area code and phone number.

Extension

Optional. Enter the appropriate extension.

Country

Optional. Select the country associated with this Phone Number record.

Default

Check this box to indicate that this Phone Number record should be used as the default. A
Person record can have no more than one default Phone Number record.

Active

Check this box to indicate that this Phone Number record is active. Uncheck the box to
indicate that this record is inactive.

Actions

Click the Add button to add this Phone Number record.

Email Addresses Section
Figure 13.7. Email Addresses section

Table 13.7. Email Address section definition
Title
Email

Description
Optional. Enter the email address for this record.
Optional. Select the type of email address being added on this row. Options include:

Type

•

Home

•

Other

•

Work

Default

Check this box to indicate that this Email Address record should be used as the default. A Person
record can have no more than one default Email Address record.

Active

Check this box to indicate that this Email Address record is active. Uncheck the box to indicate that
this record is inactive.
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Table 13.7. Email Address section definition
Title
Actions

Description
Click the Add button to add this Email Address record.

Privacy Preferences Tab
The Privacy Preferences tab allows you to suppress the display of fields on the Contact Tab.

Caution
Note that no role in the base data configuration can modify this privacy preferences information. If you
wish this capability to be available via the user interface, you must assign the 'Override Entity Privacy
Preferences' permission to a role.
Figure 13.8. Privacy Preferences tab

Table 13.8. Privacy Preferences tab definition
Title

Description

Suppress Name

Optional. Check this box to specify that the system is not to display this person's names.

Suppress Personal

Optional. Do not display this person's personal data.

Suppress Phone

Optional. Check this box to specify that the system is not to display this person's phone
numbers.

Suppress Address

Optional. Check this box to specify that the system is not to display this person's addresses.

Suppress Email

Optional. Check this box to specify that the system is not to display this person's email
addresses.

Membership Tab
The Membership Tab allows you to associate a person with groups and roles and, by extension, with KIM
permissions and responsibilities. Assigning a person to a role is the most direct way to give a user KIM
permissions and responsibilities.
Figure 13.9. Membership tab
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The tab is divided into three sections, one for managing assignments to Groups, another for Roles, and a third
for Delegations.

Groups Section
Table 13.9. Groups section definition
Title

Description

Group

Optional. Enter the name of the KIM group you want to assign this person to. You can also
use the Group lookup to search for and select a valid value.

Namespace Code

Display-only. After you select a group to add this person to, the namespace code associated
with the selected group is displayed.

Name

Display-only. After you select a group to add this person to, the name of that group is
displayed.

Type

Display-only. After you select a group to add this person to, the type associated with the
selected group is displayed.

Active From Date

Optional. If this user's assignment to this group is to be effective as of a certain date, enter
that date here.

Active To Date

Actions

Optional. If this user's assignment to this group is to terminate as of a certain date, enter
that date here.
There is no way to delete a person's assignment to a group. To remove a person from a
group, use this field to specify a date in the past.
Click the Add button to add this group assignment.

Roles Section
Table 13.10. Roles section definition
Title

Description

Role

Optional. Use the Name lookup to search for and select the role you want to assign this
person to.

Namespace Code

Display-only. After you select a role to assign to this Person record, the system displays the
namespace code associated with that role.

Name

Display-only. After you select a role to assign to this Person record, the system displays the
name associated with that role.

Type

Display-only. After you select a role to assign to this Person record, the system displays the
role type associated with the selected role here.

Active From Date Optional. If this user's assignment to this role is to be effective as of a certain date, enter
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Table 13.10. Roles section definition
Title

Description
that date here.

Active To Date

Actions

Optional. If this user's assignment to this role is to terminate as of a certain date, enter that
date here.
Note that there is no way to delete a person's assignment to a role. To remove a person from
a role, use this field to specify a date in the past.
Click the Add button to add this role data.

When assigning some roles, you may need to supply additional qualifying values that further define this
person's assignment. For more information about role qualifiers, see Role.

Delegations Section
Delegations allow you to set a user as a primary or secondary delegate for a current member of a role. The
delegate has the same permissions as the role member and is able to act on action requests generated for the role
member by KIM.
Table 13.11. Delegations section definition
Title

Description

Role Member

Optional. Use the Role Member lookup to search for and select the role and role
member you wish to add a delegation for.

Active From Date

Optional. If this delegation is to be effective as of a certain date, enter that date here.
Optional. If this delegation is to terminate as of a certain date, enter that date here.

Active To Date

Note that there is no way to delete a person's delegation. To remove a person from a
role, use this field to specify a date in the past.

Optional. This defines how the delegate will be able to access workflow action requests
generated to the delegating role member. Options are 'Secondary' (the user must use the
Delegation Type Code
secondary delegate action list filter to view action requests) and 'Primary' (action
requests will route directly to the delegate's action list).
Actions

Click the Add button to add this delegation data.

Process Overview
Business Rules
•

A person must have at least one affiliation.

•

Each faculty or staff affiliation must have at least one Employment Information record associated with
it.

•

If a person has any faculty or staff affiliations then one Employment Information record must be marked
as 'primary'.

•

Each person must have a default Name record in the Contacts section.

•

Each affiliation must be associated with a campus.
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•

Each type of contact information can have only one record marked as the default.

Routing
Only members of the KR-SYS Technical Administrator or similar application specific roles can initiate Person
documents. In base Rice, person documents do not route for approval.
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Chapter 14. Phone Type
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Identity > Reference > Phone Type
The Phone Type Lookup displays codes that identify various categories of phone numbers on the Person
document.

Note
Phone types cannot be edited via the interface. Technical assistance is required to add new or edit
existing phone types.

Document Layout
Figure 14.1. Phone Type Lookup with results

Table 14.1. Phone Type Lookup results definition
Title

Description

Phone Type Code Display-only. The code that identifies the type of phone number.
Phone Type
Name

Display-only. The descriptive name for this type of phone number.

Display Sort
Code

Display-only. An alphabetic value that determines the order in which phone types are
displayed in the dropdown list.

Active Indicator

Display-only. Indicates whether this phone type is active (in which case the system displays
it in the Phone Type dropdown list on the Person document).
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Chapter 15. Postal Code
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Identity > Locations > Postal Code
The Postal Code Maintenance document defines the zip code by city and state. When the user chooses the
Postal Code option from the Administration menu tab, the system displays the Postal Code Lookup screen.
After the user selects a postal code or clicks the create new button, the system presents the Postal Code
Maintenance document.

Note
The user may also enter a city and state to find the associated zip code.

Document Layout
Figure 15.1. Postal Code Maintenance document, create mode

The Postal Code Maintenance document includes the Edit Postal Codes tab.
In edit mode, the Edit Postal Codes tab presents a display-only set of fields on the left and editable fields on
the right in which the user may enter changes.
Table 15.1. Edit Postal Codes tab definition
Title

Description

Country Code

The country code for the country associated with the zip (postal) code.

Postal Code

Identifies a Postal Service code.

State

Required. The state associated with the zip (postal) code.
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Table 15.1. Edit Postal Codes tab definition
Title

Description

County Code

The unique identifying code for the county associated with the zip (postal) code.

City Name

Required. The name of the city associated with the zip (postal) code.

Active Indicator

Indicates whether the postal code is active or inactive. Remove the check mark to deactivate
this postal code.
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Chapter 16. Responsibility
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Responsibility Info Tab
Responsibility Details Tab
Administration > Identity > Identity > Responsibility
The Responsibility document allows you to create new responsibilities or edit existing ones. The Responsibility
Lookup allows you to search for and view existing responsibilities. You can view summarized information
about the responsibility detail values as well as the roles with which the responsibility is currently associated.
Only members of a qualified, application specific role can create or modify a Responsibility document and it
does not route for approval. Information about the Responsibility document follows detailed information about
the Responsibility Lookup below.

Warning
Caution should be exercised when modifying existing responsibilities or adding new ones. Relatively
minor changes can result in disruptions to the workflow of documents if made in error. Changes should
be made only after sufficient testing with your local configuration.
Figure 16.1. Responsibility Lookup
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Table 16.1. Responsibility Lookup search criteria
Title

Description

Template Namespace

Optional. To search for a responsibility based on its template namespace (that is,
the name of the application and module to which its responsibility template
belongs), select the appropriate namespace.

Template Name

Optional. To search for a responsibility based on the name of the template it is
based on, enter the appropriate template name.

Responsibility Namespace

Optional. To search for a responsibility based on its namespace, select the
appropriate responsibility namespace.

Responsibility Name

Optional. To search for a responsibility by name, enter its name.

Role Namespace

To search for a responsibility based on the namespace of the role to which it is
assigned, enter the appropriate role namespace.

Role Name

Optional. To search for a responsibility based on the role to which it is assigned,
enter the appropriate role name.

Principal Name

Optional. To search for a responsibility based on the principals that currently
have this responsibility through their association with a role, enter an appropriate
principal name.

Group Namespace

Optional. To search for a responsibility based on the namespace of groups that
have this responsibility through the group's association with a role, enter an
appropriate group namespace.

Group Name

Optional. To search for a responsibility based on the name of a group that has
this responsibility through its association with a role, enter an appropriate group
name.

Attribute Value

Optional. To find a responsibility based on a specific responsibility detail value
associated with it, enter the value.

Active Indicatior

Defaults to Yes. Opiton to search for Responsibilities that are active, not ative,
or across both.

Figure 16.2. Responsibility Lookup results

The Responsibility results display contains the fields described in the table below.

Table 16.2. Responsibility Lookup results fields
Title
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Table 16.2. Responsibility Lookup results fields
Title

Description

Actions

Actions allow selection of edit or copy for each responsibility displayed.

Template Namespace

The code identifying the application and module the template pertains to.
Because responsibilities pertain to workflow, most responsibility templates are
associated with the KR-WKFLW (Kuali Rice-Workflow) namespace.

Template Name

The template the responsibility is based on. A template usually defines, in a
broad sense, what the responsibility is. Since responsibilities normally are
normally associated with action requests for user review, most responsibilities
have a template name of 'Review.

Responsibility Namespace

The code designating the application and module this responsibility is
associated with. This code usually corresponds to the namespace of the
document type for which the responsibility generates action requests.

Responsibility Name

The name of this responsibility. In most cases the responsibility name will be
the same as the associated template name ('Review').
Like permission names, responsibility names are not unique.
Display-only. Detailed information that defines what document this
responsibility generates action requests for, when the requests are generated and
how they are handled by workflow.
Unlike permissions, which sometimes have different detail values,
responsibility detail values generally contain the elements defined below.
routeNodeName: The point in a document's workflow routing at which this
responsibility generates requests.

Responsibility Detail Values

documentTypeName: The name of the document type for which this
responsibility generates action requests. This value may also be a parent
document type, which indicates that this responsibility applies to all child
documents that contain the appropriate route node.
actionDetailsAtRoleMemberLevel: A True or False indicator that defines where
the system collects details of this workflow action request. If the value is 'True,'
the system collects action details when members are assigned to the role. If the
value is 'False,' the system collects action details when this responsibility is
assigned to a role.
required: A True or False value that indicates whether the system is required to
generate an action request for this document type. If the value is 'True' and the
document generates no requests associated with this responsibility, then the
document will go into exception status. If the value is 'False' and the
responsibility generates no action requests, then the document continues to
route as normal.

Granted to Roles

Lists the namespace and name of roles that have this responsibility. Click on the
linked name to view the Role Inquiry.
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To view an Inquiry screen for a responsibility, select the Responsibility Name of the appropriate row in the
search results. The Inquiry contains the same information displayed in the search results in a slightly different
format.
Figure 16.3. Responsibility Inquiry

Document Layout
The Responsibility document includes Document Overview, Responsibility Info, and Responsibility Details
tabs.
Figure 16.4. Responsibility document
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Responsibility Info Tab
This tab identifies the responsibility with a unique system-assigned ID number, a namespace, name and
description.
Figure 16.5. Responsibility Info tab
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Table 16.3. Permission Info tab definition
Title

Description

Responsibility Identifier

Display-only. The unique, system-assigned ID number that identifies this
responsibility.

Responsibility Namespace

Required. An indicator that associates the responsibility with a particular
application and module.

Responsibility Name

Required (defaults to 'Review'). A text name identifying this responsibility. Note
that this is the only valid value for this document. You cannot use the
Responsibility document to establish or modify Responsibilities with the name
'Resolve Exception' -these require a technical resource to modify.

Responsibility Description

Optional. Enter a text description of what this responsibility does.

Active Indicator

Required (defaults to 'Yes'). Change the default selection if you wish this
responsibility to be inactive. Inactive responsibilities will be disregarded by
Workflow.

Responsibility Details Tab
This tab identifies the document type and route node associated with this responsibility. It also defines other
responsibility information such as whether or not the action details reside at the role member level.
Figure 16.6. Responsibility Details tab

Table 16.4. Responsibility Details tab definition
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Title

Description

Document Type Name

Required. Enter the name of the document type this responsibility is
associated with or use the Document Type Lookup to search for and
select a value.

Route Node Name

Required. The name of the route node at which this responsibility
should be invoked.

Action Details at Role Member Level

Required (defaults to False). Check this box if you want role members
associated with this responsibility to be able to define the type of
workflow action they will need to take in order to fulfill the action
request it generates.

Required

Required (defaults to False). Check this box if you wish documents of
this type to go into Exception status if this responsibility does not
generate at least one action request.

Qualifier Resolver Provided Identifier

Optional. In most cases this field should be blank. It can be used as an
additional identifier KIM will use to choose the correct responsibility
information for a given doc type. The document type must pass the
provided identifier to KIM.
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Chapter 17. Role
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Creating New Roles
Role Document
Administration > Identity > Identity > Role
The Role document allows you to create a new KIM role and edit an existing role. Each role aggregates a
specific set of permissions and responsibilities and allows you to assign members to the role. Rice and Rice
Applications contain many existing roles that your institution may want to use as is, but you may also change
existing roles and add new ones by using the Role document.
The purpose of each role is defined by its associated permissions and responsibilities. Roles are classified by
types that generally indicate the type of permissions and responsibilities with which they can be associated.

Note
The process of creating a new type requires technical assistance. Consequently, KIM does not provide
an interface for creating role types.

Document Layout
Creating New Roles
When you click the Create New button, the system displays the KIM Type Lookup. You must search for and
select an existing Type in order for the system to generate a new Role document.

Note
Note that while the KIM Type Lookup is used when creating new groups and roles, not all KIM types
are valid for both. When using this Lookup, you may receive different results depending on the KIM
types that are valid for the entity you are working with.
Figure 17.1. KIM Type Lookup

Role Document
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The Role document includes Document Overview, Overview, Permissions, Responsibilities, and Assignees
tabs.
Figure 17.2. Role document
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Overview Tab
This tab identifies the role with a unique system-assigned ID number, a namespace and a name. Each role also
has a type which tends to match the types of permissions and responsibilities associated with it.
Figure 17.3. Role Overview tab

Table 17.1. Overview tab definition
Title

Description

Role

Display-only. The unique, system-assigned ID number that identifies this role.

Type Name

Display-only. Because the role type normally reflects the type of qualifiers this role will need to
collect when members are added, this name usually identifies the general types of permissions
and responsibilities associated with it.
When creating a new role, you must select its type before the system will generate the document.

Namespace

Required. An indicator that associates the role with a particular application and module.

Role Name

Required. The common descriptive name by which this role is known.

Active

Check this box to indicate that this role is active and is, therefore, to be included by KIM when
evaluating permissions and responsibilities. Uncheck the box to indicate that this role is inactive

Description

Optional. A longer text box for describing the needs or uses of the role.

Permissions Tab
This tab identifies the permissions associated with this role. Permissions authorize specific actions in the system
with which they are associated. A role can have any number of permissions (including no permissions)
associated with it.
Figure 17.4. Permissions tab
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Table 17.2. Permissions tab definition
Title

Description

Add Permission ID

To add a permission to this role, enter the appropriate permission ID or search for and
select a value using the Permission lookup

Add

Click the Add button to add the selected permission to this Role document.

After you add a permission to the document, the system displays additional information about the permission.

Note
Permissions cannot be edited via the Role document. Use the Permission document to perform this
function.
Table 17.3. Permissions tab definition, results set
Title

Description

Permission Namespace

Display-only. The Namespace identifies the application and module associated with
this permission.

Permission Identifier

Display-only. The unique system-assigned ID number for this permission.

Permission Name

Display-only. The descriptive name of this permission. This often identifies, in general
terms, what the permission authorizes.

Permission Detail
Values

Display-only. The document types, tabs and/or fields this permission authorizes. Not
all permissions have detail values.

Active Indicator

Display-only. Indicator showing whether this permission is active within the system or
not.
Click the Delete button to remove this permission from the role.

Actions

You may delete a permission only if it has not yet been saved to the database (i.e., you
added it to this role but have not yet submitted the document).

Responsibilities Tab
This tab identifies the responsibilities associated with this role. Responsibilities define the workflow actions
that will be requested of the role. A role can have any number of responsibilities (including none) associated
with it.
Figure 17.5. Responsibilities tab

Table 17.4. Responsibilities tab definition
Title
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Table 17.4. Responsibilities tab definition
Title

Description

Add Responsibility ID

To add a responsibility to this role enter the responsibility ID or search for and select a
value using the Responsibility lookup

Add

Click the Add button to add the selected responsibility to this Role document.

After you add a responsibility to the document, the system displays additional information about this
responsibility.

Note
Responsibilities cannot generally be edited via the Role document, but some responsibilities have
associated attributes that you must define at the role level.
Figure 17.6. Responsibility details displayed

Table 17.5. Responsibilities tab definition, continued
Title

Description

Responsibility Namespace

Display-only. The Namespace identifies the application and module associated
with this responsibility.

Responsibility Identifier

Display-only. The unique system-assigned ID number identifying this
responsibility

Responsibility Name

Display-only. The descriptive name of this responsibility. For most
Responsibilities the name is 'Review.
Display-only. This identifies more specific information about the responsibility.
Responsibility Detail Values are formatted in a standard way with the following
attributes delimited by commas:
Route Node: The workflow route level at which this responsibility is invoked.
Document Type: The document type for which this responsibility generates
workflow requests.

Responsibility Detail Values

Action Details at Role Member Level: A True or False indicator that defines
where the details of this workflow action request are defined. If the value is 'True'
then action details will be collected when Members are assigned to the role. If the
value is 'False' then the action details must be collected when this responsibility is
assigned to a role (see Assigning Action Detail Values elsewhere in this section.)
Required: Indicates if the routing represented by this responsibility should be
required. If this is set to True and the responsibility fails to generate an action
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Table 17.5. Responsibilities tab definition, continued
Title

Active Indicator

Description
request (perhaps because no one is assigned to the associated Role) then the
document will go into Exception status. If this routing is optional this value will
be False and the document will simply skip this responsibility if no requests are
generated.
Display-only. Indicator showing whether this responsibility is active within the
system or not.
Click the Delete button to remove this responsibility from this role.

Actions

You can delete a responsibility only if it has not yet been saved to the database
(i.e., you have added it to this role but have not yet submitted the document).

Assigning Action Detail Values
When adding a responsibility with an Action Detail Values at Role Member Level value of 'False,' you must
complete additional fields in a Responsibility Action sub-section. The system displays this section immediately
beneath the responsibility you've just added.
The fields in this sub-section define the type of action requests generated for and the general workflow behavior
associated with this responsibility. Entries in these fields cause the system to generate the same type of action
requests for all members of this role and handle actions by all members in the same way.
Figure 17.7. Responsibility Action details

Table 17.6. Responsibility Action Subsection definition
Title

Description

Name

Display-only. The namespace and name of the responsibility associated with these action
details.

Action Type Code

Required. The type of action request that the system is to generate for this responsibility.
Options include Approve, FYI and Acknowledge.

Priority Number

Optional. If multiple requests are generated at the route node specified on this
responsibility, this value determines in the order in which the system will generate these
requests. The system processes requests with lower priority numbers before processing
requests with higher numbers. Requests with no number are treated as a priority of 1.

Required. This value determines what happens if multiple members of this role receive
the same action request and one of them takes the action. This currently only applies in
situations where a single action request is generated to multiple role members (i.e. the
action details exist at the role level) or a role is assigned to another role and these nested
Action Policy Code
role members receive an action request. For example, if a role with a responsibility with
action details defined at the role level, has three members assigned, all of these members
receive the action request defined here; this code determines what the system does when
one of them takes action on the document.
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Table 17.6. Responsibility Action Subsection definition
Title

Description
A value of FIRST indicates that the first role member to take action on the document will
automatically clear all the requests for this responsibility that may be in other role
member's action lists.
A value of ALL indicates that each role member must take individual action to clear his or
her requests.

Force Action

Check the box to indicate that each user must take this action for this request even if the
user has already previously taken action on this document. Leaving the box unchecked
allows a request to be immediately fulfilled if the role member has previously taken action
on this specific document.

Assignees Tab
This tab contains all members who belong to this role. You may also use the tab to add new members and edit
the values associated with existing members.
Figure 17.8. Assignees tab

Table 17.7. Assignees Member tab definition
Title

Description

Type Code

Required. Role members can be principals (as defined on the Person document), groups or
other roles. Select the type of member you want to add to this Role.

Member Identifier

Required. Enter the ID of the member you want to add or use the lookup to search for and
select a valid value. The lookup directs you to the Principal, Group or Role lookup based
on your Member Type Code selection.

Namespace Cd

Display-only. Identifies the namespace code associated with this role member. Note that
only groups and roles will display a namespace code.

Name

Display-only. Identifies the name of the member being assigned to this role.

Full Name

Display-only. Identifies the default, full name of the member being assigned to this role.

Active From Date

Optional. Allows you to qualify this member's association with this role by date. Entering a
from date will define the earliest date on which this member is a valid member of this role.

Active To Date

Optional. Allows you to deactivate a member's association with a role on a specific date.
The date you enter defines the date the user is no longer a member of this role.
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Table 17.7. Assignees Member tab definition
Title

Description
You cannot delete or inactivate role members. To remove a member from a role, specify an
active to date.

Actions

Click the Add button to add this member to the role.

Note
Additional fields may be required, such as Chart Code or Organization Code, depending on the role type
selected.

Caution
Note that when assigning roles to other roles (nesting roles), qualifying values are not required. Some
roles in applications may contain special logic to derive the required qualifiers from the nested role itself
without qualifiers being specified. You may always specify qualifying values for a nested role and
should do so unless you know the role being assigned contains logic to derive the qualifiers from the
nested role. Roles without the proper qualifiers can cause problems throughout your applications. Please
consult with an application technical resource if you are unsure of whether or not to provide qualifying
values when assigning a role to another role.

Delegations Tab
This tab identifies identifies delegates associated with the role. Delegates are users that a member of this role
has authorized to have the same permissions and take the same actions as the member is authorized to take.
The Assignees Tab dealing with Delegates is slightly different as detailed in the following table. Note that if the
members of a role require qualifying values, the delegation requires these values as well. In most cases,
delegates must have the same qualifiers as the role member they are associated with.
Figure 17.9. Delegations tab

Table 17.8. Delegations tab definition
Title

Description

Role Member

Required. Use the lookup to search for and return the member of this role you wish to
create a delegate for.

Member Type Code

Required. Delegates may be principals (as defined on the Person document), groups or
other roles. Select the type of delegate you want to add to this role.

Member Identifier

Required. Enter the ID that identifies the delegate you want to add or use the lookup to
search for and select a valid value. Note that the lookup will direct you to the Principal,
Group or Role lookup based on your Member Type Code selection.
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Table 17.8. Delegations tab definition
Title

Description

Member Namespace Display-only. Identifies the namespace associated with the selected delegate. Note that
Code
only delegations to groups or roles will display a member namespace code.
Member Name

Display-only. Shows the name of the selected delegate.

Active From Date

Optional. If you want you can qualify this delegate's association with this role by date.
Entering a from date will define the earliest date on which this delegate is a valid
delegate for this role.

Active To Date

Optional. Allows you to deactivate a delegate's association with a role on a specific date.
The date you enter defines the date on which the user is no longer a delegate for this role.
You cannot delete or deactivate delegates. To remove a delegate from a role, enter an
active to date.

Delegation Type
Code

Required. Select 'Secondary' or 'Primary. Note that this selection only applies to
responsibilities associated with the role and indicates if the delegate will receive
documents directly in their action list (Primary) or may choose to view documents in
their action list using the secondary delegate dropdown (Secondary).

Actions

Click the Add button to add this delegate to the role.

Note
Additional fields may be required, such as Chart Code, depending on the role type selected.
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Chapter 18. State
Table of Contents
Document Layout
Administration > Identity > Locations > State
The State Maintenance document defines the U.S. Postal Service codes used to identify states. When the user
chooses the State option from the Administration menu tab, the system displays the State Code Lookup
screen. After the user selects a state code or clicks the create new button, the system presents the State
Maintenance document.

Document Layout
Figure 18.1. State Maintenance document, create mode

The State Maintenance document includes the Edit States tab.
In edit mode, the Edit States tab presents a display-only set of fields on the left and editable fields on the right
in which the user may enter changes.
Table 18.1. Edit States tab definition
Title

Description

Country Code

A unique identifying code assigned to the country of which this state is a part.

State Abbreviation

The state abbreviation.

State Name

Required. The full name of the state associated with the state abbreviation.

Active Indicator

Indicates whether the state code is active or inactive. Remove the check mark to
deactivate the state code.
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